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Translator's Note

PROF. FILLIOZAT'S work on Indian medicine was published m
French in 1949 and became immediately thereafter a classic in

this field. The author had first qualified as a medical practi-

tioner and had set up practice in Paris. Being, however, deeply
interested in Indology, he had been devoting all his spare time

and energy to a study of ancient Indian society with especial

emphasis on medicine. The present work is the result of years

of hard work done in this domain years marked by the publi-

cation of a number of research articles and books such as the
1

Kumara-iantra. His training in European classical languages
as also in Avestan, Tibetan, Chinese, etc. enabled him to take a

comparative view in regard to the development of medical

doctrines in this country.

The work proper starts with a discussion about the legends

concerning Ayurveda and after dealing with the traditions of

the two major texts, those of Caraka and SuSruta, sums up the

essential doctrines of all the texts available today. This is

followed by a discussion on the pre-Aryan and Indo-Aryan
data on medicine, juxtaposed with similar data from the Avestn.

The next three chapters deal with the Vedic data on Pathology,

Anatomy and Physiology leading, in the next chapter, to a

discussion of the relationship between the Veda and Ayurveda.

In the seventh chapter the author makes a comparative study of

the doctrine of wind as adumbrated in India and as found in a

Greek text. This is followed by a critical examination, from the

point of view of medical doctrine, of the Timaeus and corres-

ponding data found in Indian medical texts. The last chapter

takes up the specific question of contacts between India and

Greece, before Alexander, wherein Persia was the intermediary.

This is confirmed in a striking manner by showing that these

contacts had also been maintained with the Accadian civilisa-

tion.

Although written primarily as a treatise on the development

of Indian medical doctrine, the work had been undertaken with
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a much wider vision and a student of ancient Indian society in

general is also sure to benefit from a perusal of this book. Prof.

Filliozafs findings on India's contacts with Persia and Greece

before Alexander as also with the Accadian civilisation are

bound to evoke deep interest in our country.

We hope that this classic, now available to a large number

of our countrymen, ,
will help focus their attention on the

essentials of a science, which, though quite ancient, is equally

modern, as it is still being widely practised in our country as

also in neighbouring countries like Ceylon,

The printing of such a text, with many words of Chinese,

Tibetan, Avestan, Greek and Latin, in addition to those of

ancient Indian languages, has proved to be quite a difficult task

and has considerably delayed its publication. For the same

Reason, a number of accented types, as in the case of Avestan

words, had to be dispensed with and in certain cases they have

ppt been used throughout the book. As the choice was between

non-publication and publication with these technical shortcom-

ings, we have had to opt for the latter, believing that the learned

reader will forgive this lapse as also others that he may
notice.

We are grateful to Prof. Filliozat for his permission to

undertake this translation and for evincing, despite his extremely

busy work-schedule, continuous interest in its progress. At our

request, he has also contributed a special introduction to this

edition. Our thanks are also due to Dr. Romila Thapar for

Jhaving gone through the entire manuscript. Without the

editorial help of Shri S. Bal^t Rao the book would not have been

what it is now. Shri Shambliu Datt Sharma has very kindly

prepared the bibliography and the index.

lESt of Post-Grad. (eve.) Studies, DEV RAJ CHANANA

University of Delhi, Delhi.



PREFACE FOR THE ENGLISH VERSION

THE WORK ON HIPPOCRATIC MEDICINE which continues actively

and has, during the last few years, helped produce the thesis of

Mr. Bourgey at Paris and Mrr R. Joly at Liege is chiefly

interesting for the history of the scientific spirit of the Antiquity
and for ancient Greek Philology. On its side, the history of

the Ayurveda reaches into the same Antiquity but concerns

something always modern. The Ayurvedic medicine is still alive.

Some attack it as the anachronic survival of a once glorious past

but unworthy of being ranked with new scientific achievements.

Others defend it with a conviction and ingeniousness which do
harm to its cause. In fact, some support the view that it is fully

worthy of figuring in the front rank of modern medicines and
even that it is the only one worthy of the front rank. In their

view it already contains all the useful discoveries of not only

the present-day medicine but also of medicine in future. It is

the complete science, revealed once for all for the good of the

feeble humanity and does not require any research and trials of

present-day science. All that the latter discovers with a great

deal of effort, had not only been foreshadowed but had been

written down in its books. It is because we cannot understand

them properly and cannot understand their formulae because of

the condensed expression of the truth, that we always look for

the detailed solutions of physiological and therapeutic problems
which had been, in general, fully solved by Ayurveda.

Moved by this spirit, a number of the partisans of Ayur-
veda have written about the identification of modern concepts
with those of Ayurveda. This is how it is desired to recognise

in certain organic elements mentioned by the Ayurvedic texts,

the elements defined by present-day physiology and geological

Chemistry. For instance, as the action of prarta is invoked by

Ayurveda for explaining the physiological movements of the

organs, and as modern Nerurology talks about nervous influx,

some have claimed that prdna is that nervous influx and that

modern Nerurology has merely rediscovered what Ayurveda
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had already taught. This is how, once again, a substance like

ojas, which plays an important r6Je in the organism, according

to the Physiology of Ayurveda, has been identified with

albumin, because albumin appears as playing a rdle of funda-

mental importance in the same organism. Numerous other

identifications in detail or identifications of theories explaining

the same phenomena proposed on both sides by the Ayurvedic
authors and modern medical men have, once again, been

recently put forward. But it should be evident to everybody
that the majority of these identifications cannot be defended

because the elements mistakenly held to be the same, as they
serve to explain the same functions, are altogether differently

defined on the two sides. It is certainly much more important
to note that the Ayurvedic authors have recognised numerous

problems posed by life and by the inter-play of pathological
functions or by their alterations and that they have sought to

solve them by means of rational explanations, on the basis of
data obtained from observations available to them, as can

always be done by the Physiologists, Biologists and the Patho-

legists with the help of data gathered by them. But it is absolu-

tely unwarranted to claim that the explanations thus offered are

equivalent and that the more ancient ones had already the value,

of the latter ones; indeed they have an absolute and definitive

value. Now in the European science of the Middle Ages the

maintenance of any liquid in a tube, first filled and then turned

upside down on a vat containing the same liquid, had been

sought to be explained by means of the property of nature having.
horror of the .vacuum. Later on Physics, having discovered

atmospheric pressure, has explained the same phenomenon
because of the atmospheric pressure. But no one has, however*,
come to the conclusion that mediaeval science had already
known the atmospheric pressure and had named it, "horror of
the vaccum**.

The same should have been the case with regard to Ayur-
vedic explanations. It gives evidence of a rational scientific:

spirit, rarely seen in other civilisations of the world. But these

explanations have for their basis a knowledge, as yet rudimen-
tary and incomplete in so far as the real conditions ofthe produc-
tion of these phenomena were concerned; they cannot, therefore*

prevail against those which today rest on much more detailed
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information and which will not be valid before those of the

future, the latter being based on much more complete know-

ledge. Making claims to the contrary is not only to naively mix

up concepts and theories which, though applicable to the same

phenomena, have altogether different bases, but is also to give
to the detractors of Ayurveda a chance of denigrating its

partisans as making unjustifiable claims for the same. One
should not plead a good cause with bad arguments.

In the history of universal scientific development, Ayurveda
has an eminent place, which should be conceded to the same
and we will refer to it a little later, but its theories of yesterday
4o not supercede those of today. It retains its importance for

other reasons.

From another side, the extremely widespread persistence of

the usage of Ayurvedic remedies and treatments does not,

by itself, prove their value. It is known that in the absence of
a sufficient number of practitioners of modern medicine,
a large number of Indian people have no other choice save that

of having recourse to Ayurvedic medicine, the only orie

available in a large number of localities. Often when modem
medicine is represented by perfectly qualified practitioners*

it remains inaccessible because of the high cost of its therapeutics
or because of the complexity of the installations required

by the same.

Even when inferior in efficacity, Ayurvedic medicine will be

able to maintain itself, regardless of the fact that it is traditional,

because it is at the same time cheap. This is an important

practical problem, regarding whose solution opinion is divided.

Certain persons think that it is useful, even necessary, while

waiting for a more complete propagation of modern universal

medicine, which India, besides, possesses and to whose progress
its research-workers are contributing and which alone should be

spread all over and installed over its entire territory, ji
While

waiting for this propagation and only for this propagation,

Ayurvedic medicine must be encouraged. But in that case

it must be correctly practised by the Ayurvedic practitioners,

with verified competence, instead of being, sometimes, practised

at the hands of healers who use it ill and render it in-

efficacious or dangerous. ..

But this presupposes that its value be well-established and



that a distinction be clearly made between those cases where it

can be usefully applied and those which can be treated only by
modern methods. In other words it will be necessary that its

competence b^ proved and defined. It wiU also be necessary
that its teaching-programmes be properly established.

In the absence of decisive research concerning the value and
the scope of its methods, others think that its teaching should
not be encouraged and must not be officially sanctioned

by means of diploin&s. In their view, official sanction would

perpetuate worn-out methods and this would lead to delay
ia the complete medical equipment of the country and the

replacement of Ayurvedic medicine by inferior techniques.
The former retort that as it is impossible to carry out this

replacement in a very short time, no matter how desirable, there

is a danger in abandoning it to private initiative, generous
feut sometimes ignorant OB imprudent. For example, mercurial

medicines, used by the practitioners of the rasayana-ta&diiion,

are toxic. Administered by a prudent practitioner* closely

in touch with indications and dosages, they can be salutary.

Otherwise, as is unfortunately proved by experience, they can

give rise to grave nephritis or can be immediately fatal* As a

precautionary measure their use can be prohibited, but they will

sftill be sometimes used either surreptitiously or in ignorance of
their real nature and the danger will not be entirely removed.
Even medicines, made from non-toxic plants or from plants
which are only a little toxic, can be harmful when not adminis-
tered in proper measure. The most harmless can also, unduly
prescribed, make one lose precious time which could, otherwise,
have been utilised for efficacious treatment, which a more com-
petent- doctor, even Ayurvedic, could have begun. In brief, as

Ayurvedic medicine exists without being immediately replaced,
It should be better practised and not at random.

During these arguments from both the sides, at least the

difficulty of the problem comes to the surface. It is a social

problem because the existence of Ayurvedic medicine, being
actually practised in Indian society, is a fact, the health and life

of a part of this society depend on it and on the manner
in which it is practised. Now this problem can only be resolved

by a clear determination of what is Ayurvedic medicine and
what it cam become.
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Under these conditions, it appears that, first of all, it ttilsf

be deeply studied. The interest in its study is, therefore*
not simply retrospective, as if it were a mere historical fact

without any importance for the present, like the medicine
of Greek or Egyptian or Mesopotamian antiquity. It is also,
and above all, practical as it has a social presence, which ctonof
be overlooked.

In the present work, written in France and ontside thtr*

domain of practical Ayurvedic medicine, we have only tried t&
examine its doctrinal bases, examine the nature and
of its theories. They have appeared to us to be highly
able because of the spirit of rational comprehension of Vital am!
pathological phenomena they reveaL Upto now, after studying
the ancient medical systems, we have found proofs f tat

original rational effort only among the Greeks and the

(not counting the medical systems which are only deri^edl

those of Greece and China) an effort analogous to tfeftt

of India, which is shown in the Ayurveda.
Thus we observe that Ayurveda is definitely in fhtf ftoriif

rank of the scientific realisations of ancient time, when its

trines were constituted. But it is for the Indian practitSofiersr

today, for Biologists, for Pharmocologists, for Dieteticia*$i,

find out the practical results which can be obtained frbi

practice of Ayurveda, whose theories and accumulated
of observations are, remarkable but whose powei? of investi*

gation has been by-passed by present-day research, always

going ahead.

It is an immense and difficult but necessary task. II ttift.

have been necessary even if there were no need of justifying ort

condemning the methods which are, rightly or wrongly, applied
at present. In fact, the data of the Ayurvedic texts re%i to real

diseases, to dietetic measures effectively applied, to largely

applied remedies. It constitutes a considerable mass of infifma>-

tion relating to Pathology, to nutrition and to the effect off

drugs and all this information should be gathered and verified!

by modern research.

Already numerous Ayurvedic drugs have been examined!^

from the point of view of their pharmocological properties. The:

cases of their application are mot equally well-known, becausd

of the difficulties often present in the identification of diseases,
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enumerated by modern nosology, in the descriptions furnished

$>y Ayurvedic texts. These texts have, in fact, classified a large

number of diseases in a' different manner, according to the

analogy of the symptoms, confusing, for example, under the

nomenclature ofjvara, "fever'% different diseases, in which fever

is only a secondary manifestation. On other occasions, and

quite frequently, these texts distinguish several varieties in a

single disease, according to whether certain symptoms are attri-

buted to the predominance of one of the three morbid elements

(tridoga), theoretically and hypothetical^ distinguished by
them but whose r$al presence cannot be found by modern
medicine.

Besides, the extremely rich dietetic indications of Ayurveda,

necessarily based on observations over long periods, cannot but
have interest for us, both from the practical view-point and for

the study of the problems of nutrition* Systems of ancient

medicine always attached a great deal of importance to regimen
and to behaviour whether for the preservation of health or for

the treatment of diseases. They often explained diseases as being
due to a departure from regimen or to inadequate hygiene. In

this regard their prescriptions were extremely thorough. The
medicine of the nineteenth century, following its great discoveri-

es and notably after the work of Pasteur concerning the patho-

genic role of bacteria, has undermined many of their hypothe-
ses. This has tended to relegate to the second rank the preoccu-
pation concerning the regimen of diseases, exception however

being made in the case of diseases of nutrition, as Diabetes.

Alimentation and behaviour, being no longer considered as the

essential causes of diseases, have lost a great deal of their im-

portance in the eyes of doctors and are now considered among
the favourable circumstances or among the accessory means of

therapeutics. At present, however, a deeper study of the biolo-

gical conditions, particularly the biochemical conditions of nor-
mal equilibria and of minor pathological perturbations is once

again drawing attention to the effects of alimentation and to

the mode of life, to the influence of climates, of seasons and to
environmental conditions. For example, in regard to alimenta-

tion, observations have been made and experimental verifica-

tions are being made in vitro 9 concerning the influence of rice on
the flevelopment and activity of pathogenic amoeba., which lose
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this activity when the proportion of rice in the contents of the

digestive tube becomes too high. Therefore, in this respect the

data of the Ayurveda deserve examination and verification.

They can help many lines of research.

A number of Indian doctors, in the know of both modern

medicine and Ayurveda, have understood this point. Some
editions of ancient texts accompanied by interpretations made
in the double light of tradition and of present-day clinical con-

ditions have been published. Among them we may mention the

edition of Caraka-samhtia, published by the Gulabkunwarba

Ayurvedic Society, under the direction of Dr. Mehta.

Ayurveda need neither be exalted beyond measure nor

condemned either for its antiquity or for the failure of those

who practise it without prudence. It should be studied as an

original system of science and as an exceptional source of medi-

cal experience.

College de France, J. FILOOZAT

Paris.



INTRODUCTION

THE HISTORY of Indian science is ordinarily not considered

important either by the Indologist or by the historian of

sciences. For the former, it is only of secondary importance
as India has been great more because of her various schools

of philosophy than because of her learning. For the latter, it

is an aberration because it does not put itself on the continuous

line of scientific evolution which starting from Greek science

continues right into modern science. Both of them suspect her

to be lacking in originality, to be based in a number of its,

branches on
borrowings firstly from Greek science, then from

the Arab world and even from that of China. But it is a fact

that it has been studied, with prodigious activity in India, where

it has given rise, not to one, but to many immense literatures

and also throughout the Indianised parts of Asia and InsuMmdia.

This fact alone should attract attention. In the absence of

all other interest, Indian science, the element of the expansion
of one of the greatest world cultures* does have evident histori-

cal importance. Its diffusion outside India is exactly parallel

to that of Greek science outside the Hellenic world* Mentioning

merely the chief facts, it may be observed that Indian science

has been adopted in Tibet, in Central Asia, in certain Chinese

and Japanese circles, in the entire Indo-China and in Indonesia.

The Tibetans communicated it to the Mongols. And it is not

only the empirical notions or the techniques of India which

have thus spread among so many distant and diverse peoples;

have equally spread among these peoples texts teaching the

theories, which, like those of the Greeks, attempted to explain

the Universe. The Tibetans, chiefly, have translated the

Sanskrit texts with extreme care and with full understanding of

the teachings. Their translations cannot be surpassed in

precision and faithfulness, because the Indians did not merely

give them their learning and the practical knowledge of

Sanskrit. They also gave them their precise analysis of this

language, which is the means of understanding it better and is.
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the model for a clear comprehension of the resources of their

own language. They also taught them their logic, the totality

of their reflections on the criteria of truth and on the legitimacy

of reasoning. Indian science has thus spread itself giving at

the same time, both its methods and its results. Therefore it is

not merely because of the extent of the geographical area

wherein it spread itself, but more because of its learned mode of

transmission, that it is comparable to Hellenic science. This

parallelism ceases to be valid only during the recent epochs,
when suddenly in Europe starts, among the inheritors of

Hellenism, the modern scientific growth, because ancient Indian

science has produced nothing comparable to the same* But
this growth is definitely not the exclusive result of and the

natural consequence of the scientific Greek tradition. TJpto
this exceptional growth, on the one hand Greek science and its

derivatives in Christianity and Islam and on the other Indian

science and its derivatives in the form of exported Brahmanism
and Buddhism have, between themselves, shared the world.

Outside these, only the Chinese science kept a domain for itself,

extended in sooth, but without distant expansion and often

mixed with Indian influence.

Someone can, however, object that it is not legitimate to

put in this manner Indian science on a par with Greek science

and it may be preferable to compare the former with that of
Islam. The prevalent opinion which feels that Indian science is

lacking in originality, supposes that it has been derived from
Greek science and as a consequence is a sister of Islamic science,

la -this case, even when regard is to be had to the great histori-

cal role of Indian science as also to its intrinsic value, the

problem of its originality re-appears the problem dominating
all the ideas that must be had thereof.

This problem has been very early resolved by the authors
who had taken it up. In India, because of National pride,
certain persons make it a principle to claim that in early
antiquity the science of their country had gone much farther
than that of the present Occident. On the other hamd, in the
Occident many, claim that the spirit of scientific research could
not arise but among them and that India could have had only
that much in science, which she could have borrowed* In both
cases, only certain examples, thought to be the characteristics.
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are offered as proofs; these examples are immediately genera-

lised, with hypotheses supplementing the missing data, without

making any effort for acquiring the latter. In truth, judgement
is given on the basis of racial or rational prejudice rather than
on that of a profound comparative study of the two great
scientific traditions, on whose respective values pronouncements
are made. It can be easily observed that those who settle this

question with greater certainty are familiar only with the tradi-

tion in whose favour they give the decision and know the other

only by means of fragmentary data or through studies they can-

not appreciate. This is the least to be said in the most favour-

able case, because, clearly, we do not have to consider those

who know neither of the two sciences, with which they deal.

The greatest historians of science have not always been able

to escape this inconvenience of unilateral knowledge when they
had to compare the Greek and Indian data. A. Paul Tannery,
so justly famous for his studies in the field of ancient Mathe-

matics, has been himself an example of the same. It is known
that the trigonometric sinus is not mentioned by the Greek
Mathematicians and Astronomers, that it has been in use in

India since the Gupta period, as* the Surya-siddhanta of the

fourth or the fifth century A.D. gives a table of sinus, that the

Arab Astronomers who borrowed from India had known the

sinus and that its usage came to the Occident in the twelfth

century A.D., when the astronomical work of Al-Battani was
translated into Latin. From this, the conclusion should have
been drawn that the sinus had been invented, not by the Greeks
but by the Indians whose tradition on this point had been
taken up by the Arabs for completing that of the Greeks. But,

being sure that the Indians could not have invented anything in

Mathematics and believing that this science had no place among
them, Tannery has preferred to suppose, without any basis,

whatsoever, that the sinus could have been the response to a

Greek idea, not adopted by Hipparchos, who had merely
established a table of chords. The mere fact that Indians had
known the sinus sufficed to persuade Tannery that the Greeks
had known it and had then taught its concept to the Indians.1

1. P. Tannery, Recherche sur I'Mstoire de Tastronomic ancienne, Paris,;

1893, p. 66.
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Reasoning in this way, we have only the Greek science

left in the world and the great problem of knowing whether

scientific spirit is the exclusive product of the Greek miracle,

whether scientific invention has taken place only among the

Greeks, is solved in advance. That is to say that it is not at all

resolved because the expression of a prejudice is not a solution.

Only a profound study of Indian science in parallel with the

contemporary sciences, especially with corresponding Greek

science, will enable us to recognise if it has some originality or

mot and in such a case, to measure the same, to truly judge
the role of India in the history of science, to determine whether
she has been only a propagator or also a creator.

In his great series of works on science in Antiquity,

interrupted too soon, the late Abel Rey, centring his research

on the originality and the genius of Hellenic science, has

objectively tried to give due share to foreign science which had
surrounded the same.2 The method, which for this purpose
had appeared to him to be the surest, consisted in making a
list of documents which introduce these sciences to us, in dating
them to the best of ability and in comparing their dates with
those of the corresponding Greek documents. This was a
strict application of the historical and comparative method.
When a foreign scientific work was surely anterior to the
Greek texts containing analogous teaching, he made a com-
parative analysis of the tenor of teaching given on both sides.

When, on the contrary, it was found to be posterior, he did not
think it necessary to take note of the same. In this way he had
come to the conclusion that, in the present state of our

documentation, in sooth extremely fragmentary in so far as
the ancient sciences of Egypt and classical Orient are concerned

the Orient, before the Greeks had merely furnished a proto-
science, chiefly of a practical nature and that it was only after

the growth of Greek science that the later Oriental peoples had
known a more developed science. But in certain cases,

particularly while examining the data of Indian science, Abel
Rey has much too exclusively considered the chronology of

2. Collection L* Evolution de V Humanite : I. La science orientate avant
les Grecs, Paris, 1930; II. Lajeunesse de la science grecque* 1933; III. La
maturit& de lapense scientifique en Grece* 1939; I and V. L* mpogie de
la science technique grecque* 1946 and 1948.
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works, whereas the full application of the historical method
would, demand the determination of a chronology of ideas.

The special texts of Indian medicine, which have reached

us, are didactic works of relatively late date. In the majority of

cases, they are not the original compositions of initiators, they
are only the manuals of schools, which have, at a certain

moment, become traditional due to success and which, because
of the same, have been preserved for us in preference to those whi-
ch they, more or less, reproduce. The date of their editing has,

therefore, only secondary importance; it is not valid for marking
the epoch of the creation of doctrines contained therein.

Therefore, in dating the totality of these doctrines in the epoch
of these manuals, as has been done by Abel Rey, is to take an
extreme risk. These doctrines are surely much more ancient.

One may, however, believe that no other course was open to

him. Certainly it would have been still much more risky to

put them in an indeterminate antiquity and, most of all, to put
all of thera there en bloc> because the higher they go, with

reference to their expression in these manuals, the more chance

there is of their being mixed up, during various periods, with

more recent notions.

Fortunately, we do not find ourselves faced with the

dilemma of fitter having to rejuvenate, against all evidence, the

ancient doctrines or of having to make them old at random.
The special classical manuals of Indians constitute only a part
of the immense literature of ancient India. It is therefore,

legitimate for us to see if we can find out, in more ancient

literary strata, the appearance of doctrines, which they have

systematised for teaching. In this way we have the chance to

locate them nearer their origin and sometimes to find even the

stages of their constitution;.

This is what we have tried to do for the medical doctrines.

It is only after having put them in their place in the current of

Indian thought, where they arose, and after having determined

their antecedents that we could proceed to compare them with

similar Greek doctrines. We will strive chiefly to seize their

first manifestation or the formative elements in the oldest texts,

so that we can go as far as possible in the historical past of

ideas. We will be led to observe that a number of ideas, which
had been believed to be borrowed by India from the Hellenic
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science/as long as they had been studied only in classical

manuals more recent than the great Greek works, have, in fact.

In India more ancient bases than these great works and that the

two medical traditions, Indian and Greek, have had a parallel

development. We will have, therefore, to envisage their eventual

exchanges in the light of those historical conditions which have

made them possible.

The problem of the existence of these exchanges does not

have an interest only for the history of ancient sciences; it

constitutes a part of the more general history of relations

between the Orient and Occident, too often discussed on the

basis of rapprochements of general ideas which are much less

characteristic than those of special doctrines.

On the other hand, the study of special doctrines of

sciences is called for, even outside the sphere of comparative

researches, even inside each civilisation, because these doctrines

are not limited to the savants. They are all knotra to all the

thinkers, at least in their main lines. They determine a part of

their ideas and often they constitute a fund of notions on which

they agree with one another more easily than on all the prob-
lems of Metaphysics or of Religion. This fund is more closely

common than any other and to all those belonging to the same
culture.

' The historians of occidental thought are devoting
themselves more and more to a consideration of the influence

of scientific ideas on the Occidental philosophers. Here we must

note, however, that in India speculation concerning nature and

physiology has, in parallel, commanded many concepts of the

thinkers and of men of all types. We have, therefore, while

undertaking this study, to try to call attention at least to the

interesting doctrines and which by their large diffusion, charac-

terise, on certain points, tndianism in its entirety, while at the

same time they are important for the history of sciences aad of

the ancient currents of thought, no matter how modest elements*

they may be in themselves,

J. FHXIOZAT



CHAPTER ONE

CLASSICAL INDIAN MEDICINE :

THE AYURVEDA

THE PRINCIPAL and oldest texts of the classical Indian
medicine are the Samhitas, the "corpus" said to be of Bhela,
Caraka and SuSruta. The first has reached us in one single
and incomplete manuscript. The other two are not available

in their original form because we know that they have been
revised by more recent authors. None of these three texts

represents a first effort at systematic description of medical

science; on the contrary, all the three suppose an already
established tradition, to whose foundation they have not con-

tributed. They limit themselves merely to collecting the facts

of the above-mentioned tradition and to teaching it This

tradition claims to have links with the Veda; it is that of the

Ayurveda, of the "science of longevity*% which is considered

sometimes as a "secondary part'* (upanga) of the Atharvaveda*

and sometimes as a "secondary Veda" (upa~veda) of the JR#-

veda? Theoretically the Ayurveda consists of eight "parts"
or "articles" which are so well-known as its characteristic

members that the expression "eight parts" (astanga) is currently

used to denote the science of medicine. The texts of Bhela,

Caraka and Suruta, though not observing it, are aware of

1
Su&r., Siitr,, 1, 3 (,..ayurveda nama yad updngam atharvavedasya...},

cf- also Caraka, Sutr., XXX, 20, where it is said that **the doctor

should show respect to the Atharva-veda, which among the four

Vedas, belongs properly to him/* (bhi$aja...vedanam atmano 9 tharva-

vede bhaktir adefya). In Susr. Sutr^ XXXIV, 6, it is said that the

"Brahman has given the name of ayurveda to that part of- the Veda

which has eight parts." (Brahma veddngam a$t&ngam ayurvedam

abha$ata) and the same passage, in verse 4, says that "the Atharva-

veda announces hundred and one deaths" (ekottaram mrfyusatam

atharvayab pracaksate); This is an allusion to AV, VIII, 2, 28 which,

in effect, refers to '*a hundred and one deaths."

2
Caranavyuha, 38; Prasthanabheda, IV.
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this division. This division has been popular chiefly with more

recent authors.

The Legends about the Origins of the Ayurveda : Accord-

ing to Su&ruta, medicine was created by the Being who exists

by Himself (Svayambhu), that is to say Brahman, in 100,000
slokas. In view of the inability of human beings to learn it in

this form, Svayambhu is said to have re-composed it in eight

parts and taught it to Prajapati, who is said to have passed it

on to the Avins, the Avins to Indra, Indra to Dhanvantari

appearing in the form of Divodasa, the king of KML At last

Dhanvantari, on the prayer of a group consisting of Aupadhe-
nava, Vaitaraiia, Aurabhra, Paukalavata, Karavlrya, Gopura-
rafcsita and Su&ruta, taught it to men. Surata is, therefore,

supposed to have recorded the very words of Dhanvantari

himself.

Caraka has the same thing to say concerning the origin of
medicine and its transmission upto Indra (Sutra, I, 4,5). Indra
is said to* have revealed it to R i Bharadvlja, who was sent to

him by all the well-known fsis desirous of knowing the means
of combatting diseases. Bharadvaja is said to have immedia-

tely communicated his knowledge to other f*$is. One of them,
Atreya Punarvasu is said to have subsequently trained six

disciples: AgniveSa, Bhela^ Jatukarrja, ParlSara, Harfta and
Ksarapagi (ib., 29-30). Of these, Agnivea is supposed to have
been the first to compose a book for teaching (ib*, 31).
The Caraka-samhitd represents itself to be the manual ^com-
posed by AgniveSa and reconstituted by Caraka"1 and it claims
to reproduce the actual words of Atreya Punarvasu himself.

The legend of the origin of the Ayurveda is inseparable
from the legends concerning the origin of many other sciences,

Almost upto our times, it has been an Indian practice to take
back the first teaching of sciences and letters to superior gods*
The script is supposed to have been invented by Brahman, Astro-

nomy to have been revealed by Surya, the grammar of Pa$ini to
have been elaborated by Siva, in whose mouth besides the
Tantras place the teaching of all sorts of things. Indra also,,

though less frequently, is a god of teaching ; tradition

1 As is indicated by the colophons of chapters which start with the
words ityagmve&a-krte tantre caraka-pratisamskfte.
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ascribes him another grammar and Barth (Oeuvres, III, 223) has
identified the source of this last association with a passage
of the Taittirlya-samkitd where it is said that Indra made
speech distinguishable (VI, 47, end).

The sources of the legend concerning the origin of the

Ayurveda are more complex. It is evident that the Avins, be-
cause of their reputation as divine doctors, had already been, in

good time, designated, as we will see, to play a role in the trans-

mission of the medical science. Because of other legends and
because of his relations with the Avins, Indra, for his part, was
already a suitable character for their transmission. In the

Chandogya-upctnisad (VIII, 15) it is said that the supreme
science was given by Brahman to Prajapati, by Prajapati to

Manu and by Manu to human beings, but a little earlier, the

same text (VIII, 7-12) has given all the details of the teaching

by Prajapati to Indra On the other hand, according to the

JZg-veda, Indra has been aided by the Asvins "as a son

by fathers" (X, 131, 4-5). In his commentary on a repetition
of the same passage in the Vdjasaneyas (X, 33-34), Mahldhara
tells us how the asura Namuci having drunk all the vigour
of Indra, the Asvins and SarasvatI have, even then, furnished

him with the means of killing this asura. This was not the

teaching of medicine but this did put him under obligation to

the ASvins. It is, therefore, understandable that Indra easily

came to be regarded as having received instruction in medical

science from the ASvins and propagated it In his turn, although
there are different traditions some calling Indra the master and
some the pupil of the ASvins. Moreover the Sautramani ritual

associates Indra with the Asvins; this ritual is even thought to

represent the curing of Indra by the ASvins when the former

had fallen ill by drinking too much of soma; here again Indra

is indebted to the ASvins. Clearly, this sum-total of mytholo-

gical facts contains all the elements which hava served to

constitute the legend of the origin of the Ayurveda upto its

teaching by Indra.

At the same time, in the light of the indications furnished

by the Chdndogyct-upanisad, we can observe that from the period
of this text, legends regarding the origin of the science, similar

to those of the classical period, had already been current. The
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two traditions differ as to the pupil of Indra; Dhanvantari,

mentioned by SuSruta being a post-Vedic god and Bharadvaja,
who is mentioned by Caraka, being a Vedic rL Bu^ this

divergence is only apparent because the two personages are,

from antiquity itself, closely interconnected. In effect, the

Dhanvantari mentioned by Suruta is also DivodSsa, and

Divodasa is Vedic and is mentioned in association with

Bharadvaja in three passages of the Jtg-veda: "While protecting,

you have made the route circular for DivodSsa, for Bharadvaja,
O ASvins"1

; In hymn VI, 16, Bharadvaja himself invokes

Agni : "O thou, pressing these plentiful goods for Divodasa

and serving for Bharadvaja
7 ' 2

; thirdly Indra is told: "Thou
hast given by power, O powerful one, treasures to DivodSsa

pressing, O very fast one, to singing Bharadvlja/*
1 This should

suffice to show that these two personalities were closely related

to each other, and could easily become the substitutes of each

other and that the traditions of SuSruta and Caraka regard-

ing the pupil of Indra, reach back to the same group of

ancient data.4

This conclusion is in accordance with the fact that the

doctrinal contents of the two texts are the same. Moreover,
this conclusion does not allow us to believe that the names of
Divodasa and Bharadvaja can be linked with historical

character. Of course persons with these names have existed,

but the two mentioned by medical manuals mre surely

mythical.

The introduction of the personage of Dhanvantari seems
to constitute the real divergence of the tradition of the Suiruta-

1 ydd Ayatam divoddsQya vartir bhar&dv&jayaSvina h&yanm.RV., 1, 116,
18.

2 tvam ima vdryd puru div&dasaya sunvat&, bharMvQMya dfi$u$e. JRF-,

VI, 16, 5.

3 aik$oyatra sacyQ Sacivo divodasaya sunvat^ sutakre bhar&dvflj&ya
grw*t& v&sunL RV., VI, 31, 4.

* Besides, the Sankhayanagrhyasutras (II, 14, 4) directly associate the
name of Bharadvaja with that of Dhanvantari, The PancavimSa-
br&hmaria, XV, 3, 7, makes Bharadvaja to be the purohita of
Divodasa. The Jaiminiyabr. [I, 222, (W. Caland), Das Jaim* in-
Auswahl, Amsterdam, 1919, No. 82, p. 86] presents Divodasa as a
king desirous of becoming a rs.L
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samhlta from that of the Caraka-samhita. la India every
eminent being can be presented as a god become man. Although
he is only a fictive personage, Divodasa has not escaped thi&
rule- The god whom he Incarnates is more recent than himself!
Dhanvantari is not mentioned in the Vedic literature, except in
its latest stratum, that of the Sutras; generally speaking,,
though not always, he is a god in the epic and in the Puranas
and quite often he is a parvenu among the gods. At the time
of the churning of the ocean by the devas and the asuras,
he emerged out of the waves carrying amrta or the liquid
of immortality. (Mahabh., Adip. 1140; Ramayana, Bombay
I, XLV, 32; Gorresio, I, XLVI, 30). The Bhagavatapurana
sees in him "a part of Visctu" (Visnor arhsa, VIII, VIII, 34) or,
what amounts to the same thing, "part of Vasudeva" (Vasu-
devamsa, IX, XVII, 4).

1 In the first passage, he is called the

"observer of the Ayurveda" (dyurvedadrS) and in both of them
it is specified that he has a share in the sacrifice (ijyabhaj,

yajnabhuj). It is also said that iMianvantari "has obtained
as his part in the sacrifice the immortal life to which a stop had
been put."

2 This insistence of the Purana can be easily explained
if it is considered that the participation of Dhanvantari in ttte

sacrifice could not be secured on its own. The Grhya-sutras
had admitted this participation (&valayanagr, I, 3, 6; 12, 7),

but it has been contested for a long time. This is evident from
texts such as the Visnupurana and the HarivamSa. According to

the former, Dhanvantari was a prince, born as a grandson
of Kafiiraja, in the family of Ayus. In an earlier life, he had
been born at the churning of the ocean and had obtained the

right of being reborn in the family of Kasiraja to be able

to divide the Ayurveda in eight branches and become a

participant in the sacrifice (yajnabhaj, IV, VIII, 4). The
Harivathsa describes how after his birth from the ocean, lie

immediately demanded from Vis$u his part and place in the

* It makes him the twelfth incarnation of Bhagavanta in this world and

calls him Dhanvantara (I, III, 17). cf., in general Louis H. Gray*
The Indian God Dhanvantari in J.A.O.S., 1922, pp. 323-337.

2 Yajne ca bhagam amrtayur avapa ruddham... II, VII, 21- Bujmoiirf"

understands it to mean that he has recovered that part of the

which had been taken away by the asuras but another reading

ruddhe; in this case it is the sacrifice to which a stop had been put.
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sacrifice; this request was not granted as the shares in the

sacrifice had been, fixed a long time earlier. As a compensation,

he was promised divine status and cult in a second birth. He

was, then, bora as the son of a king of KMi (K&Siraja)

who had honoured him and he received the Ayurveda from

Bharadvaja.
1 The texts further agree in making Divodisa the

great-grandson, of DhanvantarL2 Under this form, the tradi-

tion offers us three personages where the Stulruta samhitft knows
of only one. Moreover, the fact that the oldest ancestor of the

master of Ayurveda, Dhanvantari is known as Ayus, can lead

us to think that the legend of Dhanvantari has been forged
at leisure. It is, in any case, probable that some king of

Kai had, in antiquity, acquired a reputation in medicine and
that the legends, now preserved, might have been the result of

the efforts to reconstitute from the Indian point of view,
the life and the geneology of that prince who was accepted as

a divine incarnation. If one were to view things from this

angle, it will have, at least, to be accepted that extremely
ancient mythical personages such as DivodSsa and Bharadvaja
have, in various ways, been introduced into these legends. We
have already seen that these two last-mentioned ones, sometimes
seem to mingle into one. In the Harivamia, a distinction

is made between the two, as one of the two is the master
of Dhanvantari and the other his great-grandson. But even here

at least the notion of a relationship between Dhanvantari and
Bharadvaja is present and this relationship goes back at least to

the Sahkhayana-grhyas&trz (ii, 14) which unites the two names
of Bharadvaja and Dhanvantari, just as the Rg~veda had made
a rapprochement between those of BharadvSja and Divodasa.

Therefore, it does not go as far away from the tradition as one
would have thought at first view, keeping in view the tradition

adopted by the Caraka-samhita.
The name of SuSruta on the one band and that of Atreya

on the other do not let us escape the legend, Suruta, which
signifies "one who has listened well", may be studied in relation

i Calcutta edition, 15234539, Ch. XXIX. The translation (in French)
by Langlois (Vol. I, p. 129) is based on the manuscripts (Biblio.
Nat, Sanskrit 369 and 382). The text of these two is often better
than that of the Calcutta edition.

Similarly BMgavata, IX, XVII, 5.
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to the epithet bahusruta,
* fone who has listened to a lot (of

things)", "an extremely learned person". As the proper name
of a person, this word appears only in the classical texts and in

the Susmta-samhitd itself. Atreya denotes "a descendant of

Atri" and Atri is a Vedic personage protected by the ASvins and
Indra.1 He is one of those "Ancients" by whom human beings
trace their link with the gods. In effect, hymn I, 139 of the

$g-veda says: "Dadhyanca, Angiras the elder, Priyameda, Kanva,
Atri, Manu have known my birth; these, the Ancients[and] Manu
have known it. Their line goes back to the gods and our navels

are In them." 2
The, legend of the transmission of the Ayurveda

from the gods to human beings could find in the Vedic tradition

no one more suitable than a personage who was not only the

intermediary between the gods and men but also the special

ward of medical gods and of the instructor god. Being too

divine as he represented Agni
3
, he could not as well pass for the

first human being who learnt medicine from the gods, as did

his descendant.

The majority of the hymns of the fifth ma$4ala of the #g-
veda is attributed to Atri and to the Atreyas, each of whom
has a personal name in addition to his surname. Among these

personal names, that of Punarvasu, the Atreya of the Caraka-

samhitd is not found, but one comes across those of Vasuyu,
VasuSruta and Srutavid which make the reader think of Punar-

vasu and SuSruta at the same time, Srutavid signifies "one who
knows what he has heard'*; this is, therefore, a name quite near

to that of Susruta. Vasuyu can denote, "desirous of riches". For

Yasusmta, Monier Williams has proposed the probable render-

ing of "a person renowned for wealth", a sense which can be

brought near to that of the epithet vasusravas* Punarvasu is simply

the name of the constellation of Gemini4 and the names of the

* Bergaigne, ReL Ved.> II, p. 468.

2 DadhyaA ha me anu$am purvo angirafy priyamedhab kartvo atrir

mdnur vidus> te me purvz manur vidufi. te$am dev&$u ayatir asmakam

te$u nabhayafi. RV., 1, 139, 9.

^ Bergaigne, ReLVed.

* One could here state that the Gemini are the Dioscuri who, accord-

ing to the Indo-European pre-history, are related to the Asvins. In

this way, the name of Punarvasu could be the equivalent
4of that of

the ASvins and could have been applied to a mythical doctor, bora
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constellations normally form the personal names with the sense

of "born under such and such a constellation** (Prjdni IV, 3, 34).

In any case, the frequent use of giving a name to the descen-

dants of Atri, where Vasu enters as an element, goes back at least

to the period when the traditional list of the descendants of Atri,.

who were authors of the Vedic hymns, was fixed. Moreover,
Vasu can denote "good" and Vasu$ntta "one who has listened

to good things**, that is to say, "learned in good things"; in th?s

case Susruta can be a variant of the same. The doctor Suruta,

pupil of Divodasa could be, in this case, definitely another

name of Punarvasu Atreya, pupil of BharadvSja. The traditions

of the Susruta-samhita and the Caraka-samhtta agreed here

although this accord was not apparent at first view and both of

them had probably borrowed from a single source the names of

the legendary masters of the medical science. To put it differ-

ently, they probably constituted a unique tradition, but with

two different series of pioper names. Otherwise, one Jias to

attribute to chance all the resemblances and equivalences obser-

ved between the names furnished on the two sides. One can ask
as to why, if the two traditions are in fact only one, they should

present themselves under different forms, but thjs is something
quite natural in India.

Quite frequently the sects or schools imitate one another
and resort to plagiarism, by changing the proper names of per-

sonages whom they quote. A large number of Buddhist and
Jaina legends, or Hindu and Jaina ones, attribute the same
facts and gestures to their respective heroes. Naturally the two
medical schools, which inherited a common tradition, had to

adopt, each of them, a different way of describing the same
thing. In any case, both in the grhyasutras and in the gramma-
tical tradition, Atri is quite often mentioned along with Bharad-

vaja
1

. and even with Atreya.
2 In presenting Bharadvaja and

under the astral influence of stars representing the Aivins, the medical
gods. But in ancient India, the AsVins do not appear to have been
identified with Punarvasu; the constellation bearing their rxarae

(ASvayuj, later Asviios) and to whom they correspond as divinities-

(Taitt. S., IV, 4, 10) is that of the Ram.
1 For example, ASvalayanagrhyasutra, III, 4, 2; Panlni, IV, 1, 117,
2 Gavapatha on Paiiini, XV, 61 and 62. The Mahabh&rata (Bhiftnap.,,

376) includes "the Atreyas associated with the Bharadvajas" in ar&
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Atreya1 as teachers of medicine, the Caraka-samhita has once

again made a rapprochement between these two names. Of
course, here one could ask if this was not there as a souvenir of
the fact that at one time a real Bharadvaja had taught Atreya,
but the personage of Bharadvaja is decidedly too mythical and
it will be too daring to accord a historical status to Ms pupil
while refusing it to him himself. Most probably the author who
has created the legend of the transmission of Ayurveda, as found
in the Caraka-samhita^ has found it proper to suppose that the

pupil of Bharadvaja had been the same personage who had been
described by tradition, 2

In any case it is possible that in antiquity a veritable

Atreya was famous as a doctor. In effect several Buddhist texts

know of a doctor Atreya and the sources of these texts appear
to be quite independent of the Brahmanic texts and of the

Caraka-samhitd. He is mentioned in the story of Jivaka, doctor
to the king Bimbisara and to the Buddha, this story not being
found in these texts or in this Samhita.

Therefore it is an old story preserved in the Buddhist

texts, because, except for certain variations of detail, it is the

same in the texts of both the North and the South 3
Atreya is

enumeration of peoples (atreyafy sabkaradvajdti).

Atreya Punarvasu and one can observe secondarily, that a supposed
author of Vedic hymns (IX, 80-82) is known as Vasu Bharadvaja^
that is to say, Vasu descendant of Bharadvaja.
The Bfhadar.-up^ II, 6, 1-3, in a long list of pupils and masters,

whose knowledge goes back to Brahman, there are found successively

between Brahman and the most recent masters, the Asvins, an

Atreya, master of a Bharadvaja, two other Bharadvajas and

Agnive^yas. But a large number of other names separate the names
of this last series and the relations between Atreya and Bharadvaja
are reversed.

Translations collected together by G. N. Mukhopadhyaya in History

of Indian Medicine, Vol. Ill, Calcutta, 1929, pp. 681-744. To be

completed with E. Chavannes, Cinq cents contes et apologues extraits

du Tripitaka chinois, Paris, 1911, Vol. II, pp. 55^56C No. 189) and VoL
III, pp. 325-61 (No. 499) with the bibliography of parallel texts, VoL
IV, Paris, 1934, p. 246 (The current title, Fa kia pi yu king* read:-

various sutras)* See also Mme- Liacre de Saint Firmin, Midecine et

legendes bouddhiques de FInde, Paris, 1916, pp. 24-45. cf. also P.

Cordier, Uenseignement medical dans PInde ancienne, in Bull, de la

soc, franc. d*hist. dela med., 1902, p. 5 of the reprint.
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described here as a renowned doctor of Takaill (Taxila), ia

the North-west of India. Jlvaka goes to him to study medicine

and it does not take him long to surpass his master. 1 It is true

that this renowned doctor is not named in Pali sources but in all

these sources as also in others it is said that he resided at Taksa-

sila. Jlvaka and this Atreya are given to be the contempora-
ries of the Buddha; they could, therefore, have belonged to the

end of the fourth and the beginning of the fifth century B.C.

Evidently it is perfectly possible that a doctor, descendant of

Atri, could have won renown at Taxila during this period. But

it does not follow that this person could be really the same who
is referred to in the Caraka-samhita. Hoernle has not hesitated in

identifying the two persons
2
, but he has not noticed that his

identification raised serious difficulties. Firstly, the surname

Atreya is ascribed in the Camka-samhita not only to Punarvasu
but also to a bhiku Atreya

8
, (Sutr., I, 9; XXV, 24).* Secondly,

the personal name of the Atreya who was the master of Jlvaka

is given in the Chinese transcription in the Sutra on the Avad&na

ofAmrapall and has nothing in common with Punarvasu; It is

Pin-kia-lo, i.e., Pingala,
5 In the last place, the Caraka-samhita

does not give either TaksaSila as the residence of Atreya Punar-
vasu or any other place in the North-west. It shows him teach-

1 At the time of the surgical treatment of an insect or a reptile lodged
in the skull of a patient. This incident forms the subject matter of

popular Indian folklore. According to the Tamil sources the master
is Agattiyar (Agastya) and the pupil lives at Teraiyar (cf. M. S-

Pumalingam Pillai, Tamil Literature, Mannirpalam, 1930, p. 29 and
ButL de la soc. franc, d'hist. de la mid., janv.-fev., 1934, p. 39). For
a similar story in modern Hindustani: Garcin de Tassy, Bagh o Bahar9

Paris, 1878, p. 44.

2 Studies in the Medicine of Ancient India, Part I, Osteology, Oxford,
1907, p. 8-

3 One could be led to believe that this bhiksti Atreya could have more
chances of being Identified with the Atreya of the Buddhist sources
than Punarvasu. But, besides the fact that this bhik$u is not
necessarily a Buddhist, the title of bhik$u does not belong exclusively
to the Buddhist monks,

4 In this last passage the bhiku Atreya is one of the interlocutors of
Punarvasu; there can, in consequence, be no question of mixing them
together.

6
Chavannes, Cinq cents conies* Vol. Ill, p. 334,
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ing at Kampilya on the Ganges, situated in the kingdom of the

Pancalas (Vtm. 9 lll> 3).
1

One can, therefore, believe that one or more Atreyas,

traditionally known as eminent doctors, have existed, but one
cannot admit with Hoernle that the Atreya Punarvasu who is

said to have received the medical science from the mythical

Bharadvaja was the Atreya, who in the Buddhist sources is

made a contemporary of the Buddha, The legends of the origins

of the Ayurveda, as found in the two medical samhitds, do not

seem to be based on any historical souvenir. They appear to

have been built out of conjectures, based on the data of the

Vedic tradition relating to doctor-gods, to their wards and to
Brahmanical masters.

The Tradition of the Text of the Su3ruta-sarhhita:The

personage of Susruta not being historical2, the SuSruta-sarhhita

shows itself to be, not as the personal work of a certain

Susruta, but as the anonymously edited manual of a school

In those parts of the Caraka-samhitfi which have been revised or re-

edited by the latter-day continuator of the book, DrcJhabaJa, and

who, because of this fact, has lesser authority, he is shown to he on
the KailSsa (Cik., XIII, 1; XXI, 1) or on the Himavant (C/Ar., XIX,
1; XXX, 1) but this is a special story-effect.

Hoernle accepts him as historical (Osteology3 p. 8). From the fact

that the tradition presents him as a pupil of the king of Kai and
makes him teach specially surgery, he has inferred that he belonged
to the ''University of KMi" (Kasi is mentioned as a centre of sciences

in the Jatakas). In comparing the nomenclatures of bones in the

Su&ruta~sarhhit&9 the Caraka-samhttd and the Satapathabrahmaya,
he had convinced himself that Susruta had known Atreya, an author

who was a contemporary of the Buddha (VI-V Century -B.C.) , and

that the Satapatha, whose composition he dated in the VI Century

B.C-, had followed the Osteological teaching of Susruta. Atreya and

Susruta had, therefore, both of them, belonged to the VI century

B.C., the former holding school at Taxila, the latter, somewhat

younger, teaching at Benares. But where Hoernle sees a reference of

Susruta to Atreya, the latter is not mentioned in the text; nor is

Susruta mentioned in the Satapathabr&hmatw. The tradition of the

Su$riita*$a?nkM has possibly followed the Brahma^a as much as it

has been followed by the latter. Both of them may have borrowed

from a common source. A. B. Keith has already made a number of

reservations on the inferences drawn by Koernle on this subject

(Z.D.M&., 1908, p, 136). In fact these inferences arbitrarily

introduced certain fallacious precisions in the history of the Ayurveda.
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which had selected a Suruta for patron. We know, by the very

tradition of this school, that this manual has reached us after

having been retouched at least once. The commentator Dalhana

(XI-XII century A.D.) affirms in effect that Nagtrjuna has been

the "reconstructor" (pratisamskartr) of the Su$ruta~$athhita* 1

Cordier has put forward the hypothesis that he has also com-

pleted the earlier text by adding thereto the last section which

now forms part of the Samhita and which is known as Uttara-

tantra, "Last section (of the book)
5

*.

The name Nagarjuna is that of a Buddhist savant,
on whose date the traditions do not agree but who is generally

made to be the contemporary of the Indo-Scythian king
Kaniska and of a Satavahana king. Now Kanaka seems

to have reigned from A.D. 144\ the SltavUhana dynasty also

being concurrently in power. The Chinese pilgrim Hiuen-tsang,

who visited India between 629 and 645, also places Nlgarjuna
under a Satavahana and describes him as a master in the science

of preparing elixirs for long life and as a Buddhist savant. In

this he was following a widespread tradition which associated

the name of Nagarjuna with Indian alchemy.
3 Several texts of

alchemy, many therapeutic formulas, a r6sum6 of medicine, con-

siderably condensed but of great authority, the Yoga$atakaf and
a text of black magic, the Kacchapufa are all ascribed to Mm.

Nibandhasangraha, Sutrasthana, I, 1. This fact has, first of all, been

pointed out by Umesacandra Gupta, Vaidyaka^abdasindhu^ Calcutta,

1894, p. 18 of the Sanskrit preface and 36 of the BiagtWi preface.
This has been placed in proper perspective by P. -Coflffiafc H&$8rjuna
et FUttaratantra de la Sumta$amhit&9 Anatanavarivo, 1896, and

Quelques donnies nouvelles a propos des traitis m&dicaux Sanscrit?

ant&rieurs au XII s., Calcutta, 1899, pp. 1 & 8.

R. Ghirshman, Begram, Cairo, 1946, p 105.

cf. 5 P. C Ray, History ofHindu Chemistry, 2nd edn. 1911, Vol. II;

S. L6vi, Kanaka et Satavahana, in J.A., Jan.-March, 1936, p. 104,

and if. Hiuen-tsang (S. Julien, M&molres sur les contr&es occidentalest

VpL II, p. 98) says that NagSrjuna was well-versed in the science of

medicinal herbs, used to take big tablets for maintaining his life and
had attained the age of several centuries. This is to make of him a

master of the rasayana, the science of elixirs of youth, which is one
of the eight articles of the Ayurveda and is related simultaneously to

medicine and alchemy and, in the Su&ruta-samhita, more to medicine

because the preparations described therein have chiefly plants for

their base.
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It is difficult to accept the attribution of all these texts to

the Buddhist savant. The majority of these have nothing Bud-
dhistic about them and some are ascribed to other authors, if

we are to trust the colophons of certain manuscripts containing
these texts. This is how the Yogasataka eventually passes as a

work of Vararuci while the Kacchaputa and the Rasaratnakara

(sometimes their titles are interchanged) are ascribed to one
Siddha Nityanatha*

1 The alchemical Rasaratndkara could really

go back to the period of the Buddhist NagSrjuna (Ilnd century
AJD.) if it has really been imitated, as thought by L. Wieger, by the

Chinese Taoist alchemist of the Illrd century A.D., Ko-Hong, sur-

named Pao-p* on-tseu.2 The Yogasataka is of a later date If the

Chinese pilgrim Yi-tsing, writing in the VJIth century A.D., wrote
about this text, as being an abridged text ofmedicine very popular
and recently composed. He, however, does not give the name of

this manual.3 But as Yi-tsing has not mentioned the name of the

author, we do not know if this work was at first ascribed to a

Nagarjuna, who, in this case, would be a more recent homonym
of the Buddhist savant, or if the real author has been later dis-

possessed of his work to the benefit of Nagarjuna. That is why
we do not know if we can identify the "reconstructor" of the

Suruta-"Samhitd mentioned by Dalhana, with the author of the

Yogasataka belonging to the Vllth century, or that it should be

believed that the assigning of the name of Nagarjuna is only an
echo of the legend describing the great Nagarjuna as^a master of

medicine and alchemy.

Happily we have elsewhere some indices of calculating the

'

c, J. Filliozat, "Nagarjuna et Agastya, m^decins, chimistes, et

sorciers", Acts of XXth Inter. Congress of Orient., 1938, Brussells,

1940, p. 228.
of., L. Wieger, Histoire des croyances religieuses et des opinions

philosophiques en Chine, 3rd edn., Hien-hien, 1927, p. 395. The Arab
writer Al-Bcroni, of the Xlth century, places a hundred years before

his own time, an alchemist Nagarjuna (E. Sachau, Alberiwi's India,

London, 1910, Vol. I, p. 189). It is to him that a part of the

alchemical texts, attributed to the Buddhist savant of the Ilnd

century, should be attributed, but the tradition describing the latter

as an alchemist is of a very ancient date, as it was already in usage
at the time of Hiuen-tsang.

J. Filliozat, Fragments des textes koutcheens de m&decine et magie,

Paris, 1948, p. 32.
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date when the text of the Sutiruta-samhita was finally fixed. The
medical manuscript found by Bower in Central Asia, at Kout-

cha, and published by Hoernle\ mentions Su&ruta, as also

Atreya, Bhela and other authors. Hoernle has determined the

date of this manuscript with a somewhat illusory precision, but

which, from the point of view of palaeography, belongs to the

period of the IV to the Vlth centuries; its script is clearly older

than that of the script of Koutcha, of which we have examples

dating from approximately A.D. 640. 2
Therefore, the Sufruta-

samhita, in its totality, goes back at least to the first centuries of

our era. Elsewhere,, the texts attributed to Vagbhata, the A$tdn-

gasangraha and the A^tangahrdayasamhitd follow and eventually

reproduce the Susruta-samhiia as it has reached us. They also

reproduce the verses of the Yogaalaka, slightly anterior to Yi-

tsing (Vllth century). The Astangahfdaya is quoted in the Kitab-

al Fihrist in Arabic, in 988, under the name of Asankar or

Astankar. These two texts, therefore, belong to the period
between VII to Xth centuries. The Yogatiataka itself supposes
the existence of the Uttaratantra, the last section of the Susruta-

samhita, as it terminates with a similarly named section and, to

all appearances, is conceived as the pendant of the whole work.
One can, therefore, admit that in the Vllth century at the latest,

the Susruta-samhitd had been fixed in its present form, having
already been re-adapted by the "reconstructor*'. Only inter-

polations of detail or variations have crept into the body of the

text from that time up to the period of the commentaries which
have reached us. The first constitution of the SuSruta-samhita

goes back much higher* Although it appears to have adopted
the same legend concerning the origin of the Ayurveda as the

Caraka-samhita, as both of them designate the same legendary
masters by other names and although it teaches the same doc-

trine, the Susruta-samhitd is not a plagiarism of the Caraka-
samhitd. The school of Sugruta has specialised in surgical treat-

ment or in the application of cautery and the Caraka-samhitd in

The Bower Manuscript, in Archaeological Survey of India, Vol. XXH,
Calcutta, 1893-1912.

Passport on wood, cf., S. Levi, e tokharien B.9 langue de Koutcha,
in J. A- 9 Sept.-Oct., 1913, pp. 321-22; cf., Filliozat, Fragments, p. 8,
23 and ff& plates, concerning the script of Koutcha in question.
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such cases refers back to the specialists called "Dhanvantariyas'%
that is to say, to the school of Su&uta1

, which was already con-
stituted along with its original teaching at .the time of the
Caraka-samhitd. The language of the Caraka-samhitd is classical

and does not correspond to a definite epoch. Certain parts of
the text are in prose combined with mnemonic verses or in alter-

nating verse and prose; other parts are entirely in verse. This
manner of presentation brings this text near certain parts, in

prose and verse, of the Mahdbhdrata and also of the Arthasdstra

assigned to Kautilya and which would belong to approximately
300 B.C. if the attribution were correct. Provisionally we can
consider the Su&ruta-samhitd as a work of the last centuries

before our era, which has reached us during the first centuries

of the Christian Era in an already well-defined form.

The Tradition of the Text of the Caraka-samhitd: -In the

Su^ruta-samhitd, the teaching of Divodasa-Dhanvantari is said

to have been transmitted by his direct pupil, Suruta. In the

Caraka-samhitd, on the contrary, the words of Bharadvaja, the

substitute of Divodasa, are not repeated; it is those of his pupil

Atreya, the opposite number of Su&ruta, which are quoted by a

pupil of the latter, AgniveSa. From this it appears that the work
should be called the Agnivetia-samhitd rather than Caraka-
samhiid; besides, as we have seen, the colophons make of it the

Agnivesatantra "reconstructed" by Caraka. Caraka is not, there-

fore, of the rank of Su&ruta but belongs rather to that of Nagar-

juna and there is no one corresponding to Agnivesa in the tradi-

tion of the SuSruta-samhita. The following table summarises the

entire legendary history of the origin and of the transmission

of both of the texts and shows the theoretical position of
Bhela.2

tatra dhahvantariyan&m adhikarafy kriyavidhau,

vyadhaSodhanaropane: "in this case (when the phlegm is ripe), the

technique to be employed is the affair of the Dhanvantariya doctors,,

who have made themselves experts in cicatrisation by piercing and

by detersion/* Caraka, Cikit, 3 V, 42. dahe dhanvantariyanam

atrdpi bhi$ajam baJam: "as regards cauterisation, it is the Dhanvan-

tanyas who are strong/* Caraka, Cikit., V, 61.

We leave aside the co-disciples of Agnivesa and Bhela such as,

Harlta, to whom are attributed samhitas of questioned authenticity

and which, because of this, we will not utilise here. On the Harita-
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AgniveSa is again a mythical figure. The Mahabhamta
knows of an AgniveSa or AgniveSya as receiving the secret of the

arms (Dhanurveda) from Bharadvaja; this was a magic arm of

AgnL He communicated this secret to the son of BharadvSja,
Drojria. Hence, here, Agnivesa receives lessons from Bharadvaja

just as he does in the Caraka-samhita; the only difference lies in

the fact that in the medical treatise he receives it by intermediaries

and not directly. The rapprochement of the two stories shows

that, on both the sides, it is a legend; there is no reason to

believe that the Agnivesa, first a pupil, then master of Ayurveda,
is a personage more historical than the Agnivesa, at first a pupil,

then master of Dhanurveda. It is, even then, possible that a

medical author had received the name or surname of a mythical

master, as it seems to have happened in the case of Atreya.

Brahman
i

Prajapati

ASvins

Indra

Divodasa-Dhanvantari Bharadvija

Suruta Atreya Punarvasu

Agmv6&- Bhela

Nagarjuna Caraka

Caraka, who is not a pupil of AgniveSa but who revised

the work wrongly or rightly ascribed to Agnivesa, has more
chances of having been a historical personage. Certain Buddhist

samhita, cf., J.A., 1934, p. 127 & if. However we should also point
out that several Harltas and AgniveSas have, besides Carakas and
the school of Atreya, constituted various branches of the school of
the Black Yajurveda, cf., L. Renou, Les Scales vediques, in Cahiers
de la soc. as., Paris, 1947, p. 134. We will discuss later on the
eventual relations between the Carakas and Atreyas of the Vedic
schools and those of the medical ones.
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texts in Chinese talk of a certain Tche to kia or Tche le> i.e.,

Caraka or Cara, who was the doctor of the king Kanaka. This
fact has been simultaneously recognised by Sylvain L^vi1 and

by Takakusu.2 The first source, the Tsapaotsang king*, (which^
ia Sanskrit reads Samyuktaratnapitakasutra) is an anthology of
tales translated in Chinese, in 472 or a little later, by Ki ICia ye
and T'an Yao, It refers only to the friendship of Kaniska for his

doctor who by his advice keeps him protected from all diseases,

The second source, the Foufa tsang yin yuan tchouan^ is said

to have been translated by Ki Kia ye and Tan Yao; but H.

Maspero has shown that the work in its present form is a for-

gery, composed in China on the lines of other works, towards

the middle or the end of the Vlth century.
5 One cannot, there-

fore, give any credit to the details given in this work, concerning
the relations of Caraka and Kaniska, the former himself offering

Agnivesam (Agnivesyam) mah&bhagam Bharadvfijafi pratapavan,

pratyapddayad Qgneyam astram astravid&m (dharmabhftatn) varab.

agnes tu (agnigjuj) jdtaJj, sa munis tato bharatasattama, bharadvajam tad

agneyam mah&stram pratyapddayat: "The ascetic Bharadvaja communi-
cated to the eminent AgniveSa (sya) the weapon of Agni; the excel-

Jent one among the experts of weapons (among the supporters of the

Law), the sage born of Agni (the bard of Agni) tbfen connraunicated,

Q the best of Bharatas* this mighty weapon of Agni to the son of

Bharadvaja/* Adlp.y 5107-5108. In brackets the variants of the

Poona edn., 1,121, 6-7. The same facts are summarised still further,

Adip.> 6465. Reference is made by Drona to his studies under

Agnives*a Adip.. 5172 (Sukthankar reads this time Agnivesa, yet the

same reading should be kept in the three passages). And again Adip.t

5524-5525, gives Agastya and not Bharadvaja as the teacher of

Agnives*a. Last of all, Agnivesya is described by Drona (Dro^ap\9

3476) as having received the magical protection of B^haspati; he is

BOt, therefore> the pupil of only Bharadvaja but this detail is of no
importance to our subject.

* Notes sur les Indo-$cythes> in /. A., Nov.-Dec., 1896, pp. 451, 473

480 & ff.

a A Record of the Buddhist Religion by I-tsing, Oxford, p. UK.
8 Catalogue by Nanjio, 1329, Taisho IssaikyS, 203, translated by

Chavannes, Cinq cents contes. , . Vol. Ill, p. 1-145 (which summarises,
without giving them in full, the tales already translated by S. L<vi).

* Nanjio, 1340, Taisho, 2058.
5 About the date and the authenticity of the Fou. fa ysang yin yuan

tchouan, in Melanges d'indianisme. * . ., Sylvain L6vi, Paris, 1911

pp. 129-149.
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Ms services as a doctor to the king, and by means of clever

obstetrical moves, twice saving the queen on her death-bed while

in the throes of delivery
1
, leaving the king who did not pay

much attention to his advice and retiring from the world. It is

necessary at least that these details be confirmed by a reliable

source. In any case, the fact of the presence of Caraka in the

court of Kaniska could be true, as it is also attested elsewhere

and for the moment, this is all that matters here for fixing the

date of the revision by Caraka of the text attributed to AgniveSa.
But we cannot be sure that the legend of Kaniska has not

placed in the court of this prince a celebrity of another epoch,
either older, or more recent. It is true that the Tsa pao tsang

king, translated in Chinese only about three hundred years after

the reign of Kanika, existed in Sanskrit before and had, there-

fore, been composed at a date quite near to that of Kanaka.
The memory of the real contemporaries of this prince could

have been faithfully preserved till then and, in any case if it

were the question of a more recent author, the Caraka in

question could not have lived a long time after the Ilnd century.

On the other hand, even if the doctor of Kanika was

effectively called Caraka, we are not certain that he was the

same Caraka, who has revised the Agnivea-tantra. Several doc-

tors have possibly had the name of Caraka. The name of Nagar-
juna was that of an alchemist of the Xth century, mentioned by

Dr. Litard in bis "Le m6decin Caraka'Vin BulL de PAcad* de mldiclne,

session of 11 May 1897, p. 3 of the reprint, thought that the operation
referred to was the extraction of a still-bom child with its feet down-
wards and that Caraka considered as normal only a delivery with the

head downwards, thus following the doctrine of Hippocrates (which
could have easily reached him in N. W. India where ruled Kanika)
and ignored at that time the more advanced doctrine of Soranus of

Ephesus (beginning of the Ilnd century). But there is nothing in the

text which leads one to believe that the child was coming out with
feet first or, and that is more important, that Caraka considered a

delivery as abnormal if it was not with the head first- It was a case of

dystocia and Caraka put his hand in the womb, brought out the
child from its envelope, succeeded in extracting it and gave as progno-
stic the recurrence of the same trouble in case of a new delivery.
These vague indications are an honour to his obstetrical cleverness,
but they do not reveal anything concerning his theories. Similarly it

was not necessary to know the teachings of Hippocrates for knowing
that in a case of delivery, the normal presentation is that of the head
first.
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al-Beroni, while in the Vlth century it was, for Hiuea-tsang, the

name of a great master of alchemy and medicine. It is

therefore not excluded a priori that our medical author might
have been anterior to the epoch of Kaniska. The name
of Caraka is an old one. It is that of a school of the Black

Yajurveda, the Caraka-sakha, which consists of, besides other

sub-divisions, those whose samhitds have reached us in a more
or less complete form under the names of Kathaka, Kapisthala-
kathasamhita and Maitrayani-samHita* This school is opposed
to that of the Taittiriyas, which has given us the Taittiriya-
samhita and for stronger reasons to the schools of the White

Yajurveda, represented by the Vajasaneyl-samhitas. The scholars
af the White Yajurveda and the Taittiriyas often blame the

Carakas. A passage of the Taittiriya-samhita (VI, 4, 9) could be

interpreted as covering under the same reprobation the Carakas
and the doctors:

"The head of the sacrifice had been cut. The gods said to the Asvins:
*<You are doctors, put back the head of the sacrifice/" They replied:

"Let us select a boon that the libation be drawn by us right here!" They
drew for them the libation of the Asvins. Then they put back the head so

that the (libation) of the Asvins is drawn for re-establishing the sacrifice-

The gods said of them: "They are impure, they axe the doctors roving among
men." Thus a Brahmin must not take to medicine, because the doctor is

impure and unworthy of the sacrifice. AJlfcer having purified them by the

bahi$pavam&nas, they (the gods) drew for them the (libation) of the Asvins,

Thus it is that after bahispavamana has been recited, that the (libation)

for the Asvins is drawn../'2
"

The saihhitas of the Caraka-sakha explain the same inci-

dent somewhat differently:

K&ikaka, XXVII, 4:

"The head of the sacrifice has been cut. The Asvins who did not
-drink soma were the doctors of the gods. The gods said to them: "You
are doctors, put back the head of the sacrifice/* They replied: "Let us

demand a boon: that we may drink the soma among the gods, that the

cf., L. Renou, Ecoles vediques, pp. 129, 144, 150 & ff.-, p. 203 & ff.

Yajnasya sircfchidayata, te deva aSvinav abruvan, bhi$ajau vai stha, idam

yajnasya Sirah prctti dhattam iti. tav abrutam* varam vrr^avavahai graha
eva nav atrapi gfhyatam ItL tabhyam etam asvinam agrhrian. tato vai

iau yajn&sya sirah pratyadhattQ,my yad abvinb grhyate, yajnasya

nifkrtyai tau deva abruvann aputau va imqu manu$yacarau bhisajav

iti. tasmad brahman&na bhesajam na karyam, aputo hy escfmedhyo yo
bhiak, bahi$pavamanena pavayiiva tabhyam etam a&vin&m agjrhQan

tasm&d ba}ii$pavaman& stuta asvinb gyhyate. . not^TaUt. S. VI, 4,9.
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Mbation be drawn for us/* The gods, having purified them by means of the

bakfypavamana, drew the libation for them, the pure ones, the ones worthy

of the sacrifice. Thus it is that (only) after the bahi$pavamana has been

incited, that the (libation) for th Asvins is drawn*. /*1

Maitr., VI, 6, 2:

. The created head of the sacrifice had been cut. For him the

gods searched an expiation. Then, the Asvins, who did not partake of the

soma, were the doctors of the gods. They ran to these two as one rushes

to a doctor: "Put back the head of the sacrifice." They replied: "That

we should also have a share in the same/* "Select!^ said (the gods). They
said: "That the libation be drawn for us, that we may have access to

soma-drinking.
J> The Asvins then put back the head. (The g6ds) having

purified them by the bahispavamana, drew the libation for them, who had
become pure, worthy of the sacrifice. Thus it is that after the bahi$pavantana

has been recited that the (libations) for the Asvins are drawn../*2

The different samhitas are thus unanimous ia admitting the

impurity of the Asvins who are not som&~drinkers originally

although, as says the Rg-veda, the "drinkers of nectar** (madhu-

pa>I9 180, 2).
3 But the Taittiriya-samhita goes a step farther

than the rest, it vilifies the doctor and says that the Asvins are

impure like "doctors roving among men/* Certainly, the

promiscuity with human beings places them below the gods, but

the term employed to say that they are "roving/* caray is a

. . . .YajHasya vai*siro*cchidyata, atha larky a$vin& asomapau
bhigajau dev&nam astQm, iau deva abruvan, bhigajau vai sthat idam
yajHasya Sirah paridhatiam iti tQ abruvat&m, varycan vr&&vahaiy

somapitho nau devegu astu* Graho nau grhyat&m iti, tau deva
bahi$pavam3#ena p&vayitvd mbhyam &ucibhy&m medhy&bhyajfi
bhutabhyam graham agfhnams, tasm&t, stute bahigpavamane 8vino
grhyate. . (ed., Schroeder., Leipzig., 1909. Vol. II, p. 143). The
Kapi$thalakatha-sariihit& gives, with small variations about the same
text (XLII, 4, ed., Raghuyira, Lahore, 1932, p. 251).

Yajnasya vai sr$t&sya *siro*cchidyata t&smai dev&fa prdyaScittam
aicchann, atha va etau tarhi devQndm bhiaja ftstfim divinS. asomapau,
ta upadhftvan, yatha bhi$a}am upadh&vanty ev&m, idam yajft&sya.
strafr pratidhattam itL t& abrutam, bhQgo na astu, vr&thdm iti,.

abruvams, ta abmtam graham nau. gfhvantu somapitham &navavaha iti,

t&d va aSvinau pratyadhattam* tasmad a&vinibhi abhi^uvanti, aSv'mau hi

pratyadhattam* tau vai bahipavamarjiinaivapayayitva tdbhyam p&tabhyam
yajniyabhyfim bhUtabhyam graham agrhnams, tasmad bahi$pavamani
stitta aSvinau grhyete (ed., Schroeder, Leipzig, VoL IV, 1886, pp. 79-80).
This is explained by Indo-European facts, cf. G. Dum^zil, Jupiter
Mars Quirinus, Paris, 1941, pp. 124 & flf., where the parallel legends
of the Satapathabrahmaya & the Mahabh&rata are given together.
The notion of the impurity of doctors has remained a classic thing,
cf, Manu, III, 180, IV, 212, although the prohibition ordained by the

; Tain, S, to the Brahmin against his practising medicine, has not had
the force o Law. The Bhagavatapurana, IX, III, 26, reminds the
reader that the AsVins had been at first excluded from the offering of
soma because they were called "doctors".
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synonym of the name of the Carakas and one may believe that

the Taittirlycts have fired a passing shot at the rival school 0f
the Carakas, who have not Inserted anything similar in their

samhila. This will be all the more effective if medicine had a

place of honour among them. In that case this will also

explain their silence about it. Besides, as regards the sautra-

mani, the rite of offering liquor (surd) to the ASvins, to Saras-
vati and to Indra, Hillebrandt has supposed a relationship
between the fact that there is a caraka-sautramani and the fact
that the medical Carakct-samhita makes out a case for liquor.

1
:

This rapprochement, in itself, is not very characteristic because
it is quite natural that liquor be praised as medicine in a book
of medicine. But, in all cases, the Carakas are not animated

against the "cara doctors", as are the Taittirlyas and ttoe

doctor Caraka could have been one of them.

This does not at all signify that the author of the revised

version of the Agnivesatantra lived at the time when the Vedic
samhitas of the Carakas were elaborated but it can indicate that

he belonged to their school, already favourable to medicine at

a time when its rival used to attack the "cara doctors". In

fact, the extremely brahmanic contents of the Carctka-samhita

evoke the idea that its editor was rather a Brahmin of a Vedic
school than a doctor practising at the court of an Indo-Scythian

prince. Moreover, if it is considered that another school of the

Yajurveda was the Atreya2 school, one will be led to think that

it was not because of mere chance that the chief masters of one
of the great medical traditions are precisely an Atreya and
a Caraka. It is at least probable that the association of

the medical tradition in question with the circles close to the

Vedic schools was desired, as it could plausibly have been deri-

ved from the latter. If, therefore, Kaniska has had a Caraka foe

his doctor, it is nevertheless possible that a Caraka still older

might have been the veritable editor of our actual Cardka-

samhita.

Ritital-Litteratur (Grundriss), Strasbourg, 1897, p. 159. A. B. Keith,
The Veda ofthe Black Yajus School, Harvard Or. S., XVIII, p. cxxii,
contests the rapprochement without any decisive reasons and prefers
to see in the Caraka-sautramani that of the school of Carakas. But
the two points of view are not contradictory if the doctor Caraka
has some relation with the school of the Carakas,

L, Renou, Ecoles vediques, p. 134.
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One cannot, in any case, rate this text very high. Its

style is not Vedic; it resembles that of the Susruta-samhita and
of the Arthasastra. The work can be anterior to the Christian

era but not by a long period of time.

According to a tradition, which should now be examined,
Caraka was the incarnation of the mythical serpent Sesa,

who became a human being, in order to write under the name
of Patanjali, the Makabhasya and the Yogasutras. This is

apparent from one of the preliminary invocations of the

^yurvedct-dipika, a commentary by Cakrapa^idatta or Cakradatta

(Xlth century), dn the Caraka-samhita: "Adoration to the

Lord of the serpents, the destroyer of the troubles of the mind,
of speech and of body by Patanjala

1
, the Mahabhasya and the

work reconstituted by Caraka. 5 '2 A later author, Sivarama, the

commentator of the Vasavadatta, describes Patanjali as a gram-
Marian, a master of yoga and a doctor.3 The invocation of

Cakradatta, however, does not signify that the three works are

of one and the same author; the three authors could also have
been considered as the three successive incarnations of ea.
The tradition, which finds its echo in the invocation, does not,

therefore, imply that the Caraka-samhita was, at an earlier date,

regarded as having been revised by the grammarian Patanjali
himself or as belonging to the same period. One can, however,
as we have seen, place Caraka in the Hnd or in the 1st century
B.C., which was the period of Patanjali."

4

PatanjalamahabhasyacarakapratisamskYtaih, manovakkayadosatjaip. har-

tre'dhjjpataye namafy> verse 4. This verse has been reproduced with
the variant hantre in the PataHjaticarltra of Ramabhadra Diksita, an
author who cannot be dated beyond the XVIII century, cf., S. N.
Dasgupta, Yoga Philosophy9 Calctitta, 1930, p. 54.

That is to say, the Yogasutras.

cf,, G. N. Mukhopadhyaya, History of Indian Medicine, Vol. Ill,

p. 799.

Ordinarily it is admitted that Patanjali belongs to the middle of the
Ilnd century B.C., partly as he talks, in the present tense, of a sacri-

fice which is being held on the orders of the king Pusyamitra. But
since this is only an ordinary example of grammar, it is naive to
believe that he was composing his work during the sacrifice itself. On
the other hand, he mentions the Sakas who were, in that period, still

far from India but who invaded the country in the beginning of the
1st century B.C. (cf., La Vall6e de la Poussin, VInde au temps des
Maurya, Paris, 1930, p. 201) However, his place in the line of
grammarians puts him at least in the 1st century B. c.
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But the problem is complicated by the fact that still other

texts are ascribed to Patanjali. : There has been, for a long

time, a discussion on the possibility of joining together the

Patanjali of the Mahdbhdsya and that of the Yogasutras}-

Moreover, al-Beroni frequently quotes and summarises Patan-

jala.
2' This is a work on mysticism apparently quite close to

the Yogasutras but differing from them, notably by the fact that

it contains a section on alchemy. Now Sivadasasena in his

commentary on the Cakradcttta-sangraha (a work of the com-
mentator of Caraka)

8 also invokes several times as an

authority on alchemy Patanjali or his Patanjala. One can
admit the existence of several Patanjalis but it is to be feared

that we find ourselves once again in the presence of legendary
attributions. In effect these attributions remind one of those

which are ascribed to Nagarjuna3 which include an ensemble of

philosophy, alchemy and medicine; now the name of Nagarjuna
signifies "The White one anaong the serpents"

4 and the

legend says that Patanjaii, the incarnation of the serpent

Sesa, was born while falling (pat) in the shape of a serpent, in

the hands of the grammarian Panini at the moment when the

latter was making an anjali.
5 Of course this etymology has

no linguistic value but it explains all that which the legend has

made, of the grammarian Patanjali., who was not probably
a historic personage. This being so, one may ask if Patanjali,

claimed as a doctor and an alchemist like Nagarjuna, is not a

double of the Buddhist Nagarjuna6 as we have seen that

Divodasa and Bharadvaja on the one hand, and Susruta and

Atreya Punarvasu on the other, were the doubles of the same

1
cf., Mircea Eliade, Yoga, Paris, 1936 pp. 27 & fF.

2 E. Sachau, Alberuni's India, Vol. I, pp. 68 ff& passim.
3

cf., G.N. Mukhopadhyaya, op. cit., pp. 771 & 783-785 (references to pages
of an unspecified edition), the quotations in question are to be
found in the Chapter JLXVI (Rasayanadhikara) of the edition of
Jfvananda Vidyasagara, 3rd edn., Calcutta, 1897, pp. 706 & ff.

4 The Tibetan translation of the name, klui sgrub> signifies *'Perfect

among the serpents'*.
5

cf., H. H.Wilson, A Dictionary of Sanskrit & English, see Patanjali.
Moreover the Mahabha&ya of Patanjali is sometimes called

Phanibhasya, "the commentary of the hooded serpent".
6 Sivadasasena invokes at the same time,, as authorities in alchemy,

Nagarjuna and Patanjali and as a consequence makes a distinction
between the two, but this only proves that in his times, different
works were attributed to them.
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mythical personages. In. that case, Caraka confused with

Patanjali by virtue of their being the incarnation of the same

serpent, or even simply identified with Patanjali, could have

been confused with Nagarjuna. The reviser of the Caraka-

samhita and that of the Susruta-samhita will then be one.

In that case one would be tempted to suppose that

historically it has been so and that the two big medical samhitas

have been revised by one and the same author, who has been

given two different names by the traditions of the two schools.

But this conclusion is too hazardous. It is quite possible that

the grammarian Patanjali, the doctor Caraka and the Buddhist

savant Nagarjuna have existed independently and that the

stories which identify them or which make them identical, have

come into being secondarily. In effect these names are attested

much before we have proof of the existence of these legends.

The origins of these ca.n be linked with the name of Nagarjuna
or with ideas which have given him this name. In India it is a

common usage to demolish the claims of others, not by denying
them, but by appropriating them. Senart has shown that the

serpent has often played the same role in the Buddhist and
Vaisnava stories.1 Kagarjuna is said to have seized the

doctrines of the Mahayana from the Nagas, who had been

keeping them hidden in the depths of the Pat&la and Virm is.

said to have brought out from the same depths the Vedas,
which had been stolen by the Asuras or by the Nagas/*2 It was
natural that a Buddhist savant and a Brahmanic savant or a

group of Brahmanic savants, both parties having relation with
the serpents, made a pair. If once the revision of the Susruta-

samhita had been attributed to Nagarjuna, if it were really the

work of a savant of that name, it was necessary that the reviser

of the Caraka-samhita also became the incarnation of the

mythical Naga, as his school would not have liked to have been
left behind. It does not follow in the least therefrom that the

two personages must have been the same historic personage.
From this we can only conclude that the stories told about the

classical redaction of the two samhitas have a common source;

1 cf. r notably regarding the serpent Sesa: Essai sur la Ugende du Buddha*
2nd edn-, Paris, 1882, p. 218, notes in general. Chap, V.

* Seoart, ibid, p. 389.
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this is all the more understandable since the texts manifestly

belong to the same epoch.

As regards the connection of the legend of Caraka with that

of the grammarian Patanjali, this forms part of an ensemble of
concordances between the legends of the transmission of

grammar and that of the transmission of medical science. We
have already seen that a tradition attributes the teaching of

grammar to Indra. Panini (VII, 2, 63) quotes the opinion of a

Bharadvaja who could have been a real personage and whose
name only signifies "descendant of Bharadvaja". But chiefly

Katyayana, the predecessor of Patanjali-Caraka, is sometimes,
as the exegetist of Pandni, called Punarvasu1

, just as in the

medical traditions the teacher of Caraka passes for having been
Punarvasu. The late character of the attribution of this name
to Katyayana indicates that probably this is only a secondary

adaptation of the story of the doctors to that of the gram-
marians, but this attribution gives an example of the way
in which the Indians have readapted the history of their

sciences.2 This is then another sign that the stories of the

origins and of the transmission of the Ayurveda are not at all

altered history but are the ideal reconstitutions of a history that

had been lost or neglected and the names given to the authors

of the big medical samhitas are not, undoubtedly, those which

they really had, unless they had precisely selected these names
or had received them as surnames. The medical samhitas can-

not therefore be dated surely according to the possible epochs
of their supposed authors. It is only their intrinsic composi-
tion, the state of their language and their place in relation to

the texts of known date which allow the assigning to approxi-
mate period for their composition.

Essential Doctrines of the Ayurvedic texts: The large
samhitas are didactic texts in prose and verse of varied metres.

The prose passages generally contain mnemonic verses which
summarise them. The chapters entirely in verse are specially

those that contain the enumeration of symptoms or therapeutic

prescriptions. They are, therefore, the ones which it is most

In the latter-day dictionaries, cf. Bohtlingk & Roth, see the word.
Wemay also remind here that the Yoga&ataka is sometimes attributed

to Vararuci instead of Nagarjuna and that the name of Varamci is

often given to Katyayana.
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useful to know by heart for practising, whereas the passages in

prose generally deal with the theoretical principles. The choice

of prose or verse seems, therefore, to have been dictated chiefly

by a pedagogic desire. Their alternation is not the sign of the

intervention of several authors in the composition of the

samhitas. The prose-parts, chiefly in the Camka-samhita,
remind one of the theoretical accounts of the Brahmanas and

the Upanisads. In a certain number of cases they have the

same dialogue-form as in these later texts, but the language has

the characteristic of being more recent.

The Susruta- and the Caraka-samhitas have, as a whole,
the same contents. Their divisions are identical or analogous.
The same is the case for their theoretical and practical data, but

the Su$ruta~samhita is much more rich in the field of surgery
than the Caraka-samhita. Both of them generally present their

teaching in an extremely condensed form. But because of the

abundance of matter, they are, nevertheless, voluminous. They
profess a rational system which excludes magic and mysticism.

They invoke the intervention of demons only in special cases:

delirium of possession and the diseases of children. Ordinarily

they explain the state of health and of disease by the interplay
of constitutive elements of the organism, of the alimentary and

general regimes and by the influences of time and season. It is

only in the case of certain therapeutic prescriptions, or in the

case of ceremonies connected with birth that religion and

magic are brought in.

Experience has manifestly played an important role, as is

always the case in medicine, in the establishment of therapeutics.
But we are still far from the state where we could say that

medical practice as taught by the Ayurveda is empirical. The
data of experience are organised according to a general theory
of physio-pathology. This is a complex theory. In the texts

can be found the traces of the different currents of thought
which have simultaneously exerted an influence on its formation.
The general theory of the Sarnkhya, which enumerates -the

formative elements of the universe, is added on to particularly
medical conceptions. These latter see in the body a composi-
tion of chief elements which forms the material content of all

things in the universe: Space or emptiness (dka$a ox antariksa),
wind or air (vayu), fire (tejas), water (ap) and earth (prthvi), to
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which various texts add thought (cetana) which sits inside this

body1 as is frequently done by the Buddhist texts which call this

thought, Vijndna.

These chief elements form the differentiated substances of
the organism which, in their turn, are the "elements" (dhatu} of

this organism and are seven in number: the organic juice (rasa)

which is the chyle, the blood (rakta) which is the chyle coloured

in red, the flesh (mamsd), fat (medas), bones (asthi), the marrow
(majja) and the sperm (sukra), all of which, starting from rasa

derive one from the other2
. The rasa is therefore the primordial

substance of the organism and certain authors took it to be the

essence of water which generates everything.
3

Besides, in all

things there is a rasa, a "taste*% the liquid element which

constitutes simultaneously the substratum and the sign of the

properties, of the virtues of this thing.
4

The substances contain "a liquid of principle effulgence

(tejas) which makes them alive and which is known as -ojas9 that

is to say, "force." 5 It is the material of vitality and it may be

1 Caraka, ar, I. 14; Sus~r., V, 1, In the sperm, Caraka recognises

only four of them, because he does not take into account space

(Sat., II, 4); the same is the case with the embryo (ar+, II, 35). An
opinion attributed specially to Bharadvaja also does not consider

space (Caraka* Sutra, XXV, 21). "This does not contradict the

theory of five elements as, in the passages under consideration; space
can be considered as omitted simply because therfc was no need to

mention it in the context of the particular topic under discussion. On
the other hand, the allusions to general doctrines found in the

Buddhist texts generally refer to four elements, the same as those of

the Greeks, cf. Mahavasiu, ed. Senart, Vol. Ill, p. 65; P. Demi6-
ville in Hobogobirin, fasc. Ill, p. 264.

2
Susruta, "Sutr., XIV, 6.

3 Such is the opinion ascribed to Varyovida in Caraka, Sufr^XXV, 13:

"Things and diseases of various types are bora of the rasa, because

the waters are rich with the rasas, waters about which it is said that

they are the cause of creation*" (rasajdni tu bhuiani vyadhayasca

prthagvidhah, apo hi rasavatyas tah smrta{i nirvrtti-hetavah). This

opinion has antecedents from the gg-Veda onwards, X,129, 1 & 3,

where water is described as the origin of things. The waters are also

the primordial element according to a classic passage of Manu (I, 8

& 10). But the theory of Manu is a creationism, which is not the case

with the one ascribed to Varyovida.
4 On the rasas: Caraka., Sfitr., XXVI, an important discussion of

theories.
5

Sufcr.,
'

Sfi/iv,. XV, 13-14.
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called "vital juice". It stays in the heart; the breath (prana),

which is going to be discussed shortly hereafter is based on it

and it is distributed in the body along with pra%af by the blood-

vessels.1

Such is the substance of the body. The interplay of the

three chief elements, which enter into its composition, namely,

wind, fire and water, gives it life and movement. But when
they are excited or when on the contrary, their action stops,

disease comes in. They are, therefore, simultaneously the three

elements, tridhatus and the three troubles, irido$as of the

organism* The wind vata or vayu, introduces itself into the

body in its own form just as in nature, that of a breath, prapa;
the fire in the form of bile, pitta, and water in that of phlegm,
kapha or Sleyman. Each of them has many special forms.

The prdna is divided into prdna proper, "breath of the

front'% which stays in the mouth and ensures respiration and
deglutition; udana, "breath which goes upwards**, which

produces speech; samana, "concentrated breath*% which provides
the necessary amount of air to the internal fire for cooking,
that is to say, for the process of digestion of the aliments;

-apana, "breath which goes downwards'% ensuring the functions

of excretion and delivery; finally vyana, "diffused breath",
which circulates in all the limbs and explains their movement.2

In effect, all the movements of the body are related to the action
of the wind; this is by analogy with what passes in the Universe
where the wind is the motor par excellence*

Fire, represented by bile in five forms, is the pacaka, the
cooker of aliments; the mnjaka, the colouring agent, which
turns the rasa red for making it into blood; the sadhaka,
the "realiser'Y by means of which desires are excited; the

alocaka, the "observer", which shines in the eye and allows
the sight to function and the bhrdjaka, the "illuminator" which
shines in the skin.3

Water for its part, under the various forms of sle$man, is

that element of the organism which is humid, cold and is the
connector of all the elements together.

"

It stays ^phiefly in the

Caraka, Sutr., XXX, 6-1!

Su&%, "Nid., I, 11 & ff,

ibid,, Sutr., XXI, 7
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stomach, which is tKe centre of its functions. In the chest, it

maintains the junction of the, head and arms and supports the

heart. In the throat and the tongue, it ensures gustation. In

the head, it favours the sensorial faculties. In the articulations,
it brings about coaptation.

1

The seasons, the habitat, the type of life and the various

types of nourishment help or hinder the action of wind, fire and
water according as they affect the activity, the over-heating
or the cooling (of the body).

Nosology studies the symptoms of diseases and thereby
is related to observation, but it tries to interpret these symptoms
as a function of the system of the physiology of the three

elements. Its principal aim is to determine the etiology or, as

it is known in the Ayurvedic texts, the nidana, the occasion when
troubles arise. This occasion, determined by the time, the

regimen, the behaviour or such other cause, consists in the

excitation or the slowing down of the one or several of these

elements* Diagnosing does not consist of only recognising
a disease but also of a judgement concerning the r61e exercised

by the mind, the bile or the phlegm. A haemorragic fever will

come from rakta-pitta, from "blood and bile"; from the bile

because it is hot and from the blood because it appears and it

overflows. Descriptions are given concerning all the supposed
manifestations of the excess or the absence of each of the three

dosas, or of the combinations of any two among these when
excited or of the concourse (sannipatd) of the three.

Therapeutics is dominated by the ideas that have been

conceived about the soothing or exciting action of drugs,

of aliments, of diet, of the place of habitation, on the mind, the

bile or phlegm. In the presence of the patient, once the

symptoms have been recognised, once the rdle of such and such

a dosa has been determined, the Indian doctor must prescribe a

medicine having the antagonistic effect on the dosas concerned.

A treatment based on a theory which is false could have been

singularly hazardous; yet the theory is sufficiently supple and

vague for adjusting itself to the data of pure experience,

although all the time it appears to excel the latter. In fact, the

action of the remedies had been known by the usage, and, if a

ibid., Siitr., XXI, II.
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particular drug had a soothing effect on the certain morbid

manifestation believed to be caused by the wind, this drug was

ranged among the drugs antagonistic to the wind, an explana-
tion of this fact being invented later. It was therefore definitely

the experience which guided the choice of the medicines and the

general theory was only a later effort to explain simultaneously
the mechanism of the normal functioning of the body, that of

the pathological accidents and, that of the action of the treat-

ment* Thus the system of the Ayurveda is a dogmatism which

interprets experience.
This system is comparable to some of the medical systems

of Greek antiquity, which were also elaborated in the centuries

preceding the Christian era. The collection of Hippocrates
contains the elements of the doctrine which was fixed later with

a rigour comparable to that of the Ayurvedic theory and which

relates to four humours: blood, bile, atrabile and phlegm,

corresponding to four chief elements and to their properties,

hot, dry, cold and humid. The existence, with regard to the

humoral doctrine of the Greek world, of the Ayurvedic system
of the three dosas should evidently be recognised as one of the

facts dominating the general history of ancient medicine. Both
of them have been simultaneously recognised as authoritative

since antiquity, one in the Indian world and the other in the

Western, world. Both of them are still followed. The Greek
doctrine survives in the countries of Islam. The Indian system
not only continues in India, but at present it is even undergoing
a vigorous re&aissance. It has been adopted since an early

date, in all those countries which have been under the influence

of India, as far as Mongolia, from which it has come, towards
the end of the last century and the beginning of the present one,
to provoke in Russia an infatuation for the medical system
called the "Tibetan", because it had reached the Mongols
through the Tibetans.

Both of them being based on the representation, which
the "physiologists" made of the Universe, the medical theories

of Greece and India make a pair, not only because historically

speaking, they have had an equal diffusion in two comparable
worlds, but also because they are related to analogous specula-
tions, because their organic constitution is similar and they are
scientific in the same sense, inasmuch as they are efforts at a
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purely natural explanation of vital, normal and pathological

phenomena.
We should, therefore, look for the birth of a scientific

Ayurveda in the texts which have preceded it. The mythical
character of the stories, of its origin and its transmission,

which it itself contains, should not be allowed to convince us

that its doctrines are sullied with myths. We have seen that the

tradition concerning the masters of the Ayurveda was full of

Vedic reminiscences as the supposed Vedic authors have Vedic

names. We will also see that the antecedents of the classical

doctrines of the Ayurveda are equally Vedic. There is, however,

a contrast between the value of the expositions concerning the

history of the Ayurveda which is nil and that of the meritorious

efforts made to explain rationally health and disease. But

the legend of the origin and the transmission of the Ayurveda is

only pseudo-historical with a veneer of the scientific doctrine.

This doctrine is derived from Brahmanic speculations, if not

valid by themselves, at least by the tendency of the spirit that

animated them; moreover, it is partly based on the observation

of normal and pathological facts, thus giving it a connection

with reality. The legends of the origins, on the contrary,

although they utilise the data from the Veda and refer to the

names .of authors of yore, do not seem to be based on a tradi-

tion with a historical basis, ancient and solid. In studying the

relations of the Veda and the Ayurveda, we will, however,

examine the extent to which it may be described as accurate.



CHAPTER TWO

PRE-ARYAN AND INDO-ARYAN DATA
ON MEDICINE

1. THE FIRST DATA

IT is only since 1922 that the excavations carried out by
R. D. Banerji and the Archaeological Survey of India, have

brought to light, at Mohen-jo-Daro in Sindh, the remains of

the civilization known as the Indus Valley Civilization. These

remains are related to the ones revealed by the excavations at

Harappa in the Panjab. Despite the absence of any real

decipherment of the inscriptions found there and despite the

incomplete state of excavatory work of great depth, this

discovery has already given rise to a multitude of fantastic

theories. However many facts are already accepted; at least

everybody agrees on points of major importance. The old age
of the ruins is attested to by the thickness of the alluvial

stratum which had covered them and also by the discoveries

made outside India, at Kish, at Ur?
at Tello and at Susa in the

strata going to 3rd millennium B.C. of seals manifestly coming
from the Indus or belonging to the same type of those of

the Indus.

Evidently we can know nothing positive concerning the

position of medicine in the Indus civilization. But the ruins

of the extremely large town excavated at Mohen-jo-daro are

particularly remarkable in view of the uncovered remains of
the large-scale works of public sanitation. All the houses have
a place for washing. In poorer houses this consists of an

ordinary room with a water-proof floor sloping towards a
drain. In bigger houses, there are proper bath-rooms. The
drains of the houses end in a system of street-drains which
is spread over all the streets. The biggest building contains a
bath of 55 meters by 33 meters, with a tank of 13 meters by
7 meters, having a depth of 2.5 meters and with many subsi-

diary constructions manifestly used for the purpose of baths.
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It is asked if the big bath could be compared to the ther-

mal baths of the Romans, used for hygiene, hydrotherapy and
sports or was it meant for religious purposes. Of these two the

former hypothesis is much m^re probable as the importance of
the individual

,
installations shows very well the liking of the

habitants for ablutions and bath.

But did the water used in the big bath have any medicinal

properties? Nothing allowsus to suppose so. If the big bath
were the only hydrotherapic installation favoured in the town,
one could think so. But the individual installations could not
have been uniquely destined for cures ; they were put up for

daily use. We can, therefore; conclude that in all likelihood,
the ruins of Mohen-jo-daro attest, from the 3rd millennium

B.C., to the existence of personal and urban hygiene in India.

Much later, hygiene and hydrotherapy come to have a

great importance in the eyes of the doctors of the classical

periods and they become very popular in the convents as also in

private life.
1 Therein one can observe a persistence of the tastes

and usages going back to the Indus civilisation. But it should

not be forgotten that such tastes and such usages are born

naturally in a tropical c mntry* In any case, the well-developed
ideas of hygiene, apparent from the monuments of the Indus,
was neither necessarily scientific nor even medical. A system of

hygiene can be medical and scientific only if it is based on the

conceptions of prophylaxy and therapeutics. Otherwise, it

remains only commonplace cleanliness or luxury. The hydro-

theraphy of Susruta2 and Caraka3
provides for treatments by

svedas9 the "sudations" achieved by extremely varied methods,

generally much more complex than baths and shower-baths.

The choice of these methods is dictated by the properties of

soothing or exciting the various vit&l elements of the organism,
which are ascribed to these methods. Drugs are incorporated in

the water to be used. Nothing can indicate if, at Moheii-jo-

daro, bydrotherapy already had assumed forms comparable to
those described by the doctors of the classical period.

1
cf., J. L. Doreati, Les bains dans Tlnde antique^ monuments et textes

tnedicaux, Paris, 1936.
2 Cikitsasthana, XXXII, Baths (Snanas) are specially discussed in Cikit.*
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The discoveries of the Valley of the Indus, moreover, consist

of several products which could have been used as remedies.

The horns of a cervidae, the sambar (or sdbar in Hindi, SKT,

Sambara* Rusa aristotelis Jerdon) have been found without any
other remains of the animal and consequently should have been

collected for their own sake. Precisely similar horns are even

now utilised in popular Indian medicine. Bitumen has also been

found and this substance is included in scientific pharmacopoeia
of Sanskrit, under the name of Silajatu. Lastly cuttle-bones,

which could also have had a medical use, were contained in

pottery unearthed by Majumdar at Othwan-jo-ButhL1 The use

of similar products in therapeutics unfortunately does not have

any characteristic significance. It proves nothing concerning the

medical knowledge of the people of the Indus Valley civilization.

We cannot therefore form any idea of the same. The material

remains of this civilization would suggest that this knowledge
could have been in a sufficiently advanced stage, especially so

because the discovery of the Indus seals in Mesopotamia shows
the relations they had with the region where the Sumerians or the

Babylonians had developed an important medical tradition from
an early age. From the period of Mohen-jo-daro scientific

exchanges have possibly taken place between Mesopotamia and
the Indus Valley. This is all that we can say for the time being
and as a consequence, when the Vedic Aryans entered India in

the 2nd millenium B*C., they may have found there already
developed medical notions, which were probably related to those
of the Sumerians. At this moment it is impossible for us either

to confirm or deny this theory, but we will be able to show that

at the time of their arrival the Indo-Aryans carried with them, if

not an elaborate science of medicine, at least ideas which have
entered as elements in the formation of Ayurveda.

THE INDO-IRANIAN DATA

The comparison of passages concerning medicine in the
oldest texts of India and Iran, that is in the Vedas and in the

Avesta, is likely to indicate some of the notions which had been
formed during the period of the Indo-Iranian community and

1 E. Mackay, La Civilisation de VIndus y French Edn,, Paris, 1936, pp*
181, 185, 186.
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have been preserved both by the Iranians and the Aryans who
entered India. These notions are not very numerous and are

quite vague. But nevertheless it is worthwhile taking them into-

consideration. It is necessary to take stock of these ideas so
that it may be possible to see which elements of classical Indian
medicine can be traced to the period of the old Indo-Aryan
community and which have been acquired at a later date. But
this stock-taking is quite a delicate affair because all that is

common to Indians and Iranians of the historical period does
not necessarily go back to the Indo-Iranian community. The
two peoples could have separately borrowed the same notions
from a third people or better still, either of the two could have
communicated its own acquisitions in the subject to the

other.

In fact, the relations between India and Iran have been per-
manent since antiquity. Darius had established two satrapies in

the basin of the Indus from the end of the 6th century B.C. and
the annexation of apart of the Indian territory of the West
could have taken place even in Cyrus' time* After the destruction

of the Persian empire by Alexander and the short occupation of

these satrapies by the latter, India won them back. Yet the rela-

tions between India and the Iranian regions continued to be
unbroken. The Iranian people of Upper Asia and of Iran itself,

the Sakas, the Parthians and the Kusanas conqured vast terri-

tories of India several times and stayed there as rulers for long

periods. The Sassanids also penetrated into the country or

maintained regular relations with its sovereigns. From a very

early date a continuous traffic with Iran andf across Iran, with

the Western countries had been established which passed:

through regions now in Afghanistan and across the

Iranian territory. We will refer back to this traffic when we discuss

the eventual relations between the savants of India and those of
the Hellenic world. In the intellectual sphere, the existence of

Buddhism in Bactriana and in Sogdiana, on the routes which

bypassed the Pamirs to the west and led to Central Asia and
to China, is the clearest trace of the Indian contribution to the

Iranian territories. Reciprocal proofs are available to show the

Iranian influence on India from the epoch of Asoka, in the mid-

dle of the Illrd century B.C. and even from the Achaemenid

period. One can, therefore, conclude that a part of the common
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heritage of India and Iran, especially in the domain of scientific

ideas, in whose formation emulation, always and everywhere,

plays a big rdle and which-could not have been developed to

such an extent in the prehistorical period, can be dated back to

the period of the exchanges rather than to that of the original

community.
The relatively later dates of our Iranian sources (texts)

make it likely that they contain borrowings from India and they

developed certain indigenous ideas under the influence of India,

either as an example or as a reaction Against her. We should be

very cautious in ascribing to the hoary past of the Indo-Iranians

those concordances of ideas which may be due to latter-day

communications or, on the contrary, in considering as cases of

recent borrowing those ideas which may have emerged in the

original community/
The Avesta, called "recent*% is our oldest source for

the knowledge of medicine in Iran, as the Gathls do not

contain any reference to medicine. It is not a priori impos-
sible that an element under Indian influence has been

,able to react, directly or not, on the redaction of some of its

passages. According to Parsi tradition, the Achaemenid Avesta

had been burnt by Alexander, except for the passages dealing
with astronomy and medicine, which had been translated into

Greek. Later on, in the 3rd century Ajx, after the Chief Priest

Tansar had undertaken, on the order of Ardaser I, the restitu-

tion of the Avesta already begun under the Arsacidian Parthi-

ans, Sahpuhr I, the son and successor of Aradaser (241-272),
caused to be inserted therein certain passages relating to medi-

cine, astronomy and cosmogony which had been "scattered in

India, Greece and elsewhere**.1 Ordinarily, it is not thought
necessary to believe in this traditional account.2 But of course
there is no decisive argument against it- In any case, the Avesta
of the Sassanian period, which is today partly lost, did really

contain, notably in the Hu$pdram-na$k> certain passages relating
to /medicine, as can be seen from the resum6 included in the

cf.,J. Darmesteter, Le Zend-Avesta, Vol. HI, Paris, 1893 (Ann.Mus.
Guimet, Vol. XXIV, p.xxi-xxii). .

A. ChristenscD, Ulran saxs les sassanides* Copenhagen, 1936,
pp. 136-7.
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Pehlavi Denkart (of the IXth century).
1 The same Denkart has

kept the tenor of a medical text but the technical passages which
would be the most important for judging about Its doctrines are

unfortunately vague.
2 This text seems to attest a Hellenistic

influence, notably when it allows a big role to the cold, to the

dry and to the hot which arephukhron, eiron, ugron and thermon
in Greek. The points of resemblance with Indian medicine
which have been pointed out, do not have much significance.*
For the rest, it takes up the data of the Avesta which are thus
mixed up with foreign notions.

Elsewhere, ari Indian influence appears to be quite manifest.

The biography, or better still, undoubtedly the autobiography
of the doctor of Khusro I (king from 531 to 579), Barzoe, who
had brought from a journey in India the Book of Kalilagh and

Damnagh, that is, a version of the Pancatantra, contains a sum-

mary of embryology, whicji has, it seems, justly been recognised

by Hertel, as containing typical Indian notions.4 This is how,
according to Barzoe, delivery is caused by a wind and this is;

precisely the teaching of classical Indian medicine. But even in
this case, where the reality of a contact with India of the Vlth

century is beyond any doubt, as it had brought the

Pehlavi imitation of the Pancatantra, it wiiJ not be possible
to assert that the notion of the role ascribed to wind in delivery
was known in Iran before Barzoe. He was more likely to have
found this notion again in India instead of having brought it

from there. Actually, this notion could h&ve had its origin
either in Indo-Iranian pre-history or could have been borrowed
from-India before the 6th century B.C. The first eventuality can-

not be rejected because, as we will see, the concept of the phy-
siological role of the wind is very old. The second one is made
possible by what is known of the Indian contribution to the

famous school of medicine established in the 5th century

1 cf., A. Christensen, ibid, pp. 414 If .

2 J^enkart, ed. Peshotan senjana, Bombay, 1874-1928, VoL IV, pp. l&l <&

ff.; & transL, pp. 220 <& ff/A study & transL in L, CvCasarteili, ZJn
traite pehlevisur la medicine, in Museon, Nov., 1886, pp. 532 & ff.

3 GasarteUi, op. cit., 1st article, pp. 314&flT.
4

cf., Christensen, op. cit.i pp. 418 & .if.- The autobiography of Barzoe has.

been edited & translated by Th. Noeldeke, Barzees Einleitung Zu detn

Buche Kaltla waDw^,.v Strasbourg, 1912.
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at Gundesapuhr, in Susiana, by the Nestorians expelled from the

Byzantine Empire*
1

On the other hand, several Indian texts on medicine, start-

ing from the Caraka-samhita show that for a long time before

(these texts), Iranian doctors had been in contact with India and

had been able to learn precisely the Indian theory regarding the

physiological role of the wind. Several times and exactly in the

chapter which deals with the functions of the wind,
2 the

Caraka-samhita brings in, in an assembly of savants assembled

round the master Atreya, a certain Kankayana Bahlikabhisaja
"K. the doctor from Bactria". The title of "Bactria" shows

clearly his Iranian origin and even his name signifies that it is

"Sogdian". This is, at least, what appears to be most probable
when it is seen that his name denotes a patronymic signifying

"a descendant of Kanka" and that K'ang or K'ang-kiu in

Chinese is a transcription of the name of Sogdiana.
8 It is true

that Sogdiana and Bactria are separated by the course of the

river Oxus but there is no contradiction in a man coming from

Sogdiana, in practising medicine in Bactria. Kankayana plays

only a secondary r61e in Indian medicine but it is significant

that this Iranian is presented in one of the fundamental texts of
the Ayurveda as having been admitted into a circle of Indian
doctors. By this example it can be seen that in the absence of
direct historical evidence, it can be sometimes quite delicate to

cf. Reinaud, M&moire sur VInde, in Mint, de VAcad* des Inscr. et
Belles-Lettres, Vol. XVIII, 2nd part, Paris, 1849, p. 309 on the continu-
ity of Indian scientific contribution to Iran even after the invasion of
Islam, cf., following pages, specially those concerning medicine, p. 316
etff.

Sutra, XII. Kankayana also appears in Caraka, Sutr, L 12; XXV, 22;
XXVI, 8&&5/V, VI,? I; MS Bower, ed. Hoernle, 935. Vagbhafa; AtfMga-
sangraha, <?/&., X (ed. GatieSaSarnmn, Vol. IT, p. 64); Cakradatta,
Cikitsasarhgraha, V, 19 (Kankayanagufika}; XXX, 35, (Kankftyana-
modaka); Nityanatha, Rasaratt akara, ed. of Bombay, 1897, p. 490 (Kan-
kayanagutika); Sarngadharasamhita, 2, VII, p. 50 et If. (KMk&yanaguti
ka). He is mentioned in the commentary of Dalhana on Suruta Siiir,
I, 2. The preparations ascribed to him include besides the gufjk& (pill)
and the modaka (cake), or vataka (fried cake) whose r6cip6 is given by
G. Mukhopadhyaya, Hist, oflnd. Medicine^ (Vol. II, Calcutta, 1926, pp.
464 & 466). The proposed identification, in this book, of Kankayana
with the Kankah mentioned by Reinaud,, M&moire sur P Irtde, p. 314, is

impossible, as the personage discussed by Reinaud belongs to the
Muslim period. In the Kau$ikasutra, a Kankayana is twice mentioned,
without, however, being designated as a Bactrian or as a doctor,

cf., Chavannes, Documents sur les Ton-kiae ocddentaux, index.
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interpret recognised concordances between Indian a$d Iranian,

medical data.

The medical data of the Avesta,
1 as it has reached us, are

mostly contained in the Videvddt (Vendidad) which appears to

belong, in its totality, to the beginning of the Arsacidian

period
2

(250 B.C. A.D. 224), although the materials are older.

This work gives us information concerning doctors and fixes

their fees (VIII. 36) but, of course, it does not contain any
account which could be really called medical. It distinguishes

three types of doctors practising with the aid of knife, of plants
or of the holy word (manthra spentd) the last being the most
esteemed (VII. 44, cf. 5 also Yasty IH9 6).

This classification has been commented upon several times.

Christensen3 has made a rapprochement between this passage
and another which is given in the Aphorisms of Hippocrates
<VIL 87) and according to which, all that can not be cured by
medicines, is cured by fire and that which cannot be cured by
file is incurable. He thinks that this Greek classification has

been able to exert some influence on the Iranian one and obser-

ves that the latter is completed in the Denkartby the mention of
fire (and also of the "burning" which he interprets as denoting
the fumigation by means of aromatic herbs and which most

probably is cauterisation by means of caustics). But the Greek
classification and that of the Videvdat agree only in the total

number of their elements* because the holy word is not mention?
ed in the Aphorisms and the fire is missing in the Videvddt.

Hence there is no significant trace of influence. Much more

important, however, is a remark of Darmesteter, taken up and

emphasised recently by Mr. Benveniste. According to this

remark the Avestan classification of doctors corresponds to that

of Pindarus regarding curative processes (Pyth., III. 9 1).
4 The

concordance being, in this case, complete, it follows that, in all

probability, the tradition of a deliberate division of medicines

Noted many times, notably by H. Fichtner,DiV Medizin in Avesta un-
tersucht aufGrundder von Fr. Wolffbesorgten Ubersetzung der heligen
Bucherder Persen, 1924.

Christensen, op. cit., pp. 33 & 415.

ib., p. 415.

Darmesteter, Ormazd et Ahnman,P&ns9 1877, p. 293, No. 2; E. Benve-
niste, La doctrine medicate des Indo-Europeens, J?|y. Hist. JRel.. July-Dec.,

p;5& ff.
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in three classes, drugs, surgical means and charms, is Indo-

European. But this does not reveal anything concerning the

eventual existence of the already determined processes and of

already established doctrinal concepts, dating from the Indo-

Iranian period and which could have been in vigour in the

period of the Videvdat.

The holy word referred to in the Videvdat is the formula

Airyema isyo (Yasna, LIV)-
1 This formula is personified in the

Avesta and Ahura-Mazda himself invokes it against the 99,999
diseases created by Anra Mainyu, offering in return thousands
of heads of cattle and a benediction (VicL, XXII). The word
manthra, designating the "word" and more precisely the magic
formula corresponds exactly to the Vedic word mantra. The role

ascribed to it, which is quite an important one because it is the

recourse of Ahura Mazda against the Evil Spirit is, upto a cer-

tain extent, comparable to the power imputed in India to . the
mantras and chiefly to the similar and important role which, in

the Vedic texts, is assigned to the **Voice" (vac) or of the sacri-

ficial formula (brdhman) 9 which has also become a personified

god. The brdhman is often for the Vedic gods that which a

manthra spenia is for Ahura Mazda in his struggle againt Anra
Mainyu. This brahman, who "gives victory in the combat**

(prtanasu sahyah, RV., I. 152,7) is useful to the gods in Iheir

combat against the enemies. It is by him that Agni expels the

demon of abortion (RV., 162. 1 & 2) or kills the Yatudhanas
(AV. 9 1, 8, 4). It is by means of the brdhman of his singer or by
that of the Soma that Indra has exalted his courage or his force

(RV. 9
- II. 17, 3).

2
Again it is with his aid that Brahmanaspati,

the "Master of the brahman", made sovereign (/?K, II. 24, 15),

1 Regarding this formula, G. Dumezil, Le troisietne souverain, Paris, 1949,
p* 47 & flF. Regarding the curative role of the Avestan Airyaman/the
Vedic Aryaman: ib., p. 81 & fT*

2 asya ... brahmana Susman airayah* Sayana explains asya as designating
the statr; Geldner asks if it is not the soma> which has been under dis-
cussion, under this hypothesis; he translates brahman as "magic force**".

In fact it is conceivable that in lieu of a formula, a "virtue** is ascribed
to the soma. This example could be invoked to support the theory of
Hubert and Mauss who see a rapprochement between the Indian
brahman and the Melanesian mana which fs the magic force aud some-
times simultaneously the formula possessing that force. (Estfttisse crime
theorie generate de la magie, in Artnee soc^ 1902-1903 (1904), pp. Ill, 117
& if). But in spite of,this example the brahman is, probably even in this

example, essentially the formula having a magical virtue whereas the>
mana is only secondarily a formula-
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has "torn" Va!a (ib., 3). These are some of the examples to *

which can be added others where the brahman is replaced by the-

"voice" (vac) or the "voices", by the "hymn" (arkd) or even

by the mantra. It is specially said about Brdhmanaspdti that he
"enunciates the elogious mantras in which the gods Indra,

Varuna, Mitra and Aryaman have pleased themselves",
1 now

the last-named of these is the Vedic counterpart of the Avestan-

Airyaman.2 It seems, therefore, that the concepts relating to

the formula of curative magic are, generally speaking, Indo-~

Iranian, but the contents of the invocation Airyemd isyo is trivial

and does not have in India its special counterpart capable of

making us think that from the Indo-Iranian period itself a pre-
cise formula of magical therapeutics had come into being.

Similarly the words denoting "remedy", charm, or drugs,

bhesajd in Vedic, baesaja in Avestan., are the result of one and'

the same Indo-Iranian form but they, in no manner, suppose-
that the "remedies" which are respectively designated by them,
can be taken back to an Indo-Iranian therapeutics which had

already been traditionally contributed.

The origin of plants and probably of the surgical knife is

indicated by the Videvddt. Zarathustra asks Ahura Mazda as

to who had been the first doctor. Ahura replies that his name
was Thrita who obtained from Ksathra Vairya the means to-

counter various diseases. Ksathra Yairya is the Amssa sponta
who presides over metals, also it is thought that Thrita received

the knife from him ( FzW., XX. 2-3).
3 At the same time Ahura

'..,-.. brahmanaspatir rnantram vadaty ukthyamlyasminn indro v

mitro aryama deva okansi cakrire, (RV. t I, 40, 5).

Secondarily one may observe that Mitfara plays an important role in the
Avesta, that Indra is present there under this name or under that of
Andra, a demon. But he responds to Vorsthragna of the camp of Good
and that Varuna,

4the Asura of the gods' (AV. T, 10, 1) corresponds for
a considerable part of his mythical personality to Ahura Mazda.
On this subject one may also see the remarks of Darmesteter Haurvatat
& Ameretat, Paris, 1875, p. 53, note which shows that Manu, father of
men, has also, as described in the Vedas, obtained several remedies*
But this is only a vague analogy with the personage of Thrita (More-
over Darmesteter does not insist on this point) and the details on either
side do not agree. The same author (p. 55, n. 2), makes ajust rapproche-
ment between the epithet vispobis *of all the remedies', applied to the
tree of Vourukasa (Yast, XII, 17) and the Vedic epithet having the same-
sense, visvabhexaja. In the Rg-veda, it does not qualify a tree but the wind
(X, 137, 3) ^fath PI. .watatSrjSK--? \--2Q- <& dgkAotK^l^7 , 6 where the same
idea is expifs^fidL in a different nrnnner),,, once evep the hand of asinger-
(X, 60, 12),|>^lKil tfa^.Wfa-va\*eMa it^K^p reed

|
most of the time to-
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Mazda has given innumerable medicinal plants which encircle

the mythical tree Gaokorsna (ib., 4). These plants are associat-

ed with waters and with the liquid of immortality, the haoma.

This haoma has a terrestrial form of golden yellow which is

made use of in liturgy, but the Gaokorona grows in the waters

of the lake Vourukasa and produces a white haoma which, one

day, will give the good persons immortality whereas a sea of

molten metal will submerge the evil-doers. Besides, the waters

.and the plants are related to the Amssa spsnta, Hauravatat and

Amorotat, the arch-angels of health and immortality.
1

Many of these notions and particularities are found in

Vedic India. The soma, which corresponds to the haoma, is both
"the sacrificial liquor and the king of plants. Among other

hymns, the osadhistuti, the "praise of plants'* (RV. 9 X. 97) is

addressed to him, this hymn being ascribed to Bhisaja, the

"cure-man". The quality of the sovereign remedy of the soma
"has been proclaimed on many occasions.2 It is specially said

(RF., I, 23, 19) and repeated in other forms that : "In the water

is the liquor of immortality (amrta), in the waters is the remedy
(bhesaja)".*

The mythical hero of the Avesta has for its counterpart the

Vedic Trita, but the two personages are not equivalent. Thrita

is the third of four mortals who first of all extracted the

plants, ihtjangida (IF, 4, 3,; X, 35,5), the plant ofKanva (Ka&vasya
virudh, VI, 52, 3); the nitatni (VI, 136, 3) the totality of plants (VIII,
7, 26) and the kmtha (XIX, 39, 5).

cf., Darmesteter, op. tit.* Rapprochement with the Nasatyas: G. Dum<>-
zil, Naissance d* archanges* Paris, 1945, pp. 157-170.

Numerous references in Bergaigne, Rel. Ved.+ I, 152 & ff; 192. The
soma-plant has most frequently been identified with an asclepiade. It
seems that several species have been employed at different times and in
different places, cf., Aurel Stein, On the Ephedra, the Hum Plant c& the
Soma, in B.S.O.S., 1931, Vol. VI, p. 501-514. For the rapprochements be-
tween the soma and the haoma, cf V. Henry Soma & Honja in Ann. Mus.
Guimet, Bibl. Vulg., Vol. XX, Paris, 1906, pp. 51-80; G. Dumezil Le
Festin d* Immortalite, Paris, 1924 (numerous references in the index).
Jogeshchandera Ray, The Soma Plant, in Ind. Hist. Quart., XV, 1939, p.
197, makes the identification of the soma plant with the Indian hemp
extremely probable. According to a decisive remark of this author, it
is in any case out of the question that this plant supplied an alcoholic
drink as the effects of this drink are immediate when it is prepared
extemporaneously by pressing and with the addition of water. The alco-
holic fermentation required a long interval between preparation and
consumption. (This will bring it very
cf., infra, p. 46.
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haoma (Yasna, IX. 4-13). The second is Athwya, father of

Thraetaona. Sometimes, the name Athwya has been, identified

with the epithet aptya,
* 'of the waters*% which joins itself to the

name of Trita, but it is extremely doubtful if the supposed cor-

relation is exact, Athwya and Thrita constitute two distinct per-

sonages and chiefly the phonetic correspondence in very much
open to question.

1 "Trita" signifies "the third" 2 and he is

one of those who prepare the soma,3 just as Thrita is that of the

liaoma. Thraetaona would have for his counterpart the Vedic

Traitana, an insignificant personage (RV., I. 158, 5) whereas in

the Avesta he is a hero of premier rank, who put to death the

demon Azi Dahaha. In effect, the exploits of Thraetaona corres-

pond more with those of Trita, the enemy of demon Visvarupa,
In any case, only Thrita in the Avesta and Trita in the Veda
have roles related to medicine, but whereas Thrita is the

first doctor, Trita, on the contrary, is the first transmitter of
evil.

According to the Atharvaveda (VI. 113, 1) : "On Trta

(-Trita) the gods have wiped off their sins. Trta has wiped
them off on men ; if, later, the seizer (grahi) has taken hold of

you, that the gods destroy it for you by means of the incanta-
tion".4 The ritual usage of the hymn, one found at a sufficient-

ly late date,5 without the possibility of affirming or denying its

ancient origin, is that of exorcising the sin due to the marriage
of the younger brother before that of the elder one and one
could be led to think that the "seizing one" is the seizure of
moral guilt having no relation with the disease. Yet the Jiymn,
X. 161 of the ]Rg-veda makes a close rapprochement between the

grains of the two afflictions, whose relations with the sin we will

precisely see and which are nevertheless diseases : **I deliver

you by means of the oblation so that you may live free from the

On the entire question, cf., K. Rormow, Trita Aptya, eine vedische Got-
theit. Uppsala, 1927, p. XXIII & fif.

This interpretation is more or less certain but it is not excluded that the
name has not been originally used in another sense.

Bergaigne, ReL Ved., II, 328, thinks that it has acquired this sacerdotal
role by means of a secondary transformation; yet the quality of Thrita,
the third preparer of the haoma, seems to show that this role is Indo-
Iranian.
trie deva amrjataitad enas trta enam manusyeu mamrjejaio yadi tva
grahir anase, tarn te deva brahmna nasayantit.

Kau&ikasutra, 46, 26.
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unknown evil and from the royal evil ; if the seizing one has.

taken hold thereof, of it, O Indra and Agni, deliver it/* 1

Trta or Trita is hence an intermediary like Thrita, a "third"

person if one so wishes to call him between the gods and men,
but whereas Thrita passes on to human beings the remedies of

Abura Mazda, Trita communicates to them a morbific defile-

ment of the gods. Hence between these two mythical perso-

nages, there is a similarity and a contrast at the same time but

the contrast is less strong than the similarly, as Trita is far from

having, in the Veda, an -entirely malefic role, as he has prepared
the soma* a liquor like the amrta?

Often enough his fatal role has not been correctly recog-
nised. In order to identify Trita completely with the Avestan

TJirita, Hang has covered this role by means of tendencious

translations.3 He has understood the passage, which we have

just quoted as signifying that Trita extinguished diseases in the

human beings just as the gods had extinguished it in him, but

mrj can not denote "extinguish" and Bloomfield has quite justly

recognised in Tritd the "scapegoat" of the gods.
4 Haug has

equally claimed that in the Rg-veda (VIIT. 47, 13) disease was
sent to him for being "pacified" and he has added that reference

is made in the Avesta to this circumstance "by the surname

Sama, which signifies pacifier". But this assertion is false because
there is no question of pacifying in the Rg~veda (VIII. 47, 13)

which says: "That which openly, that which secretly, O gods, is

badly done, on Trita Aptya, all that place far from us ; your

help Jbe benign, your help is good help'*.
5 This passage, when

compared with the preceding one, provides good evidence that

Trta or Triti is the divine scapegoat but the men on whom he

1 muncatni tva havisajivanayakatn, ajnatayakgmad uta rajayak$tnat, grahir
jagraha yadi vaitad enam, tasyci indragm pra mumuktam enani.

2 cf.. Ronnow, op. ctt., chap. II; Das Lebenswasser, p. 64 & IT.

3 Martin Hang, Essays on the Sacred JL anguage* Writings & Religion of the
Parsis, ed. by E. W. West, London, no date (1878?), p. 277 & flf,

* Trita, the Scapegoat ofthe Gods in J.A.O.S., 1894, p. CXIX & if.

5 yad avir vad apJcyam devdso asti dtiskrtam, trte tad vi$vam aptw ar
asmad dadhatananthaso va iitav^Ji suutavo va iitavoh. Elsewhere (>4FL,
VI, 84, 3) the favourable epithet anehas, 'benign*, wbich designates the
absence of "(hostile) designs*'' (cf., L, Renou, J. A., 1939, p. 2il) appli-
es to Nirrti, in order to turn away her fatal influence and when she
does not rage, this epithet suits her quite .well. 2V/>f//can, therefore, have
a relatively favourable aspect, cF. infra, concerning the double character
of gods and demons.
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tries, in his turn, to discharge a disease, request the gods to take

it back and send it back to him with their own affliction, so that

this personage, though indirectly and in return, is also the scape-

goat of human beings. There is thus quite a distance between

this role and that of a cure-giver and it is surprising that Pischel

has tried to make Trita a doctor.1

Beneficent when he presses the soma, maleficent when he

wipes off on human beings the impurity which the gods have

wiped off on him, useful when one can, thanks to the gods,
throw on him this impurity, Trita in so far as he has a relation-

ship with the diseases or with the soma, the liquid of immortali-

ty, does not possess a unequivocal character, whereas the Avestan

Thrita appears as only a beneficent character. But there is here

nothing surprising in a Vedic personage and it does not prevent
him from going back to the same mythical Indo-Iranian figure,

to whom goes his Avestan counterpart. Moreover, it is prob-
able that he responds better than the other one to the image
which can be conceived of their common mythical ancestor.

The equivocal character of gods and demons becomes a

commonplace thing in India from the time of the Veda. This

can be linked with the general and very important fact that in

the Veda many notions have two opposite values, one favourable

and the other unfavourable, as it is well attested by the Vedic

vocabulary, which is extremely ambivalent.2 This causes asto-

nishment to our minds, used, by a long Christian tradition, to

the classification of beings and of notions as good and bad ones.

In reality, the mixing of contrary tendencies is quite constant. It

Basing himself on an indeterminate passage (RV.. II, 34* 10) and disre-

garding the precedents, cf. f Gotting. gel. Amzeigen, Gottingen, 1894, p,
426, & fL, Kesum& by Ronnow pp. IX & 39. See ibid., pp. V to XX, the

principal theories on the subject of Triin. Besides that of Haug, referred
to above, to add among^ others, the identification, summarily but clever-

ly presented, of Trita Aptya on the one hand with Thrita and Athvya
on the other in V. Henry Le Parsisme, Paris, 1909, p. 220.

cf., L. Renou, V amblgmte du vocabulaire du J^gveda^ in J. A,, 1939, p.
161-235; see particularly on the character of the gods, p. 220 & ff. Ber-

gaigne, Rel. Ved^ Vol. Ill, p. 3 has already studied the turn-by-turn
beneficent and redoubtable character of 'sovereign gods', but they are
not the only ones to play a double role vis-a-vis human beings, cf. also
J. Filliozzat, Etude de detnonolagie indienne. La Kumaratantra de Ravarta
ct les textes paralleles, in Cvhiers soc. As., IV+ Paris, 1937, on the
favourable role of Pavaya, p. 136 & if.; on the maleficent role (rare, but

cf., L. Renou, J. A., 1939, p. 224) of VLwu, p. ,72; on that of Gamsa
. p.78. .

;

'
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is by means of an idealistic systemisation to which we are

accustomed, that we separate them and then divide them among
completely conceived superhuman figures. But s'nce such a
systemisation was not thought necessary everywhere, it has not

been created everywhere.
s

Greek mythology, as that of India,,

admits, though to a lesser degree, the ambiguity of the character

of gods ; this permits us to believe that this ambiguity is Indo-

European. The Iranian dualism, on the contrary, opposes

radically and mechanically, the Good and the Evil. It is not

possible to accept that, under this absolute form, it is primitive.

It is more likely that the mythical Indo-Iranian personalities,,

such as Thrita-Trita had been, in their origin, equivocal and
have remained the same in the Veda whereas in the Iranian texts

they have been secondarily made to specialise into the Goocf

and the Evil ones. Moreover even in the Avesta, there are traces

of the ambiguity of action of divine personalities and these

traces can be interpreted as the survivals of concepts anterior to*

the dualist systemisation. This is an important question for

the chronology of ideas and we will come to that on the subject

ofVayu.
The Iranian systemisation necessarily takes the origin of all

the diseases back to the spirit of the Evil, Anra Mainyu (Vid.r

XXV. 2) or to various other beings connected with him. Chief

among them are, on the one hand, thsyatus, thepafrfkas and
the jainis, exorcised conjointly at the end of thefargards, XX,.

XXI, XXII of the Videvdat and on the other hand and with less

surety, the drugs (druj) Nasu and Jahi.

The Avestan ydtus are the demon-sorcerers, indeed human
sorcerers (Yast, II. 11 and VIII. 44). Similarly in the #g-vedar

yatu denotes sometimes sorcery, sometimes the demon-sorcerer..

The latter one is specially the yatudhana ("one who carries [in?

himself] sorcery" and the man can be yatudhana) because the

singer of JRg-veda (VII. 104) utters imprecations against one
who calls him ydtudhana

* The pairikas and ihsjainis are the

cf. , already De Harlez, Avesta, Paris, 1881, p. CXXXII. RV., VII, 104,,
16 puts as parallel ones the person who has called a singer a yatudhana
and the person who has declared himself to be pure, although being a
raksasa, this seems to assimilate the yatudhanas and"the rakgas. In the-
classical Sanskrit literature, these two types of beings are closely related;:
for example the Eamayana (Bomb., VII, 59, 15) makes them descend
simultaneously of the Jadus and the raksasa (or ^ak^asas); they can
play a role in the production of diseases to which we will allude later*
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female demons who do not have their counterparts in the Veda,
unless it be that these two names are related to that of the evil

jayanya or Jajenya (cf., infra), but this cannot be admit-
ted as valid.1 The drugs are the demons of "untruth",

2 ordi-
narily female ones and have for counterparts the Vedic drunks

(cf., infra). But here only the corresponding general con*

cept is Indo-Iranian as the various drugs known in the Avesta,
are not found in the Veda. In the Avesta, Jahi is the drug of
luxury ; she is mentioned beside a list of diseases (Vid. 9 XXI,
17), but she is in this neighbourhood only because of her evil

character and not necessarily as a morbid cause. The same holds,
for daevi and other impure beings mentioned with her.

More important is the drug Nasu for whom Hertel and
Reinhold Mtiller have desired to find u Vedic counterpart and
in whom they have desired to see the witness of the Indo-
Iranian concept of the igneous nature of disease.3 The hymn X.
163 of the Rg-veda consists of a charm for chasing the ydksma
from all the parts of from body which are successively named. In
the Videvdat (VIII. 35-72), the purification of corpses by means,
of water is discussed and the limbs from which water chases

away, turn by turn, the drug Nasu, are enumerated. There is

perforce a resemblance between the two enumerations without:

their having a common Indo-Iranian origin. However Hertel

and Miiller had thought that the rapprochement of the two texts

revealed the existence of a worry among the Indo-Iranians^
which we will call a prophylactic one, and he had proposed that

the Avestan drug was regarded as a demoniacal fire. Earlier,

he had suggested that the ydksma drew its name "from the*

high temperature of those who are caught by it'*,
4 but he had

not noticed that there is no proof to show that the ydksma
was necessarily feverish. His conviction was essentially based

1 For pairikas, Darmesteter had once suggested an entirely forced etymo-
logy, tending to relate this name to the vedic apsaras or apsara (Ormazd

1

et Ahr., p. 177, note 2) because he had by means of an equally forced

comparison, identified the pairikas, ancestors of the perls, the fairies of
Iran with the apsaras of India.

2
cf., Nyberg, Die ReL des alten Iran, p. 133.

3 Reinhold, F. G. Muller. Die Medizin im Qg-veda, in Asia Major, Vol.

VI, 1930, p. 315-387, including Johannes Hertel, Nachtrag zu l&g-veda
X, 163; Vendidad, VIII, 35-72, p. 377-385.

4 cf. also Vid^ IX, 15 & ff., which deals with the purification of the matt
made impure by the contact of a corpse.
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-on the equivalence which he had proposed yaksati == yajati
1

.and on the sense of "changing into fire" which he claimed as

the original sense for yaj=to sacrifice.
2 From all this, it

resulted that the disease had been a malignant fire for the

Indo-Iranians.

This theory is a tissue of hypotheses which cannot stand

at all. It has been conceived chiefly by virtue of an already

-conceived Vedic interpretation. Hertel has not been the first

who tried to see everywhere in the Veda, only one essential

theme. The old mythologists found everywhere in it the storm,

Regnaud the soma, Hertel always the fire3 . The mere fact that

each of these systems has been defended is sufficient to

-demolish all of them together, because it proves that the

storm, the soma and the fire, all three play a considerable role

, and in consequence it will not be possible
'

to accord exclusive

importance to any of therfcL In any case, to a reader not

informed about the Avesta, the drug Nasu does not appear to

"be of igneous nature. It is variously qualified but It is under
the hideous form of an insect that it is shown by the Videvdat

(VII. 2 & 5; VIII. 16 & IX. 26) and this form particularly

suits it because this is the form of the flies of corpses, because

it is precisely the drug of the corpses.
4

Moreover, as we will

see, it is not a disease but an eventual cause of disease. The
fact that the ydksma and the drug are successively expelled
from all the limbs of the body, cannot establish their

-community of origin; this is the usage in all cases of evil

impregnation and it is not found solely in India and Iran.

It is^ however, possible to establish a rapprochement be-

.tween the ydksma and the. drugs, not as going back to the

&ie arische Feuerlehre, I, Leipzig, 1925. p. 24, approved in the last
resort by R.F.G. Miiller, Gmndlagen altindischen Medizin in Nova Acta
Leopoldina neue Folge, 11, No. 74, Halle, 1942, p. 12.

Die ansche Feuerlehre, p. 20. In any case an Avestan yaska does
correspond to the Vedic Ydksma (we will discuss it once again), the
former having the general sense of disease,

ibid., p. 119.

In his ajread accepted interpretatien of the Avestan data, cf.

H.S. Nyberg, Die Religwn&n dcs alten Iran, deutch von H. H. Schaedar,
Leipzig, 1938,. p. '20.

fiasu is manifestly related to the Latin nee-are, Greek nexus, ^corpse*.
Hertel translates drug as 'destruction* (vernichtung) and nasu as
putrefaction (Verrhesung) but cf. infra.
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Indo-Iranian concept of an igneous physical impurity, but

because of the relations existing between the physical evil or the

material impurity on the one hand and the sin on the other.

The Avestan drugs are chiefly the demons of sin and impurities.
The drug, par excellence, is covered and fertilised by the sinners,

voluntary or involuntary ones: the one who refuses to give a

piece of cloth to the faithful indigent, one who urinates near
one's foot, one who has a nocturnal pollution and one who, at

the age of fifteen, has intercourse with a prostitute (Vid. 9 XVII,
34-5), This clearly shows that physical impurities and moral
defects can he assimilated. The drug represents therefore all

the evil elements attached to human beings in their bodies and
in their spiritual personalities. In so far as it is attached to the

bodies, it can give rise to diseases (F/rf., IX, 48). It had been

probably observed that the contact of corpses was not only

repugnant but also dangerous and that the disease which had
led to death stays attached to the body, because it is said that

various afflictions are found in those depots where corpses are

exposed, in the dakhmas (Vid., VII, 58). The dog, chiefly

certain dogs having special characteristics, were considered as

being capable of putting the drug Nasu on the run (VIII, 16-18)

and it is not, undoubtedly, because the dog is a creature of

Ahura Mazda (FiW. a XIII, 39), highly valued for his utility in

keeping watch over the herds and men. The dog keeps his

tongue and his teeth surprisingly clean even when he nourishes

himself on carrion; he could, therefore, appear to possess a

virtue which destroyed putrefaction. Similarly it is probable
that other beings who nourish themselves on corpses in stages

of decay birds, wolves, flies were thought to have a quality

of purification because it was agreed that they did not pass on

the impurity with which they were in contact (Vid, V, 3-7).
1

It is clear that these ideas have hardly anything to do with

medicine; they are, in the first place, the result of instinctive

repulsions and then that of a unitary concept of evil. Lastly

they are the observations leading us to the belief that the dead

spread a morbific power to which is opposed an anti-morbid

The text observes that otherwise the impurity wiE extend itself every-

where because of the multitude of corpses. The wind figures ia the list

of beings who do not pass on the impurity.
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magical virtue found among beings who can expose themselves

to contagion with impurity.
If the Vedic ydksma is not, like the drug, a cause of

disease, it has at least some relationship, like the drug, with sin

or bad disposition (infra, p. 80). It even seems that one must
consider it as the physical evil produced by a sort of drug.

Actually the word druh is used in expressions characterising the

disposition of the man who contracts ydksma because of an act

of impiety towards Mitra and Varuna: "the man who, O Mitra
and Varuna, the impure (abhidruh) man, who does not press for

you the waters (the juice of the soma), the artful (aksnayadruh)
himself deposits the ydksma in his heart . . /** Accordingly,
one may observe that the ydksma is exercised conjointly with

the druh in the Atharvaveda (II, 10, 6). The root druh, in the

classical language, signifies "to cause harm, being hostile", but
in the Vedic, this hostility consists of all that twists the normal

order, the rta; it is the heresy, the impiety, indeed it is the error

or the falsehood. The Vedic druhs are originally related to the

Avestan drugs^ which are the antagonists of the asas, the

Avestan counterpart of the rta. The sense of the Avestan drug
is justly "falsehood

59 or "disorder*'.2

But as usual, the role of the Vedic druhs is equivocal,
whereas that of the Avestan drugs is solely bad.8 A Vedic
druh can be of service if one can make use of it against the

evildoer or can send the evildoer to break himself against it:

"The person, O Marats, who having a bad desire in his

thoughts, O Vasus, wishes to strike against us, let him looseaa

Janoyo mitr&varun&v abhidhriig ap6 nd vatn sun&ty ak$nay&dh?&kf
svayam sa y&k$maqi hrdaye ni dhatte.. f (RV., 1, 122, 9).

cf. in the last place, Nyberg, Die Rel. des alien Iran, p. 133.

It is the drug itself which in F/W., XVIII, 13 & ff. explains all that is

favourable and all that is harmful to her, thus giving the means to
combat her. One can here make a rapprochement between this fact
and the one that in India the discussion of an anti-demon ritual is

ascribed to Ravarjta, chief of the Rakasas who in the Veda are specially
known as the demons who cause abortion, and that this R^vana had,
ven from before the time of Galien (Ilnd century ,A*Z>.), become
known as a doctor (cf., Filliozat, La KumaralGntra, pp. 170 <fe rl.)-
One could therefore conclude that the personage of the Avestan drug
has, like Ravana, been subjected to a favourable evolution. According
to Nyberg, op, cit., p. 67, it is with pleasure that she talks to Sraosa
who has put aside his formidable mace. But probably it should be
understood that she talks because of the fear that he 'may'-not seize her
again.

'

:

"
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himself against the toils of the druhl Beat him with the most

burning beetle!"1 Elsewhere the druhs which pursue the

departures from the rta belong to Mitra and Varuna: "AH
these, O male ones (Mitra and Varuna), are infallible, they are

yours, in them one has seen neither marvel nor prodigy,
the druhs pursue the monstrosities of human beings . . /'* In

other words, the druhs pursue, without miracle, naturally, th

shortcomings in the natural order and they punish these as a

revenge, acting in the capacity of the guardians of rta9 Mitra

and Varuna.
In any case it appears to be certain that the concepts of

the Vedic druh and the Avestan drug go back to a general Indo-

Iranian idea about the wrong done to the normal order,
to anamoly in all its forms, of which the diseases are a part, but

correctly speaking, they are not medical concepts. One can-

not, on its basis, talk of an Indo-Iranian medicine.

The diseases mentioned by the Avesta are probably the

demons of diseases.3 Their names are extremely obscure4

and were already so under the Sassanians, because some ofthem
have been left without a translation in the Pehlavi version of the

Videvdat* Moreover, they are very rarely related to the

Vedic names of diseases. The Avestan word gadaf "ruin, evil",

is currently found in classical Sanskrit under the form gada,

"disease", and appears in the Vedic in agadd, "doing well".

The name of the disease paman is common to the Avesta and
the Vedas (AV., V, 22, 12), Neither in the Avesta nor in the

Atharvaveda is its sense made clear by the context. However,
In the Atharva, the paman is said to be the cousin "of the

fever"; it is, therefore, probable that it is inflammatory.

Moreover, the Chdndogya-upanisad brings in. a personage,

Raikva, who "scratches himself" for a paman, from which lie

suffers (pamanam kagamanam, IV, 1, 8); it is also, therefore, a

1 yb no maruto abhi ditrhrnay&s tirds cittanl vasavo
paan prdti sd mudsja tdpithena hdnmana hantana tdm (jRF., VII,

'

59,8.). . :...
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& amura visva Vf$a&av fma vam ndyasu citrarri dddrSe nd yak$am\druhah
$acante dnrtajdnanarfl...(YTA9 6l,5}t

.* The chief passages where its enumerations are found are td. t VII, 5B

i^ 18.

4 cfl, Nyberg, op. cit., p. 340.
'*

cf., Haug, 'Essays...., p. S61, note 3*
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pniriginous affection, generally believed to be itch* But it can

also be any type of pruriginous dermatose and it is not wise to

admit without any proof that the itch, properly speaking,
was clearly distinguished since the Vedic period itself, especially

as in the classical Indian medicine, the pama corresponding
to the Vedic pdman, corresponds to eczema rather than to itch.

SuSruta says: "The diagnosis of the pama is done according to

the tiny vesicles accompanied by discharge, according to the

pruritus and the peripheric inflammation** and he continues this

time in characterising the veritable itch which he calls kacchu:

"By the pustules accompanied by a great deal of inflammation,

appearing on the buttocks, on the hands and on feet, this is how
itch is represented'*.

1 Moreover, the Avesta has the name of a

disease corresponding to kacchu: kasn(s), as has been kindly
indicated to me by Mr. Benveniste, who has also informed me
that pam denotes in Afghan the itch. One may, therefore,

admit that pdman denotes from the Indo-Iranian epoch an
"itch*' in 'the general sense and not in the medical sense

properly speaking.*
There is yet another contrast between the Avestan and

Indian nomenclatures of skin-diseases. In effect, the Avestan

sQravaka$dQparidahakahhib pQm^uk&bhib pi^akobhif uhya/sphofaifo
sadahair ati saiva kacchuh sphikpdrtlpadaprabhavmr nfrupya. Susr, Nid.>
V, II 12. The eruptions of the vesicles at the places of the choice of
the itch, which are the very ones indicated by Su&ruta, are actually the
very important symptoms of the itch, but unlike the groove and the
swell of the epiderai above the parasite not described by Sulruta and
whose importance has been definitely established among us only in the
19th century, they are not pathognomonic. It is true that the p&ma
arrd the kacchu sometimes appear to be mixed up. The Tibetan
version of Vagbhata's Atfangahrdaya (Nid,, XIV, 9) renders pama as
gyan pa which, according to Jaeschke (JDict., see the word), denotes a
skin-disease, hereditary and non-contageous, therefore, something else
than the itch. But in the Sanskrit-Tibetan dictionary of Tse-ring-
oung-gyal (published by J. Bacot, Paris, 1 930) gyan pa is rendered both
as pama and as kacchu (variant of kacchu) . The Tibetan version of
Vagbhata, ib , Cik., XCX, 84, again employs gyan pa for explaining
.kacchu, although the Kfahawutapatti (Sakaki edn.) gives pama gyan
pa and kacchuh khyi rno^ *itch of dog*.
Because of semantic evolution the sense of linguistically related terms
can differ from one language to another. The equivalent of SKT.

kacchu, AV. kasvi (s) is found In the Koutchfen language in the form
of kasvo but corresponds in sense not to the Sanskrit kacchu but to the

Sanskrit ku$$ha9 denoting the totality of dermatoses including leprosy,

cf., J, Filliozat, Fragments de textes koutch&ens de mSdecme et de magie%

Paris, 1948, see the word in the index*
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druka has been identified with the Sanskrit dadruka * In the

two words ka represents a suffix and dadruka is more usually

found in the -form of dadru. In Vedic neither dadru nor
dadruka is found, but beginning from Susruta, dadru is referred

to in medical texts. This author describes it conjointly with

the paundanka: "The paungarikas have the aspect of the

leaves of blue lotus, the dermatose dadrus have the colour of the

flower of flax or are of copper colour; they are serpiginous and

pustulous. The traits common to both are the elevation, the

circularity, the pruritus and the. slow rate of evolution.2 These

indications do not allow to identify the diseases in question,

these can be those of several different dermatoses.3

One could think of a rapprochement between the Avestan
azivaka (varient azavaka, ofVid.* XX, 12, 18 & 23) and Vedic

ajakdvd (Jf?F., VII, 50, 1). But even if the equation was

phonetically speaking, incontestable, it will remain uncertain.

The sense of azivaka is unknown; only that it is a disease

is clear. The sense of ajakdvd identified by Bergaigne
4 with

ajakd, the name of an eye-disease in classical Sanskrit, is

problematical. It has been proposed to translate it as

'scorpion*, though without much reason,

It should therefore be admitted that there is no common
nosological nomenclature pertaining to the Veda and the

^Vvesta, except in so far as it concerns a few skin-diseases and
this leads us to think that in the Indo-Iranian period there was
no fixed nosology which the Aryans could have brought with
them into India. The anatomical terms common to the Vedic
and the Avestan are the names of the organs or of various

parts of the body related to ordinary general knowledge.

1
cf., W. Krogmann, Zeit.fur vergl sprach, VoL LXV, 1938, p. 141.

2 puruiarikapattraprakasani pauri^arikdnilatoslpu^pavarvam tamraqi va
visarpipi pidakavanti ca dadntkiisjhaniltayor dvayor apy utsannatd
parimari^alatd cirotthanatvam ceti samanyaruparii (Nid. f V, 5/

3 This is, what is, actually indicated by the translation 'ringworm'
(dartre), adopted by K,L. Bbiagratna in his version of the Smrutaand
by the majority of authors, as the term does not possess a precise
niedical value. It follows therefore that the two ailments were consi-
dered as having extremely similar aspects and that they were willingly
mixed up by the Tibetans. Sayana in his commentary on the
Chandogya Upan. gloses paman by kharju, a relatively popular term,
little used in the Sanskrit nosology and which includes the itch and
all types of pruritus.

4 Etude sur le lexique de R.V., see the word.
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Therefore nothing proves the existence of an Indo-Iraniao

medicine, already fixed as the outline of a science. The
therapeutics by means of magical imprecations itself, which is

the only one whose examples are found in the Avesta, does not

have any significant concordance with the ones which are known
to us by an infinite number of the Vedic passages. The Avestan
formulae are simple and have very little by way of charac-

teristics. Parallels can be easily found for them in the Veda
but, long ago, de Harlez has also been able to compare them
with the *AccadiarT incantations,1

It does not follow that Indian medicine owes to Indo-

Iranian ideas nothing other than the notions recorded by
BS> such as the relationship of the physical evil with the twists

to general good order or those of the curative virtues of the

waters, the plants and the holy formulae; all these notions,

despite their relationship with medicine, are not at all scientific*

On the contrary, some of the fundamental concepts of the

theoretical system of classical Indian medicine appear to have
been inherited from the Indo-Iranian concepts, non-scientific at

the time of its origin, but utilised for the dogmatic construction

of the Ayurveda.
The Ayurvedic theory of three essential principles, which

,are of the human oranimal organism and at the same time of

the cosmos, i.e., water, fire and wind, is not given in outline in

the Avesta, but a part of the notions which has remained
classical for each of these principles is common to the Avesta
and the Veda and goes back, in all probability, to the Indo-
Iranian period.

The Waters: In the Veda, the waters play a cosmic role

to a considerable extent. They constitute the condition for the

march of the universe and of the life of beings; they are also the

Mothers (ambt) par excellence (RV^ I, 23, 16); the immortality
is in them (amrta, ib,, .19)*.. Celestial or terrestrial, they

correspond from one world to another, the rivers of this lower
world having a replica in the sky. In the beginning, all was

only "water without form".2
Being the essential principle of

pp. cciii <& 207, No. 6 (

cAccadianJ of his time answers

ordinarily to what we call *SumerianJ%
* agre* praketatp sattl&m sarvam"8 tdam (Ry.y X* 129, 3).
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the world, they must have been later on naturally considered

not only as a vivifying liquid but again as one of the primordial
elements of microcosmic organism*

In the Avesta, the waters which cure and purify (Yasna,

LXIV, 1-5), are not only the source of health but also and

chiefly as in the Veda, one of the primordial elements of
the iiniverse and of the living bodies* A part of Yasna^
XXXVIII is devoted to them. They are invoked here under
the names given them by Ahura Mazda, such as azi, matar9
agBnya, dar^guddyanh. These names are variously explained*

Neryosengh, in his Sanskrit translation of the Yasna9

explains azi in relation to water, in the form of phlegm
(kaphaY, matar 'mother* in relation to the waters which are in

the semen of the man and the woman at the time of the sexual

union2
; the agznya will be the 'bloods3

* and lastly the

dardguddyanho, whose name he translates by durbalakapalaka^9

*cups of the weak', would be waters which are inside the

matrix*, they being, therefore, those with which the embryo is

saturated (hence the designation of 'cups of the weak*). In the

same text other designations follow where Neryosengh sees the

waters of the.plants and of the grains, those which are 'in the^

body* of the Earth and lastly 'the milks\6 This interpretation,
if it were correct, would peremptorily prove that in ancient

Iran there used to be soms speculation on the physiological role

of the waters, just as has been the case with the Indian doctors.

But Neryosengh, the Parsi priest, could have been suspected of

interpreting the passage too much in the Indian way and to

have himself introduced therein, without any right, the traits

which remind us of the ideas of the Ayurveda. However,
Neryosengh did not translate the Avestan text directly and

according to his personal conjectures, he rendered the Pehlavi;

version in Sanskrit, which had already explained the various

1 ajisn&mnl kapharupl^ 33, IS, Fr. Spiegslv eda,, Nerivsengk*s Sanskrit-
Ubersetzung des Yasna, Leipzig, 1861 p. 163.

' a apo yob antab sambandhe naranarlbijayob. (iby.

4 durbalakapalaka nai^nnyahjdpo ya^autargarbh^sthane (i^^}^
5 &po yaft antah jagatigatre mdiaro jitaio cetl n8mnyafy k$tra%ii ( 15) ; the

term of jagatigaira Is a little equivocal. It can sigaify the body of the
earth or the body of the totality of living beings*

e Die RjeL des alien />#*?, p, 284*
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denominations of the waters as the designations of different

liquids, organic and others. The Pehlavi translation can, in its

turn, be suspected of having, by virtue of the cosmologicai and

physiological ideas prevalent under the Sassanians which
could have been subjected to Indian influences, lent to the

Avestan text a significance which it did not have in view. la

fact, the Pehlavi version and Neryosengh differ a little in detail,

which leads one to think that they did not follow a tradition

which had been rigorously fixed from the time of the origin of

the text, and lastly in the names of the waters in our passage,

Nyberg sees only the epithets of the waters, respectively invoked
as full-grown cows, as cows who are calving and as cows with

milk, which give the nourishment of drigu, that is to say,

undoubtedly of the 'poor* in the scheme of sacred things,
1

It will, therefore, be imprudenrto base ourselves definitely

with too much of confidence on the data of the Sassanian

tradition and on those of Neryosengh to claim that the ancient

Iranians had already felt the ideas of the Indian doctors

concerning the role of the waters in the economy of the human
body* It remains, nevertheless, true that the Avestan notions

regarding the waters are related to those of the Veda. In the

Avesta, according to the text which has just been discussed, the

waters are the Mothers, as in the Veda and, if they are

compared to the cows, the same comparison is found quite

ordinarily in the Veda.2
Elsewhere, as we have seen, the

waters have, in the two texts, the same relationships with the

plants and with the haoma and the sorna respectively. Specula-
tions concerning them, therefore, manifestly go back for their

essential part to the Indo-Iranian period and right from that

period, they held, in the explanation of Nature, a first place,

which predestined them to receive later on a similar one in the

system of physiology.
The Fire: The same is true of the fire. Under the

principal name of atar in the Avesta and of Agni in the Veda, it

plays an essential role, specially in the cult. The Veda

recognises it everywhere in the universe under multiple forms; it

is the lightning, the Sun, the terrestrial fire and shows itself in

many other idden or manifest forms. In one of them some-

cf., ib., p. 194,

cf-, Bergaigne, ReL ved.,I9 p. 259.
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times hidden, sometimes manifest, it is specially in relation with
human beings or better still with the beings of five races, those
of the cardinal points and of the sky.

1 He is at that time the

vaigvanard) the 'pan-human*. In this capacity he has been

conceived, at the end of the Vedic period and may be earlier

still, as a physiological element with a precise function. The
Brhadaranyaka-upanisad situates it in man and ascribes to it the
role of the digestive fire: "This Agni, the pan-human one, who
is man, it is by him that all edible food is cooked".2 The
hymn of the Rgveda to the Purusa, to the cosmic Man,
had already caused to be created by His mouth, the fire

accompanied by Indra (RV. 9 X, 90,. 13), but it is possible that

there is only a reference to the warmth of the breath therein.

Another hymn, a charm of the Atharvaveda seems to have

already implied the idea of a relationship between digestion and
the vaisvanara fire because it constitutes a benediction of the

nourishment partaken and not only does it demand that Agni
render this nourishment as 'well presented in oblations* (suhuta)
but also desires that nourishment eaten when not due (dnrtena)
and of doubtful character, be made *of honey* (mddhumant) *by
the greatness of the great Agni, the vaisvanara* (VI, 71, 3). It

is possible that at first this hymn had been conceived for a

purely ritual use and solely destined to render offerings of
nourishment or a daksina given to a Brahmin in conformity
with the ffa. But, if followed to the letter, it was well-made at

least for preparing the notion, found in the Brhadaranyaka-

upanisad of the role of the fire in the digestive fractions4.

1 Bergaigne, ReL ved., II, p, 156.
2 ayam agnir vaisvanaro yo'yam antah puru$e yenedam annam pacyate

yadidam adyate (V* 8, 1>). In the Chandogya-up , it is the light of sky
(divojyotis), equivalent to the fire, which is ahead of man (III, 1$, 8).

3
Similarly according to the Brh-up^ (I, Kl) the situation of the
vaisvanara fire has taken place in the open (yyatia} mouth of the
Cosnric Horse.

* In the RV., X, 5, 1, Bergaigne saw a reference to the internal fire.

This passage, he wrote, in "giving to the fire the epithet bhiiri-janma,**
*one who has many births', adds that he *radiates from our heart,

(ReL ved , T, p. 34). The text is: ekah samudrd dharfoo rayiQQm*
asmad dhrdo bhurijanma vi caste...The interpretation of Sayaaa is

altogether different. He takes hfdo for an accusative plural and
renders v ca$fe as vipa&yati> *sees% and by janQti *knows% quoting m
support of his interpretation a traditional phrase, *mano vai deva
manu$yasya jananti** *the gods, in sooth, know the thoughts of men,
(Actually the manas is frequently localised in the heart). He invokes*
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Besides, in the jtgveda, the fire is considered as a power
of development hidden inside everything, because it is called the

one who is the fcmbryo of the waters, of the woods, the embryo
of the immobile things and that of the mobile things.

1

In the Avesta, besides the fact that Atar presents the

general traits which relate him to Agni and go back, in all

probability, to the Indo-Iranian period, some of his special

forms appear to be related to the special forms of Agni* Yasna

(XII, II) successively invokes the fires, torazteavah, vohufrayana,

urv8zista> v&zista and spdnisia* Neryosengh translates the first

name as udagrajyotis, "eminent light", and explains that this is

the ever-luminous fire found near Ahura Mazda, but the

Pehlavi version renders it as *of great utility". The fire

vohufmyana literally 'who aims the good.% is according to

Neryosengh who agrees with the tradition, the 'excellent friend',

one who finding itself permanently in the body, eats and

drinks. The fire urvazista becomes vana$pati?tha in Sanskrit

meaning 'one who lives in the trees', 'one who always drinks

but never masticates*.
2 The fourth is the fire in the form of

lightning (vidyudrupoi) which neither drinks nor eats and the last

one is the fire found in milk (payah$$ha). The existence of the

fire in plants, specially in wood, from where it is drawn out by
friction, is a notion quite common in the Veda, But it is

chiefly the fire vohufrayana whose rdle of the element of body
presiding at nutrition is important for observation as that aids

us to reconstitute the physiological ideas of the Indo-Iranians,

because it corresponds exactly, by means of this role, to an

aspect of the Vedic fire, VativQnara. Perhaps one could say

that the functions ascribed by the Iranian Sassaniaa tradition to

this fire do not really go back to the epoch when theAvestan

text was conceived and we have seen that the similar function

besides the rule of Pantni, VR, 1, 39, to justify his interpretation of the
ablative asmat by the genitive asmakam. But one .can also translate
as follows; The unique (Agni}, the pcsan carrying riches, from us,
from the heart, he who has many births, sees on aU sides'*. This
implies the belief in an organic central fire identical to the universal
fire and conceived as a principle of knowledge.
garbho y6 apSm g&rbho van&nam gkrbha ca sthtit&m g&rbh& ear&th&m

0,70,3;,
Edn. of Spiegel, XVII, 64, 65: agnim uttamasakh&yam &[ ya& sadatm
dehastho bhak$aiipibati cafagnltp vanaspatitfham &j yafy sadatva pibaty
evana kMdatL
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of Agni VattvUnara is not formally described in the most ancient

stratum of the Veda. However, the agreement of the two
traditions, Iranian and Vedic, leads one to think ih^t these

notions of this function must be Indolranian. Otherwise*
it will be necessary to suppose, and without there being much
basis for the same, a borrowing by Iran from India or

reciprocally, or it will be necessary to admit that the Indo-
Iranian concept of fire was such that it has, in the two

countries, separately given rise to a similar application in

physiology. But the last hypothesis will amount to saying that

the Indian and Iranian notions of the role of fire in the^

organism do possess, in any case, a remote but common Indo-

Iranian origin.

The Association of the Fire and the Waters:
'

only are the general ideas concerning the cosmic and

physiological functions of the waters and of the fire, comnaon
to ancient India and ancient Iran, the Veda and the Avesta.

share certain more special concepts such as that of the associa-

tion of the fire with the waters. This association is mythically
manifested in the name of a personage whose name is found in

the two texts in the form of Apam Napat, 'grandson (or

descendant) of the waters', in the Veda1 and under that of

Apam Napat in the Avesta, Originally it was certainly the fire

of the clouds which shows itself in lightning and falls on earth

in the form of the thunderbolt with the rain; the same also

enters the plants with the waters that they absorb and which

reappears in the combustion of wood ignited by means of
friction.

2 In the Veda, as fire, as Agrii, it is essentially made,

cf., BergaSgne, ReL Ved,> I, p. 17 a fif; II, p, 16 & ff.

Mr. E. Herzfeld has suggeste4 an altogether different interpretation^
(The Aryan Myth ofnaphta, II, World Congress of Petrol, Paris, 1937.

Vol. IV, Hist. & Arch, of Petrol, session of 14 June 1937, p. 21-23). In
Ms opinion, even the name of naphtha comes from nap&t. Moreover
and chiefly, in the Ya&t, XDC, the fire and Azl Dahaka wish to seize the
akhrata khvarnah "tmt it is Apam Napat who succeeds in getting hold
of him. From this Mr. Herzfeld concludes that his akharta khvarnah
is the very essence of Apam Napat; here he understands akharta'

khvarnah as signifying "flame which does not require nourishment**"
and he thinks that this designation applies to naphtha. In this way
the myth ofApam Napat becomes a myth of naphtha. It is difficult to

agree with this thesis. Even by admitting that the akharta khvarnah is

the "flame which requires no nourishment**, it is not possible to*

recognise therein the naphtha which is simply a combustible liquid^
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in contrast with the waters of the females, in whom he

engenders an embryo (-RF., II, 35, 13), although he is himself

their sop or their embryo. Husband or son of the waters, he is

also their father, because Agni, whom he represents, has

engendered the waters (J?K, I, 96, 2). In the Avesta, similar

comparisons of the relations of natural elements with family

relationships are not found, but Apam Naplt is also the male

spirit of tfie waters and he distributes them (Vast., VIII, 33).

The two texts ascribe him detailed traits which are almost
identical. In the Veda, *he has engendered all the beings*

(vtivany.^bhuvana, RV-* II, 35, 2) and he is described as

^pushing forward the rapid ones [horses]
5

(aSuheman, JR.V., II,

31, 6; 35, 1; VII, .47, 2).
1 In the Avesta, he has formed

human beings (Fas/., XIX., 53) and is said to be aurvat-aspa^

'having rapid horses' (Yasna, VI, 4; LXIV, 6; Yast
y II, 9; XIX,

52, 53). Moreover because of the jumbling together, in the

Veda, of the myths of Agni with whom he is mixed up, of

Soma, who also often shows himself as a liquid fire2 and of the

waters linked up both with Agni and Soma, Apam Napat
is placed in relation with the storm clouds, celestial mountains.
At least Agni, merely in its aquatic form, is called 'son of the

mountain' (ddreh $unuh y RV*, X, 20,7), whereas Soma is both the

mountain-plant and celestial liquid 'milked from the moun-
tain'3, that-is-to-say in the celestial mountain, in the clouds.

On his side, the Apam Napat of the Avesta is described as the

^eminent master' (ahum barazai) and this designation is found

It is rather a case of pure glory of a fire without hearth; lightning is a
fire of this type. Moreover, the word naphtha does not appear to go
back to the name of Apam Napat but to the Accadfan napfu (cf.* A.
Boissier, Choix de texts relatifs & la divination assyro-babylonlenne,
Vol. II, pp. 37-8; Ch. Virolleaud in Babyhntaca, III, 240).

1 It is not specified that they are horses. Elsewhere (I, 186, 5) it is a
case of male (vr$an) fast ones of Apam Napat: Bergaigne has, without
hesitation, admitted that horses are meant (R&L v&d. II, p, 18);
Geldner has translated it as "bulls** although he has suggested in a
note the word "stallion" with a question mark and has referred to VI,
29, 2, where vffan is juxtaposed with ava. "horse". The rapproche-
ment with the Avesta seems to settle the question.

2
Bergaigne, ib., I, p. 168; II, 30 & ff. Cf. I, p. S3, on fire passing in the

plants and therefrom in the body of man by means of the rain which
moves him. Regarding the fire placed in the waters by

dudtihano &drau% RV.> IX, 96, 10; cf., Bergaigne, e. v&d^ II, pp. 31-32 .
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later in the name of the cosmic mountain,. .al-Borj.
1

Although
the same may not be the case with this last detail elsewhere, it

is clear that the concordance between the Vedic and the

Avestan. ideas regarding the association of the waters and of fire

in nature, supposes the existence, from the Indo-Iranian period
itself, of concepts which were absolutely apt to have served

as the starting points for the later speculation of Indian

physiologists concerning the presence of the organism of the fire

in the form of a liquid.

The Wind: According to the Ayurvedic doctrine, the last

and the most active of the elements of the body, the wind,
seems to have, like the water and the fire, already been

regarded by the Indo-Iranians as the motor ^par excellence.

The Vedic wind is called Vayu or Vata, the former being

specially that of the wind-god, the latter that of the element-

wind, although this specialisation of sense is not absolute.2

The Avestan wind is also Vayu (alias Vayd) or Vata, with

a tendency to the same distribution of sense as in the Vedic.

This tendency has been kept intact till the Pehlavi where Vai

derived from Vayu is rather the god or the spirit and Vat (from

Vata) is the wind or tide air.3

The hymns of the Rgveda are far from giving to the wind
as much of importance, as they give to the fire or even to the

waters. They, however, invite him to the sacrifice and some-

times even before all other gods as in the $Lgveda> I, 1 34, 6

(where it is called dpurvyay

'without precedent'), but herein we
should see nothing more than an example among thousands of

the constant habit of the Vedic rfi? to invoke each god turn by

1 Name drawn from the Avestan bsrazat 'raising himself high/

Nafddro apam (Yasna, I, 6) genitive of Naptar (Napat} apam is

translated by Neryosengh as the "navel of the waters" (ndbhim [accus]

apSm, Spiegel -Beta.,'!, 15). That-is-to-say, undoubtedly their generator

and their centre of radiation as in classical India, the navel is

considered as the point of departure of the vessels, nourishing the

body. The Parsi priest among other things, adds that the sovereign

Burja (al-Boij) is the spirit of women and that it is made of water

(burjasvam? stream iajdo (=Av. Yazata) jalamayaft) .

2 Bergaigne,'-Ret* ved.,I, p. 25.
3

Stig Wikander, Vayu, Texte and Untersuchungen zur indo-iranischen

Religions ge$ckichte> T&il, I, Uppasala, Leipzig, 1941 (Questions indo

iranicae, I), p. 75.
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turn as the most eminent, indeed as the unique one. 1
Actually,

Indra, for example, with whom Vayu is conjointly invoked
several times (I* 2 4-6; I, 23, 3, etc.), is quite often placed in the

first rank and he also, twice, is called 'without precedent*

(VIII, 21, 1; 78, 5) whereas elsewhere it is Agni (III, 13, 5) who
receives this epithet. It remains nevertheless true that ids,

cosmic importance, although rarely celebrated, is clearly

recognised and highly proclaimed. The hymn X, 168 of

Rgveda describes JV^ta as the 'king of the entire universe*

{viva$ya bkuvanzsya raja* verse 2), *the first-born taking part in

the order* (prathamaja ftava, verse 3), *the soul (or breath) of
the gods, the embryo of the universe* (atma devanam bhuvanasya
gdrbhoy verse 4)* The last words of the hymn, tdsmai vdtdya

havl$a vidhema, *to that wind we should render homage by
means of an oblation*, are like an answer to the question of the

Max Mtiller, in his famous theory of the Vedic religion, has seen in
this habit, the expression of a religious form intermediary between
polytheism and monotheism, the henotheism or the kathenothelsm (cf.,
for instance F. Max Mfiller, Origins et developpement de la religion.*.
French translation by J, Oarmesteter, Paris, 1879, pp. 236 <& ff"). But in
believing that it implied, in the presence of each god, a forgetting of
all the others, he has somewhat exaggerated its importance (cf^
Physical Religion, London, 1891, p. 181). He has not taken sufficient
note of several facts. First of all, the authors of hymns are numerous
and are of different ages and each one could have had the divinity of
his choice, or better still, each one could follow the fashion of his

period and of his milieu; It is one of the characteristic traits of the
sects of classical India that each tends to appropriate for his gods or
for his heroes, the glory or the exploits of the gods or the heroes of the
other sects (cf., the reciprocal borrowings of the Buddhist, Jaina and
Hindu legends) and it will not be surprising that the Veda had already
become Indian by the same tendency among its authors. Secondly,
the simple desire of giving to each god the maximum of praise fatally
led to all of them being praised in the same manner. Moreover, the
fact of ascribing to several gods successively the first place does not
necessarily imply a contradiction; one, for example, who is "without
precedent** is not necessarily the only one who should be such a one,
because the epithet can be applicable also to each of his counterparts.
It is true that the formal contradictions ajre numerous, that a particular
specific exploit is once ascribed to one mythical being and then to
another, but these contradictions seem to have been deliberately looked
for, in the texts where the paradox is set up as a normal literary
procedure and they are logically compensated by the idea that in
definitive the gods are a single being under different forms (RV.. I,

164:, 46), at least beginning from the moment when this idea had come
forth. The epithet of frpurvya retains nevertheless, in the case of wind,
a special value because the wind is the first among the gods to arrive
at a sacrifice and this priority is already Indo-Iranian (cf., G. Dum&zii,
Tarpeia, 1947, pp. 49 &. flf). It appears to be due to this reason that tfee
wind has the attribute ofvelocity in the race*
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well-known hymn to the unknown supreme god (8, 121),

kdsmai devaya havLsd videhma>
c
to which god do we render

homage by means of an oblation?* Elsewhere Vata is again the

soul (atmari) of Varana (VII, 87, 2), the sovereign god of the

Order, of rta. Again Vayu is elsewhere invoked (VIEf, 26, 21)
as the master of rta (rtaspati) and protects "by the dharman\
an equivalent of rta (I, 134, 5).

The close relationship, thus affirmed with insistence^ of
the wind with the normal cosmic Order betokens, from the

Veda itself, the role of the motor and of the regulator of the

Heavenly bodies which will be later on ascribed to the wincl by
the astronomy of classical India. (Suryasiddhanta, II, 3 & XII,

73). But other features show that the life of the body also

w
s
as conceived in relation with the wind. In the Veda, the

concept of reciprocal relations between the Universe and the

body is quite clearly shown. On dying, the human being must
dissolve himself in nature: 'that the eye go to the Sun, the soul

to the Wind, to the Sky and to the Earth according to the

Order. Go to the Waters, if there it is advantageous for you,
establish yourself in the Plants as your body'.

1 The eye, i.e.,

the flash, the fire of the eye, and the soul, the warm breath of

the living one, which alone are named here as the elements of

the human being had certainly been conceived as^of the same
nature as the fire and the wind of the universe as they are

referred back to them. The sky, the waters and the plants,

inhabited by the fire, could also receive them. As regards the

earth, it is undoubtedly the residue of the solid organism which

^ the division according to the natural Order ascribed to her.

One may also see in this passage, as it has already been pointed
out by Anna Moreshwar Kunte2 a type of the announcement
of the concept, later become classical, of the organism as

formed of five elements {panca-bhoutika), if at least it is

admitted that here the sl<y is a prefiguration of space (akascty

recognised in the classical doctrine. On the other hand, the world

is sometimes represented in the image of a big human body (pu~

1 suryam cakur gachatu vatam dtma dyam ca gacha prthtvim ca dharma&

jap6 va gacha yadi taira te hitam b$adhl$u pr&ti titfha Sarirafy

angahrdayam,'Bowfoay<t 1880, Vol. I, p. 11 of the English introduc-

tion, note 5, (2nd edn., 1891, p. 5, column 1).'
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rfa) standing, whose head is the sky, the navel the atmosphere
and the feet the earth (RV. 9 X, 90, 14). Among other cosmic

elements, the Sun is born of His eye and the Wind of His breath,1

According to the Brhadaranyaka-upanisad (beginning) it is the

body of the horse which is placed limb by limb in comparison
with the universe not so much because the world is conceived

as the figure of the cosmic Horse but because the horse of the

sacrifice must represent the world in miniature. It is the wind

again which is the breath of this horse. In the Atharvaveda it

isi said that Tvatr and Vayu have brought the breath (atmari) to

a bull (rsabha) which is an animal of the sacrifice and at

the same time a symbolically celestial bull (IX, 4, 10)* Lastly,

the Atharvaveda affirms, in terms which could not have been

more decisive, the identity of the prana and of the wind (yayu),
<cthe breath (it is said) is MatariSvan: it is the wind which is

The complete text of the passage is as follows: Candr&mft manaso
//&{ c&kfofr s&ryo aj&yata}mukhad indra& cagtus ca prtin&d v8ytir

ctfayata (X, 90, 13), ''"The Moon is bora from his spirit, the Sun from
his eye, and from his mouth are born Indra and Agm; the Wind is

born from his breath". But this text is taken up again with a note-
worthy variant in the 2nd part of the yQ)asaneyl-saihhit&, XXXI, 12:

srptrad vayu ca prSuj&S ca, mukhUd agnir ajlyata, "from his ears the
wind and the breath, from his mouth the fire were born**. Here the
Wind and the Breath are not drawn one from the other, they are

brought together as twins. If their origin is placed in the ear of the
Cosmic Man, it is undoubtedly because the Vedic poetry voluntarily
emphasises the noise of the Wind tKK, IV, 22; VIII, 91, 5; X, 168t 1)

wh'Ch is heard but which is not seen (X, 168, 4). If the breath

(pr&$a) is said to have issued from the ear and not from the mouth or
,the nostrils as one may have expected, it is apparently because it was
conceived as the image of the wind, the audible element, rather than
as the image of the breath of a man. Kc, the Speech, which is the
Cosmic Noise but which, in the form of human voice, conies from the

Breath, is besides assimilated to the Wind (X. 125, 8) and the singer
pushes forward his praises as the wind the clouds (I, 116, 1, cf.,

Bergaigne, ReL vSd. 9 I, p. 279) as if the speech and the song drew
their power from their participation in the nature of the Cosmic
Wind In an article (M&v. philos, Nov.-Dec., 1933, p. 420) I had
proposed that in the Vedic comparison of the human body and the
Cosmos, efforts had been directed more towards explaining the body
by the Cosmos rather than the Cosmo? by the body. Mr. Mus has
objected (BEFEO, 1933, p, 849 and Bardbudur, Hanoi, 1935, p. 445)
that, from the hymn to the Purua saying formally that the wind was
born from the breath of the Purusa, one should, "on the contrary
conclude that the world was first conceived anthropomorphically.
But the variant of the Vajasaneyi-samhita answers this objection. In
any case it should be conceded that the assimilation of the Cosmos
and of tiie body is reciprocal and that in particular the wind is the
breath of man just as this breath is the wind.
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called the breath; it is on the breath that all that was and all

that is, all is based'*.1 It is true that this hymn, at the

same time, identifies the breath with many other forces of

nature, but it is to make of it the motor of the universal

activity and the entire piece is an amplified counterpart of the

kymn X,168 of the Rgveda where the mind is placed above
all.

2

Tvastr who, associated with Vayu, animates the mythica
bull and Matarisvan who is identified with Prana-vata are

orignally igneous gods. The first has assumed, at an early

date, the r61e of a divine artisan, the second has transformed

itself fiom fire into wind. This is because of the close

association of the two elements in the Vedic ideas. This

association is not due only to the commonplace idea that the

wind is recognised as exciting the fire but because of a notion

of the parentage of the nature of the Vata with Agni and also

with the San,. Surya, who in their company makes a triad {RV. 9

YHI, 18. 9). Moreover the San has himself a breath, "he
circulates across the brilliant paths, with his breath he breathes

down below
5

*.
3

Similarly, of the fire which burns, it has

been said that it 'breathed* (pramt, RV. y X, 32, 8), and another

time it is said that it became *at the time of its shooting forth,

fee flight of the wind'4 which can be well understood by
admitting precisely that it 'breathed*. All this gives evidence

prQn&m ahur matariSvanam vato ha prana vcvate/pra$ ha bhutdm
bhavyam ca prune sarvam prAtisfhftam (XI, 4, 15).

One may specially note that in /?F, X, 168, 2. vata is called. the
king of this entire universe" (asya viSvasva bhuvanasya raja} whereas
in A K, XI, 4. 1, it is the Prana which is said to have * fcbeeome the lord
of all" (bhutah sarvasyesvard) .

antaS carati rocan&sya pravQd apanati RV. 9 X, 1S9, 2.

vata^ya Sargo abhavat sarimani (RV. 9 III, 29, 11). Geldner has under-
stood it as "Der Wind strom enstand, wenn er (the fire) sich in Lauf
setzte'* and if the current of the wind has been considered as being
born at the moment when the fire was starting, that is because at that
time the fire was a wind. If, in any case, it could be admitted (but
this hypothesis can neither be confirmed nor denied) that fere the
word sarga has one of the senses current in the classical language, i.e. t

that of 'creature*, the translation would be: "it became, a* t.,e time of
shooting' forth, the creature ofthe windM and it would then be simply
a reference to the fact that the wind sets ablaze the fire which starts.

This sense will suit quite naturally because immediately before it is a
Question of the fire ready to set itself ablaze which

:
as is said in the

text, **has developed within his mother** (and which in that case is

Matarisvan: m&tariva y&d animita matari).
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of the already quite complex speculations regarding the wind*
the natural force, to whose action is sometimes assimilated that

of other natural forces such as the Sun and the fire, the

animating power which is found in the bodies in the shape of

the breath (prdna) or of the soul (atman).
In the Avesta, the speculations regarding the wind are not

pushed as far ahead as in the Veda; but it is true nevertheless

that the wind is recognised to play a rdle which is quite

eminent and that it appears with a number of traits which are

similar to those ascribed to it in the Veda.

It is hardly worthwhile to emphasise certain similarities of

the two groups of texts on the subject of the wind* These

simply show that everywhere the representation of the wind is

largely based on the commonplace observation of its action. It

is not of much importance whether the Yost (VIII, 33) says

that the wind brings the rain and that on its side the Rgveda

(VII, 40, 6) wishes that the wind may give the rain. But the

importance accorded to the wind on both the sides, as a

natural element as also a supernatural being, is more signifi-

cant. The notion of this importance must go back to the

Indo-Iranian community; otherwise it would be necessary to

suppose that this notion was formed among the Iranians and

among the Indians independently or that it was formed among
these people after their separation and that it was then

communicated to each other.

But in the absence of all historical data capable of settling

the question, vthese two last hypotheses can be judged only

according to their intrinsic probability and which is rather

weak. Given the important r61e played by the naturalism

both in the Avesta and in the Veda, it would be difficult to

suppose that this naturalism did not correspond to the very
basis of the Indo-Iranian ideas. It will be still more difficult to

conceive that in a largely natural mythology, the wind did not

directly have its recognised place. Although one may admit

that due to the date of its definitive redaction, the recent

Avesta could have borrowed certain data from Brahmanic
India, it is probable that the importance accorded to the wind
an this Avesta goes back to the Indo-Iranian period as it is

similar to the importance given to it in the ancient Veda.
Moreover the Avestan ideas regarding the wind seem to
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carry in. themselves the mark of their Antiquity. In spite of the

systematic character of the Iranian dualism, a dualism which

rigourously divides, on principle, the beings into good ones and
bad ones, the wind appears in the Avesta in an equivocal r51e,

Now this exception to the dualistic systemisation can be

explained as a case of the survival of an older concept, related

to those of the Veda concerning the equivocal character of the

divinities.

While examining the passages relative to Vayu in the Avesta,
first of all, it is found that all of theip do not proceed from the

-same spirit. A litany simply proclaims, "we honour the

audacious wind created by Mazda**.1 In the same passage
other elements (except the fire) and the chief beings habitually
adored in Zoroastrianism are also declared to be worthy of
adoration. The Yasna again invokes the wind, either under
the name of Vata or under that of Vayu. In XXII, 23, the

sacrificer announces his desire to operate for the satisfaction of

Ahura Mazda, of Ainosa Spsnta, of Mithra, of Raman-

(who, as we shall see, is already a personification of the

wind) and in the following passage (24), "from Vayu to

superior action, who gets the better of other creatures, (and of)

that which of you, O Vayu, is of Holy Spirit'*,
2 wherefrom

it results both that the wind is a pre-eminent being and that it

is not entirely good. Further on another litany declares: "We
honour Vayu which is of the Order, we honour Vayu having
the superior action..-*", etc. (as in the preceding passage).

*

At the end of the Yasna comes back another invocation of

*the wind which possesses the Order",
4 but this time it is to

the name of Vata that the epithet asavan> 'who possesses the

Order', is joined, which proves that Vata and Vayu are, at

least in the Yasna, two names of the same wind, simultaneous-

ly a mythical element and a mythical personality. Moreover

vat0mca bar&im mazdadatam yazmatde (Yasna, Spiegel Edn., XLI, 26,
Westgaard and Geldner Edn.,, XI-III, 3). The phrase is taken up
with insignificant variants in the Vispered, VII, 4.

vayaos uparo. kairyehe taradato anyals daman aetat to vayo yaf to a$ti

spento. mainyaom.
vaem asavanzm yazamalde vaem uparo . kainm yazamaide* (Yasna^
XXV, 5).

vatahe asaono (Yasna, Spiegel Eda., LXIX, 11, Westgaaard and
Geldner Edn.t LXX, 3).
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the epithet asavan is remarkable as by a characteristic trait it

proves the relationship of the Avestan concept of the Wind,

Vayu or Vata with that of the Vedic Vayu or Vita, the latter

one also, as we have just now seen, places the wind in close

relationship with the Order* the r*#> equivalent of the

Avestan asa

Th&Sirdza (I, 21) which indicates the divinities to whom
the thirty days of the month are consecrated, makes the 21st

that of Raman^ of Vayu (to whom it gives the same qualifica-

tions as are given them by Yasna, XXII, 23), of Thwisa, the

atmosphere and of the infinite time, zrvan akarana- The 22nd

day is consecrated to iPS/a which comes from the four cardi-

nal points (I, 22). Vayu and Vata are, therefore, not always

assimilated; sometimes the difference in names corresponds to

a mythical doubling, so that one of them is sometimes the

substitute of another and sometimes his doublet. This trait is

an additional resemblance with the Veda where, similarly,

the two names are employed one for the other, sometimes

figuring together in .the same passage, as is the case in the

Atharvaveda, XIX, 1 & 2.

In the Videvdat, the reference to the wind is principally made
as a natural element, designated under the name of Vata,

Yima asks Ahura Mazda that his kingdom be free from th&

hot and cold winds (II, 5). In III, 42, the Law which chases

away sins is compared to the wind (Vita) *of right*
1 which

sweeps the atmosphere (thwasa). The passages V, 3 to 7

envisage the case of the transport of a dead body by the wind
and V, 12 & 13 refer to the wind which dries the earth. In V,
15 & 17, it is a case of the mythical wind but even then, identi-

cal to the atmospherical wind, which Ahura Mazda sends out

with the waters of the Vouru kasa Sea. Vata is nevertheless

conceived in the same text as personified and doublet of Vayu
because both of them are invoked one after the other, Vayu
with his qualificative of uparo kairya, 'having the superior

action', Vata with those of heroic (takhma) and of 'created by

dasinaf- If in the epoch of the author of the text, the orientation was
done by turning the face to the east, as in India, it is the wind of
mid-day and precisely, in a comparison of the AfrwgQn of Rapith-
win. 8, reference is made to the wind of mid-day as a favourable wind.
Bartholomae, however fAltirwiisckes W$rterbuch) t believes that it is
tte wind of the east.
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Mazda* (Mazdadata). At the time of their invocation are also

invoiced once again the supreme entities of Mazdaism (XIX,
13 & 16). Yet the Videvdat knows also of an evil wind the

demona* the wind (VatcP- daeva, X, 14) which it exorcises and
it sees in Vayu mostly the spirit of death which carries the man
fallen in water or in the fire (Vid., V, 8 & 9).

a On the

contrary, a litany of the Nyayisn, (I, 8) invokes the 'Vata,

healthy and of good intentions*.5

The Yast mention several times Vata in the form of a
South and North wind (vata pourvo apdkhtara), in that of a
bad one (III, 9, 12 & 11) and chiefly refers to his grandiose
and propitious figure. Auxiliary of Mithra in his offensives,

Vata is said several times to be one 'which shatters the

defences* (vdrBthrajan)* He shares this epithet with other

"victorious" warrior entities of the Avesta and also with the

Haoma,5 which has an important anti-demoniacal
function. In the Veda, the parallel epithet vrtrahan is not

applied to him directly, but it has a use analogous to that of

vvrdthrajan in the Avesta.; it characterises a group of mythical
heroes comparable to those of the Avesta and which includes

notably the Soma, but among whom Indra dominates,6 Now
Vayu-Vata is frequently associated with Indra in the Jtgveda

and this associates him directly with a group of warrior divini-

ties which is the counterpart of the one which includes in

the Avesta, its Iranian homonym,* Another trait which

or vatya. "of the wind' (Bartholomae Wolff).
cf., Nyberg, Questions de Cosmogonie et de cosmologle mazdeennes. la
JA.+ Oct-Dec., 1931, p. 205, where the wind, spirit of death, of the
Videvdat is identified with the "pitiless'* wind of the Aogemoda&sH
(77-81).

*vatdm spdntsm hudanhvm.

Yast, X, 9; XIT, 4, 6 & 9; XIIT, 47, 48; cf., E. Benveniste & L. Resno^
Vrtra & Vrthragna-, etude de mythologie indo-iranienne in Cahiersde la

soc, as. t HI, Paris, 1934, p. 20.

ibid. ibid., p. 116-116.

In the Atharvaveda, XIX, 27, 2, the epithet Vftrahan is even juxtapo-
sed to the name of Vata but it is related rather to that of Candra which
precedes him. In any case, the passage shows once again the wind
grouped with the vytrahan divinities. B. Geiger, Am^aSp^ntcfs,
p, 79. has recognised an Indo-Iranian trait in the 'conquero*'
character of the god of Wind; Mr. Lommel Die Yasts des Avestaf

Gottingen, 1927, p. 144, has contested the Tndo-Iranian chara'cter of
this trait. For him the Vedic V5ta would have been too late a
personification to have been an Indo-Iranian divinity, but in order to
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appears in the Yast makes a rapprochemeni between

Avestan wind and the Vedic wind. According to the Yasf

(XII, 4, 6 & 9) Vata along with other entities, accompanied
Ahura Mazda at the preparation of the religious service and
this reminds us of the invitations given to Vlyu in the Veda.

But the most important passage concerning the Wind is the

Yast9 XV (entire) known as the R&m Yasty dedicated to Ramaar
who is here the same as Vayu1

; everybody agrees in

considering this text as a relatively late one in regard to its

redaction. In fact, it presents itself as partly constituted of

passages reproduced from other pieces of the Avesta* This is

how in paragraph 5 it repeats the passage relative to Vayu of
Yasna (XXV, 5) and that from I to 17 it takes up a legend
of Videvdat, (II, 5) in which Tfima asks for the prosperity of
his kingdom. But as regards Vayu it is richer than the rest of

the Avesta.2 Herein Vayu holds the rank of supreme
god. The mythical heroes come in turn by turn to propitiate

him, most of them to request for victory and Ahura Ma2da
himself is the first who invokes him and honours him ritually

for obtaining victory over the creation of Anra Mainyu (2 to

4). It is to him and no longer as in the Videvdat, to Ahura
Mazda that Yima addresses his prayer* He is mostly asked to

confer victory, which reminds one of his warrior aspects found
in other Yasts> but he also dispenses all sorts of gifts. By his

character of asavan^ of **the possesser of the good Order'*, he

could evidently arrange everything happily. The same was

thought about the Vedic Vayu, to him a similar homage was
rendered and to him oblations were made to flow, because he
was told: **Thou protectest by the good Order".3

support this opinion, Jhe simply refers back to a page of Oldenberg,
of little consequence on this subject. Moreover, it is not necessary
that the wind be personified so that the representation one makes of it

be linked with the idea of victory, mainly of an offensive victory

consisting in the overthrow of the defence.
This Yost is edited, translated and profusely commented upon along.
with the hymn to Vayu of the AogemadaecQ in Stag Wikander, Vayu*
first part of a big study which may be followed by another of Mr*
Ronnow on Agni and Vayu.
On the importance of this Yost, cL Nyberg, Questions. .,in JA. 9

Oct. Dec., 1931, pp. 197 & fT.

tvam viSvasmSd bkuvan&t p&si dharmaria sury&t p&si dh&rma$a (RV.*
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Certain enumerations of the names and the epithets of

Vayu are important inasmuch as they specify the representa-
tion that is made of him. In these enumerations many traits

of details rem/nd one of the Vedic Wind. He is essentially

strong and fast (aurva, 46, 54, 57), now in the Rgveda, tHe

speed of the gods or of the mythical horses is several times

compared to. that of the wind.1 He has a chariot of gold
just as the one possessed by Indra and Vayu in the JRgveda,

(IV, 46, 4). He is 'blazing* (saocahi, 47), 'healer* (baesazya^

56), states referred to with pleasure b/ the Vedic rsi$ while

noting on several occasions his action on the fire, while

frequently presenting the fire itself as excited by the wind*
and while desiring, with an oft-repeated word-play *that the
wind may fan the remedy* (vata a vdtu bhesajdm).

3 This
last concordance of the Veda and the Avesta is quite significant
in so far as it points to an original relationship of concepts,
because the idea of making the wind a dispenser of remedy
could not have been one of those which suggests itself naturally
to anyone who observes his action,4

The Vayu of Ram Vast as the. Vayu or the Vatta of other

parts of the Avesta, therefore, very much resembles the Wind
of the Veda. There is, however, a distinction to be made
between the two in certain aspects. This Vayu is more
strongly personified and his character of Cosmic force is

extremely vague. He is made to say to himself, "I call myself

I, 134, 5). It is quite possible that one may see in usurya, as suggested

by Sayana, a reference to the 'demonical* rather than to the 'divine*

in view of the extremely equivocal sense of Asura.
1

cf., Bergaigne, Rel. ved. 9 I, p. 27.
2 ibid, p. 26-
3

JRK., X, 186; cf., also I, 89, 4& VII, 35,4; cf, Bergaigne, Rel. vtd.

XP* 34.

Here one could ask if the two names that Vayu gives himself (Yast,

XV, 45) fracara, 'marching forward' and aipicara, 'marching back*

do not correspond to the two forms of the organic wind, pr&#a9

*which breathes forward* and ap&na, 'which breathes below% the

second being specially that of the inferior or posterior part of the

body as we will see. Of course linguistically the words differ

completely as the Avestan root cor responds to the Ved. car or cal

which is more recent (cf., Wikander, op. cit., p. 79) and not to an

but the corresponding ideas are comparable and are undoubtedly
related.
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Vayu because I pursue (or chase) the two creations, that of

Sponta Mainyu and that of Anra Mainyu'* (43), but this is

for explaining by means of an etymology which is only a play
on words, the name of Vayu by Vayemi, **I pursue". Similarly
the following addition is made, **I attain (apayemi) the two

creations", (43) "I conquer (wnami) the two creations** and
"I operate well (vohu vardzyami), for the creature, Ahura
Mazda and the Am&sa Spenta" (44). Here there is no precise

idea of any cosmic role ascribed to the wind; there are only
the explanations of the qualificatives apayata> *who attains^

vand~vispa9 *who conquers everything* and vohuvarsta 'bene-

factor*.1 Vayu or Vata has become a sovereign entity and

is no longer a force of nature. It is true that in certain

passages of the Avesta the wind is only a metereological

phenomenon, but this itself removes it away from the central

concept of the wind in the Veda. The Vayu-Vita of the Avesta

do not come in the middle of the material phenomenon a>nd

the god, the Vedic Vayu-Vata is thus less divine and more of a

natural force. The soul of the world, it is the god because of

the fulness of its r61e. Being breath, it is a material force

and in the unitary explanation which the r$i$ try to give of

the world and of the body, he is ready to be conceived as the

great cosmo-physiological principle of movement. The form

in which he has reached us in the Avesta, does not show that a

concept of the wind, simultaneously as a cosmic soul and as a

vital breath is as clearly attested as in the Veda. One, there-

fore, tends to conclude from the comparison of the Avestan

and Vedic data oh the wind, that a general concept of its

eminent rdle in the universe and of its high rank among the

powerful entities which co-operate for the maintenance of the

Cosmic Good Order is Indo-Iranian, but it is by means of a
more recent and exclusively Indian evolution that the wind has

.been conceived in the Veda as the common motor of the

cosmic and individual lives.

This conclusion should, at 'least, suffice to establish th

physiological theory of the Indian doctors of the classical

epoch, according to which the wind plays an essential rdle ia

On these names and their nominatives In e which seem to

pond to an Iranian form of the East, cf. Nyberg, Questions'...in
Oct. Dec., 1931, p. 201 & note 4.
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the organic life, has antecedents which go back right up to

the Indo-Iranian epoch where the wind already, like fire

and water, the other elements of the physical life, occupied a

big place in the speculations. But this is a "minima* 5 eondm*
sion. Many indices show the possibility of the existence in Iran

at an early date, of concepts still nearer to those of the Veda
than are not those of the actual Avesta and which can even*

tually go back to the Indo-Iranian period. It is necessary to

examine this possibility, which is important not only for a
knowledge of the antecedents of the Indian physiology but also

for the entire history of the ancient cosmo-physiological
doctrines of Iran and the Hellenic world.

The Avesta as it has reached us is not complete, but the

analyses of its contents as found in their epoch and given by
the Pehlavi books allow us to suspect a part of what has been

lost and the cosmological statements of these books seem to

reproduce the ideas which were, of yore, really Avestan. In*

fact, these books sometimes refer to the Avesta and every time

we are unable to verify their reference in the actual Avesta, we
cannot accuse them of having falsely ascribed to the sacred

book the data which were unknown to it False attributions

could not have been accepted in a milieu and at a time when
verification was easy. However, the interpretations of the

authors could have been sometimes abusive and their indica-

tions cannot replace the original texts which have disappeared.
We should, therefore, receive the Pehlavi complements of the

Avesta with circumspection; on another side, it is certain that

many of the ideas which were prevalent in ancient Iran were

never included in the Avesta* There Pehlavi texts have not

created ex nihilo all that they contain without having borrowed
from the Avesta; a good part of their data can be Iranian and
ancient and can even go back to the Indio-Iranian epoch^
without ever having been Avestan.

As regards the problem of the Iranian Vayu, the researches

of Nyberg have led him to suppose the existence of a veritable

religion of Vayu, of a 'vayism', forming the counterpart of a

*zervanism', the religion of the Time and heterodox in compari-
son to the Avestan Mazdeism, although only traces of its

existence be recognisable in the Avesta. A passage of the

neo-platonist Damaskios ascribes to Eudemqs of Rhodes, an
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author of the IVth century B.C. and a friend of Aristotle, a,

piece of information according to which 4the Magis and the

entire Aryan race* hold either Topos or Chronos as the World*

principle.
1 Nyberg recognises in the Topos the *thwasa%

the atmospere, in chronos, Zrvan, the Time which two are

often mentioned side by side in the Avesta and he proposes the

identity of thwasa with Vayu^ In this case this passage
will attest the existence of zervanism, of a vayism whose traces

he finds precisely in the Ram Yast* and which could have
been more particular in the East of Iran and in the warrior

caste. This last hypothesis is based on the fact that in the

Mam Yast (and generally in the Yosts) Vayu has the characteri-

stic of a victorious god and is based on two other facts, namely
the presence of the grammatical forms of the EaSt in his

adjectives and the frequency of the name of Vita on the Indo-

scythian coins, which are also oriental. It may be objected
that there is nothing significant im it, because the Judo-Scythian
coins belong to the commencement of the Christian era and
the redaction of the Rdm Yast is also not very old; now if it

be necessary to recognise the trace of a vayism in the informa-
tion ascribed to Eudemos, then this vayism must have been
known in the Occident from the IVth century B-C. The
coins and the grammatical forms of the East, posterior by many
centuries, cannot indicate that the East has been the first home-
of vayism. It is still more difficult to believe that the Parthian^
whose domination stated about a century after Eudemos, could

have, according to a hypothesis proposed again by Mr~

* Nyberg, Questions..An JT.^., July-Sept*. 1931, p. 103 & ff.
2 ibid , & Die Rel des alien Jr., p. 75. The arguments of Mr- Nyberg:

are accepted by M. Ohristensen, ISIran sous les sassanides, p. 149. It
can be, however, possible that thwa$a corresponds rather to the
concept of the aerial space, covering all that has the motive force
running around the world. "Topos" indicates a place and not a
moving energy. The facts observed by Mr. Nyberg that thwQsa,
Vata and Vayu are ipvoked side by side in 'YasnoL LXXII, JO,
Nydyisn,!, 8, & Vid. t XIX, 16 (also XIX, 13) provokes not s much
to assimilating them as to distinguish them, all the more so as in
these same passages, other entities which can not be assimilated to
them, are also invoked. Examples are those of the fravasi of Ahura
Mazda and the Mathra Spanta, etc.. It is not, however, doubtful
that just as Vata, Vayu and Raman are only different aspects of the
one and same entity, thw&sa can also be considered as the fourth
aspect.

Questions..An J^fi. Oct.Dec.. 1931, pp. 197, 201 & flf.
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Nyberg, played a role in the expansion of the cult of Vayu
towards the West. But Mr. Nyberg raises the question of the

geographical centre , of the development of vayism pnly
secondarily. The more important one is to know if i^has
really existed as an independent religion because that would
imply such a big movement of speculations on the wind that
it could be the centre of the diffusion of these speculations.

The fact that Vayu appears in the Ram Yost as superior
to Ahura Mazda seems to support strongly the hypothesis of
the existence of vayism as an autonomous religion.

1

One can, however, observe that it is not rare that Ahura Mazda
appears in the Avesta below the supreme rank without the

necessity of seeing in it each time the traces of the influence of
a competing religion. In the fargard XXII of the Videvdat^

he asks for help against Anra Mainyu, from Mathra Sponta
and mostly from Airyaman, just as in the Ram Yast, he
honours Vayu by asking him to vanquish the demon. In the

Yasts, 'Ahura Mazda has sacrificed to Ardvl sura Anahita to

ask from him the favour of attaching himself to Zoroaster (V

17-19) and he honours Tistrya (VIII, 25). These cases can be

compared to that of Ram Yast and if one can invoke the well-

attested existence of a special religion of Ardvl sura Anahita

<120), one cannot do the same in the case of Mathra Sponta*
of Airyaman, or of Tistrya. The case of tfye last-named one
allows us to understand that basically the homage of Ahura
Mazda to any entity does not necessarily place him below the

latter. In fact in the Yast, VIII, Ahura Mazda says not only:

"Myself who is Ahura Mazda, I honour by the expressed:

name Tistrya, the splendid, the brilliant"2
(25) but also-

that he has made him as his equal to enable him to struggle

against a pairikd (50 & ff), Ahura Mazda, therefore, does

1 ibid p. 219& note.
2 It is true that Mr. Nyberg bases himself chiefly (op. cit., p 202) on the

fact that Vavu calls himself in the Ram Yast, the vanquisher of the
two opposing creations, in support of his opinion that he is, in this

text, a superior god to Ahura Mazda. But he could have been the

vanquisher of the creation of Ahura Mazda, that is to say, he could
have dominated the creatures without dominating the creator himself;,
it is therefore only the fact that Ahura Mazda has recourse to him
which seems to give him a higher rank.

.*.. On which cf. t Nyberg, Die Rel. de* alten Iran, p. 260 & fT.

* azzm yo ahuro mazda listrim raevantem hvarznan uhan tarn aokhto-
yasna yaze.
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not go down in esteem when lie honours one of Ms creatures,

because by honouring him he does not accomplish an act of

humble piety, but a rite whose efficacy is taught by him, this

efficacy being necessary provided that that rite be in conformity
with the Order (56). It should not be forgotten that we are

dealing here not with Christianity but with a cult where the

officiating person who honours the god by his name, does not

perform an act of devotion but only magically sets in motion
the action of the god. It is, therefore, possible that in the

Ram Yast9 Vayu may not be really superior to Ahura Mazda
and it is not indispensable to believe that the veneration of

Vayu has been frequent and exclusive for constituting a

veritable religion of the wind. Moreover, it is a rule of the

Yasts that they exalt without limits the entities to which they
are dedicated and place them turn by turn above all* This is

how is found in them an echo of the henotheism of the Vedic

hymns. In that case, it appears to be possible to admit that

the eminent rdle ascribed to the wind in the JR8m Yast* as also

in other parts of the Avesta, comes from the survival and the

evolution ia Mazdaism of the ancient and the naturalistic Indo-

Iranian ideas on the wind. It is not necessary to represent to

oneself, the formation of the Yost as the result of a syncretism
of Mazdaism and of vayism. The hypothesis of survivals

explains the concordances noted between tl^e Avestan and the

Vedic data. The hypothesis of vayism could equally explain
them if it was to be admitted that this religion has precisely

preserved the Indo-Iranian notions, but it introduces a super-
fluous deviation and brings in the risk of finally exaggerating
the importance of speculations on the wind in Iranian thought*

Nevertheless, these speculations hold an important place
and seem to have been linked with cosmological ideas, much
nearer those of the Veda than it can be seen from the actual

Avesta. We have seen that the wind and the breath had beeil

assimilated in the Veda, that the breath was regarded as a wind

animating the body and that, reciprocally, the wind was con-

ceived as the breath of a Cosmic body* The actual Avesta

contains nothing similar to it. It is true that the Vedic myths
of the cosmic man, of the cosmic horse, of the cosmic bull

must be originally related to the Avestan myths of the

primordial bull (g^us) and of the first man, Gayo-marstan, But
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if one relies only on the Avestan data, then neither man nor
bull possesses a body representing the world. It can be that they
were originally a celestial man and a celestial bull as was
conceived by Darmesteter, but they do not cover the universe.

In the Gathd Ahunavaiti, (in Yasna, XXIX) the soul of the bull

is presented as the spirit of the herds. According to Yost, XIII,
87, Ahura Mazda has drawn the Aryan race from Gayo-
Marstan. On the other hand, the Pehlavi tradition gives a
cosmic significance to the myths of the primitive bull and the

primitive man. According to the Bundahisn, both are' killed'

by Anra Mainyu. From the various parts of the body of the
bull are born all sorts of plants, his semen goes to the Moon,
whose light purifies it and produces a couple of bovides and
then couples of , all the animals (Chap; X & XIV).1

Similarly the semen of Gayo-maratan, gathered on his death,
is purified by the light of the Sun and later gives birth to two

plants which become the first human couple (XV). All this is

presented as having been taken from the Avesta and the

Zddsparam which takes it up with more details and indicates :

(IX, 1) that a correspondence of the plants with each limb of ;

the bull is given in the Damdat nask.* Here it is precisely
the case of a nask lost from the Avesta, but the assertion can

|>e accepted as the actual Avesta, instead of contradicting these

mythsj contains several details which corroborate them and
most of all because several traits of these myths are Indo-

Iranian. The Vedic texts compare with the semen of an ani-

mal, the rain which makes the plants grow and which
assimilates itself to the celestial Soma, to the Soma whose
relations with the Moon are not necessarily of a late origin as

is admitted sometimes. In any case, the bull whose semen is in

the sky and whose dead body giving birth to plants, represents
all the earth and is a cosmic body; He is the world conceived

in the image of an animal; He is sometimes conceived by the

Vedic texts. This idea has all the chances of going back to the

Indo-Iranian epoch.
4

cf., translation and study of this g&thd in J. Duchesne Guillemin,
Zoroasire^ Paris, 1948, pp. 193 ff.

Translation, E. W. West, Pahlavi Texts, I {SBE9 V) Oxford,
1880, pp. 30-31, 45 & ff.

ibid., p. 177.
It will not be of much use to object that in India the myths of man or
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In the PeUavi texts, one could easily pursue the research

for concordances between the cosm-ophysiological doctrines of

Iran and India. A passage of the JBiwda&fsn9 (from the recen-

sion usually called the "Big Bundehesh**), published and trans-

lated by E. Blochet* deals with the human body considered

as representing the world* The correspondences established

by this text between the elements of the world and the parts of

the body are found to a great extent In the Indian texts, but to

a lesser extent in those of the Vedic group than those of the

classical epoch* The Bundahisn compares the movement of

the Wind to that of life in the body (VII, 6)* and there

one may age the parallel of the Vedic conception of the wind
'

and ./>r4{ta. The Denkart teaches that air circulates as much
in the earth as in the human body and produces the earth-

quakes, an idea which reappears in Caraka.* As regards
the constitution of the body by the three elements of water, fire

and wind, the Pehlavi books sometimes agree with Caraka and
other Indian doctors.4 But in these cases, one should not,

however, hurriedly conclude that even the evident concordances
between the Iranian and Indian teaching denote the existence

of corresponding notions form the Indo-Iranian period* The
remarks that we made, in the beginning of this chapter,

of the cosmic animals are not found from the most ancient IJ-gvedic
hymns (the myth of the Purusa is found only in the Xth marujala).
Very old ideas can be found in relatively late texts. The concept of
the world as a body is frequent among the people of inferior culture,
it can therefore perfectly have been a part of the Indo-Tranian ideas*
Moreover, the relative age of the hymns is sometimes appreciated
without any serious criterion, by reason of sentiment. The older
Veciic scholars have introduced in science the prejudice that hymns
containing theosophical. philosophical and other speculations were
necessarily more recent than those whose contents are more purely
naturalistic. To their mind, all that concerned speculation was not
sufficiently "primitive" to be able to belong the base itself of the Veda.
But one can no longer accept such ideas if it is thought that much
before the first Vedic hymn was composed (and this hymn itself

supposes a degree of civilisation which admits the usage of specula-
tions) various peoples not far removed from the Vedic Aryans, those
of Mesopotamia, had both, speculations and various sciences.
Textes rellgieux pehlevis, in RHR, Vol. XXXI, Paris, 1895, pp. 3-
10 of thelitho text,, pp.243-51 <& 253 for translation and commentary.
Translation, West, op. cit., p.27,

infra. The theses of Denkart are quoted by L. d Casartelli,
La philosophic religieuse du mazdeisme sous les sasstanldes, Paris, 1884,
pp. 106 and 127. On the role of the win4 see also pp.94, 102.

Casartclli, op. cit., p, 127,
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Concerning the probability of current contacts between India

and Iran during the centuries around the beginning of the

Christian era, may be applied here. The Iranians and the

Indians do not have only a common heritage from the pre-

-historic times, they also have in common a number of ideas

which they have shared because of prolonged cultural relations

and it is precisely each time the ideas were in accord with the

-old traditional notions held in common that the two

peoples could have easily accepted together the later develop-
ments which had been given them separately.

We will, therefore, not examine here in detail the numerous

.rapprochements which can be made between the notions found

only in the Middle-Iranian texts and in the Sanskrit works

later than the Vedic epoch. We will limit ourselves to draw

two conclusions from the comparison of the Vedic ideas relat-

ing to medicine with the corresponding ones in Iran, In the

Indo-Iranian period, there does not seem to have existed any
medical system which the Vedic Aryans could have brought
with them into India. On the other hand, right from the Indo-

Iranian period, several general notions concerning the cosmic

f61eof the natural elements, such as the waters, the fire* the

wind, had come into being. At the same time an idea of the

correspondence between these elements and the constituent

principles of the body had been developed and this must have

prepared the latter-day development of the two parallel

physiologies and cosmologies.



CHAPTER THREE

THE DATA OF THE VEDIC SAMfflTAS
ON PATHOLOGY

The Vedic literature contains, in all its parts, numerous
references to the various parts of the body, to diseases and even

1o the fiindSoning of the organism. In its oldest stratum, in

the Sarahitas, these references are fortuitous and they do not

furnish us with enough data on the knowledge of the period,

The Sarahitas, being only the collections of hymns, of liturgical

songs and of magical and ritual pieces, were in no way suited

for descriptive accounts of the rudiments, which one, could have

acquired at that time, of anatomy, physiology and medicine.

The references found in the most recent data of the Vedic

literature in the essentially "brahmanic" stratum, that is in $ie

Brahmapas and in the Upamads are more important for the

contemporary state of* science. There, often, the cosmo-

physiological speculations are discussed in a way, which though
not at all systematic, allows us at least to have an idea of the

same. But the indications of the Samhitas, thanks to their

antiquity, are also quite precious. Moreover, their comparison
with more recent data allows us to observe either their agree-

ment or their disagreement with the latter ones. It is, therefore,

possible to distinguish between the notions which go back to

the oldest texts and those which appear at a later date and to

fix certain points of relative chronology in the formation of the

medical science of India*

There is quite an amount of temptation to stick on here.

Yet, the difficult problem of the absolute chronology of the

Yedic texts cannot be avoided here. The position of the

scientific ideas of ancient India in relation to those of the

anterior and neighbouring civilisations can be studied only if it

is possible to bring these texts, if not to the dates, at least to

the periods of general chronology. Tp decide, for example, if a
certain Indian notion is anterior, contemporary or posterior to
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a corresponding Greek notion, it is evident that it is not suffi-

cient to state with precision the stratum of Vedic literature from
which it is found, but it is equally essential to know at least the

approximate epoch to which it appertains.
The existence of the Vedic literature is supposed by all

other known literatures of India. Buddhism and Jainism,
founded in the Vlth century B.C., refer, in their ancient

traditions, to the Brahmins and to their religion* It is certain

that before their time, the essential part of the Brahmanic
literature had been constituted and this had taken place a long
time ago. Two concordant facts prove it. Firstly the language
of these Brahmanic texts is not the language which had been
in use during the centuries preceding the Christian era; it is

much more archaic. Towards the end of IVth century B. e.,

at the time of the Expedition of Alexander and of the Seleucid

Embassies to Central India, the current language was no
longer the ancient Indian, the Sanskrit, it was already a form
of middle-Indian; the forms of geographical names or of the
names of men reproduced by the Greek sources, clearly

establish this point. Moreover, in the totality of the Brahmanic

literature, there are several successive strata of different ages
as is shown by the evolution of terms or of the habitudes of

style. Now this is the second fact which establishes the anti-

quity of the Brahmanic literature the geographical horizon of

the texts belonging to the oldest stratum is in the West of India

whereas that of the linguistically more recent stratum, prog-

ressively extends itself towards the East. The authors of the

oldest book, the Rgveda, belong to a circle of conquerors-, the

Aryas, fighting the indigenous people. The texts belonging to

latter epochs thus lay out the stages of the conquest going from
the West to the East, the conquest, which in the times of the

Buddha and of Mahavlra, had not only attained the East,, bu
had also permeated the e&tire population for centuries, because

the Sanskrit language, brought in at the time of the conquest
and still used in the Brahmanic texts (which refer to it) had

already transformed itself into middle-Indian.

Efforts have been made to have an idea of the time which

must have passed between the successive literary strata, in

which the Vedic and the Brahmanical texts can be chronologic

cally spread out. These are of the Rgveda, of the other Vedas,
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of the Brahmartas, of the liturgical commentaries, of the

Ara^yakas, "books of the forest" for the use of sages who have

retired into the jungle, of the Upaniads, speculative texts

generally attached to the Brlhmapas and the Ara^yakas, and

lastly the Sutras, manuals of ritual and religious legality,

associated with other technical manuals on grammar, prosody
and astronomy which together form the group of Vedanga or

parts of the Veda. Long ago Max Miiller had proposed to

calculate in roughly two hundred years the duration of each of

the earlier periods corresponding to the first stratum, the last

one having taken a longer time and having been possibly

elaborated (in part), even a long time after the beginning of

Buddhism. Certain savants have thought that this period of

two hundred years was too short, others as too long and Max
Miiller himself said that his choice was altogether arbitrary.

1

He put it forward not as probable, but simply as being

reasonably adopted for fixing the ideas while waiting for better

things. His calculations showed that the collection of the

hymns of the Rgveda was constituted sometime between 1200

and 1000 B. c.

It is not possible to be content with such an hypothetical

dating. That is why efforts have been made, as had been
done much before Max Miiller, to fix the absolute dates of the

Vedic texts in the light of the astronomical indications contained

therein. Unfortunately, neither the effort of Colebrooke, who
started from an astronomical text, much later than the Jfigveda,

the Jyoti$avedanga3 nor those of H, Jacobi and of B. G. Tilak,
based on the interpretation of certain data in the Rgveda and

dating this tfext several thousand years before Christ, have been

convincing. The interpretations of the proposed texts were not

always convincing and even if they were certain, it was not

possible to calculate therefrom sure dates of these texts. These
latter can always reproduce the astronomical data which are
not contemporary to them but which have been inherited by
them from an ancient tradition. Their indications cannot be
^decisive without cross-checking.

There is another means of dating these texts, which, with-

\

Physical Religion, London, 1891, p. 96. For a bibliography of-similar
calculations, and of various efforts at dating the Vedic texts, cf. L.
Renou, Bibliographic vidique, pp. 158 and ff.
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out being infallible, have at least the advantage of being based
on passably credible historical data, namely the data of the

Puranas which have been neglected and often discredited. The
Puranas contain long geneological lists which have greatly
deceived those who have utilised them. These lists deserve all

the criticism that has been made of them. They are not of a

very old date and are full of disagreements and incoherent

statements which completely condeton them. But before

rejecting them, one must remind oneself that it is these very
lists which have furnished the key to Indian history. It is in

the geneological lists of the Bhagavatapurana, read in. the
translation made by Maridas Pulle of a Tamil version, that de

guignes had recognised in 177 1 1
, under the name of Sandragut-

ten (Candragupta), the Indian king Sandrokottos mentioned by
the Greek and Latin historians as a contemporary of Seleukos,
These very lists, once again, in agreement with the Simhalese

chronicles, describe the succession of the Mauryas, revealing that

ASoka was the grandson of Candragupta and permit us to

utilise for the general chronology of India (before the Ilnd

century B. c.) the synchronism of Asoka and the Greek king
mentioned in the inscriptions of the former. Hence everything
is not false in the Puranas. They furnish us the means to

calculate the probable epoch of king Parikit, legendary but

only half so, whose praise is sung in the Atharvaveda (XX, 127)
as of a living prince. One could, therefore, determine the

probable period of the Atharvaveda.

According to the Visnupurdna (IV, XXIV, 32), 1015 years

passed between the birth of Parlksita and the consecration of
the Magadhan king, Nanda. The same period is calculated at

1115 years by the Bhagvatapurana (XII, 11, 26) and at 1050

years by the Vdyu-(XCIX9 415), the Afatsya-&nd the Brahmantfa-

puranas? According to these texts, the dynasty founded by

Date of the composition of the memoir which has revealed this

discovery and which has been read at the Academie des Inscriptions et

Belles-Lettres, in 1772 and published in 1778 in the Memoires de

I'Acatf. des Inscr. et Belles-Lettres, Vol. XXXVIII, pp. 312-336.

cf., H. H, Wilson, The Vishnu Purana, Vol. IV, London, 1868, pp.
230-31; F. E. Pargiter, The Parana Text of the Dynasties ofthe Kali Age,

Oxford, 1913, pp. 60 & 74. The various variants manifestly go back te

a common origin.
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Nanda would have lasted a hundred years. Therefore, the

Puractas, (leaving aside the somewhat aberrant data of the

Bhdgavata) without agreeing on the exact figure, allow a period
of eleven centuries between the birth of Partkit and the end of

the Nandas. Now this end of the Nandas dates from the time

when Candragupta took over power in 313 B* c. It is, therefore,

in the XVth century B* c., roughly towards 1400 B. c., that

Parikit of the Atharvaveda should be placed. A number of

hymns of this Veda could be older still, as the hymn to
Parlkit belongs to the most recent stratum of the collection.1

There are several facts to confirm the authenticity of the

Puranic information on this point. First of all, the Purapas
while calculating the time between Parlksit and Nanda, also

fix the corresponding positions of the stars (K/f. p IV, XXIV,
33) Now these astronomical positions suppose an impossible
movement of the Great Bear around the Pole. They are

merely arbitrary conceptions and at first view they seem to

compromise the value of numerical data. But one must observe

nevertheless that these astronomical observations, not being ia

any way the results of observation, could not have been tradi-

tional. They are the result of a clumsy effort at astronomically

determining a given period of time. But this period of time has

every chance of having been indicated by tradition and that of
the Puranas can easily go back to an ancient period. The PurSgas,
in the form in which we have them, are quite late Ikit several

books ofthis name, which were most probably utilised as models,
are already mentioned in ancient literature. Moreover, even in

the epoch of Candragupta, the epoch which closes the period
measured by the Puraiias, Megasthenes has observed that the

Indians possessed long genealogies of royal families which
contained the names of 153 kings who ruled during 6042 years.

Under such conditions, if it is remembered that the succession

of the Magadhan kings, as given by the Puranas before and

after Candragupta is confirmed by other sources and appears

1 Oldenberg had admitted that the hymn was contemporary to Parik5
(ZDMG* Vol. XLII, p. 238) but Bloomfield, after Hoth, ha
supposed that Pariksit could have been a purely legendary pseudc
sovereign; cf., Vedtc Index* under Pdrlksit.

2 Arrian, Inde, IX; Pliny, Nat. Hist., VI, XXI, 5 (LittrfV Eda.)< Pli*
gives 154 kings and 6451 years and 3 months instead of 6042 years. Soli
follows Pliny.
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to be exact, it will not be showing oneself as too credulous as

regards the Puranic tradition if we say that they have correct

ideas on the succession of anterior kings.

On the other hand the same tradition will have us believe

that the grandson of Pariksit, Satanlka had studied the Veda
at the feet of Yajnavalkya1, a sage who is unanimously consi-

dered to be the first master of the White Yajurveda* Now it is

perfectly plausible that the various recensions of the Yajurveda
should belong to a period neighbouring the epoch of the

composing of the Afharvaveda* On the contrary, the

Brahma^as, the Aranyakas and the Upaniads belong to more
recent times as is proved both by the state of the language in

which they are edited as also by the fact that they suppose as

existing the same Vedic texts. Now the Brhadaranyaka-up. 9

which belongs to the Satapathabrahmana of the school of the

White Yajurveda, accords a lot of importance to Yajnavalkya
and asks him through an interlocutor as to what happened to

the descendants of Pariksit, (III, 3, 1). This is quite a natural

query if Yajnavalkya has been the preceptor of the grandson of
Pariksit. It shows that the school of the White Yajurveda had
a souvenir of the relations of its founder with the descendants

of Pariksit.

It seems, therefore, quite well to situate the composition of
the Atharvaveda and of the Yajurveda towards 1400 or a little

afterwards 3 and that of the hymns of the Rgveda, being older,

towards at least 1500. The rest of the Vedic literature which is

more recent, is to be necessarily dated in the centuries which

follow, in part before Buddhism and Jainism, which suppose
its existence and almost entirely before the IVth century B. c.,

the probable epoch of the grammarian Panini. This latter

. p., IV, 21, 2; Bhag.p., IXy XXII, 37.

The date of t/ze Samaveda has not been discussed here; this text simply
consists of the ftgveda passages, arranged in view of liturgical songs.
It need not be said that inside the Vedic schools, in the various
"branches*' (Sakha), it has been possible to arrange, retouch, even
enrich the texts a long time after their composition. If the hymn of
praise to Parlkit of the Atharvaveda goes back, in all probability, to
the time of Parikit, it has been possible to put beside it other hymns
which were comparatively recent. The scrupulous faith with which the
texts have been passed on up to our time does, in no case, favour the

hypothesis of a long period of the re-editing of the texts. Once the
concurrent gskhas had been constituted, the texts had to be fixed

definitely.
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writes in a language which particularly corresponds to that of
the ancient Grhyasutras

1
, which constitute one of the last strata

of the Vedic literature. We may consider that the Brahmarias
and the Upaniads, the books which contain the biggest share

of the cosmo-physiological speculations studied by us and are

chronologically placed between the SaihhitSs and the Sutras,,

belong chiefly to the period between 1000 and 500 B. c.

The Medical Rdle of Divinities: Many of the Vedie
divinities play, at least, occasionally, a medical rfile, in the

sense that they dispense remedies or on the contrary, provoke
diseases. This, of course, is not the place to record all that is.

available on the subject in the Samhitas as the divinities do not
have much of an importance in classical medicine, whose
formation we are studying.

3 Only it is necessary to remind
ourselves of the chief traits of the divine and the demoniacal
medicine of the Veda in order to measure all that Ayurveda has.

rejected therefrom and the little that it has kept in an extremely
restricted field

In the first rank of the Vedic healers are the twins A&vinss,

the "ones provided with horses'% who have been compared
with Dioscuros and who are also known under the name of

Nasatyas. The hymn X, 39, 3b of Rgveda invokes them as

follows: "You, O NIsatyas, it is you who are called doctors of
whosoever is blind, of whosoever is weak, of whosoever has had
a fracture**.4 It is the last expression which is their most

typical characteristic as bhi$aj, a word which ordinarily signifies

doctor or healer but in the Rgveda denotes more precisely the

* cf. t L. Renon, La Durghajavrt. Voi I.pt. 1., Paris 1950, p,8,
2 The richest selection of passages of the Veda concerning the medical

role of the gods is found in G. N. MukhopSdhy&ya, History of Indian
Medicine. Vol. I, Calcutta, 1923 (cf., JA> July-Dec., 1933, fasc.
annexe, pp. 102 ff). The most typical of these passages had already
been studied occasionally by Bsrgaigne in his ReL v&d* to which a
reference can be made. The work of Mukhopadhyaya is

interesting for having published the therapeutic formulae which in the
medical texts are ascribed to the gods. Reference may be made to it

once for all. See also Reinhold R G. Muller, Dfe Medizen im ftgveda
in Asia Major, Vol. VI, 1930. But this last follows the system of
arbitrary interpretations of Hertel.

8 -On. the legends concerning the Aivins one may consult C. Renel,
Devolution d*un mythe Agvins et Dloscures^in Ann. de I* Univ. de Lyon+
Paris, 1936, but the author is imbued with the prejudices of the Vedic
interpretation of Regnaud.

* ......andhasya cin nasatya krfdsya cid yuvam id ahur bhi^&ja rutasya cit>
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"bone-setter" because the hymn IX, .112, 1 proclaims: "Yes,
all that is diversified, that are our thoughts, those are the things
to whom men dedicate themselves; the carpenter desires what is

cut down (wood), the bhisaj that which is fractured, the priest
that which flows (soma)...."

* In them one has even desired to
see the first orthopaedists of India as they have given a "leg of
iron

5 '
to a certain Vispala, but she seems to be most probably a

mare who had won a race,
2 the apparel of prosthesis seems to

vanish in a metaphor. Moreover a leg made entirely of iron
would not have been of much utility because of its weight; it is

certain that the Indians of the Vedic epoch did not fabricate

any such thing.

In the Veda, the Asvins are often the protectors or the

rescuers of the blind, the decrepit and old and of persons fallen

into a pit. The literature of the epics has also sometimes
accorded them this speciality. The Mahdbharata (1,715 fQ
narrates the history of Upamanyu who, having become blind

for having eaten the plant "sun" (arka), falls into a pit and
who is rescued by the Asvins after he had invoked them in a

hymn as in the Veda.3 In this Mahabharata-pass&gQ (721)

they are called the "doctors of the gods" (devabhisaj), a title

which brings to mind that of "divine doctors" (dalvya bhisdja)

given to them in the Rgveda, VIII, 18, 8, and which Is repeated in

the Yajurveda (VS, XXVII, 9, devamam l>mmja; Kath. y XXVII,
4; Af##r., IV, 6, 2). Caraka describes them exactly in the same
manner as the Mahabharata and gives the following justification

for the expression: "It is said that the Asvins are the doctors

of the gods, the conveyors of the sacrifice.4 In fact they have

replaced the severed head of Daksa, the broken teeth of Pusan
and the lost eyes of Bhaga and it is they who have treated the

paralysis of arm of the one who has the thunderbolt (Indra).

They have treated the one who has the rabbit (the Moon)
seized by the royal disease and thanks to them, the Moon of

naianam va u no dhiyo vi vratani jananamltak$a ri^am rutambhiag
brahma sunvantam ichati...

cf. f R. Pischel, Vedische studien, 1,89, Vol. I, pp. 171-3.

On this hymn, L. Reaou, Uhytnne aux A&vins de I'Adiparvan, Eastern
<fe Indian Studies in honour of F. W. Thomas.
cf., RV., I, 15,11, yajftavahasa. Cakradatta, in his commentary of
Caraka glosses yajna-vahau by yajHam vahata itL They are the same
words which are later on employed by Sayana for explaining the Vedic

passage.
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Whom the soma (the element of virility) had fallen1 hats

recovered his health. The SOB of Bhrgu, Cyavana, an old lover,

having become decrepit, was made lovely to look at and received,

a lovely voice and became young once again. By these acts and

many others they became the most eminent doctors of the

Magnanimous ones such as Indra, etc., and to whom the utmost

homage should be rendered. The men with two births prepare
for them the libations of soma*, the laudations, the formulae and
all sorts of libations, thejfumigatlons as also the beasts (to be

sacrificed). In the morning, when the soma is pressed, Sakra

partakes of the soma in the company of the Avins and on the

occasion of the Sautramapi, the Blessed one (Indra) is happy in

their company. It is Indra and Agni and the ASvins who are

mostly honoured by the twice-born; they honour them with the

words of the Veda, differently than other divinities.**3

* Variant pointed out by Cakradatta: atipacita, **too much cooked** but
Cakradatta glosses: tatrapy atipacamna somapanatiyogam dar&ayati,
**nere by the expression 'excessive cooking*, is shown the abusive use of
soma as a drink". The cooking in question is a case of digestion, cL
the following two notes,

2 But Cakradatta: grahah somapanapatrQ#l "cups for drinking the soma".
* Caraka, O&., I, 4, 40-47:

a&vinau devabhi$ajau yajfiavah&v hi smrtauf
dak$a$ya M Mra$ ccklnnam punay t&bhy&m sttm&Mtaml /40
praMrya* dagarrafa. pu$$o metre na$fe bhagasya ca/
vajriv&s ca bhyjastambhas tabhyam era cikitsitafal 141
cfkitsitaft. a& tabhysm gthlta r3jayak$ma#&l
som&bhipatitaS candrafa kftas t&bhyfim puna sukM/ [42
bh&rgavoS cyavanah kQmi Vfddhafy son vikftfm gatafrl
vitavar#asvarop&tafr kftas tdbhySm punar yuv&l f43
etai c&nyaU ca bahubhlb karmabhir bhi$agottamaul
babhftvatitr bhr$am pujyau indradmam mah&tmanam / 144
grah&fy stotr&Qi mantr&$1 taihd n&na havirhl caf
dhumraS ca paava$ tabhyam prakalpyante dvijatibhifal 145
pr&taS ca savane somam $akr6 *$vibnym sahfiSntttel
SautrSmanyam ca bhagavan aSvibhyam saha modate / J46
indragm caSvinau caiva stStyante praya&o dvijaifaf
stuyante vedavakye$u na taihanyft hi deva*afcl )47
As has been observed to me by Mr. Renou, it is necessary to read

cendrab in the verse 42 and translate as follows; **and thanks to them,
Indra, fallen ill because of Soma..** although the various editions do
not give this reading. Similarly atipacita should be replaced by
atipavha in the variant remarked in the note 4. In fact, the MSS- of
.iheBfbl. frat. 9 Sanscrt. 1304 (collection by Cordier of a Kashmirian
MS.) reads: sorrMtipavitaS cenduh, the original reading of the last word
must be clearly cendrafy. atipavita responds tp the Vedic expression
Somaiiputa applied to Indra meaning *

Excessively' purified by the
soma*', **having received too many libations of soma/* It is all the more
normal that Caraka refers to the episode of the healing of the drunken
Indra, when in the ancient ritual there is a form of xatj^&ma^i which
has the name of Caraka.
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This beautiful tribute shows that, for Caraka, the ASvins
ate the gods of another age and this was also the feeling of the

editor of the legend of Upamanyu in the Makabharata, because^
lie thought that they must be addressed in the antique style,

whereas everywhere else, the hymns which dot the epic, are in.

classical Sanskrit. On his side, Susruta describes the legeiid of
the head of the sacrifice cut by Rudra and replaced by the

Asvins (Sutra., 1, 14). We should, however, note that all the

mythical facts thus mentioned in the classical medical texts are
not already found in the Rgveda. The legend of Cyavana
(Cyavana in the Rgveda) is here implied, but it is evident and
it was quite natural that the medical texts have received the

legends concerning the Asvins from other mythological sources,
which can be placed between the Rgveda and them. The
references of Caraka relate chiefly to the epic form of these

legends, although the origin of the epic form sometimes goes
back to the Black Yajurveda as is, for example, the case with
the disease of Soma which we will - discuss later and also with
the replacement of the severed head of the sacrifice (Taitt. S,

VI, 4,9; Kath., XXVII, 4; Maiir., IV, 6, 2).

The mythological reputation of the Asvins as the doctors
of the gods has quite naturally designated them for fulfilling,, as

we have already seen, a r61e in the teaching of medicine to .

human beings, a science reputed to be of divine origin. This

reputation was also the cause, especially from the epoch of the

Carakasamhita, of ascribing to them the revelation of various

formulae, and still Jater, even of the composition of several

works. Indra, to whom they are said to have taught medicine,
is, on his side, reputed to be the author of various medicinal

preparations. We have seen that, in the Indian tradition, he is

included in the group of divine instructors and it is because of

Jus relations with the Asvins that he is specially regarded as a
master of medicine, because by himself he does not have the

reputation of a healer comparable to that of the Asvins.

Actually it cannot be said that in the Veda he is a doctor-god.

Only in some of the passages (Bergaigne, II, p. 495) is he

presented as a rescuer like the Asvins and often he is

asosciated with them, they being called Nasatyas on such

occasions. By chance we even know that this association

existed at a very early date even outside India. The well-known
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treaty between the king of the Mitanni and Subiluliuma, the

king of the Hittites (dated in approximately 1380 B, c.)

enumerates in a list of divinities **the gods Mitras, the gods
Uruwana, the god Indara and the gods Nasattiyas*% that is to

say, Mitra and Vanraa, Indra and the Nasatyas.*

By the side of the ASvins and of Indra, the basically
favourable gods* there is another whose character, as depicted in

the Veda, is equivocal and which will remain the same in the

Ayurveda : he is the powerful and terrible Rudra. He can
come to the rescue but he is always ready to fly into a rage;

"May we not make you furious, Rudra, by the adorations, or

by a song of maleficent tribute, O Bull, neither by means of a

concomitant invocation. Make our sons grow by means of

remedies; I hear that you are the best among the doctors.*

This is one of those characteristics of Rudra which has

developed most in the classical legends of Rudra-Siva. The
entire classical Sanskrit literature employs krodha9 derived &om
the root krudh (which figures in the Vedic passage just cited)

to denote the state of frenzy of Siva in his form of the

destroyer. This is the normal state of Rudra; it is not, there-

fore, necessary to suppose along with Slyapa that the adorations

and other acts of cult described here are the incorrect forms
of these acts of cult. All incitation, good or bad, can unleash

Rudra. The Vedic invocation fortifying the magical power of

the god to whom it is addressed, must be used with precaution
when the god is as formidable as Rudra. But in his beneficent

aspect, Rudra is, at other times, also celebrated as a doctor,

notably in the Yajurveda> where he is the "first divine doctor"

(praihamo daivyo bhi$ak, Taitt. S., IV, 5, 1, 2; V8j. S> XVI, 5).

Rudra's sons, the Rudras, Rudriyas or the Maruts, have
the same characteristics as he. On the one hand they are the

gods of remedies while on the other they are terrible inas-

much as in their naturalistic aspect they represent the fury of

1 cf. among others, G. Furlani, La rellglone degli Hiitlti^ Bologne, 1936,
p. 50. Lastly, DumSzil, Naissances d*archmges9 Paris, 1945, p. 20. The
plural number represents most probably the forms of dual numbers
missing for the proper names in the language of the treaty. They are
similar to the Avestan and Vedic ones which apply to two names
constituting a couple, cf. Dum6zil, op cit*> p. 21.

2 ma tvd ruira cukrudhamQ. n&mobhir ma du$tuti vr$abha ma
fan no viramarpaya bhe$aj&bhir bhi$&ktamam /v

11,33,4,
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the storms. To their friendly forms are juxtaposed their

maleficent forms (Berg., II, 401). Moreover, the author of the
evil is the one who can cure it most easily as he is its master.

Rudra himself heals the evils which he creates (Berg., Ill,

p. 33) and the Atharvaveda at the end of a hymn consecrating
an amulet against disease formally declares that: "One who
has done, may he undo, it is he who is the chief among doctors;
that he may therefore prepare for you the remedies through the

intermediary of the human doctor; he the pure".
1

Varuna, Sin and Disease: Among the divinities having a

medical r61e, Varuna is also worthy of being referred to. It is.'

not so much for the role itself, which is small but because of his

relations with an entity whose concept is a rudiment of the

scientific notion, ita*

^ The rta is the regular order in general, being the moral

rectitude, the rituraF exactitude and the true law of the universe*

in one word, it is the "Norm". Varupa is the Lord and the

guardian of this "Norm". The concept of rta goes back to the

Indo-Iranian period (see supra., p. 67); to the Vedic rta

correspond exactly the Avestan asa and the Old-Persian rta+

He has for basis the sentiment that all things are harmoniously

regulated and are not left to chance in this universe. TMe fixity

of the stellar figures, the periodical return of the mobile stars,

to similar positions, the evident verification of all the principal

and regular phenomena of nature have, from a very early date>

imposed this notion. Among the peoples inclined to explain

the organism by the cosmos and the cosmos by the organism,,

this notion must have quickly extended itself from the sky to

the earth, from the world to the living being. Although victim

of innumerable accidents, the existence of this last one could
not be conceived as being outside the orbit of the great cosiraie

law, as the same body was a little cosmos. If this is not,

properly speaking, a scientific concept of natural law, it is at

least an idea quite near the same. The scope of this idea is

absolutely general because there is nothing which is not governed

by ita9 including the moral behaviour of man. Sometimes the

Indian and the Iranian minds are blamed for having thus mixed

-ig karat sa eva subhisaktamafrl
sa eva tubhyam bhesajani krnavad bhisaja sucihj / AV^ 11, 9,5.
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up the physical and the moral but It should also be recognised
that this very mind has also raised above them a sufficiently

large concept for covering both of them*

Oldenberg has carefully studied the ?ta and has very well

observed that the origin of this concept lay in the spectacle of

the regular movements of the sky, but he has not recognised
that the generality of its application automatically brought in its

extension to morals. In the simultaneous relationship of ita

with the astronomical phenomena and moral behaviour he has

only seen the double trace of an Indo-Iranlan borrowing from

the Semitics, Maintaining that Mitra., the habitual associate of

VaruQa, was the Sun and that VaruQa was the Moon, he has

supposed that the group of seven Adityas* which is the culmi-

nating point of the two associates, was originally that of the

Sun, the Moon and the five planets. Not finding among other

Indo-European people the equivalent of a similar group,

observing that the Indo-Iranians had another solar god and
another lunar god and finding that they did not evince much
interest for the planets, he thought that the group of Adityas
was by its origin a stranger to the Indo-Iranian mythology. He
has supposed it to have been borrowed from the peoples who
were more advanced in astronomy* that is, the Semitics, In

the relationship of jta with the moral idea* he has seen a

confirmation of his thesis because, he says, the Semitics seem
to have raised themselves to a more mature concept of moral
life earlier than the Indo-Europeans.

1 Such a building up of

hypotheses without documentary support is astonishing when it

comes from such a philologist as Oldenberg. Of course, it is

plausible and one could look for new arguments to support it.

One could observe, for example, that the name of Aditya
signifying "son of Aditi'% of the "Absence of link, would
have fitted with the mobile heavenly bodies such as the planets

(from the Indian point of view the Sun and the Moon are

planets) in opposition to the stars, heavently bodies which
seem to be permanently linked among themselves* But this

only seems to reinforce the first hypothesis, which identifies the

Adityas with the planets, without rendering others less gratui-

La religion du Veda, French trans, by V. Henry, Paris, 1S03, pp.
162-163.
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tons, and all that one can learn of the Indo-European pre-

history of Varauga by confrontation with Ouranos1 is not
favourable to the suppositions of Oldenberg. The essential

characteristic of this god is that . of being king and not
Moon. In India, the god-Moon is a king surrounded by a

group of constellations but Varuna is king in a larger sense and
right from Indo-European pre-history itself; one cannot support
its purely astral origin.

It was natural that the universal order, the notion whereof
had been suggested by the regularity of cosmic phenomena, had
been placed under the charge of a universal god-king and it is

probably as his substitute that the Moon-god, Coryphaeus of
the celestial procession, had received royal authority on this

part of the domain of.fta and royal authority in general there-

from. But these kings, Varucta in any case, are not capricious

despots, Varuria makes the Norm prevail, he does not change
it, either because he lacks the power to do so or because he
does not have the desire for the same. Rta therefore, definitely

appears as a quasi-scientific concept of celestial regularity, a

concept extended to all the terrestrial and spiritual objects,

which has been transformed into that of the universal Norm
and has been influenced by the social representation of the

monarchical organisation.
2

1 Oldenberg did not accept the equation Varuna Ouranos, as correct.
2 Inarectoral discourse published by M. Alsdorf after his death (die'

magische Kraft der Wahrheit im alien Indien, in ZDMG, 1944, pp. 1-14),
Ltiders has tried to give a new interpretation to the sense of rta. He
maintains that in the post-Vedic epoch, when the word tends to

disappear, it denotes ^verity*" and that this sense and this alone was
the one which prevailed in the Veda. Its antonym an?ta would have
always signified falsehood. The importance given to rta would come
from the belief in the magical power of truth. This thesis appears to
be unacceptable. Of course, truth has an eminent magical power In the
Vedic ideas and the translation of \fta by verity is satisfactory for the
large part ofthe context. But this is due to the fact that the universal
Norm is generally true, authentic. Otherwise it would not be the Norm
in nature. If it were to happen that the moon were to rotate in the

wrong direction, it will follow anrta, it will make the Norm false, but
as long as it does not happen, the Norm remains what it is and retains
its permanent verity. The Norm is, therefore, precisely verity, but
verity itself borrows its magic force from the Norm because all that is

true fits in with it and works by its power. Darmesteter (Ormazd et

Ahriman, p. 17), had well seen that the Vedic n<* and the Avestan asa

are simultaneously order and truth. Beside the opinion that in classical

Sanskrit tta means only "verity" is not exact. This is the opinion of

Indian lexicographers, because in the classical language, the sense has
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In such like Ideas disease Is a phenomenon which does

wrong to fta* In relation to the normal order disease is a

disorder, and, as in the then current magical concept like

brings in like, disease is linked with other disorders such as

sin. Sin in its turn is a transgression of rta and it makes little

difference whether this transgression is committed deliberately

or by chance. Voluntary or not, the anamoly of behaviour

or of thought brings in that of the organism. This does not

mean that no importance is attached to intention; it aggravates

the fault as it adds the anomaly of desire to physical or ritual

disorder. But the responsibility is automatic, it is not effected

by the purity of intention; hazard brings in baneful conse-

quences just as effectively as they are brought in by pre-medita-
ted perverse action. This concept has remained effective in the

whole of classical India. The Epic and Puranic legends are full

of stories where an accidental shortcoming is punished as a

crime and the Jaina ascetics take extremely detailed precautions
to avoid the unconscious destruction of minute beings which

they do not at all see and thus save themselves from the fatal

consequences of unsuspected deaths. In the texts of the

classical period, dharma substitutes r*a but that is merely a

change of vocabulary, dharma like fta is the universal normal
order and starting from the Rgved itself, the dharman of

Varuna is several times mentioned in place of fta*
1

Although the concept of Norm has guided Indian thought
and even Indo-Iranian thought from early times towards an
outline of the scientific interpretation of the word regulated by
an immutable law rather than by the caprices of divine persona-
lities, scientific medicine of the classical period has not preser-
ved the old simplistic assimilation made by the Veda of the

disorders of health with the ritual, moral or other disorders.

specialised itself in that of verity or justice* but r*ep* is sometimes
used in late rituals as an equivalent of vidhin^ ''according to rules".
Moreover, in the Veda, the word alternates with dfaarm&n which has
specialised itself in the sense of "order"* Lastly* It is not at all possihto,
to separate rta from //# which denotes assuredly real phenomena bit
chiefly regular ones: the seasons and the menses. Besides if verily was
the force which moves the word, it would be nothing but its Law or
its Norm.

Similarly also the dh&man, the "law** of Varuna. In classical Sanskrit
dharma has, by the passage of the consonance stem dkarmanto the
item in a, finally prevailed.
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This medicine was too attentive to the multiple causes of

various disorders j causes observed by it directly or inferred from
observations and according to its theories. But under the

stress of beliefs prevalent among the non-medical circles, it has

.admitted, at a sufficiently late hour, the automatic influence of

pernicious acts, especially when they are voluntary; because in

this case they have a more serious effect on the creation of
diseases.1

If in the Veda the responsibility of acts or of intentions,
not in conformity with the Norm of the world, is automatic, the

application of consequences is often effected by Varuna, the

guardian of this Norm. Varuna "ties'* the sinner to his "ties'*.

The oldest hymns do not explicity state the effect produced by
them but the Atharvaveda drops a hint and the Brahmanical
texts declare formally that the sinner tied down by Varuna is

attacked by dropsy.
2 This is in accordance with the fact that

Varurta who, in the classical literature, will become the god of
the waters or of the oceans or will be reduced to this secondary
role, is already in thg JRgveda frequently in relation with the

waters.3

Dropsy is a special disease, a special punishment of Varuna,
but all sorts of other diseases spring from the infringement of
the rta of any one of the natures. This is proved by the fact

that Varuna, Lord of the Norm is, because of this link, the

opponent of all diseases. He is invoked as the "guardian of
the liquid of immortality"

4 and he is told: CCA hundred, a

thousand remedies do you have, O king. Great, profound be

your benevolence. Remove far off perdition, far far off. All

sins committed, remove them from us**.5 The number of

remedies ascribed to him has little importance because the

1 This then concerns chiefly acts done in an earlier life, cf., Un chapitre
de la Haritasamhitd sur la retribution des actes9 in JA. 9 July-Sept., 1934,
pp. 125-39.

2 For example, AV. t IV, 16,7; Aft. brah., VII, 15 (the texts employ
"seizes" in place of *'ties": atha haik$vdkam varuno jagraha, tasya
hodaramjajne..., seized the descendant of lkvaku and to this descendant
was born a stomach../*).

3
cf., Berg.. Ill, pp. 122 & ff and chiefly, the hymn, RV.9 V, 63*

4 RV* f VIII, 42, 2: amrtasya gopdm...
* Satam te rajan bki$ajafy sahasram urvi gabhira sumatif t* astitl

badhasva dur& nirrtim paracaify kriam cid ina^pra nwmugdhy asmai
RV., 1,24,9.
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formula which mentions them is a stock phrase applicable to
other gods. But their very mention indicates that in Ms
invocation the poet thinks of the disease and of the return of
health when he demands the removal of "Perdition" and of sin.

Now the "Perdition*% Nifrtl has a name, which, by means of
a sort of word-play, evokes the negation (preposition nth) of

Tta; it is also in some way "Anomaly" in general, which
implies that all the diseases and sins depend on it.

Besides, the disease denoted by the most general terms like

dmim and ydkgma* is formally put in relation with the sin.

The Atharvaveda, taking up the hemistitches of the Rgveda,

groups them in two verses, which illustrates very well the close

relationship between physical trouble and sin, ritual or moral

shortcoming, intentional or involuntary: **O Soma and Rudra,
chase out the one who spreads herself everywhere, the disease

(dmivd) has penetrated into our house. Remove far away the

"Perdition*\ far far away. All sins committed, remove them
from us* Soma and Rudra, you> in us* in our bodies, deposit
all the remedies. Untie* remove from us, whichever it might
have been, the sin committed (by us) and attached to our

bodies."1
Elsewhere, he has said that the medicinal plants

chase, from each limb of the body, the "evil of sin*% that is to

say, coming from sin or attached to it (ydk?mam enasy&m)?
Similarly all sorts of anomalies which engender physical
troubles are rather associated with sin or NifftL The grahi

which, we have already seen, taking hold of the man, on whom
Tjria has wiped off the sin of gods (supra, p. 43) 9

is the type of

seMng demons who can possess human beings. Among these

are Jhe rdk$a$ to whom are applied such epithets as * cdevourers"

(astrin), who particularly cause miscarriages and whose co-

relation with the gr&hi is attested by the fact that the Atharva-

| vfhatam
ya no g&yam 8viv&3af
badheihdm d&r&m mfftim parftcaify kft&m cid inafy pr& mumuktam
asm&t I /I/ I
som&rudrn yuvdm etftny asm&d vlv& tanugu bh^aj&nl dhattam/
ava syatam muflc&tam y&n no &sat tanftgu baddh&*n k?t&m eno
rnn&t 1 121 1

AV. y VIII, 7,3. The preceding verse invokes the plants against the
**evil seat by the gods^..y4&^m$ dev$it&d.*.lt is precisely the
disorder of sin because such an evil has passed from the gods to human
beings by the intermediary of Tfta (cf. supra, p. 36)*
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veda asks for the delivery of a man simultaneously from the

one and the other (11,9, 1). These rdksas are themselves, in

co-relation with the sorcerer-demons, the yatudhanas (cf.,

supra^ p. 46). The nightmare (dusvdpnya) is also, along with

Nirrti and the rdksas, a cause of disorders because it is said:

"that the stone for pressing (the soma), by talking may push
back the rdksas, the nightmare, Nirrti, all that devours. . .'

n

Lastly, bad luck; materialised in the form of the black-bird, of
bad omen, sakuna or sakuni, brings down, in association with

Nirrti, the sin on the human being or "wipes'
9

it on him with
the mouth of Nirrti (AV., VII, 64, 1-2). All the causes of
disorders are, therefore, related or allied; they belong to the

domain of the sin, to the violation of the Norm and they affect,

for most of the time, the healthy being like an impurity wiped
off on him. That is why efforts are often made to treat them

by the ritual of wiping off or of effacement as also by means of

prayers.

These ideas have survived in classical medicine but not in

the focal points of its doctrines. They have been preserved

mainly in the common beliefs and have been introduced in the

medical texts by the pressure of the latter without being inte-

grated in their systems of more scientific explanations. The

seizing demons, the grahas, the heirs of the grahi attack

specially children, just as the raksas attack the embryos, and,

among other demons, certain sakunis are said to provoke
diseases, studied by classical medicine in special chapters,

separately and in addition to ordinary diseases about which it

has to learn.2 The she-demon related to the grahas and who
are given the auspicious name of "mothers", the matikas,

play, In the same texts of the classical medicine, a role of the

firSt order. They are also attached though this time indirectly

to Vedic souvenirs because they form a part of the pan-demo-
nium grouped around Siva who, undoubtedly of the extra-Vedic

origin, already appears in the hymns in the forms, already seen

by us, of Rudra.3 In any case, whereas classical medicine had

1 grava vadann apa rakamsi sedhatu duvapnyam nir^iim visvam atriyam.*.

/#F.,X,36, 4).
2

cf., Le Kumaratantra de'Ravana, pp. 62 ff., 177-8, On Sakuni, see the

index of this book.
3

ibid., cf,, Index, see the words Siva, Rudra, Skanda.
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to embark upon the path of the detailed explanation of morbid

causes, in the eopch of the Vedic texts, it was thought to be

enough if a relationship could be established between the

pathological phenomena and all that appeared to be contrary

to the Norm of the world if its origin could be ascribed to

shortcoming and to fault, so that they could be fitted back in a

general and familiar determinism.

Various Diseases: As our religious texts do not furnish us

with systematic descriptions of the morbid states, the identifica-

tion of these states is quite often uncertain and generally vague.

The references made therein are, in any case, frequently suffi-

cient to enable us to have an idea of the majority of the

ailments mentioned therein. Moreover, every time we' come
across the name of ,a disease common to the Veda and to the

manuals of classical medicine, we can try to apply the classical

sense of this name to that passage of the Veda containing it;

if this sense fits in well with the context and mainly with vari-

ous contexts where that name comes in many a time, we have

the right to admit that probably that sense is exact* This is

the method which was used by Bergaigae for the determination

of the sense of the Vedic words,1 It is true that here it

could be objected that the sense of the name of a disease is not

at all comparable to a commonplace term* Scientific nosology

keeps old terms for an indefinite period of time, but being in

progress all the time and subject to ceaseless modifications, it

frequently changes the concepts covered by these terms. Various

words like "leprosy" or "asthma** have no relation whatsoever

with, lepra or asthma [of the Greek language] and it will be

false to use them today in the translation of a Greek text with-

out pointing out that they are meant in a sense altogether
different than in the actual usage. Similarly, when a term of the

Veda, is also found in the Ayurveda> one cannot be sure, a

priori that it possessed the same sense in the Veda as it had in

the Ayurvedic texts. Here it may be pointed out that the

possibilities of the evolution of senses should not be exaggerated.

, Lepra [in Greek] denoted all sorts of non-classified cutaneous

ailments, whereas leprosy today is an individualised disease,
4efined by a certain group of symptoms and it is bacteliologi-

Etudes surlelexique du ftg-vea, Paris, 1884, p. III.
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cally characterised. Similarly Asthma denoted all sorts of
breathlessness whereas asthma today is a dyspnoea of the expira-

tory type coming on by fits and characterised by the cytological
formula of expectoration. But asthma and leprosy still remain
the ailments whose essential manifestations are respectively

respiratory and cutaneous. If, therefore, in ignorance of the

exact sense which the Greeks gave to the word lepra, the sense

of "leprosy" as known to the modern doctors, were given to

it, one would be ascribing to the Greeks an exact knowledge
which they did not at all possess. But if one were to be content

with the supposition that among the Greeks lepra signified a
serious cutaneous disease, that will be quite exact. One could

undoubtedly find examples of more complete changes of sense

than those which have come in the case of lepra and "leprosy**

and asthma and "asthma", but it will be difficult to find any
which be such that nothing common exists any longer between

the old and the modern connotation. Under such conditions,
when a disease known to classical texts is found as mentioned in

the Veda, if we do not have the right to believe that the Vedic

authors knew it as it is taught by the Ayurvedic practitioners,

we have, at least, the right of admitting that in the Veda also

it is a disease of the same type as in the Ayurveda. Moreover
the changes of sense between the Vedic period and the classical

period could not have been as considerable as they have been

between the Hellenic epoch and the modern period where

medicine has profoundly renovated, thanks to modern discove-

ries, the significance of the old terminology preserved by it.

Moreover, the terms common to the Veda and to the Ayurveda
denote chiefly the states without specificity such as cachexy or

isolated symptoms such as the lancinating pain. These states

and these symptoms belong more to the domain of common

experience than to that of medical diagnosis; their names are

therefore more of commonplace expressions than technical

terms whose significance would be subject to conventional

changes.
One of the most important names of diseases in the Veda

is ydksma which we have already met with. This word appears

not only in isolation but also in compound words such as

rajayaksmd, "royal disease", and ajnatayaksmd, "unknown

disease". These two compound words are found together in
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. 9 X, 161, 1: "I deliver you by means of oblation so that you

may live, from the unknown disease and from the royal

disease../*.1 Ydkgma is used in the plural in RV 9 X, 85, 2,

31; AV., IX, 8, 10, where the "poison of all the ydk$mas" h
exorcised. The White Yajurveda counts a hundred yaksmas
(XII, 97) and it is clear that often it is a case of disease or

diseases in a general sense.

The classical medical literature well knows the word to

which it often gives a consonantic stem: yak$man. In it the

word rajayak$ma denoted the cachexy resulting from various

consumptive diseases, among which we may recognise

pulmonary tuberculosis. It is called do$a9 "drying up" and

ksaya, "diminution**, The Utiaratantra of the SuSruta-samhita

describes it as follows: "Followed by many disorders, coming
in the wake of many disorders, difficult to know, difficult to

push back, the 'drying up* is a disease of great strength.

Because of the drying tip of the organic juices..* (which it

provokes) it is called "drying up" and because it provokes the

diminution of activity it is known as "diminution**. Because it

was, as is known, the disease of the Moon-king, certain persons
still call it the "royal disease".2 One should, therefore,

understand by yak$man, a state of decay, cachexy if it is a

generalised disease and undoubtedly, an atrophy, a paralysis or

even necroses, as we will see, if it is localised in an organ,
The denomination of rajayak$ma is explained by the Vedic

legend which says that Soma, the Moon, the king of plants, of

heavenly bodies and of the Brahmins, had been attacked by
decay, wasting away. This legend is found in the Yajurveda

muftc&mi tva havi$d jivanaya kam ajmtayak^am&d uta r&jayak$mtH See
also^F., Ill, 11,1.

Utt, 9 XI-I: anekarog&nugato bahurogapurogamafy
durvijfieyo durniv&rah o$o vyfidMr mah&balafr //3//
samo$anad rasadlnSrp, &o$o ityabhidMyateI

hriyak^ctydkaratv&c ca k$aya fty ucyate punalt//4/f
r8jfla candramaso yasmad abhM e$a kil&mayatyl
tasmat tarn r3jayak$meti fcecid &hufy punar JonBhHSJI

Dalhaija glosses kriydk$ayakaratvQt as follows: kriy cikitsQ

kayav&nm&nasam v& karma tasya k$ayakaratvQtI9 **kriy& is the therapeu-
tics or the activity of the body, of speech and of raind, this is what
is referred to by kgayakaratvat" . The first term of the alternative is

not creditable, yet Vagbhata (A?Jangasamgraha & A^.-hfd. f Nidana,
V, 3) takes,up, with slight modifications, this passage and declares
that the disease in question is called k$aya on account of its reducing
action on the body and on medicines (dehau$adhak$ayakrte}i)
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(Taitt., II, 3, 5, 2; Maitr., II, 2, 7; Kafh., XI, 3). Prajapati had

given his daughters to the king Soma* The Taittiriya-samhita
states more precisely that they were thirty-three in number and
others say that they were the naksatras. But Soma was
interested only in Rohini. Others left him and he was attacked

by rajayaksma.

Interpreting this story is a delicate matter. The notion of
the union of the Moon-god seems to be attested right from the

verse of the Rgveda "... and Soma is established in the bosom
of these naksatras".* This is one of those rare passages
where Soma is already, as is regularly the case in more recent

mythology, identified with the Moon (cf., Bergaigne, ReL vdd^

I, 158). The hymn where he figures is an epithalamium of Soma
and Surya, the daughter of the Sun, or the Sun in a feminine

form, but the word upastha, which denotes "bosom, lap" in a

vague sense, had soon taken the sense of "female genital

organs" which it has right from the Yajurveda (Vajas., XIX,
92). It has, therefore, been possible from a very early date to

Interpret the Vedic hymn as signifying that Soma, solemnly
married to Surya, was also the husband of the naksatras. Now
in the Xlllth book of the Atharvaveda, (1, 22, 23), appears a
cow Rohini, wife of the Sun-bull, Rohita. An assimilation has,

therefore, taken place between Surya and RoMpI, the two
feminine Suns. As regards the naksatras, they are the constel-

lations. In the classical literature it is commonplace to pro-
claim that Soma is their king, (his bulk confers this rank on

him) and to say that he "shines'*, rajati, and to call him in

addition raja, "king", by a play of words.2 But the naksatras

are also, in a more special sense, the twenty-seven or the

twenty-eight constellations which lie along the monthly course

of the Moon and Rohini is one among them right from the

Atharvaveda (XIX, 7, 2) and the Yajurveda (Taitt,, IV, 4, 10).

Although the Taittiriya-samhita says that the daughters of

Prajapati were thirty-three in number, they have to be identi-

fied with the naksatras marking the stages of the Moon as the

other samhitas affirm that these daughters are the naksatras.

X., 85, 2, : atho nak$atranam e$am upasthe sdma

cf., for example, Ramayana (Bombay), V, 2, 54:

virafan..., "The Moon.. .shining...along with his grou;
Caraka, Cik. 9 VIII, 8: sa vimuktagrahas candro viraraj
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From this point onwards, it is difficult to understand the

legend. It is difficult to understand why Rohirjtf, the co-wife

of Soma along with other constellations, is said to be his

favourite one, as the Moon, in the course of his revolution;

successively covers the celestial spaces determined by these

various constellations without specially stopping anywhere.
1

On one side, the decay of the king Soma seems to correspond

necessarily to the waning of the Moon and this undoubtedly

provides the key to the myth, on condition that we admit that

the favourite of Soma, originally* was not the constellation

Rohtl but the feminine Sun RohiijI which has bfen mixed up
with the other because of homonymy. Actually as the Moon
approaches the Sun* it wanes to disappear finally before the

new Moon, this corresponding with her conjunction with the

Sun. The Moon gets back its greatness and its brilliance as it

gets away from the Sun, to sit enthroned, the full Moon in

opposition, in the midst of the constellations of might. But

Soma does not take much time in returning to Rohiol and to

fall a victim to consumption once again. This schematic expla-

nation is not, in any case, exhaustive because there are other

complications in the legend. The Yajurveda (Taitt^ VII, 1, 6, 2)
describes a "red1 *

(rokim) cow who is asked to come out of the

waters for Soma; in souvenir thereof one must buy the soma
with a red cow as its price. As Soma-Moon, the soma plant
and sacrificial drink is in co-relation with a rohim. The link of

this ritualistic aspect of the question with the astronomical

aspect is to be looked for in the mythical relations of the lunar

heavenly body with the celestial drink of immortality and the

terrestrial libation of soma^ We cannot stop here to discuss

Besides, this is what observes the Mattr&yaftis* II, 2, 7* Seized by the.

r&jayak$ma9 Soma "rushes to Praj&pati**. Prajpati says to him, "say
what is normal". He said thus what was normal, "That I may remain
in all equally". That is why he remains equally in all (sa vai praj&patim
evopadh&vatf tarn praj&patir abravld ftam brShltl set rfatn abravid* yatha
sarvasveva samavad vas&wti, tasmftd e$a sarvasveva sam&vad vasati).
Another complication lies in the fact that Taift., II, 5 6, 4 makes 'the

nights of the" fortnight to be the wives of Soma. He will be attained by
disease as he does not co-habit with them during the night of the new
Moon nor during that of the full Moon. The night of the new Moon
being that of its conjunction with the Sun, therein lies a confirmation
of the explanation given above. But that abstention during the night
of the full Moon, when precisely it Is fn the midst of the constellations,
raises difficulties. As the text has just now said that a woman should
be approached neither during the night of the new Moon nor during
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this problem any further but from only the preceding indica-

tions it appears clearly that rajayaksma, in so far it is a disease

affecting the king Moon, is an emaciation comparable to pro-

gressive cachexy and that if it attacks the soma drink, it must
be, in all probability, a case of a decay of the energy inherent

therein. It is therefore surely because of the violation of the
Norm that the king Soma is siezed in the Vedic legend by
rajayaksma. In the Maitrayani-samhita, Prajapati makes Soma
himself announce the name of the Norm infringed by him1 and
the Kafhaka is equally clear: "He inhabited Rohinl; this being
an anomaly, the yaksma seized him*'. 2

The Vedic legend has been preserved in the classical

medical texts. The Caraka-samhitd (Cik., VIII, 1-1 1) describes

it with certain modifications, befitting a text having a scientific

purpose. It starts by saying that "the body of the god Moon,,
too much attached to Rohim and not taking care of his

organism, starts to wither away because 6f amourous exhaus-

tion".3 This is a natural explanation of the consumptive
disease given in advance. Later it gives a version similar to

.

that of the Yajurveda. The neglected wives complain to their

father who becomes furious and turns out his anger with his

breath. This anger attacks the god Moon who comes to
demand succour from Prajapati. Prajapati permits the ASvins

to treat him and the text adds "Anger, yaksman, fever, disorder

(are the evils which) have only one ^signification: misery". As
this disease had, first of all, attacked a king,, it is considered as

"royal yaksman". The yaksman exdrcised by the Asvins, reached

the world of humans; it took hold of men due to four causes:

effort out of proportion with force, overwork, exhaustion; the

that of the full Moon, one should probably see in the myth of Soma
and his wives indicated immediately afterwards, the transposition of a
religious interdiction. In any case, the myth in question does not agree
with the one which is given a little earlier in the same text; this shows
that this text is based on a complicated past of ritual and mythical
speculations.

cfr, Note 1 on p. 102*

XI 3... sd rohinyam evavasat, tarn tdsminn dnrte ydk$mo *gjrhnac...+

rohinyam atisaktasya sariram nanurak^atahj ajagamalapatam indor
dehah snehapariksayatlj Cik. VIII, 2, cf. the translation (in French)
of the entire passage in J. Filliozat, Magie et medecine, Paris* 1943,
p. 42. The notion that amorous excesses are the cause of raja-yak$man
is passed on to th 3 classical literature, cf., Bhagavatapura#a, IX, XXII,
23,
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fourth cause of yak$man being let it be noted irregular

alimentation,"

It thus appears that the medical text narrates the legend
of Soma and Rohi^I mainly to provide an etymology of the

term r&jayakman that it makes of the disease thus specified, a

general consumptive ailment and it recognises for the same
certain causes which are essentially natural ones. But in its

version of the Vedic legend, it makes the yak^man a seizing

{graha, verse 8) demon, born of the anger of PrajSpati and it is

by the power of the thought of PrajSpatfs anger that this graha
has been created because Prajapati is a gwu, a spiritual master.

The Vedic forms of the legerd did not contain these particular

details which, on the contraiy, are quite ccncnconplace in the

epics and in the Puranas and this can lead us to think that the

Vedic legend has come to medical tradition through a Puranic

intermediary. The verse which introduces the account in the

Ca^aka-m^Mta seems to confirm it: "The f is have heard a

story from the inhabitants of the sky* while it was being told, a

story of amorous passion, an old one and concerning the

Moon**.1 Pauraw, "old**, can also denote "Puranic'% It is

true that the principal PurSgas only refer to the legend in ques-
tion and that besides, they are much more recent than the

Caraka-samhita which could not have been inspired by them.

But it is well known that old Puraajas have been lost or that at

least a mass of legends grouped under the name of Puranas
existed in the Brahmanic period.

2 It is from these Purlpas or

from the body of the "Puranic" legends that the Caraka-

samhttS has drawn inspiration.

In any case medical tradition has retained the idea that

rajayakman is in correlation with sin as Dalha^a, commenting
on the passage quoted above (Suirura^Qmhita, Utt. 9 XLI, 2-4),

concludes by saying: "It being so, it appears that the disease

krodho yak$m& jvaro roga efco *rtho

yasmai sa rajnafy pr&g &$id r&jayak$m& tato ma/o&//9//.
sa yak$m& hunkrto *vibhydrp m&nuam lokam figatafo/
labdhvS, caturvidharp heturp sam&vi&ati md/iavSn/llO
aydthabalam Qrambham vegasamdhfirattakfayaml
yakfamariati k&ranam vMy&c caturtJtftm vfyam&fan
dlvaukasam kathayatam rtfbhir vai rut& kath&\
kamavyasanasamyukta paurtiQi aMnampratiHCik* 9 VIIL 1-

cf. Bug, Buroouf, JLe Bkagavata-Pur8$at Vol., 1, 1840, pp. XX ff &
supra, p. 83.
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(in question) is born of a fault in one's acts".1 Of course, it

can be the result of physical activity but the expression karma-
dosa has a moral resonance which cannot be mistaken. On
another side, tradition without losing sight of the notion that

rdjayaksman is so called because the king Moon had been its

first victim, also gives another interpretation of this name.

Vagbhata (Ast.-s. and Ast-hrd. y Nidana, V, 1-2) says that rdja-

yaksman is called "diminution, drying up and the king of
disorders". As the king of constellations and of the twice-born
had it in olden times and as it is king and yaksman, it is consi-

dered as rdjayaksman^ It will be, therefore, necessary to trans-

late this last expression as signifying yaksmandm rdjdy "king of

consumptions". In his commentary on the Rgveda, Sayana also

gives an abusive interpretation of the word as signifying

yaksmandm rdjd9 "king of consumptions", which corresponds
to the expression, "king of diseases" (rogardja) of Vagbhata.

As regards the form ajndtayaksma, it does not appear to

occur in the classical medical literature, but the idea represented

thereby seems to be present in the epithet durvijneya, "difficult

to know", which we have seen being applied in the Uttara-

tantra to cachexy. This % epithet, as also undoubtedly the

expression ajndtayaksma, have quite a natural explanation.

Decay is not a determined disease, clear in its origin like the

one which provokes a wound; it is a mysterious invasion, a

disorder with an uncertain evolution. There is nothing, there-

fore, to prevent us from admitting that the term yaksma has

the same sense of "decay" or "consumptive disease" in Vedic

as in classical medicine, subject to the reservation that it should

not be supposed that the medical notions developed in the

Ayurveda around this term were already familiar to the Vedic

authors.

Decay is not necessarily general; it may remain localised

in a part of the body; this is the least that seems to result from
the examination of some terms whose use is associated with

that of yaksma.
In the two references which it makes to the legend of the

evam ca sati karmado?ajo vyadhir iti dar&itam.

rajayaksma k$ayafa so$o rogarQd iti ca smrtabll\H
nak$atr$rtam dvijanam ca rajno 'bhudyad ayampura/
yac ca raja ca yakma ca rajayaksma tato matafy//2/l
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Soma attacked by decay, the Taiitinya-samhita declares that

Soma has contracted this disease because of his wives (jaya),.

from where the birth of the disease is called jdydnya* It i&

possible that originally this jdydnya was not identical with the

disease of Soma and had been brought near the latter one only
to explain its name by an etymological play of words. But it

is quite possible that jdyznya had been conceived as at least

analogous to yaksma, which would justify the relationship. The
Atharvaveda possesses a similar term, jdydnya, identified by the

commentary with jaysnya and with rdjayaksma? The hymns

VII, 76, contains a conjuration against this jdydnya: "One who
breaks the bones to pieces, who keeps himself under the sole

of the feet, one, no matter who he be, who sits atop (of the:

head); I have chased alljdydnyas. The winged one, the jdydnya

flies, it enters men. Here is the remedy of the two, of one who*

is intact and of one who is well-broken. We know your origin,,

jdydnya, from where you are born, jdydnya. How will you,

therefore, attack there (thatman* in whose house we offer the

oblation?" 3 The hymn XIX, 44, which exalts the virtues of
an unguent (anjand) sheds a ray of light which specifies the

term jdydnya: ^You are the rescuer of life, you are known as
the remedy of all, (produce) therefore, O you unguent, well-

being. Waters, produce well-being and security. One who i&

young, the jdydnya, the dissection of limbs, the vifalyaka, that

the unguent push away all consumptive trouble (yaksma) out of

1
II, 3, 5, 2 and 5, 6, 5.

2
Bloornfield, Hymns rf the Atharvaveda, in SBE, XL1J, p. 561.

s
Yafy kikasah prdsrriati taftdydm avatifphatil
nirast&m sdrvam jayanyam yah kd ca kakudi &ritdbllJl

, pakfi jayanyaft patati sd a vi&ati purugaml
tad dkitasya bheajdm itbhdyoh sukgatasya ca/14//
vldma vai te jayanyajanam yato jayanya jayasef
katham ha tdtra tvdm hano ydsya krymb havir grh&l/5/l
kikasa signifies "bones

3*
in classical Sanskrit and can specially denote the

vertebral. Bloomfield interprets akgita as "boil or sore, not caused by
cutting" (Kau.-s., p. XLIII, Also Am. J. Ph., p. 320) by reading ak$ata
because Darila, commenting on Kaus-s. 9 XXXIII, 11 refers to dkgata-
~bhai$ajya, ^remedy of the ak$ata" (cf., also Kau&. s., XXXII, 11) and
thus seems to take it as a special disease. But it is much simpler ta
take ak$ita or ak?ata in its normal sense of * fintact". Caland in Kaus-
J., XXXI, 11, justly renders aksata as **nicht gebrochene (Tumor)".
The akata-bhai$ajya is quite naturally the "remedy of that which i&
intact", that is to say, of the non-open collection.
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the limbs...**.1 What immediately comes out of these texts is

as follows: th&jayanya is a disease with superficial manifesta-

tions, which is treated with unguents, which can be ulcerated or

not, which can be had anywhere because a formula expels it

from the limbs and another points to its presence in the feet

and in the head (even if it may not be understood to mean that

it can go from the feet to the head) and in the last place which
can provoke the necrosis of the bones. The term therefore

stands for all types of suppurative ailments and of ulcers

appearing externally. It is, therefore, quite understandable

that this disease be included among the yaksmas, the consump-
tive ailments, because the consumptive ailments bring in their

wake a rapid atrophy of the neighbouring parts and sometimes
even cachexy; the abcesses of the bones particularly provoke a

veritable melting of musclfes which cannot remain unperceived

by even the least attentive observers. In other words, the

jayanya is to the rajayaksma what a "phthisis" (and not

"tuberculosis"') is to general consumption. But if it comes
near rajayaksma one may tend to believe that it had no rela-

tion with the ajndtayaksma., the "unknown consumptive
ailment*

5

, because the Atbarvanic sorcerer says to it that he

knows it. However,- it seems that the sorcerer boasts of

himself either for imposing himself or for encouraging his

patient.

The terms, which in the hymn referred to last of all

accompany that of jayanya, seem surely to denote the ailments

of the same type, they being also treated by means of an-

-unguent and being grouped under the generic name of yaksrna.

Harimdn, "the yellow", is naturally taken to be jaundice,

which goes well with yaksma, the jaundice which is regularly

accompanied by thinning and asthma. On other occasions the

Atharvaveda exercises the same, specially in the hymn, I, 22. It is

sent back to the Sun conjointly with the "brilliance which is in the

heart" (hrdyota), that is to say, apparently, the supposed cause

of jaundice: an internal flash of yellow colour, like that of the

ayu$o *&i pratdra^tam visvdbheajam ucyase/
tad an/ana tvdm Samtatim Sdmapo dbhayam krta/]l/l
yd harima jayanyo 'ngabhedd visalyaka&j
sdrvam te yakmam angebhyo bahir nirhantv anjanam\l2ll
For the translation of the 2nd verse of the 1st stana, cf. notes of"

Whitney > Translation of the Atharvavedat p. 966.
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Sun and which radiates outwards through the skin and the eyes

(principally the eyes if the skin is dark). The same hymn also

sends jaundice to the birds, parrots and others, of whom
certain varieties are yellow.

1 One could also admit that

harimdn can stanH for copper or fawn-coloured spots on the skin

like the ones produced by leprosy.

Angabhedd is ordinarily understood in the sense of "pain

rending the limbs asunder"; however in its correct sense this

compound denotes the "section of limbs*. It can, therefore,

designate the spontaneous mutilations provoked by leprosy and
it would be natural to see beside an ailment which causes

necrosis in the bones as the jayanya, another which makes the

limbs fall off.

Visalyaka is more difficult to explain. The commentary of

Sayana followed by Shankar Pandit, reads visalpaka or

visarpaka* and it would mean erysipelas, the serpiginous
^disease. This reading is quite possible because in various

Indian scripts the groups Ipa and lya are easily mixed together.
On the other hand, in an enumeration of diseases visalyaka is

found alongside angabheda and angajvara, the "fever of limbs",

(evidently the local fever of lymphangitis, AV. y IX, 8, 5).

cf., V. Henry, La Magic dans VInde antique, 2nd edn., Paris, 1909,

p. 182. RV., I, 50, 11 , 12, invoke* the Sun, Surya> against the "ailment
of the heart**, hrdroga and jaundice and contains the verse taken up by
the AV* for sending jaundice to the parrots, etc. The substitution in the

AV. of hrdyota by hrdroga of the RV. 9 clarifies the innate uncertain
sense of hrdroga. This term has been interpreted as designating **cardi-

algia** whose mention in correlation with jaundice will be quite out of

place. It is more probable that in the RV. 9 the Sun is invoked directly
for chasing away the disease because it is he who causes it as proved to

'tiae Vedic sorcerers by the analogy of the morbid tint with that of his

brilliance, It is true that a linking up of hrdyota to the root dyut*
"to break**, which is said to be found in the XK, IV, 12, 2; 23, 5 and
XII, 3, 22, is desired here, but another interpretation of the passages,
by means of dyut, "to shine" (in a pejorative sense), is also possible.
Besides if hrdyota were "the pain which breaks the heart*', how is it

that jaundice is brought alongside this disease. Sayana in his commen-
tary says that hrdyota <'burns the heart" (hrdayam santapayati) which
seems to indicate that he recognises in the word rather the root dyut%

"to shine*', than the root dyut, "to break ; however santapayati can
also be understood in the sense of * 'torments'*. Whitney adopts the
translation "heartburn'*. Beside hrdyota is found, several times, in the
AV,9 htdayamaya as a synonym.
Bloomfield, Hymns, pp. 531, 601.
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Erysipelas would be quite in place beside it.
1 However, the

same word visalyaka is found in other enumerations where
neighbouring terms denote diseases of another type and chiefly,.

vfsalpaka is a lectio facilior, whose authenticity is not certain*

Bloomfield has rendered visalyaka as "neuralgia** and this

translation would be creditable if the neighbouring word
angabheda did certainly stand for a harrowing pain, all the
more because AV. 9 IX, 8, 2, places "ear-ache", karnasula,

immediately before visalyaka. But the analysis of the word
itself remains embarrassing. One could suppose that this is a
case of an adjectival formation in ya on visala or bisala,

"shoot, bud", of the same type as dantya from danta with the

extra addition of the suffix ka (quite frequent in the names of

diseases). The word bisa exists in the vocabulary .

of classical

medicine in bisavartma (Susr., Utt. y III, 26), "the eyelid in the

form of a lotus-stalk" which is defined as below: "Is considered

like the eyelid fn the form of lotus-stalk, the eyelid which is

swollen and has many small holes like the lotus-stalk inside

water". 2 This aspect can be realised by glandular abcesses or by
multiple styes causing oedema and opening out by as many
small orifices. Visalyaka could, therefore, even designate a

disease "with buds'* which would belong to the same category
g,s thejaydnya.

Thejdyanya is again quite near to the better defined lesions

called, the apacits, "adenopathies". The 1st and 2nd stanzas

of the hymn VII, 76 of Atharvaveda (whose 3rd to 5th stanzas

constitute a conjuration against the jayanya) are employed

against the apacits. As has been quite well shown by Bloom-

field,
3

apacit represents the disease known in classical medicine

as apacL Susruta describes it quite clearly: "The kapha
transforms the fat accumulated in the maxilliary, axiUiary,

In the AV., VI, 127, 1, visalyaka figures beside vidradha < cabeess'f
, of

balasa, /'oedematic ailment" (infra, p. 117. The stanza 2 oftheXK,
VI, 127, indicates that balasa is located in the cavity of the arm-pit",
yau te balasa ti^thataft kak$e mu$kav apaSritau) and oflohifa "the red**

(undoubtedly a" iympangitis). A distinction is made among three types
of the same: those of the limbs (angya), that of the ears (karnya) and
that of the two eyes (ak$nofy} . These special localisations fit in quite
well with the hypothesis that visalyaka is erysipelas.

$unam yad vartma bahubhih suk$mai chidraili samanvitam]
bisam antarjala iva bisavartmeti tan rnatam\\

cf., Bloomfield, Hymns, p. 472 and 'Am.~J. Phil., XI, pp. 327 & ff. Oa
the forms apacit, apaci> cf. L. Renou, Grammaire Sanscrite,p. 191.
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elavlculary (fossa supraclaricularis) and brachial (elbow) joints,

in the neck and in the throat as a hard nodule, round or long,

fluctuating and causing little pain. This nodule, increasing in

size because of other nodules of the size of the myrobalan-

stone, resembling the eggs of the fish and others of the same

{aspect) and being of the same colour (as the chief nodule) is

called, because of the pre-eminence of the pile: apaci".* It is,

therefore, clearly a case of adenopathies, presenting themselves

first in the form of isolated nodules (granthi), then becoming
confluents (apaci) and which, of course, can be suppurating:

"The ones, pruriginous, causing little pain, once crusted,

disappear and others persist,' This disease, coming certainly

from the fat and the kapha, is difficult to vanquish; it continues
for a number of years"*

2

The Atharvaveda (VII, 76, 2) localises them, as Susruta, in

the neck and in the armpits3 (upakqksya '"which are under the

wings", the translation of Whitney: "along the sides", faith-

fully follows the commentary and definitely gives the same

sense), but he also places them in a region of the body, which
is completely enigmatic, the vijdman intrepreted by the com-

mentary, without mentioning the authority followed, as the

region of genital organs (guhya-pradesa). Probability would
lead one to think of the inguinal regions, curiously omitted as

the possible seat of apaci in Susruta and it can only be a twin-

organ, the exact sense being "twin". Two incantations against

adenopathies distinguish a black adenopath, mother of the

neighbouring adenopathies: "Of the red adenopathies, the

black one is the mother, have we heard"4 and in VI, 83, 3,

ffld., XX, 8,9:

hanvasthikakaksakabahusandhimanyagaleupacitam tu medas/granthim
sthiram vrttam athayatam va migdham kaphas calparujam karoti//8/ /
tarn granthibhistvamalakasthimatrair mats) angajalapratimais jathanyafftf
ananyavarnair upaciyamanam cayaprakarad apacim vadannJI^H
snigdha, literally "greasy" is the opposite of sthira, "hard", and desig-
nates evidently the adenopathies tending towards fluctuosity. The
etymology given by Susruta has a play on the word upaciyamana and
the use of caya helps to show that apaci is considered as a derivative of
the root ci, "to gather"; but habitually this root with the preposition
ajm signifies **to diminish"; it is with upa that it signifies "to grow**.

ibid., kariduyutas te'lparujab prabhinnafy sravanti naSyanti bhavanti canye\
medafykaphabhyam khalu roga ea sudustaro var^agarianubandhi//lOlfA V., VI, 25, 1-3, localises them in the neck, In the throat and in the

shoulders (arm-pits).
AV.9 VII-74. 1: apacitarn lohininam krwa rqateti urumam
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^denopathy is called "mother of the black one" (ramdyam).
The notion of a nodule, different from others, accompanied
by others only as we have just seen in Susruta, is apparently
based on the observation that in a case of adenopathy with

multiple cells, one of these, more developed and generally older,

is the first to turn itself into an abcess. A little before the

rupture of the thinned skin, it takes on a purplish-blue tinge,

gangrenous. In this really appears a blackish tumefaction in the

centre of others, which are simply red. Susruta specified that

the nodules accompanying the principal one have the same
colour. This difference with the Atharvaveda is easily explained

by the fact that in the beginning it is as described by Susruta,
whereas the Atharvaveda considers it (in its incantations) in the

period when they run or are about to do so,1

V. Henry has conjectured that jdydnya was the general
diathesis of which the apacits were the external manifestations2,

thejdydnya designating the inflammation of the osseous tissue,

ulcers, etc., as we have seen, cannot be a diathesis. The relation

it has with the apacits consists simply in that the apacits are a

more individualised type of ailment since they are the gang-
Uonic suppurations and not just any suppuration.

3

V. Henry has also conjectured and at the same time

Bloomfield too, thatjdydnya, because of its derivation from the

root Jan, "to beget", or of a theme like Jdyd9

"
wife", could

designate a congenital disease, or better still, a venereal

disease4 , and both of them have identified it definitely as

ibid., 1-2, the sorcerer declares that he pierces them (vidhyami). It is

true that
'

AV., VII,76,1, calls them *'dry
j * but this is precisely because

the stanza anounces beforehand the hoped-for result, to force it to

produce itself, cf., V. Henry, Livre VII, p. 97.

Book VII of the Atharvaveda, Paris, 1892, p. 98 suidMagie..., p. 192.

The abcesses and the inflammations of the cellular tissue are designated
in the AV., VI, 127,1; IX, 8,20, as vidradU, in classical medicine
vidradhi which includes the common abcesses and the purulent visceral

collections. The difference between jayanya and vidradha seems to lie

in that the first word designates all sorts of suppurant ailments, hot or
cold, accompanied by local emaciation and the second, the collection of
severe abcesses. In talking of the apacits, Bloomfield and V. Henry call

it quite often "pustuls", although they make of it, rightly, the scrofulous
disease, the scrofula. The use of the word "pustuls" not only does not
come up to reality but also does not conform even with the idea they
have of the disease in question.
V. Henry, Livre, VII, p. 98; Magie... p. 192; Bloomfield, Hymns...
of. also Zimmer, Altindisch Leben, p. 377.
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syphilis. Bloomfield has brought in favour of this identification,

an argument which is more pleasing than solid. The KauSika-

sutra (32, 11-13), in the ritual indicated by it against jayanya

prescribes the attachment (to the patient) of an amulet tied with

a cord of the lute (more exactly of vina) and where also enters

another organ of the same musical instrument as a component*
From this Bloomfield supposes that the pieces of vina are the

substitutes of "nautch-girls" which must have produced the

disease and that the charm is a homeopathic one.1 To

suppose that the Atharvanic sorcerers were capable of

recognising a relation of cause and effect between the frequenta-

tion of prostitutes and the appearance of the abcesses affecting

the bones or of ulcers, is to credit too highly their spirit of

observation and their clinical sense. Even today, laboratory
tests are not sufficient for proving the etiological relations of
this type. As regards the idea that jayanya can designate a

congenital disease, it is not very probable, there being nothing
to allow us to believe that the jayanya in the Atharvaveda can

be considered as appearing from birth and how .could one then

believe it to be congenital when it did not appear from that very
moment?

The Profoundly Morbid Impregnations: Another ailment

or category of ailments is often taken to be not only congenital
but even hereditary. The disease called, ksetriyd, "belonging to
a field'*, is conceived by the Vedic commentators as hereditary
or passing in the family, sometimes having been contracted

during the period of embryo.
2 The hymns of the Atharvaveda

where the ksetrlyd is exorcised (II, 8 & 10; III, 7) do not enable

1 Hymns... p. 561, where jaya, whose correct sense is **wife, one who
gives birth to children*', is rendered by ''woman" in this case. Besides
there is nothing to prove formally that venereal diseases were known
as such from the AV. The Kauikasutra (21 1 32) does specify the
recitation of the hymn HI, 11, along with the ingestion of boiled rice
with rotten fish in case of the "disease of coitus (gramya) explained
by Parila: gramyo vyMhir mithuna-samyogdt, *'the gramya disease
results from coitus". Now Hyrnn III, 11, begins with an invocation
against ra]ayakma and ajnatayaksma (cf., supra, p. 98) and Kesava
also, in his commentary on the KauL-s. 9 declares that all this is the
remedy in case of ^consumption by coitus", maithuna~raja-yak$man
(Bloomfield, Hymns..., 341), Most probably, this remedy is meant for
cases of exhaustion due to sexual excesses (as interpreted by V. Henry,.
Magie..., p. 20) and not for diseases, which are probably speaking,*
venereal diseases.

2
Bloomfield, Hymns,... pp. 286 ff. Ed. of the Kausikasutra,p. XLIV.
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us to know its symptoms, but consider it as a bond (pasa) of

which two stars, the "unfastemngs
55

(ylcft) can deliver and they
associate it with Nirrti and with the bond of Varuna. In Classical

medicine the term does not seem to have been employed, but in

a comparison, the matrix is represented by the "field*
9

, fcsetra

(Susr., 5a/\, 11-33). It is, therefore, conceivable that the com-
mentators have been able to think that ksetriya was a disease

arising in the foetus or, better, coming from the matrix, hence

hereditary.

The grammar of Patiini explains the word by means of an

equivocal phrase; "ksetriya is one to be treated in (or: for,

concerning) another field (the field of another, of others)".
1

The commentators are in doubt. The Mahabhdsya2
says that

ksetriya is an abnormal form (nipatd) formed by the elision of
the word para, "other

9

*. In short ksetriya stands for para-
ksetriya. But the Mahabhdsya does not give the sense of this

term. Later still, the Kasikavrtti* after reproducing the gramma-
tical notes of the Mahabhdsya gives examples of the. use of the

word ksetriya as attributive adjective and offers several explana*-

tions to choose from "...the disease ksetriya, ksetriya leprosy.
The paraksetra is the body of another birth (a new body after

transmigration); it is for4 this (body) tfoat the ksetriya is to be
treated. It is said that it is an incurable disease, which caanot
be opposed, that is to say (that it does not) cease a$ long as one
is not dead. Or ksetriy is the venom; it is treated by being

kgetriyah parak$etre cikitsyafy, V-2-92.

Ed., Kielhorn, Vol. II, p. 390.

..Jk$etriyo vyddhift ketriyam kusthamfparaksetram janmantaraSanramf
tatra cikitsyah ksetriyafyjasadhyo 'pratyakhyeyo vyadhir ucyatej
namrtasya nivartana ityartha^athavd k$etriyam vi$amjyat parak$etre
para&arire samkramayya cikitsyatejathava k$etriyani tr^anijyani
sasydrthe k$etre jdtanijcikitsydni ndgayitavyanifathava k$etriyab para-
ddrikahlparaddrah parak$etram/tatra cikitsyafy nigrahltavyafalsarvam
caitat pramartam]I

Bohtlingk, whose mterpretatioa has been deemed as a,uthpri:ta|iye, has
translated the sutra of Paniini as follows:

u
jk:etr!ya bedeutet ^erst in

einem andern Korper zu heilen" d.i. "in diesem Leben "unheilba^.This
interpretatioo, though grammatically impeccable, is logically contes-
table. If kgetriya is incurable im the present life^ it cannot be said that
it will be curable in another because that life, when it occurs, will be,
in its turn, a present life. It is true that one can suppose that Panini
did not see this difficulty. But another interpretation is pppsitile. if it

is found that the disease ceases only on death, it is perfectly natural to

say it should be treated for another body, so that it does not accompany
in transmigration.
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transfeired to another field, i.e., to another body. Or the

ksetriyaarQ the herbs. When they have appeared in a field

understood as in "a field of other plants because of the cereals

they must be treated,
1 that is to say that they must be

destroyed. Or the ksetriya is the adulterous lover, the wives of

others are the paraksetra, it is regarding this (paraksetra), that

it should be treated, (that is to say) that he should be punished.

And all this is deemed authoritative**.

The association made by the Kasikavftti with leprosy

enables us to understand easily the idea it had of this word.

Kustha translated here by "leprosy", denotes in classical medi-

cine all sorts of dermatoses, leprosy being one of the severe

forms of the same. There is a decisive passage on it in Susruta;

"When a woman and a man have (respectively) the blood and

the sperm vitiated by the impurity of leprosy, the child born

of them, is itself it should be known affected by leprosy.

Leprosy in one, who has control over oneself, is curable, when
it spreads to the skin, the blood or the flesh. When it has

reached the fat, it is possible that it may be cured, but when it

has reached beyond it, it becomes incurable. It is said that

leprosy, a disease of sin, comes from acts such as the assassina-

tion of a Brahmin, of a woman, or of good persons or because

of the appropriation of the goods belonging to another. If death

takes place bepause of leprosy, it accompanies (the victim) even

in his next birth and as there is no worse disease (kasfatara), it is

called kustha. When a patient takes a vow to observe the rules

of life prescribed in regard to food and conduct* he may obtain

release from this disease by means of best medicine and of

austerities and can obtain a more favourable station (in the

next life).
2

Evidently it is with notions contained in this

passage that the author of the Kasikavftti wrote his explanation

It is evident that cikitsya must not be translated as "to treat" or "to be
cured". Cikitsya, the desideratiye form of the root eft, "to think'*,
signifies "to take into consideration, of which one must occupy one-
self." It is by means of a current specialisation that it is often taken
to mean "treatable" or "to treat'*, the sense which mixes itself with
that of "curable" because it is a principle of classical medicine that
only curable ailments should be treated.

Su6r.,
J

.2Vi&, V:
stripumsayofr kuthadoad dutaso#itaukrayolj.l
yadapatyam tayorjatamjHeydm tad apt ku$fhitaml/23/f
kutfham atmavatah (cf. 9 21) sadhyam tvagraktaptiitaSritaml
medogatam bhaved yapyam asadhyam ata uttaram/124//
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and since for Panini ksetriya designates a disease, this word
should be understood in the sense which results from these

notions. Particularly, one must understand not that the
disease in question will be cured in a new body, but that it tnust
be treated as much by recourse to religion as to medicine so
that the new body (of the next birth) may be free therefrom.

We cannot know if, in the Atharvaveda, ksetriya represents
para-ksetriya as in Panini and we do not have the guarantee
that the notion of transmigration was allowed in the circle

where this Veda was elaborated, although, most probably, this

notion appertains to the pre-Aryan, anterior basis of this text.

But it is clear that the correct significance of the name, "one
who appertains to the field", gives an extremely plausible sense
in accordance with what Susruta has to say of the incurable

dermatoses, which penetrate not only the skin, the blood and /

the flesh, but the entire body right up to ks last elements. And,
because it is a "bond" associated with the bond of Varuna, it

must be definitely a "disease of sin", as is leprosy according to

Susruta, and as are the majority of ailments just studied by us.

Thus it appears to be absolutely possible that ksetriya in the

Atharvaveda designated diseases which completely impregnated
the organism, such as the incurable leprosy. The fact that the

Atharvaveda tries to cure it, proves nothing against this last

point and must not lead us into supposing that its cure was

necessarily expected only after transmigration. It is only the

classical medicine, with sufficient experience to lay down with

certitude the progonostics of incurability, which ordains the

abandonment of incurable diseases. Hope and doubt justified

the intervention of the Vedic magician and besides, we have
seen that Susruta himself gave prescriptions for treating cases of

advanced leprosy and if not with a view to curing them, then

at least for preventing their return after transmigration.

The Fevers: By the side of major ailments which result

brahmastrisajjanavadhaparasvaharanadibhifi (cf., Harlta> in JA9 July-

Sept-, 1935, p. 136) /

karmabhih paparogasya prQhuk kusthasya sambhavam//25//

mriyate yadi kusthena punarjate 'pi gacchatij

natahkasthatarorogoyathaku$thamprakirtitamll26tl
aharacarayoh proktam asthaya mahatim kriyamf
amsadhinam viSistanam tapasas ca ni$evanat fcf., M'ahabh , XII, 5967)

yas tena rnucyaie jantuTi sa pwyyam gatim
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from the insidious ascendancy of the abnormal on the body
and which are, therefore, more or less related to the guardian

of the Norm, Varuria, one should also mention fever which can

be precisely the child of Varuna. The Atharvaveda calls it

takmdn* It clearly indicates in details its intermittent forms:
1. When fire (Agni) has burnt the water by penetrating them, there

where those who observe the Norm make adorations, that is, it is

said, the place of origin par excellence (of the fever). Knowing
us well, spare us, O Fever!

2. Whether you are the flame or the heat or the one who aims the

chips [of wood] (fire) be your place of origin, your name is Hrudu,
O god of the yellow. Knowing us well....

3. Whether you are heat or the burning heat or the son of the king
Varuna, your name is Hrudu....

4. Adoration to the cold fever. I bow to the burning Heat. To the

fever which approaches once a day, once in two days, to one (who
approaches) every third day, adoration be done.2

There can be no hesitation in recognising the shiver of the

paludal attack (cold fever), its stage of intense heat, its various

fpnns, daily, once in three days, once in four days.
3 Another

The name of fever in classical Sanskrit isjvara which is known in the
Atharvaveda as the second member of the compound afiga-jvara, **feyer
of the limbs", which we have already met with and which undoubtedly
has already occurred in the Rg-veda^ I, 4.2-8* in the compound nava-
jvara* ^

There is a great deal of literature on takman which before being
recognised as fever, was seen to represent the least expected diseases,
cf., V. Grohmarm, Medicinesches aus dem Atharva-Veda mit besonderem
Bezug auf den Takman; V. Henry, Magie... ; Macdonell-Keith, Vedic
Index, etc. Lastly, Reinhold F.C. Muller, **Der Takman des. Atharva-
veda", inArtibus Asiae, VI, 1937, pp. 230 ff. The article of P. Regnaud,
Notes d'exegese yidique, Determination du sens de "tan", "tman" et
sttakm&rf*> in Congrr Or. 1897, appertains to a series of systematic
conceptions wlp.eji are not acceptable.

?v*5:
'

"/ '-'-'"'
yM agnir apd ddahat pravi&ya ydtrakmavan dharmadhrto nafnamsi/
tqtra ta ahull pavatnam janitram sq, nah samvidvan pan vrndhi takmanHI11
yddy arcir yaai vast socitt $akalyei yddi vd te janitram/

hru^ur namasi haritasya deva sd nah. . . //2 //

yddi sokb yddi vabhiSoko yddi vd rajno vdrunasyasi putrdb!
hrudur ". //3//
ndmafy sitaya takmdne ndmo ruraya $oci$e k^nomil
yd anyedyur ubhayadyur abhyeti trtiyakaya ndmo astu takmdneII4H
On hrudu cf. V- Henry, Magie...* 184; Barth, Oeuvres, Vol. II, p. 254.
In classical medicine tftlyaka denotes the fever which comes every
third day (counting that of the first attack as the first) , therefore the
tftiyaka fever. Therefore the fever that comes every fourth day is
called caturthaka and there is no mention of a fever between the daily
(anyedyuska) and the trtiyaka (Sur^ Utt, 9 XXXIX, 67-8; Car., Cik. 9

111-34). But here, trtiyaka coming after the daily and the one coming
<every third day, can only be the one that comes every fourfeh day, the
one that attacks every fourth day, excluding the day of first attack.
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hymn invokes the cure of all the types of known fevers:

"E>estroy the fever that comes every third day, one that does
not come every third day, the continuous and the autumnal, the
cold fever, the hot one, the one that comes in summer and the
one that comes in the season of rains.1 Against this fever are
invoked (V, 22-1) Agni, Soma and Varu$a, and the same hym
(st. 12) relates it to other ailments: his brother is baldsa, his

cousin the pamdn, his sister is cough (kdsika).

Balasa designates in medicine several ailments possessing
the common characteristic of manifesting themselves in the

shape of swelling and the word also serves as a synonym of

kapha and slesmart, which denote the aqueous element of the

organism. The baldsaka (equivalent of balasa) is, according to

SBirata^Cto., IV-8), an ailment affecting the white of the eye,
wherein can be easily recognised the superficial cyst of the

conjunction/ The balasa of the Atharvaveda can have no
relation with this cyst. The balasa represents once again in

Susruta (Nid. 9 XVI-53) the suffocating oedema of the throat.3

Lastly among fevers, Susruta knows one, which he does not

describe but which he calls vata-balasakcfi and which, he sayfc.

Moreover, classical medicine knows alsb this sense of tytiyak. The
arngadharasamhita, for example, differentiates between tie intermit-

tent fevers under question by describing Iliete as tiikfiMka^ **daili^;

dvittyaka, "coming every second <!ay^ and tjrtiyaka **Gomm% every
third day~ (2, IT, 54-5).

'

vitrttyam sadamdim uta saradamj
takmdnam sftam ruram graismam n&saya var$ikam//
vitrtiya has received several conjectural interpretations; the simplest
one sees in it the fever, opposite to the tftlyaka, (i.e., which is

simultaneously the daily and the fftiyaka); this interpretation here is

quite natural, where the exorcism looks like a complete list of fevers in
which the daily and the trtlyaka have been mentioned in abridged form*
kamsyabho bhavati sitey mbubindtitulyah, sa jneyo mfdur arujo
balasakakhyah, -'There exists on the white (of the eye) something like a
drop of water, shining like copper, hard, indolent. It is to be toowB
by the name of balasaka". According to a variant it is covered witli
blood-vessels (sirdvrta). The text followed here is that of Jadav|l
Trikamji (verse No. 9).
gale ca sopham kurutah prvrddhau le$m&nilau Svasarujopapannaml
marmacchidam dustaratn etaddhur balasasarhjnam nipuna vik&ramll
te le$man and wind in excess provoke in the throat a tumefaction
accompanied by breathlessness and pain and which injures the
vulnerable points (of the throat); it is difficult to vanquish; the experts
give this disorder the name of balasa.

Susr., ///., XXXIX, 55 (Vata-balaSaka in the edition of Jibanand Vidya-
sagar, but-sa in the edition of Jadayji Trikamj^ Bombay, 1931 (verse
No. 58). Jolly was the first to point out the probable relation between
the balasa of the AV. and the vata-balasaka (Medicin, p. 72).
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is due to an excess of kapha. The Madhava-niddna defines the

same fever as follows: "A patient having a slow fever

permanently (a continuous fever), who is dried up, swollen

(who) suffers because of this, has his limbs stiffened, has lots

of slesman, suffers from vata-baldsaka" * This definition

enables us to understand the reason why this disease has the

name of vdta-baldsaka, literally, "one pertaining to wind and
to balasa (slesman)"; the epithet ruksa, "dried up", which

figures among the symptoms, is characteristic of the action of
wind2

, tHe swelling conies from baldsa^ the aqueous element of
the organism. In the designation of this fever, balasa is>

therefore, a reminder of its pathogeny. One may conclude,

therefore, that right from the Atharvaveda, balasa had the

sense of the aqueous element of the organism and was applied
to a febrile ailment only to call attention to the pathogeny
already conceived in the same manner in classical medicine.

Nothing is farther from probability. The baldsas are a type
of oedematic ailments; it is, therefore, quite possible that

balasa started with denoting the symptom of swelling and it is

only secondarily that, after the theory of the classical medicine
had been constituted, it became the synonym of slesmany the

swelling being the essential manifestations of slesman, those in

which can be seen directly in action the aqueous element of
the organism.

A hymn 0f the Atharvaveda could, in any case, lead one
to think that balasa., far from being in this text, a "swelling**,
denotes a mutilating and necrotizing disease. The hymn IV,
14 begins, in fact, as if seeming to qualify the balasa of "the
fixed trouble in the heart (or internal trouble) which breaks the
bones (asthi-sramsd), which breaks the joints (paruh-sramsdy

9
.
9

In the light of this definition, one is tempted to put aside the
identification of balasa with swelling but, on the contrary, this

identification is confirmed by a deeper examination of the

nityam mandajvaro rukab sunakas tena sidatl]
stabdhangafy slesmabhuyistho naro vatabalasaklHII, 40.

Caraka, Sutr., XII-4. The epithet of "dried up" seems to contradict
that of * 'swollen" but there is no such conflict. It is common
knowledge in clinical practice that a. part of the body, the upper part,
for example, appears thin and dry when there exist also liquid discharge
and oedemi.

asthisramsam parithsramsam asthitam hrdayn
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adjectives asthi-sramsd and paruh-smmsd. The root sramsa does

possess the sense of "falling to pieces, of being detached'* but
in classical Sanskrit, when limbs are referred to, its general
sense is "to release, to fall down because of heaviness/*

Srastanga denotes "(one whose) limbs are disjointed".
1 The

Atharvaveda itself makes use of this root in this very sense, in

a slightly modified form, in udaram sramsayitvd, "by making
the stomach hang down", (IV, 16-7) and this concerns justly
the stomach of the sinner, which hangs down because it is

swollen, because of the bonds of Varuna, It is, therefore,

quite natural to admit that the root srarhs in asM-sramsd and

paruh-srams<i evokes the heaviness of the limbs and the

disjunction of the articulations, as a result of the synovial

swelling and discharge. Moreover, tradition has preserved the

idea that the hymn IV, 14 did refer to swelling, because

KeSava, commenting upon the Kausikasutra (XXXIX, 30),

which teaches the ritual use of this hymn, has this to say

regarding the use in question: "It is said to be the remedy for

slesman".* He, thus, understood baldsa as the aqueous
element of the organism precisely in connection with the hymn
where baldsa is called asthi and parub-srarhsd*

We will discuss a little later, the word pamdn in connec-

tion with skin diseases* The fever takmdn alo&g with the

related ailments called balds$9 pdm&n and kasikS is seat, by
the exorcisms of the same hymn, which names them together

(AV, V-22) to the barbarian woman (dasT, st. 6-7) and to the

various stranger people having names which are mostly
identifiable: the Bahlikas (Bactrians), the Angas (Bengal), the

Magadhas (Bihar), the Gandharis (Peshawar District). Others

are less easy to situate, they are the Mujavants and the

Mahavrsas. The Mujavant is the mountain, par excellence^

from where comes the soma, destined for sacrifice..
3 The

Mahdbhdrata (X, 785) makes it (in all possibility it is the same

mountain) the place where Bhava (Siva) practises austerities

and it is known that the ascetic Siva stays chiefly in the

cf., various references in PW under srams> in the lower part of the
column 1 390; Kumaratantra de Rava$a> p. 181, column l t under lus

Ihod, ^relaxation of the body" which renders srastangatva, "the felling
down of limhs" in Tibetan.
&le$ma-bhai$ajyam ucyate.
Caiand-Henry, JJAgni^oma^ Paris, 1906, Vol. I, p. 44; RV.9 X-34-1.
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Himalayas, in the North. The MaMvrsas, "those who have

big bulls", seem to belong to lower Panjab.
1 This hymn

against fever has been, most probably, composed in Central

India, the Madhyadesa, say between Delhi and Allahabad,

because all the stranger people named therein surround

precisely this region.

We may also remark that the dasi, literally the "woman-

slave", is the woman belonging to stranger people, hostile to

the Vedic society and that the Mujavants are particularly

despised. The Merchant of soma, who brings the plant from

the mount Mujavant, is a being who is chased away by being
beaten with batons, once the soma has been delivered. 2

It is,

therefore, natural that in Vedic ideas, fever is sought to be

discharged on such persons. The word takman^ for its

formation, is attached either to the roots tanc or tak. The
former denotes "to contract, to coagulate" and is found only

IB the texts on grammar; it is, however, represented in usage

by the forms atancana, "that which makes the milk curdle",

abhyatancy "curdling for another", upatankya (that which

rriakds the rfiilfc curdle). It is difficult to see the possibility of

the semantic passage. Tdkmdn shows itself as ail agent-name
aM a word denoting "Coagulator" is not well-suited for

designatirig fever. On the other hand, takm&n could, more

probably, be derived from tak, which indicates a rapid move-

ment, the passage in the sense of "provoking a dash" in one
^which causes a fit." This will explain that the word has been

used to denote fever.3 Although this etymology is plausible,

otre may as well ask if it is not a loan-word. In fact, it can be

ot>s6rved that the Atharvaveda, (V-22 We have summarised its

contents' above) declares: "The Mujavants are its abode, the

Mahivrsas are its rf>ode; from the moment of your birth, O

A. Foucher thought, as he had very kindly indicated to me, that the
Mahavr?as should be looked for there, because x>f the magnificent
bovioe race of Hissar, taller than reran. It is the same race whose
specimens were sent by Alexander to Greece.

UAgni$f0ma, I, p. 47 The merchant is included among those whose
foQd must not be eaten because of their abject condition,

'

The root tak gives as derivatives paritakmya (-RF.), denoting "one who
dashes arcund'% and paritakmya, "peregrination, revolution'*; this
confirms that taktrtan must have been derived from the same root.
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Takman, yop derive pleasure in living among the Bahdikas".1

It is, therefore, not only because one desires to banish it to

stranger countries, that it is sent there, but also because it is a
disease of theirs and it cannot be excluded, a priori that its

name current in the country, where it was erfedemie^ has been,

used. In any case, the word takmdn has not survived im'

classical medicine2
, where, however, the study of classical

medicine has had a big development. Only the names of its-

intermittent forms, as we have seen, have been preserved. We
may also point out in this regard that it will be extremely

misleading to date the medical notions according to the dates

of the texts of the classical tradition in which they are

arrested. The intermittent fevers are studied in the Susruta-

samhita only in the Uttaratantra, suspected to have been

appended at a later date and yet their notion was possessed
from the time of the Atharvaveda* The silence of the older

part of the Susruta is explained by a simple lacuna in the

editing of this text.

Isolated Morbid Phenomena: The majority of other

ailments which are named in the Rgveda and the Atliarvaveda

are isolated morbid phenomena. No effort is made for

discerning across the groupings of these phenomena, the

diseases of which they represent only the symptoms. In the

presence of patients suffering from cephalitis, vojnitting ancfc

constipation, we are wed to evoke immediately the diagnosis,

of meningitis. The Vedic healer saw therein three disorders,

occurring simultaneously or, if he^ knew that these disorders

were interconnected because of their co-existence and were

connected with others which do not fail to accompany them,
the disease that caused them to occur together was not

oka asya mujavania 6ko asya
yavajjatas lakmams tavan asi bahlike$u

It is possible that on account of a certain assonance, the memory of trie

takmdn has probably given the sense of "fever" to the word atankw
which normally denotes "torment*"* and is derived from the root tank

[known only to the grammarians as also its other, derivatives, except
pratankam (AV.) which has the sense of "furtively**]. Atanka is used*

by Caraka (Cik., 111-11) and Vagbhata (A.H., Nid. 9 1-2), etc., in the-

sense of "torments" or of "disease". Only the Rajanighan^u and
certain lexicographers make it a synonym of jvara, but the Rajanf.
itself (XX- 1) takes it in the sense of ''disease". Caraka and Vagbhata,
in the passage quoted above, also use it as a synonym of jvara but this?

is because they understand once jvara in the sense of "disease".
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determined for him and did not constitute for him a definite

clinical entity. Behind the concrete lesions and evidently

morbid accidents, he did not individualise the syndroms.

Expressions such as sirsakti and sirsamayd seem to denote

the "pains in the head" whose precise nature cannot be

determined by us because the Atharva does not let us guess

their characteristics. Prsfydmayd (AV., XIX, 34-10), "disease

in the back", denotes lumbago as is apparently proved by a

comparison with the Rgvedz, I, 105-18: "He raises himself

up like a carpenter suffering from pains in the back" (. . . uj

jihite nicayya tdsfeva prsfyamayi . . .).** The "flux", asrava, is

simultaneously polyuria or even the normal flux of urine,

diarrhoea, Haemorrhage, the excessive discharge of all that

can normally or abnormally flow from the body, Sula

denotes the lancinating pain in karria-mla, "pain in the ear'*

iAV. 9 IX, 8-1). The names of skin-diseases, of which several

are mentioned, seem to be only the simple names of morbid

symptoms.
Aldji, mentioned in a list of exorcised diseases1 is well

known to Susruta under the orthography of alaji. It is not a

characteristic disease, but a type of morbid element, appearing
in various diseases. It is one of the ten vesicular ailments

*(pi$akd) appearing as a complication in patients suffering from
the "alteration of urines" (prameha), "alajf is red, white,

pustulous, painful".
2 It can arise in the penis and can be, in

that case, due to Suka, concerning whose causal nature the

commentators have different hypotheses
3
; it has, in any case,

the same characteristics when it complicates the "alteration of
urines". Lastly, alaji is also the name of the vesicles of
sclero-comeal limb: "It should be known that parvani is a type
of swelling coming from blood, round, copper-coloured, short,

accompanied by heat and lancinating pain, caused by a union
of the black and the white (of the eye); there can be at this

very (localisation) the alaji defined by the symptoms described

, IX, 8-20: vUalyasya vidradhasya vatikarasya valajehl
yak$ma#am sarve$am vi$&m nir avocam aham tvat//

**of the Erysipelas (cL Supra, p. 108) of the abcess or of that which
produces wind, of alaji, the poison, of all the weakening ailments, J
have chased them out of you, by speech'*.
rakta sita spkotavati daruna tv alaji 6/iav^ Susrv,

Susr., JVM., XIV, 1 & 5.
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above (i.e., according to the commentator Dalhana, defined by
the same symptoms as the parvani from, which it differs only by
additional thickness).

1 The most probable old sense is, there-

fore, "vesicle", in any case the name is that of a morbid form
and not that of a disease.

Kilasa is found in the Atharvaveda along with palU&,
denoting "pale", but is classically applied to hair turned white

by age or pain
2 and the exorcism of the hymn I, 23, aims to

restore the normal colouring, weakened by kilasa and palito*.

This hymn is important enough to be examined in its entirety:
1. You are bora at night, O sombre plant, black and dark, O

rajani, colour this Kilasa.

2. And make disappear from here that which is spotted, the kilasa and
the pale. That the colour which is its (the colour of that which is

white) may penetrate you. Chase the whites away.
3. Devoid of white is your solution, your station is devoid of white, you

are dark, O plant, make disappear, from here that which is spotted.

4. By incantation I have destroyed'the white spot which is in the skin,

of the kilasa born from the bones, born from the body, produced by
malefice.3

In classical medicine the word rajam denotes sometimes

tamr& tanvi dahaSulopapannd. rakta jneyd parvatfi vfttasopha/
j3ta sandhau kr$paukle *laji syat tasminn eva khyapitapurvalingaihjl

U*t. 9 U9 6.

The "vesicles of the limb" are not the veritable limfrs, yet they resemble
them and that is why we call them so. It is because of this

resemblance which, in India as in Europe, has caused the use of the
same word for denoting them as also the real vesicles.

Susr., Nid., XIII, 32-3.

naktam jatasy osadhe rame krspe asikni ca\
iddm rajani rajaya kilasam palitam ca yaf/fl/l
kilasam ca palitam ca nir it6 n&saya prsat I

& tvQ svo viSatdm varriaft para Suklani pataya/j2H
asitam te pralayanam asthanam asitam tavaj
asikny asy osadhe nir ito ndSaya pr^ll^ll
asthijasya kilasasya tanujasya ca yat ivacif
du$ya kftasya brahmajTiS. laksma Svetam amna$a/pj/4f/
V. Henry, Manuel vidique^ p. 135 note, remarks in connection with sit 3

that pralayanais derived from pra-li9

* (to dissolve oneself"; He under-
stands: "black is thy decoction (read: solution), black is thy sta^oto
(on the stalk)*\ i.e., "dead or alive, thou art always black". This

interpretation, however, is uncertain. One can also read: "Devoid of

white (when) thou art in the lying position../' which signifies

"dead (pulled out) or (yet standing) you are black". In the same work
V, Henry interprets svo var&aft of st. 2, as applicable to the plant and
understands it as follows: "take the proper colour (O plant, m the

patient's body)**, i.e., "become there dark, and thereafter, darken mm.
It is more natural to think that the aim of the formula is to transfer

the pale spots to the plant, because it is black in essence, it will absorb

that white.
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the curcuma and at others the Indigo. Curcuma being of

elearyellow shade cannot be in question in this hymn; Indigo,

dn the 'contrary, can be, with equal facility, qualified with

black inasmuch as the same names are employed in Sanskrit

to denote the black and the dark blue and it is we who,

according to propriety, translate them as "blue" or "black9
'..

On the other hand, indigo is obtained by leaving the indigo

plant to be fermented in water; therefore it seems likely that

the word pfal&yana, "dissolution", refers to this process of

extraction. In any case, kil&sa is evidently a disease of the

skin which is characterised by decoloration; it is, therefore,,

an achromatism, a morbid phenomenon which can .be produ-
ced by different causes and which is clearly described by thfr

text by being associated with kil&sa and palitd, the "pale".

Classical medicine ranges kildsa among the kusthas, that is to>

say, skin-diseases (and not only leprosy, contrary to the

Cpmmon translation given by the dictionaries). SuSrata

characterises it as follows: "The kildsa also is a variety of"

skin-disease. It is of three types, due to wind, due to pitta
and due to slesman. The difference between the skin-disease:

(the most serious, leprosy properly called) and kildsa lies in the:

fact that kildsa attains (only) the skin and does not ooze out.

The one due to wind is circular, rose, rugose and disintegrates*
a great deal (desquamates). The one due to pitta is like the.

leaf of the rose-coloured lotus and is encircled by inflammation.
The one which is due to slesman is white, smooth, thick and!

pruriginous. Among (all) these the one which appears m
confluent circles, develops at an extremity and has red hair, is-

incurable as also the one which is burned by fire (cicatrisation
of burning)".

1

The precise indication given by this text concerning the
difference existing between kildsa and leprosy shows us clearly
that one must not identify these two diseases. The form of
Kil&sa due to the wind seems to be psoriasis which has nothing

* kilamm api ku$thavikalpa evaf
tat irividhatn, vatena pitteng. le$mana cetij
kusthakildsayor antaram tvaggaiam eva kilasam aparisravi ca)
tad v&iena maptfalam arurtamparusam paridhvamsij
ca pittena padmapatra-pratikasam saparidaham ca Meismanapi svetam*
snigdharn bahitlam kandumaccal
te$it.sambaddhamaydal*am ante jatam raktaroma casadhyam agnidagdham?

,, Nid. 9 V-14.
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to do with leprosy. The two other forms do not appear to

have any corresponding forms in our nosology but are also

not of leprous nature. The fact that kildsa is a purely

superficial disease in Susruta, does not accord with the* data of
the Atharvaveda which, though it situates the white spot of
kildsa in the skin, declares that kildsa can come from the

bones or from the "body". The kildsa of the Atharvaveda

cannot, therefore, be the same disease as that described in

Susruta and one may ask oneself if it does not represent, as is

generally believed, a name of leprosy* Later, in classical

medicine, this name could have been deflected from its older

meaning, to be applied to more superficial types of dermatoses
and of a different nature. But first of all, it must be observed
that even in classical medicine there exist several forms which
are very near kildsa but which can be more profound. In fact,

on the above-quoted passage of Susruta, the commentator
Dalhana observes that according to the teaching of Visvamitra:

"(The disease), which attaining the skin, does not cause

oozing, is called kildsa. When it crosses the skin and

penetrates (the constitutive) elements (of the body), leaving the

name of kildsa, it should receive the^name of iSvitra"^ It is,

therefore, possible that in the Atharvaveda^ kildsa already
denoted the same disease which is found later in ofj^er cl&sstcal

authors. The^e later authors, fcoweyer, <k> not distijaguish the

exclusively cutaneous form of the disease, which i&

accompanied by deeper lesions. The only difference that will

persist after all, will be due to the fact that the Vedic text

considers the disease as coming out from the depth on to the

surface, whereas the classical doctors recognise an inverse sense

in its clinical evolution, which is more reasonable and is

explained quite naturally by a better knowledge of pathological
facts.

Moreover, whether kildsa has changed or not changed its

sense between the Atharvaveda and classical medicine, in the

hymn translated above, it is considered only as a disorder of

the coloration of the skin due to malefices and it is sought to

be suppressed by a tineture and by incantations* We know

1 tvaggatam tu yad asravi kilasam tat prakirtitamj
yadd tvacam atikramya tad dhdtun avagahatej
hitva kilasasamjnam ca Svitrasamjfiam labheta tat1 1
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well that achromy often exists along with leprosy but the Vedic

sorcerer limits himself to stating the superficial symptom and
to perceiving at the most that it can hold on to deeper lesions.

There is nothing to attest that he conceived it as a simple
manifestation of a polymorphic clinical entity and as a complex
one like the one called "leprosy".

The word pamdn> which figures in the Avesta as in the

Veda and denotes a "cousin" of fever, has already been

studied (supra, p. 52). The disease known as kumbhikd in the

Atharvaveda is also related to skin-diseases, concerning which

the context gives us no information, but which is well-known

in classical medicine. Like alaji, it is a morbid form which

can be met with at the penis as also in the eyelids. In the

first case1, it is compared to the stone of the rose-apple fruit,

in the second it is said thereof that "the vesicles resembling
the grains of Pistia stratiotes L. 3 which arise on the eyelids,

provoke swelling: when they burst, they are the vesicles

kumbhika*** The same hymn of the Atharvaveda mentions

along with kumbhlka dusikd which denotes "conjunctival

secretion".

Vedic pathology gives a large place to wounds, to poisons
and to parasitic worms but we are given information only

regarding the magical exorcisms used to oppose them. It

should also be recognised that the JRgveda and the Atharvaveda,

kumbhlka rakta-pittottha jambavasthi-nibhasubh& **the k. comes
from tbe blood and pitta, it resembles a stone of the rose-apple fruit and
has a bad aspect

3 '

Susr. Nid. 9 XIV, 4b. Palhana takes aSubha in the
sense of "black"*

kumbhika-blja-pratimahpi4aka yas tu vartmajaft/
adhritapaycmti bhinna yab kumbhika-pi4akas tu tdbll Susr., Utt., III-8.
The etymology of kumbhlka^ manifestly derived from kumbhl*
"pitcher", "vase", and literally denoting "small pitcher*

9

, is well-
explained by the fact that once the vesicles are open, they transform
themselves, especially when they are situated on a swollen tissue, into
small craters comparable to small receptacles. It cannot be admitted
that they have received the name kumbhlka because of their analogy, at
the commencement of their evolution (when they are still a protrusion)
with the grains of the kumbhlka plant because the other quoted passage
of Susruta compares them to a totally different type of grain, even
though it gives them the same name. Moreover, the use of kumbhlka
as the name of a disease as also the use of kumbhl to denote the
pitcher goes back to the Atharvaveda, whereas its use in Botany does
not seem to be known before Susruta. It is rather the name which has
caused the grains of kumbhlka to be selected as the element of
comparison. The grains of kumbhlka are simply the extremely small
grains of a gigantic lentil of water resembling a lettuce.
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being collections of hymns, are not books of medicine and did
not have to explain the contemporary pathology. Useful
indications are only accidental; the data of classical medicine,
when it relates to diseases, whose names were already in use in
the Veda and when this data are in accord with Vedic
indications, enables us to have some idea of the diseases known
to the Veda. But where the indications are too vague and
where the medical tradition is silent, we are left only with

etymological conjectures, which, by themselves, are not

plausible. Moreover, whether possible or not, they do not
have any interest for the history of medicine. Even when the

older sense of the word, supposed by its etymology, is clear, it

is not sure if it applies to the passage where it is found to be

employed. The Veda, though ancient, is not an ancient book
in which only forged words have been inserted intentionally.
Sufficient time must have passed between the formation of
medical terms (those alone interest us here) and their insertion

in the Veda to enable all sorts of deviations of sense and the

specialisations of usage. Moreover, the medical names are

quite often deflected from their sense right from the time of
their formation itself. These terms are habitually drawn from
banal ones denoting objects with which is compared the

disease or one of its salient characteristics. The name of the

lancinating pain, sula? is, for exartpfey the same word which
denotes "lance", slightly deflected from its original meaning.
Here the deviation is insignificant, but sometimes the deviation

is so great that the secondary meaning retains only an extremely

vague relation with the original meaning and the latter does

not enable one to comprehend the former. It is in this

manner that one of the last words examined by us, kumbhika,
has as its older meaning, "small vase or small jar**. According
to this meaning it could be supposed that a plant of this name
is a gourd and all sorts of hypotheses could be made regard-

ing a disease, called kumbhikd, imagining it to dig petty holes

under the skin as it really does. But one could rather imagine
it in the form of fistulised liquid-containing pockets or even as

cysts looking like small jars. Thus one would run the risk of

completely misleading oneself. We will, therefore, leave aside

a series of morbid phenomena till we obtain more information

regarding them, as we can have some idea of their nature only
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toy means of etymological considerations of doubtful value.

The disease apva is chased away from the interior, of the

abdomen (AV., IX, 8-9), and in an incantation of the black-

magic found in the Rgveda (X, 103-12), an apva is called upon
to trouble the spirit of the enemies, seize their limbs and burn

their hearts. This does not enable us to identify it.
1 The

disease vikUndu (AV., XII, 4-5) attacks the man guilty of keep-

ing a cow instead of giving it to Brahmins. Gldu and galuntd

(AV., VI, 83-3), Udyugd (AV. 9 V, 22-11), Nirala (AV.9 VI, 16-3)

cannot be as yet seriously identified even if they were diseases.

Vflohitd (AV., IX, 8-1; XII, 4-4) according to the manner of

the formation of the word, probably denotes a flux of the

blood (of the nose? Bloomfield), the decomposition of blood

<V. Henry) or anaemia (Whitney). Pramota probably denotes

the dumb (AV., IX, 8-4), Visard (AV^ II, 4-2), Vlsanka and
dsarika (AV., XIX, 34-10) are evidently derived from the root

s?, "to break"; probably they denote various forms of

conttisive pains, but visara appears in a list of names having
the chance of being applied to provocative demons of diseases

rather than to the diseases themselves. These names are (AV.-9

II, 4-2) 9 jambha, from the root jabh
* cto pound", which signifies

"tooth" in the JRgveda and later "jaws",
2 viskandha and

abhisocana. Other names of the same type are found else-

where: sdmskandha (with the new viskandha, AV^ XIX, 34-5),

Sipada* (in asipadd, with a privative particle, RV* y VII, 51-4),

Simida (AV. 9 IV, 25-4 and in asimidd, RV. y VII, 51-4). For all

these words one can only resort to etymological conjectures

which, though linguistically sure, .
are of no value, in the

* Oldenberg, although doubtful, translates "diarrhoea" (Mel. du Veda,
p. 425) which cannot be defended in the presence of the passage of the
Rgveda, which Oldenberg had before him when he made the
translation. In the passage in question, it could also refer to something
else than a disease (cf., Bloomfield, Hymns, 327; V. Henry, Manuel
vedique^ index which proposes "panic, rout")*

2 All sorts of conjectures have been made regarding the disease provoked
by the demon Jambha who attacks children and who is

_

-a raka$
(Parite on KauL S. 9 XXXII, 1). Zimrner and V. Henry had thought it

to be the crisis of dentition; Bloomfield took It for a crisis of
convulsions and Caland that of trismus. It is not possible at present
to settle the question.

s The commentator Sayana recognises therein the disease, sipada;
unfortunately this disease is not known elsewhere; He prdbably thought
of Sftpafia which is the elephantiasis.
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absence of decisive context, for fixing the sense in which they
are used.

Demons and Abortion: Certain names of Vedic diseases can
also be the names of demons already referred to by us. Many
of their misdeeds do not directly Interest us, but the raksas

already encountered by us and who specialise in provoking
abortion seem, according to a hymn of the Rgveda, t<=> be
considered capable of causing the death of the child during the

different stages of confinement. This hymn is interesting to

study as it thus seems to attest that the different stages of
confinement as also the risks run by the child during this

period, had been noted.
1. That with the help of the incantation, Agni, killer of raksas, push

away from here one who, being ill, having a sinister name, sits in

thy foetus, in thy womb*
2. That, which being disease, having a sinister name, sits in thy foetus*

in thy womb, (he) the eater of flesh1 , with incantation Agni has

expelled it.

3. The one, who kills thy (foetus), which is about to descend, which
is seated, one who (kills it) when it slips fast, who wants to kill it

when born, we suppress it from here.

4. The one who separates thy thighs, who lies down between husband
and wife, who licks the womb inside, we suppress it from here.

5. The one, who having become a brother, a husband, having become
a lover, lies down with you, the one who desires to kill thy progeny,
we suppress it from here,

6. The one who lies down with yoti, having misled you by means of

sleep, of obscurity, him who desires to kill thy progeny, we suppress
it from here*'.2

kravyadam in the accusative refers to a demon, causing abortions and
this is not the only example of a similar use. But frequently Agni
itself receives the epithet of "eater of flesh''*, kravydd. In this case, it

refers specially to the fire of the funeral pyre (cf., V. Henry, Magie
p. 217). Here then is another example of antagonistic forms, assumed
by the same entities. Here, Agni, the Fire, chases the kravyad; else-

where he himself is the kravyad (cf., Oldenberg, Rgveda . . . Noten9

Berlin, 1912 on X, 16-9-11).

^F.,X, 162:

brahmayagnify samvidano rak$oha badhatam it&hj
dmiva yds te gdrbham dur&ama ydnim aMye/fl//
yds te gdrbham dmiva durnamd ybnim a&dyej
agnis tarn brahmana saha nis kravyadam ariinajatl\1H
yds te hdntipatdyantam nisatsnum yah sansrpdmf
jatdmyds tejighansati tdm itd nasayamasiH"$\ I

yds ta uru vihdraty antara ddmpati sdyef
ydnim yo antar dreli tdm itd nasavamasil J4l l

f

ydstvabhrata^>dtirbhutvajardbhuivdnipddyatel
prajam yds tejighansati tdm itd nasayamasiJISlI
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It seems that verse 3 alludes to the different periods of

confinement. If the foetus can be killed when it is descending,
this is during its entry into and passage of the pelvic canal

where it can die in case of prolonged labours. The seated

foetus appears to be one that presents itself by its seat. If this

manner of presentation is not the most dangerous, it is at least

the most frequent of abnormal presentations. Lastly it is at the

time of coming out that the child slips fast because of the last

contractions which no longer meet with any resistance, and
because of the viscous coating covering the child. There also

the child is exposed to dangers such as a violent fall or a

serious drawing of the cord.

Generally the verse has been interpreted a little differently.

Mr. Reinhold Miiller, latest of all (Asia Major, Vol. VI, p.343)

understands the term just translated by us as "one who is

about to descend" as denoting "hurrying itself" (eilenderi)

because the root pat, from where the term of the text

patdyantam is derived, denotes "to fly" (in the Rgveda). But

right from the Atharvaveda itself, pat takes the sense of "to

fall" (hence the translation given)
1 and the present hymn can

be considered as belonging to an epoch neighbouring that of

the Atharvanic incantations of the same type. It is true that,

in the Atharvaveda, patay continues, as a general rule, to

denote "to fly". But since the sense of a Vedic word can be
determined essentially according to the conformity with the

context and the accord with later tradition, it should be

possible to admit that the meaning of "toN fall down" is already
attested in the Rgveda (our hymn), because it is the only

plausible meaning, "To fly" in the literal sense, would be
absurd. "To hurry" or "to precipitate" are secondary senses

in the same way as "to fall down*' and cannot be preferred to
the latter. Moreover, regardless of the understanding that the
foetus is descending or that it is hurrying, it should be
recognised that, in the two cases, an allusion is made to the
first period of parturition. It is, therefore, righ that we have

yas tv& svapnena tamasd mohayitva nipadyatef
prajam yds te jighansati tarn ltd naayamasi//6/f
The Hymn, AV^ VHI-6, takes up a part of these verses, and largely
develops these very themes, giving numerous names of demons.

1 Although the sense of "to fly" remains very much alive (e.g. AV.
I, 11-6; yatha patanti pak$i%afy, "as fly the birds").
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therein evidence guaranteeing that the Vedic authors had
observed and distinguished the phases of confinement and the

corresponding accidents; this, however, does not prove the

existence of an advanced obstetrics. Hence once again we
find a pathological fact in the Veda, but only in a stage

purely rudimentary, but which shall be later taken up with

considerable progress in classical medicine, because Indian

obstetrics, specially that of Susruta, is one of the most complete
and one of the most audacious of antiquity*

THERAPEUTICS

In the Vedic samhitds therapeutics appears essentially as

consisting of incantations, magical practices and prayers. As
such, it 'could have only a slight echo in classical medicine,
based on the knowledge of diseases and the determination of
their causes.

The majority of hymns used in curative charms, whether

they belong to the Rgveda or to the Atharva., are formulae of

exorcism of this type, irrespective of the fact whether the

disease aimed at is presented as being caused by the action of

a demon or not. But it is certain that the recitation of hymns
did not suffice. It was accompanied by a ritual, which has not

been preserved for us in the oldest texts but by others like the

Kausikasutra attached to the AtharvcWeda. This Sutra has

probably modified the ceremonies in usage in the epoch of the

Atharvaveda but it certainly contains ancient traditional data

and gives an extremely exact general idea of Vedic therapeutics.

This therapeutics is essentially magical. We have, incidentally,

picked up some of its traits, which show that it has little to do
with the really medical.1 The numerous plants mentioned in

the hymns manifestly assume the role of magical ingredients

rather than that of veritable drugs. We have already seen the

use of rajanT, "colouring", which, because of its dark colour, is

<used to re-dye the decolourised skin and will absorb the

decolorisation, of which it is antagonistic. This is not a truly

medical use. One of the chief remedies mentioned (RV,9 I,

43-4, VII, 295; AV., II-27-6/ VI-57), the remedy par excellence

For more details, cf., V. Henry, Magie . . . ; Caland, Ahindischen

Zauberritual, Amsterdam, 1900.
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of Rudra, j&Iasa is, according to Bloomfield, only urine, who*

interprets in this manner the indications of the Kausikasutra,

or rain-water conceived as cosmic urine according to

Geldner:1 in any case it is not a real remedy. But, d priori

one must think that in the Vedic epoch, one could not have

helped observing the medicinal properties of certain plants and

of their products, but these are not generally these properties

which appear in the hymns. The bdellium (guggulu or gulgulu)^

for example, to which Classical medicine attributes medicinal

properties, figures in the Atharvaveda only as an odorous

product, suitable for chasing away bad influences; *it retains this

characteristic in the field of exorcism right up to more recent

epochs.
2 The hymn, XIX, 38, is addressed to the bdellium of

Sindh and to that of the ocean, that is to say, brought in by
maritime commerce*

Along with bdellium, the hymn addresses itself to a

certain Arundhati. Often this name denotes a certain star, but

here a vegetable product is meant, also mentioned in the

Atharvavecla, which calls it Idksa tpo (AV. 9 V, 5-7). Now laksa

is the resin known as "lac"'' which flows out as a result of

pricking caused by an insect, called Coccus lacca, in the branches
of various types of trees, of whom the chief are Ficus

religiosa, Ficus indica, Rhamnus jujuba and Butea frondosa.

Hymn V says, in verse 5, to Arundhatis "You come out of the

good Ficus infectoria, from Ficus religiosa, from Acacia

catechu, from Grislea tomentosa, from the good Ficus indica
and from Butea frondosa".* Acacia catechu gives the black

1
cf., Macdonell-Keith, Vedic Index9 see jalasa-bhesaja.

* ^tOnaratdntra del Ravatia, pp. 14 flf., 40, n. 1.
3

cf., Zimmer, Altindische Leben, Berlin, 1879, p. 28.
* Bhadrat plaksan nis tisthasy asvatthat khadirad dhavatlbhadratt

nyagrbdhat parriat.
The translators have always supposed that arundhati denoted a
creeper, which attaches itself to certain types of trees (cf., Vedic Index,
see the word). It is said that it climbs the trees ( V. 9 V, 5-3) but the
trails of resin run on the bark as the stalks of creepers, with
which they can be compared. The names . of

'

trees from which it

"comes out" remove all doubt. Moreover Arundhati receives the
name of lomasa-vaksana (AV., V, 5-7) which has been translated by
Roth as: ^am JLeibe behaart" and which is included in the Vedic Index
as signifying one which has **a hairy stem*'. But these interpretations
are based only on the supposition that it is a plant. The root vctks
deputes "to grow; to shoot up" (Ger. Wachsen, etc.). The word
snould therefore be understood to mean "one which has a growth of
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catechu which Is obtained not by incision as the gums, but by
'boiling, the- 'bark; the incision of the bark furnishes a certain

gum. Grislea tomentosa produces a variety of honey in its

flowers (red in colour and used in dyes like the lac), its wood
is succulent and eatable. There is every reason to believe that

the resins and gums grouped under the names of arundhati or
laksd1 were not solely those which are produced under the

action, of the Coccus lacca and which form the red lac but
also those which are produced from those very trees by means
of incision. *In fact, in hymn V, 5 (st. 6 & 7), it is said that

arundhati has the colour of gold (hiranya-varna) and that of the

Sun (surya-varna) which can be correctly applied to resins but

not to the red lac,

Arundhati is used to obtain the cicatrisation of wounds
and heal up that which is broken. V. Henry believed that it

owed its virtues solely to the speculation of popular grammar
on the etymology of its name, ararz. . . . might have signified

arus, "wound'% and -dhati might have suggested the idea of the

root dha, "to heal".2 He put aside deliberately the hypothesis
that recognised heal ng properties might have given it its

name. The case where the name of a thing commands its use

in magic is extremely common and many Indian plants or

vegetable products draw their properties from an etymological

hypothesis or from a popular etymology.
3 But here

etymology has had no role to play. Once arundhati is

recognised as the r >. sin-gum, the reason of its use as a healer

becomes evident; this gum which comes to fill up the incisions

in the trunks of t rees and stops them by hardening is the

hair!% i.e., which grows from the trunk as hair from limbs, or better

still, "one which has a growth of hair**, i.e., which grows in trails

comparable to hair if lomany in this compound, can have the rare but

proven sense of "hair" (cf., Aufrecht, Lomasatana, in ZDMG, 1877,
Vol. XXXI, p. 768). Lastly verse 2 of hymn V, 5 says: "one who
drinks you, lives . . ,'% yas tva pibatijivan . . , , which cannot be said

of a creeper but can very well be explained when understood as referring
to a resin as shown by the rite referred to hereafter.

lak$d is the terra from which the word lac is derived by means of the
Persian-Arabic lak or lakk and the Latin (mediaeval) lacca. The
Periplus of the Erythrean Sea (6) mentions lac as lakhkhos. The two
forms of Persian-Arabic are the exact transcriptions of Indian forms.
In Mid-Indian, laka had to change into lakha (attested in Pali) or

lakkhta (on the final vowel cf. J. Bloch, Indo-Aryen, Paris, 1934, p. 41).

Magie.. . , p. 180.

Kumaratantra . . . , pp. 32-3.
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healing type. In the ritual of the Kausikasutra^ where the

translators have, this time, recognised the real nature .of the

product, appearing one under the name of laksdy this laksa is

dissolved in boiling water, mixed with milk and given to the

patient to drink.1 In another practice taught by the same
text and its commentaries,

2 the wound is washed with a

solution of lac, which is also given to the wounded person to

drink. One can easily understand the sense of this curative

rite. If the wound is bloody, it is probably a homeopathic
rite if the lac used is red as supposed by Caland and

Henry,
3 but lac is chiefly given for drinking to repair the

wound of the patient by the same process as that of the tree.

Because the resin which springs in the wound fills it up and
closes it, comes from the interior of the tree.

Despite the mystical character of Vedic therapeutics, one

may ask oneself if in certain passages, one should not recognise
references to methods of treatment that are really medical.

These could have been used in practice but concerning them
the hymns, because of their character, can only rarely provide
any information. One may ask oneself, for example, if vesical

cathterism was not known. Hymn I, 3 of the Atharvaveda,
used as an exorcism against the retention of urine, actually
refers to a reed (sard) which could serve as a sound, because
verse 7 says: "I break thy urethra as the dyke of a pond . . .

4"

and it is quite natural to think that an operation for making
the urine flow was really performed by means of the reed.

Hymn I, 2, on its side, says: "We have recognised as the
father of the reed ("or of the arrow*' made from the reed)

Parjanya (god of rain) who nourishes abundantly; we have

recognised for its mother, Earth which has numerous aspects. . .

just as the shaft of an arrow stands between the Sky and the

Earth, that similarly may this cane stand between the disease

and the flux
9
'.
5 The cane in question is a hollow stalk of a

1 xxvin, 14.
2 XXVIII, 5-6.
3 Magie .. . , p. 181, n. U
4

pro. te bhinadmi mehanam vartram vecantya ivaj
5 vfdma Sarasya pitaram parjanyam bhurzdhayasamj

vidmd vasya mataram prthivlm bhurivarpasamll
yatha dydm ca prthivim cantos tt$thati t&janamj
eva rogam casravdm cantas ti$thaiu mwlja it//
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plant similar to the sugar-cane, the Saccharum munja. It can,

therefore, be said that it relates to a sound made from a
similar stalk. This sound, once in place, is well situated

between the painful vesical globe and the flux of urine which
flows out at its other end. Unfortunately a difficulty renders

this interpretation doubtful. First of all, it is not clear if an

extremely fine stalk of the Saccharum munja can be hollowed
and used as a sound. Only a sufficiently voluminous stalk can
be emptied * of its internal sap, while keeping its sides

sufficiently resistant, but then it is impossible to employ it as

an urethral catheter. Possibly this referred only to a symbolic

operation. The hollow cane has been used without being
introduced in the urethra for mimicking and leading by means
of initiative magic the flow, which it was desired to be produced
by the urethral canal.

We cannot pursue the examination of innumerable magical

practices, which constitute Vedic therapeutics as they have no
role in the formation of the scientific medicine of the classical

epoch. Of course, it is admitted that magic prepares the

appearance of science and furnishes it within its first elements.

But it seems to be an illusion. Certainly medical magic starts

to treat all sorts of ailments, thus providing the magician with

an occasion to observe them. Besides, the curative charms

comprise the use of a large number of plants and of products

which, leaving aside their supposed magical virtue, can have a

real physiological action. From there it is readily concluded

that the magician ends up by acquiring, more or less in spite

of himself, exact notions of pathology and . of therapeutics.

But this is too vulgar a manner of conceiving the formation of

scientific notions. A notion can be called scientific only
if it comprises a rational element, the rudiments of the natural

explanation of a phenomenon or of the justification of an
observed property. When the healer observes a disease, if he

contents himself with only observing the symptoms of the disease,

he makes neither science nor magic; he does not get out of

pure empiricism. If he tries to explain the observed disease,

two things can happen. Either he joins it immediately to a

system of phenomena with which the disorder shows some

analogy, allowing its participation in this system of phenomena
without trying to find out any reason thereof; in that case he
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poses a magical relationship. Or, by means of reasoning he

relates it to a group of understood facts. It is only then that he

establishes or sketches out a scientific explanation. It is

possible that the same man, who has, at first, posed a magical

relation, later on conceives a scientific explanation, but the

latter does not result from the former. On the contrary, the

latter could only have been delayed by the former/ The right

path does not lie in the prolongation of the wrong route. A
person, who after losing his way, finds it, does not owe his

success to his former mistake; he owes it to his research.

Similarly, if the healer finds a truly medical explanation of

pathological facts, it is not because he has at first tried a

magical speculation, he has continued the research from which

the former would have led him away.

Historically, the magical interpretations are tried before

scientific explanations because they are simpler to elaborate,

but to believe that the former have prepared the second is to

allow oneself to be duped by the sophism, post hoc ergo propter
hoc*

In the domain of therapeutics, the magical use of drugs is

'$tili.le$s conducive to their rational utilisation. To enable a

magician to recognise the natural efficacity of a magically used

drug, two conditions need to be fulfilled. Firstly, the magical
use should take place under those special conditions which

may enable the manifestation of efficacity. Secondly the

magician, observing the success, should stop linking it with his

magical rite, that is tq say, should precisely stop thinking as a

magician.

Only this much can be easily admitted that in the case

where the magician sees his rite succeeds, when an accident

interrupts its normal cause, he can be put on the way of

recognising that the efficacity did not depend on that rite but
was the result of the virtue inherent in the element employed.
Experience can, then, confirm to him the existence of this

virtue in that element. Thus, by an accident of the magical
operation, a real property can, certainly, be discovered. But

still, this is not the scientifically recognised property; it is

merely an empirical datum, accidentally acquired. It is true

cf., J. Filliozat, Magie et medicinet specially pp. 129 fF; pp, 140 fif.
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that this datum can be precious and that it is essentially

medical but it is not even then scientific because practical
medicine contains a large part of empiricism. Science comes
in only from the moment when the efficacity of the remedy is

systematically explained and where its properties are rationally

applied.
Once again magic, whidh in spite of itself serves

empiricism and nothing but that, does not always furnish it

with valid data. If, perchance, the magician can cease to

attribute a curative action to magic and can relate it to drugs,
it is certain that he cannot always, if he employs several

drugs, discern the one which is really efficacious. In such a

case he runs the risk of introducing false notions in

empiricism, of as much overburdening it as of enriching it by
others.

Classical Indian medicine claims to explain by means of a

coherent system the pathogeny and applies its therapeutics as a

function of its theories; its design is entirely scientific, even

though many of its doctrines are, in fact, erroneous. It can-

not, therefore, have its bases in the pathology and the

therapeutics of the Veda. It does not, however, follow that

the classical medical texts are not rich in Vedic souvenirs^ We
have seen that a number of Vedic names of diseases are

explained by naturally climbing back from their meaning in

classical medicine to the sense possessed by them in the Veda.

But in the Veda, we have not found the prefiguration of

ulterior pathological doctrines. Moreover, we will take up
this problem in connection with physiological notions of the

Veda. .

'

.

'

.'
:

As regards therapeutics, Ve$ic souvenirs do exist in

classical medicine, but they are extremely limited. A number
of the names of plants already attested in the Vedic samjiitas

reappear in classical texts. But they are mostly employed for

dogmatic reasons or because their efficacy has been empirically

recognised and not because they formed part of the magical

arsenal of the Veda. One may, however, pick out in the

medical sambitas prayers of the same type as those of the

Vedic magicians. The Susruta-samhfta notably contains a

prayer destined to reinforce the effectiveness of emetics* First

of all, the text declares that "among the emetic substances,
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fruits and others, the fruits of madana (Randia dumetorum

Lam) are the best".1
It indicates, thereafter, with precision

the preparation of potions, prepared from these fruits, whose*

.emetic properties are, moreover, perfectly real. 2 But their use

must be along ritual lines.

"Facing the North, accompanied by the chanting of incantations, tae^

patient should be made to drink it with his face turned to the East

after be has recited this mantra: "that Brahman, Daksa, the Asvins,

Rudra, Indra, the Earth, the Moon, the Sun, Agni and the Wind,
the ?$is9 the groups of those who have the medicinal plants and the-

mass of spirits, guard you! That this remedy be unto you like trje

elixir of the /-&, like the divine ambrosia, like the nectar of superior

dragons**.
3

The mantra does not belong to Vedic poetry; it is in

Sanskrit verse of the most common type. But by the purpose
behind it, it constitutes the survival of the spirit of Vedic

therapeutics. But this is only an indirect survival because

formulae of this type have been perpetuated in those of later

Hindu religion, particularly in the abundant literature of the

kavacas, the "armour", which have been extremely popular

right up to now and which itself prolongs the Vedic prayers,

only because of the general purpose which inspires it. It is,

undoubtedly, rather by the pressure of beliefs current in non-
medical circles than by a direct souvenir of the religious

therapeutics of the Veda that this mantra has been introduced
in the Ayurveda. There also it constitutes an exceptional case.

As a general rule, the therapeutics of the diyurveda does not

comprise the use of any invocation.4 Holy prescriptions are

vamanadravyariam phaladyanam madanaphalani Sresthatamani bhavantt
OSttr.,XLllI, 1). /

'

cf., A.Dj. Achart, Quinze csnts plantes dans Tlnde, Pondich&ry, 1905,
p. 373; K.N. Nadkarni, The Indian Materia Medica, Bombay, no date,
(towards 1925), p. 737; Dr. Partnanand Mariadassou, Le Jardin de&
simples de Vlnde, Pondichery, 19J.3, p 89.

Bmkmadaksasvirudrenndrabhucandrarkanalamlabl
rgayah saugadhigrama bhutasarhgha&ca pantu te/2/
rasdyanam ivar$wam devanam amrtam yathdj
sudhevottamanagaiam bhaisajyam idam astu te/3/ Susr., sutr., XLIII,

In the preparation of emetics, it has been, however, a traditional
practice to use this mantra, corresponding to that of Susruta
Kalpasthana; I, 16) and Vagbhata reproduces it (A$(. S.

9
Sutr. t XXVII,

Vol.1, p. 139; Aff -hr.satr., XVtII, 16-17) following it by a Buddhist
mantra addressed to the Bhaisajya-guru Buddha (cf., JA. April-June,

aUOj H 1).
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found there, but they do not habitually constitute a part of
medicine properly so called. They concern, for example, the

ritual of birth, occasionally mentioned with reference to birth,

but, evidently, they do not constitute an integral part of the

obstetrical teaching.
1 At the most, one may find cases where

the use of certain plants in therapeutics does not seem to be

justified by their real properties and seems to be a survival of
their utilisation in Vedic magic.

2

1 cf. Le Kumaratantra . . , , pp. 28 ff .

ibid., pp. 32-33.



CHAPTER FOUR

; THE DATA OF THE VEDIC SAKlHITAS
CONCERNING ANATOMY

THE number of anatomical terms found in the Vedic Samhitas

is quite large. A large number of different parts of the body
have each a special name and sometimes several names. Many
of these names have passed from Vedic Sanskrit into classical

Sanskrit and are consequently met with both in medical texts

and in Vedic hymns, because they do not have a strictly

technical value and their knowledge has never been limited to

savants. The notions represented by them are quite rudiment-

ary in so far as the internal organs are concerned, their

anatomy, even in Europe, having been unravelled much later.

Moreover, it is difficult to understand, by means of the Vedic

texts, the manner in which the authors of these hymns under-

stood the organs named by them. , It goes without saying that

the Vedic hymns contain no anatomical description; it is only

accidentally that the different parts of the body are mentioned

chiefly in magical incantations, where they are enumerated in

order to chase away the disorders of each one of them or in

the passages where the elements of the \body are placed

parallel to those of the universe. And, unfortunately, there

are no precise anatomical descriptions in the medical books,
lesser still the figures. In India, where oral instruction

surpasses other forms, anatomy, which can be really learnt best

only by direct examination, was certainly taught orally. The
books contained only lists to help the memory. We cannot,

therefore, always identify an organ, whose name is never-

theless employed both in the Vedic and Ayurvedic texts.

Moreover, a certain number of names are found only in the

Veda.

Much work has been done by R, Hoernle on one aspect
of Indian anatomy, namely, Osteology.

1 But this part of

Sfudtes in the Medicine of Ancient India, Part I: Osteology * .
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anatomy Is less Important for the constitution of medical
doctrines and the work of Hoemle is based on ruinous
foundations. However, the credit, usually given to him, does,

not allow us to neglect an examination of his work.
Several hymns enumerate the limbs of the body of man,

or of the cow or of the celestial bull CRF., X, 90 and 163;
AV. 9 II, 33 almost identical to RV> 9 X, 163; AV., IX, 7 & 8;

X, 2 & 9; XI, 3 & 8, etc.). Hoernle had thought to have
found in the Hymn X, 2 of the Atharva, a nomenclature of
bones related to the one found in the Caraka-sarhhitd (ar^
VII). Now the observed concordance does not imply any
relation of dependence between the two texts. First of all it

is abusive to claim that the hymn in question contains a

nomenclature of bones. This hymn enumerates the limbs of

the body of the Cosmic Man, asking, regarding each of them,
its respective creator. Caraka, on his side, indicates the

number of bones contained in each part of the body. It is

not at all necessary to suppose that in the times of the

Atharvaveda, there already existed a list comparable to that of
Caraka and which, as believed by Hoernle, inspired the hymn
in question. This hymn refers only to the most commonplace
notions regarding the human body, and when two texts start

enumerating the parts of the human body^ the concordances,

established perforce between them, d&^ not suppose any
imitation of one by the other; Besides, the Vedsc hymn
contains several terms which are entirely unknown to Caraka

or which have been employed by him in other passages only.

Without paying any heed to these facts, Hoernle has prepared

a table (p. 112) where the words of the hymn and those of

Caraka are put in correspondence, one against another, and

are accepted as synonyms. But in order to maintain these

similarities, he is forced to lend to the author of the Vedic

hymn the strangest ideas. This is how lie establishes a

Oxford. 1907, talcing up the articles of JRAS, 1906, pp. 915 ff., & 1907,

p. I & ff. This work has been very well received by the critics (cf.,

notably Barth, Oewres, pt. p. 296; A- B. Keith, ZDMG, 1908,

p. 136), although his most excessive inductions have been challenged.

The attention to minute detail and the^erudition
of the critical

apparatus rrnTrf^Tj^^ fa* the basic hypotheses.

We have |1SSS1? cnjectures ofHoernle on

the Histoj
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correspondence between stana, "bosom", and parsvaka, "side";

now the Atharva says: kdti stdnau vyadadhuh (st. 4), "How
many (gods) have disposed (his) two breasts'* and Hoernle

feels obliged to understand that this refers to "the sides of the

two breasts". He coldly supplies the word "side** in the

translation.
1 One case of this type should have sufficed to

warn him that the Vedic hymn did not have bones in view. He
has not hesitated from changing the naturally attributable

sense of certain terms of the hymn to find them a pendant in

the medical list. For example, he puts skandha of the hymn
(st. 4) as an equivalent of the word griva, "neck" of Caraka,

which he translates as "neck~bones'% but skandha in classical

Sanskrit signifies "shoulder"; this word appears for the first

time in the Rgveda (I, 32-5) in the form of skandhas having
the ramifications (of the trunk of a tree). In our hymn it is

in plural number; one may, therefore, think that it denotes the
*'ramifications (of the human trunk)**, shoulders, neck etc;

nothing allows us to suppose it as an equivalent of the word

griva of Caraka, specially when grivd is employed precisely in

that first part of the stanza, where the other figures.
2 Hoernle

also places the words laldta and kakdtikd with regard to the

How many disposed (the ribs of) the two breasts? p. 1 10.

Hoernle places along with grivd of the Atharva, jatru of Caraka which
he gives as an equivalent of griva (although griva also appears in the
list of Caraka) and which he translates as "wind-pipe'*. The transla-
tion, which he has thought to justify by ten pages of discussion
(Osteology, pp. 158-68) is inadmissible. He has, himself, shown clearly
that jatru in singular denotes the base of the neck (p. 162) but he
claims that it is also the synonym of griva, *<neck", which (although
denoting, once again according to him, the osseous cervical column) is

ranged among the cartilages by Susruta; it can, therefore, denote the
^duct", hence the translation "duct" for jatru. But it is not exact that
Susruta **in his class-list of bones enumerating the cartilages, or tender
bones (taruna), makes them to include "the nose, the ears, neck (griva)
:and eyeballs" (p. 160) because Susruta says: ghranakarria-grivakoe$u
tamtams "the cartilages are in the nose, the ears, the neck and the
coverings of the eyes/* (Sar^ V, 17) as Hoernle had himself correctly
understood at first (p, 77). Hoernle also says (p. 161) that in regard to
the disease called manyastambha> "hardening of the muscular mass of
the neck" (torticollis and contraction), Caraka employs the expression
griva antarayamyate, "the neck becomes bent inward" (Car., Cik.

9

XXVIII, 41) whereas Vagbhata (Astanga-hrdaya, Nid. 9 XV, 22) says
Jatrur ayamyate whence gnva=jatru, ayamyate denotes **is drawn"**
(like a bow, the comparison in Vagbhata follows immediately) and it
refers to the disease called antarayama9 "tension inside** (that is to say
iiere in flexion), a type of tetanus (emprosthotonos). The words of
Caraka denote therefore that the neck is contracted (and therefore
twisted as explained by the commentators, which Hoernle understands
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compound of Caraka, nasika-ganda-kiita-lalata, denoting
together the bones of the nose, the cheek-bones and the arcs

of the eyebrows. He imagines that kakdtika represents the
bones of the nose and the cheek-bones conceived as am unique
bone. But kakdtika is most naturally explained as a doublet
or kfkatika

1
denoting "neck" and the stanza whsre it

occurs can be translated: "Which is the god (among the gods)
who, the first, has climbed the sky after having constructed his

brain, his front, his neck, his cranium, that which is

constructed on the jaws of man." 2 We cannot, therefore/

confidently make use of the identifications proposed by
Hoernle although they have been often accepted (Vedic Index,
see word Sanra, in part.; Dasgupta, Ind. Phil. y VoL II,

pp. 284 ff). On another side, the explanations of the Vedic
commentators such as Sayatia and Mahldhara do not always
deserve to be accepted. The enormous distance separating, in

time, these commentators from the texts interpreted by them,
creates the fear that they have not known the real meaning of

as if the verb a-yam denotes to wring), those of Vagbhata that the
base of the neck is contracted; it does not, however, follow that
"neck'* and tf

*the base of the neck" are synonymous. In the form of
tetanus described, the sterno-cl^ido-mestoids draw violently their
attachments so that the osseous sterno-clavicuiar, arc (which is the bone
of thejdtru) is drawn although little deformable, as a bow.

By the vocalisation of r (c vikata, RV., -iXy.1.55-1; 31
, 'Bloct; lndo~

Aryen,ip.Q5). The equivalence proposed by Hoernle will be justified

only if the correspondence of the two lists had been established as

necessary gud absolute, but precisely he gives this equivalence as one of
the proofs of the correspondence of the two lists. He, thus, argues in a
vicious circle.

hiastiskam asya yaiamb lalatam kakatikam prathamd yah kapalamjcitva
cityam hanvoly, purusasya divam ruroha katamah sa devah. 8. citya, as has
been observed by'Senart (Legende du Buddha, Paris, 1882, p. 99, n. 3)

has a double meaning, signifying "that which is to be constructed"
and the "wood pyre, the pyre having the jaws of the cosmic Man as
an image". V. Henry says (Livres, X, XI, <fe X!L, p. 48) that the

preceding verse shows the tongue as placed "on (between) the jaws"
(hanvor hi jihvam adadhdt . . .), and that in consequence citya must
denote the tongue. In any case, this is in no way an anatomical term
hut a technical term of liturgy and at the same time a commonplace
term used to denote simultaneously the organ which is between or
over the jaws and the fire of the sacrifice represented by this organ.
Hoernle sees therein the confirmation of his comparison with Caraka
(p. 177) because he claims that the piling up on the jaws ["structure
(pile) of the two jaws"] denotes the teeth, the alveolars, the osseous

palate and the climbing branches of the lower maxillary. But the

preoccupation of the author of the hymn is not that of the

osteologist; he saw in the Cosmic Man something else than a skeleton
lalata denotes ths lower part of the front, the arcs of the eyebrows.
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many ancient words (especially of those ^hich evoked no

interest for the traditional religion). Often enough theii?

explanations betray a profound ignorance of anatomy, even of

classical anatomy known to the medical authors of their

times. Lastly the etymology, although often clear and capable
of attaining, by means' of rigorous methods of the comparative

Indo-European linguistics, a higb degree of probability*

indeed the certitucb, cannot suffice to give the meaning of

technical words such as the names of anatomy. The primitive

meaning which can be restored, does not indicate quite surely

the derivative meanings in which the words have been used in

the texts. This is proved by numerous examples in our

languages. A name like pancreas, whose primitive sense is

undisputably "all fleshy'*, does not suit the organ which it

denotes. This is the gland of the spongy aspect, in which no-

part of flesh enters. Even in antiquity it did not correspond,
in its etymological meaning, with the organs so named by the

medical authors. If we had only the etymological meaning of
this word to give us some information on this organ, one
could only propose false identifications.

Therefore the sense -of many of the anatomical terms of
the Veda must remain uncertain. It is, however, useful to

compile an index of these terms, even if that were for drawing
attention to them and eventually to provoke an improvement
of their translation. It is also useful to include in this index

those names which refer to the bodies of animals, often better

known because these bodies were opened up under the knife

of the butchers and the sacrificers. This review of the

vocabulary will enable us to have an idea of the anatomical

knowledge of the Vedic period and to see the reserve drawn
upon by the authors who elaborated the Ayurvedic science.

- Anatomical Nomenclature of the Vedic Samhitas*-

dmsa (m): shoulder.

amhubedi (f): vulva ("which has a narrow slit") (VS).
vksi (n); eye. At the end of a compound, aksa.

agrajihvd (n): tip of the tongue (VS9 MS).

The term anatomical has been taken in a wide sense, comprising m
the Index even the names of the organic liquids or ''organic breaths'*.

Abbreviations used: V Veda, all the samhitas; jRK=]Rgveda;
Atharvaveda; YF^=Yajurveda==totality of Taittiriya samhita
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dnga {n): limb, body, cf., dngaparumsi (TS) 9 Climbs and joints'%

corresponding respectively to the full and New Moons,
whose totality constitutes the body of the year.

anguri (): finger-(AY)- (RY: su-anguri).

anguld (m): finger (V) (at the end of a compound): (CL),

anguli(f): finger (VS., CL).

anguli(f): finger (AV. 9 CL).

dnghri (m): foot (VS., CL).

atfruj (m, dual): bend of the knee (VS).

atiruj (m, dual): bend of the knee (MS).
adharhanu: cf., hdnu.

and (m): breath inprana from jRFand alone from Br, cf., ma.
anuvrj (dual): (KS). cf., anuvrj.
Anuka (m., n): cf., anukyd 04F),
anukyd (m, n, dual): spine regarded as a double bone (?)

j (m, f, dual): two fleshy elements near the back (Say.)

(TO, AV). cf., anuvrj.

antahparsvyd (n): Intercoastal muscles (VS)i antafypdrsva (n)

(TS).
antara: name of organ (?) (TS).
aniarodara (m): internal abdomen (interior ofthe abdomen) (-4F).

apand (m): breath directed downwards (V. except jRF, CL) cf. 9

papav&ta.

apikaksd (na): region of the armpit, shoulder (RV)9 cf., kaksa*

apikarnd (n): region of the ear (RV).
aratni (m, dual); elbow, fore-arm (cf. aratni=elbow) [2?F, VS,

(XX-8. Mahldhara: aratrii-hasta-desau, "thearatnis are the

two regions of the hand")] cf., hdsta.

dlgd (m, dual): groin (MS, VS).
&vaka (m): flesh in the form of vallisueria (an aquatic plant

with sheath-like leaves .(TS, KS).
avakrandd: organ of the cry (larynx?) (F*S5 TS, MS, KS).
Airu (n): tear.

asfhivdnt (m): knee ("which has a stone", the rotula) (CL); also

aslhivant, cf., urva$finve (n, dual); thigh and knee (VS).

Maitrayarti-samhita (MS), Kathaka-sarhhira (KS) and
(KS*); Br =BraHmaiia; CL ^Classical Sanskrit

*=Saya^a; Mahi.= Mahldhara. The absence
of the meaning of the word indicates that the
common to the entire literature from the RV. to Classi
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asdn (n): blood (AV, CL).

o5w (m): vital breath.

4iZ/(n): blood.

asthdn, dsthi (n): bone. At the end of a compound ai/to.

(m): la -'RV, "pin of the axle", but a prehistoric meaning of

"knee** -is proposed for the Indo-European by comparison

(E. Benveniste, Origin'es de la formation des noms en indo-

europeen, p.. .105): now ani in Susruta ($ar. 9 VI, 28)

denotes a vulnerable point (marmari) constituted mani-

festly by popliteal sciatica after their division above the

articulation of the knee*

ntfd (n, dual): testicle.

atmdn (m): (a) breath, soul, pneumatic entity; (b) body (m
opposition to limbs) (VS9 Cl).

Snd (m): (a) mouth (RV, Say.: nose; cf., CL dnana); (b) breath

(cff> and) in uddna, vydna, samdna from AV^ rare CL
wwta (n): region of the neck (Say., TS> KS).
dntrd (n, pL): entrails, small intestine.

as (n?): mouth (R V)'.

asdn (n): mouth (V).

dsyd (n): mouth.
iksu (m): lower eye-lashes (V.S, MS, TS).
irmd (n): front-foot of animal ( 4F"),

uchalakhd: dual, hapax (?) (AV).
.Itf4'(ii): eyebrows (VS, MS> JKS, JBr.).

uttarahanu: cf., Aani/.

utsddd (m): protuberance (from the body of an animal) (FF),
wrfara (n): abdomen,

udaryd (n): flesh of the stomach (FF).
uddna (m): breath directed upwards (V. except 18 Pi, Cl).

udhan: cf,, under udhan.

upapaksa (m): side

wpa-s (m): upastha

updstha (m, n): genital organs (chiefly feminine) "that whick is

held below'% ^foundation** (VS, MS, KS, Br. J?F>-
figurative use supposing the sense of "lap'%

c'bosom**

(I, 146-1: pitr6r upasthe" in the bosom of his parents*').
was (n): chest.

tdba (a): embryonic membranes (later Vedic: amnios, of.,

Kumdratantra, p. 35).
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u$niha (f., dual, pi): cf, usmsa(?): cranial protuberations (parietal
vertex and bosses) (RV9 AV).

udhan, udhar^udhas (n): Mamma; also Mdhan in tryudbam, RV
udhan, no CL

ubadhya (n): contents of the entrails (undigested nomrisliB^pt)

cf,, uvadhyu*
uru (m): thigh.

uavdhya: RV orthography of ubaahya*
(f, pi.) vessels (or tendons) which are found, above ankles

(in the quadrupeds) [VS (Mahl. gulpftadhafysthd na^fya^)J.

L, pi): cf. rksdld (AV).
ojas (n): corporeal vigour (CL medicine: vital sap),

6$i (m): arm (Neisser, Zum Worterbuch des Jjigveda (RV).
&$tha (m): lip.

kakatika (f): neck, cf. krkdta (AV).
kakud (f): tourniquet (culminating point), bosse of 2^ebn# (^10,

cf. Sitikakud (TS) and below kakud.

kaJcfa (m): armpit (AV9 CL)'-cf. apikaksd.
kdnkukha (m): cf. the following (AV. Paipp.).
konkusa (m, pL): part of the head (?) (AV).
kanlha. (m): throat, larynx (AV, in sahdkanfhlM; M&IV5,in

adharakanthd & suskakantha; alone: CL
kdnfhya (n): flesh of the neck (VS).
kananaka (m): apple of the eye (TS).
kaninaka (m): apple of the eye (VSy CL),
kaninikT(m): apple of the eye (MS),
karilnika (f): apple of the eye (AV, MS, TS9 KS, CI.).

kapdla (n): cranium, flat bone (in the form of potsherd) (AV,

IX, 8-22: sirsnah kapalani, CL) cf., sirsakapdla.

kcfplnjala (m): pastern (YV).

kdpirth (m): penis (* which gives the pleasure**) (RV)*

kaphaudd (m, dual, hapax): Bohtlingk-Roth "elbow5
*?

:

'(AV9

X, 2-4)* Appears in an enumeration of the parts of tl^

body attached to the trunk. Could be brought near

kapola, "cheek**, which is more recent but the disaspiratibn

will be^^ unusual (cf, J. Bloch, Indo-Aryen^ip.59). One
not invoke the disaspiration of Pali kaponi

kaphoni, "elbow*% given by Childers following Abhidhanap-

padlpikd* this reading not being found in the texts

(communication of Helmer Smith). One could ask oneself
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if *kaphaula9 in the dual, would not designate two humid

organs (old) of phlegm (kaphcti such as the lungs, but

kapha is found only in the CL and ola in later lexicons,

k&bandha (m, n): stomach (meaning derived from the primitive

*tua" (4V). In CL *<trunk", cf. Louis Renou, JA, July-

Sept. 1939, p. 391.

kard (m): hand. All the texts, but the RV uncertain* In CL
become secondarily "ray'% cf., L. Renou, JA 9 July-Sept.,

1939, p. 346.

kardsna (m): fore-arm (RV), cf., L. Renou, JRSX, 1937, p. 23;

enlargement of kard.

karukara (n): ? (AV9 Br.)*

kdrna (m): exterior part of the ear.

kakud ((): palate [CL (Lexicons)], cf. kakud above.

kasi (m; : closed fist (RV).

kikdsa(f; YV% CL m): vertebra (CL "bone")* cf., under jatru.

kuksi (m, dual and pi.): small pelvis, pelvic regions.

kulphd (m): gtdphd (cf. kustha & kuha).

ku$fha (m, dual): big sciatic cut (MS, VS). (MahT. kakundara

andcf., Susr. Sar., VI, 31).

Jtusfha (dual): a part of the horse*s body (TS). (Bloomfield,,
Vedic Cone, under pratikramanam ku.) cf. gusfhd.

kusihikd (f., pL): a part of the legs of the cow (?) (AV).
kusindha (n): trunk (described as one which is held by the thigh*

and supported by the shoulders) (AV, also Br.).

kuhd (m, dual): part of the horse's body (TS). (Vedic Cone.
under viryam kuhdbhydm) cf., guhd.

krkafa (n): neck (AV9 IX, 7-1) (opposed to lalaja as kakafika).
ke&a (m): hair [V. except RV (but RV: kesin, kesavant* etc.), Ci.].

koiyd (n): two chunks of flesh situated on the covering of the
heart (Mahi. VS, TS9) (Padapdfha, nikosyd).

kro4d(m, Cl: n): breast (of horse) (AV, CL).
kloman (m, CL nl): probably lungs [V. except RV (VS, XXV-8:

plural)]; sometimes right lung, more often totality of lungs
(singular) or lungs (and their lobes) (pL).

kstp (f, pi); finger, index? (RV).
ksira. (n) milk.

khd(n): openings of the body (AV9 CL).
khadl (m): molar tooth (TS, KS).
fdbhasti (m): arm, hand (becomes Cl/<rays"; cf., L. Renou, JA.,
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JulyrSept,, 1939, p. 345.)

gdrbha (m): I . womb; 2. embryo.
gavw[,i~ (f); ureter (?), two canals which collect the untie

coming from the entrails (Say. on AV+ 1*3-6) TS (in the

mantra corresponding to AV9 I,l 1-5) cf, parinah.

gavmikd (f): ureter (AV9 I, 11-5) (Say. gavinike ypneft

pdrsvavartinyau nirgamanapratibandhike nadyau" the

g* are the two canals situated on the sides of the uterus

and hindering the expulsion'* ?): IX, 8-7 (yd wOt

anusdrpaty dtho etl gavinike, **the one the disease

which creeps along the thighs and attains the **).

gatra (n): limb*

gudd (n): 1. rectum (TS, CL); 2 vagina (VS).

guda (f, often pi.): rectum, big intestines.

gulphd (m): ankles (V. except RV9 CL)
gusthd: cf., kusfhd (KS).

guhd (dual): cf., kuhd (KS).

gtdhrd (m): armpit [TS (Say. kaksd but in pi.), KSTj.

gnvS(f): neck [V, generally pi., CL, sing. and^rriFat na* (cf.,

grivadaghnd, TS)}.

glau (m, pL): vessels of the heart (My> VS9 (MahL hfdaya-

ck$an (n. dual): eye (AV).
cdksas (n): eye (RV9 AV).'
cdksu (m) eye (UF> but kapax
cdksus (n): eye.

carman (n): skin, leather,

chavt (f): glow which attains the eye [TS. (Say*

kantih), KS}.
chubuka (n): chin GRF, CL cibuka, cubukd).

jaghdna (m): posterior (in comp. alsojaghana* q.v.)*

jdngha (f): leg.

jajhdra (n): abdomen*

jatru (m, pL): clavicles and sternum, or clavicular and sternal

regions (specially siib-claviculars and sub-stemals. CL
base of neck, joint of neck and of the chest). In 'Sat. Br+9

VIII, 6-2-10: ima ubhayatra parsavo baddhah kikasasu ca

jatrusitS'bis sides are attached on both hands to the Kikas&st

and to the jatrus"\ Therefore, /:*=vertebra, /*===sternum* to

which are joined the clavicles,
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jfigham; cf., Jaghdna.

janu (n): knee, cf., jnu*

jambfla (n): stomach, but JAohLjanumadhya-bhaga^ "middle

part of the knee** [VS, MS, KS, TS (Say. amasaya, a

more probable interpretation than that of Mahl. , because
* the context refers to teeth and tongue which pulverize the

plant which is deposited in the stomach.)].

)&mbha (m): 1. jaw (RV, AV, VS, CL); 2. teeth (CL),

jambhya (m): teeth, specially lateral teeth (Say. on JS1

, V,
.7-11, YV).

^arayu (n): back-load, embryonic annexes, placenta (prop, "that

which is cast off"). (Later Vedic sometimes "chorion",

cf., Kumaratantra . . . ..p. 37).

jihva (f): tongue, cf., agra-jihvd.

juhu (f): tongue (of Agni, a metaphorical expression) (Jf?F)-

jj$u=x=jam sit the end of a compd. and mjnubadh (RV).
takari* takari (f): pelvic organ (?) indeterminate (TS. in the

same formula AV t. is rephased by meha*id) 9KS(takari),(TS).

tagari (f)=takari (AV. Paipp.).
taniman (n): liver (TS, Br.),

tanu (f): body.
talu (n, rare, m): palate (VS9 CL).
tedani (0: blood (?) [AV, VS. (Mah. tedanim devatam)}.
tvdc (f): skin.

da9 danl: teeth in ubhaydda dant "one who has teeth 00 tfae

two jaws" (RV, AV, TS).

ddmsfra (m): canine tooth (VS* MS, KS, CL),
ddnta (m, n): teeth.

danta-miila (n): dental root, better still, base of teeth (FB/:CL),

(f): rheum (V. except #F, CL).

(n, dual): 1 . lower part (of the fore-feet of an animal)
(AV), 2. arm (AV, TS).

(n.m., RV once): arm.

dhamani, -i (f): vessel (relatively voluminous according to Say.
cf., Snavan) (AV, CL) cf., p. 130.

nakha. (n): naiL

wndathu (m): sexual organ (/ft., "pleasure") (7S*, KS).
mds (f): nose, nostrils (dual), cf., nas,

ndsya (n): vibrissa (VS, MS KS).

(f): canal, vessel (AV* VI, 138~4 S spermatic canals or cords;
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y& te natfyau devdktfe ydyos tisthati vrsnyam, "the two
canals made by the gods, in which resides virility"; KS,
Cl.). cf. vrsnya and p. 158.

nSbM (f): Navel [V. except JRF, (but nabha at, the end of a

compd. RV), Cl.].

Ms (f): nose (jRF, II, 39-6) cf., nd$>

n&sa (f): nose, nostrils (AV> CL).
nasika (f, dual): nostrils.

nikosyd:cf., koiya & singi.

nlpaksati (f): second rib (cf,, paksatt) \VS, TS3 (Say. rib adjacCTit

to ll&paksati, second free rib?) MS9 KS}.
nirbadhd (m): protuberance (cranial ?) (YV)

pakfd'(m): side.

pakasatt (f); fiirst rib \VS (13 are mentioned for each side),

KS> MS, TS (Say. daksina-parsvasya mule varttamana

yeyam vankrih sa paksatify, "p. is the rib situated at the base

of the right side", first free rib?)]

pdkfman (n): upper (eye) lash (VS> MS, TS* CL (eye) lashes),

pdd (m) foot, cf. pad.

pdyas (n) milk, eventually sperm,

panrtah (a): com in KS9 XIII-9 to gavinyau of TS, III, 3-10*1*

pdnts (n): joint (joint or, often, portion included between two

joints, limb or member of the body) (V., Br,).

pdryan (n): ibidem.

pdrsu (m): rib. (V., Br., Cl.parfuka).

p&Sas (n): penis (V. except JfJF., Br.).

pajasyd (n) ? [Say. on .RF, chest, on TS.: heart; Mahi.=limb
which is the cause of force in a quadruped; Geldner on

JRF="inguen" (abdominal coating?); V. 5 Br. (in RV9

iri-pajasya) ]*

y: totality of transversal apophyses [VS, TS, (Say,

eta vankrayo yasmin prs{ha-bhagagate *sthiparvaiese

sambandhyante so'yampaturaK) J.

(m)=pdfurd (KS).

(m)=hand

pada (m): foot.

padu (m): foot

papa-vata (m): "bad wind9 *

(T^ V, 7-23; Say.

payu (m): anus (V* except J^F, Q*)-
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parfvd (a., m): side.

jparfni, i (f.): heel.

pitta (n.): bile [V. except RV. cL]

pivas (n): fat (RV, AV).
pucha (m, n): tail {AV (other expressions* X, 9-22 for tail of

serpent, bird, etc.) CL]
puritdt: cf. the following (T^S).

puntat (n): pericardium I>1F, FS (XXV-8, MahL: puntad
hfdaydcchadakam antram **/?.= entrails which cover the

heart")].

pulitat: pericardium (KS).

puRtat: pericardium (MS).
pi.): vertebrae (V, Br.).

(n.): back*

(f. (comp.)v dual); flesh near the anus. ? (Say.), (jftS, KS)
pratistha (f): leg ("supporting point**) (AV).
pratyasa, (m or n ?, dual): excrescence near the sexual organ

(Say.) (TS9 KS).

pr&pad (f): fore-foot (AF).

prdpada (n, dual or pL): fore-foot (animals). (^F).
pmsddd (m): hymen ? ITS' (Say. "sort of particle of -flesh

which falls at the time of defloration?"^ visasana-kala-

patito mamsa-lesa-vise$ah) 9 KS}. cf., visasana.

pr&nd. (m): L vital breath; 2. breath of the anterior part of the

body.

plai(m 9 sing.): urethra, penis? (MahL &sna); pL spermatic
canals and urethra (excretary canals) (Mahl.: sisna-mula-

na4yahy "canals at the base of the penis") (V, Br,)^

plihdn (n): spleen.
barsva (m): gum (Say.: danta-mula-mamsa, "flesh at the base of

teeth") (FF).
baldsa: cf supra, pp. 117-19.

bdhu (m, dual): arm.
blla (n) 1. orifice of sectioned vessels (A); 2. excretory orifice

(AV, I, 3-8, vastibila, "orifice of the bladder, uriixary

meatus")*

blja (n): sperm (/#., "seed", "grain").
bhdmsas (n): anus ?, anterior part of the hip-bone (MacdoneB-

Keith, Vedic Index) (RV, AV).
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bhasdd (f): behind, vulva (V, Br, Sutra).
bhasad (m): behind, buttock (MahL, RV> AV> VS) (Mate,

nitambau) (MS).
bhdsman (n): part of the body ? (FT).
bhru (f): eye-brow.

majjdw (m): marrow.
mdtasna (m, n, dual): unindentified viscus [J?F, (Say. pSftivayor

vartamdnav dmraphaldkrti vykkau, "kidneys looking like

mangoes, situated in the sides), VS. (MahL: grivddhast&ct*

bhagasthitahrdayobhaya-pdrive asthim" bones or 4
*stonea

9>

or "mass*' found on each side of the heart, below the

neck), (MS, KS).

m&nya (f, dual & pL): muscular tendinous mass of the neck

(V. except RV, CL)*
marman (n): vital point (essentially vulnerable) (V., CL).
malha: which has excrescences at the neck (goat) [TS (Sly,

galastana, which, according to the Valdyakanigha^u
quoted by Umesa Chandra Gupta, Vaidyaka-sabda-sindhu
denotes chagagalasthastana "(appendix in the form of)

udder found on the throat of the she-goat")].

mastiska (m, n): brain.

mamsd (n, sing. & pL) flesh,

mukha (n): mouth.

muskd'(m 9 dual): 1, testicles; 2* big lips (AV)*

mu$ti (m): fist.

mutra (n): urine.

murdh&n (m): head,

medhra (n) Penis, cf., mehana.
medas (n): fat.

mehana (n): 1. penis (as an urinary organ) (J?F, CL); 2* mrcttm

UK, CL).

yakan (n): liver.

yakrt (n): liver (V. except J?F/CL),

y6ni (f): womb, vagina.
rardta (n): forehead (VS) cf. laldta,

rdsa (m): fluid of life, organic sap*, sexual secretion, of., pp. 27,,

165.

r&as (n): sperm.
roman (n):==loman.
romasa (n); vulva (7i/t **which has hair

n
) (RV).
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r&ra (m, dual): articulation of shoulders (F^ MS).
lalafa (n): forehead (especially lower part of the forehead*

arcade of the eyebrows). (AV) cf,* rarata.

Uman (n): hair,

I6hita (n): blood (V. except RV9 CL)*

wksdpa(f9 pi.): breast, flanks (RV, AV). breast (womb) (RV
X, 27-15). But cf. CL vanksana, groin.

v&ksas (n, sing and pL): breast, chest.

wnkri(f): rib,

v&namkdrana (n): organ of defecation (RV)
mnisfu (m): cf. the following "(M.S, KS).

mni$lhu(m): colon (V, CL, F^ XIX-87: kumbho vanlsthur

janita i&cibhir ydsminn dgre yonyam gdrbho'ntah>'
9 "the

vase vamsthu is generator by assistance; in it, in the

beginning, in the womb is the foetus
5

*, MahL: sthulanira,

**big intestine". But, in a popular type of anatomy,
confusion can arise between a big viscus shallow like the

colon and the uterus, which being gravid, fills up the

stomach.)

v^p^ (f): epiploon (specially the fatty epiploon of the bullock,
the thin epiploon of the horse is not well-known, cf,,

P.E. Dumonf, L'Asvamedha, p. 185) [V. (.RFin vapdvant,

vapodara), CL]*
vdrtas (m): eye-lash (FS> MS),
vdrtman (n): eye-Hd (AV, CL).
vasdi vasa.

vdsa* vasd (f): fat of the muscles.

vast! (m, f): bladder (V. except J?F> CL).
vdha (m): shoulder (of the bullock, "the one which carries")

(AV, VS, TS).

vdjina (m): sperm (MS).
vayu(m): breath (of the mythical bull^wind) (AV3 IX, 7-4;

CL: wind and wind of the organism ==organic breath).
vala (m): horsehair, mane, horse-tail (V, except jRF, CL)*
vdladhana (n): tail (TS).

vijaman (n): genital organs (SSy.), inguinal regions ? (cf. p. 110)
(AV).

vis&sana (n): vulva ("cut
5

%
* tf

deaoration'* ? cf. prasadd). (TS, KS).
viana (n): hom (crumbling, "which detaches itself

5

*)

Wkkd (m, dual): kidney (AV, VS, MS, Br^ Sutra),
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(JS),

(m, dual): testicles (VS, CL).

(n): virility, but AV, VI, 138, 4, concrete sense, (virility

residing in several canals, cf., na$i)9 therefore "sperm**,

cf., visrilya "sperm*
9
in Vddhulasutra* Caland, Acta Or,,.

IV, 1927, p. 184.

witasd (m): penis (metaphorically 'twhich is related to the reed",

cp. rod) (RV^AV, in lit. sense, CL),
vyatta (n): open mouth (AV, VS? TS> Br, 9 cf,, CL vyattanama^

vyattasyd).
vyand (m): breath diffused in the body.
vr& (f): finger (RV).
fakunisadd (m): part of the horsed body? (YV)
iaptra (n): labial commissure ? (KS) cf., isndptra.

iaphd (m): hoof (of quadruped).
sfcfrtra (n): 1. body; 2. parts of the body (pi.) (J?F).

idrkara (m): granular bone, rugose (small bone of the face and
of the cranium) \TS, V, 7-11 (Say* sarkardh tatmdrsdni

kathinasthini)~\.

Sakha (f): finger (metaphorically, RV. denotes in CL the limbs

by special use of the sense of "branch") cf., skandhd.

sikhandd (m or n, dual): flesh above the hips (Say.) (TS, KS).

singi (f): part of the entrails (TS, I, 4-3-1; but VS, XXXIX, 8:

, , . singinl kosyabhydm . . ., Mahi.: singmi ingisamjnani

daivatani, "^i=the goddesses called ")*

Sitaman (n): according to Nirukta "arm", "womb", "liver
58

,

"fat" (VS), cf., sitiman.

sitiman (n, dual): excrescence near the sexual organ (Say.) [TS>.

KS> (?manty\ cf., sitatnan.

sipt (m): in sipivisfa (=^epa, Nirukta). Probably, skin^ prepuce

(RV,TS,KS).
Slpra (n): lip ?, tooth ? (RV9 MS).
Mprd (f, pi.): denture (RV).
siras (n): head.

$isnd (n): 1. penis ? C&F, AV)i 2. tafl

Mrsd (n): head.

5fr^an (n): head (V).

&r$akapald (n): cranium, brainpan (head-bone in the form of

potsherd) (AV> TS, CL)-
sukrd (n): sperm.
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Mpti (f): shoulder (according to the Avestao mpti) but Say:

mouth (RV).

^rnga (n): horn.

Mpa (n): penis,

Jepha (m): penis (2*5).

sniptra (n): labial commissure (MahL VS). c, the following.

mydptra (n): labial commissure (2*5). cf., saptra and Jndptra*

im&sru (n): beard.

sroiii (f): hip (V, Cl. pelvi-perineal regions).

Srotra (n): ear (organ of hearing, not the external ear). f of.

karna.

samsidd (n): cf. the following (J?S).

samsuda (n): nostril \TS, (Say.; samtataksarano nasikadifa ^conti-

nually flowing nostrils**, etc.)].

sdkhti (n, dual, pL): thigh (K, CL) by euphemism "vulva** (V).

samtdnd. (m): tendon ? (TS).
mudhl (m): joint, articulation,

samand (m): concentrated breath (V. except J?K., CL)-
satu (m): womb (but an improbable conjecture) (RV).
sdnu (m, n): back, rump (of Vrtra* of Vala, of a horse, literally,

**summit" "plateau* *, cf,, Benveniste-Renou, Vftra et

Vrthragna,p. l35)(RV).eLsnu.
siman (m): vertex, line of the parting of hair and of the body

mtrl (f): womb (of the cow?) \AVy IX, 7-4 (But the hymn
refeis to the mythical bull.)].

jsfkvan (m, n): labial commissure [RV* Cl. (SuSruta, srkvani9 f)3-

sehu (m); indeterminate viscus (AV9 KS).
skandhd (m, generally pL): ramification of the trunk (cf,

skandhas, RV, I, 32-5, referring to a tree) (V,.CL).;Cf.
sakha.

stdna (m, n): breast, udder, dug.
stuka (f); tuft of hair (on the head of a horse) (RV AV)> of.

the following.

stupi (m): tuft of hair (VS) cf. the preceding and the following.

stupd (m): tuft of hair (MS) cf. the preceding.
straina (n): vulva but exactly "that which is feminine'% a

sense which generally suffices (AVf VIII, 6-4 ?). All the

texts:
"that which is feminine".

sthura (m, dual); fetlock-joint of a quadruped (VS, TS, KS> CL)*
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sthuraguda (f): big intestine (TS, MS, KS).
sthulagnda (f): big intestine (VS).
snavan, sndvdn (n): tendon (cf. Cl. snayu) but Sy. (on AV, H*

33-6) fine vessel (cf. dhamani) (AV, VS, TS).
snavanyd (m or n, dual): base of five tendons (Say.) (TS* KS)
srakva (m or n): mouth of carnivorous animals ? (RV)+
sveda (m): sweat.

hdnu (f, dual): jaw (V, CL) cf. uttarahanu, "upper jaw" and
adharahanu, "lower jaw** (AV).

h&Kksna (in or n): (AV, II, 33-3; in TS, V, 7-23, name of animal).
hasta (m): hand, also fore-arm (cf., aratni); trunk of elephant.
hardi (n. m): heart (RV, AV).
hira (0: blood-vessel (AV9 KS, MS, later Vedic hita, CL 5/m>

(cf., p. 160.)

hid (n): heart.

hfdaya (n): heart cf., sthulahrdayd, (TS). "big heart?'*

hrdayagrd (n): point of the heart (VS, Cl).

hfdayaupasd (m;: organic mass located near the heart (YV). The
interpretations "aorta'* (VS, XXV-8) or "heart and

pericardium" (dual, TS, V, 7-16) proposed by Bohtlingk &
Roth are not justified by the Commentaries. MahLr
hrdaye upasete hrdaya-upasam hrdayastham mamsam*
"flesh which lies on the heart, which is situated on the

heart" and the aorta is not a "piece of flesh". One
should rather take it as referring to l^ie left auricle or ta
the fatty and conjunctive mass which cover the heart. On
TS, Say.: hfdayamadhyam astadalam mamsapadmam
aupafam tadvestanam mdmsam, "the centre of the heart

is a lotus with eight petals, the aupdsa is the flesh which
surrounds it". The heart is usually compared, in the

classical period, to a lotus and in the Chdnd-up., VIII, I,.

1-2, but the description of the pericardium as flesh is not

satisfactory.

The examination of numerous terms contained in the above

list shows that many of these are metaphorical or periphrastic

designations. They are not veritable terms, consecrated by the

usage of the language. They are much less technical terms.

Occasionally employed in the mantras of the ancient Samhitas,

these designations have often remained in the vocabulary of the

later Vedic texts, Brahmanas, Ara^yakas and Sutras. This is.
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how they are so frequently encountered, but it does not

follow that they were never really in usage. It is quite natural

that belonging as they did, to the fundamental mantras, they
have often been taken up again in the literature devoted to the>

interpretation and the ritual application of these mantras. But

they have not come out of the sacerdotal jargon and have not

come into classical Sanskrit. Not possessing the value of the

anatomical terms, they are not found in the medical textsu

Moreover, a certain number of words used in the Vedio period
have gone out of use during the centuries that passed between
this epoch and that of the scientific manuals. On the other

hand, in these manuals are to be found many other anatomical

terms found from the Veda onwards. It is here that one finds

terms which are quite often authentic and which have been

preserved not because of the sacred character of the mantras

containing them but following the preservation of the Vedic

language itself in classical Sanskrit.

Leaving aside banal terms such as the ones which denote

organs like the heart, feet or hands, there are certain others

which deserve to be studied, because in medicine they have
become technical terms, while retaining a great part of their

old Vedic value. They correspond to Vedic notions which
laave remained as formative elements in the classical doctrines

of the doctors. They can be divided in two groups: names of

organs or of the regions of the body and names of the

substances which compose the body. From the first group we
will retain only those which denote the organs or regions

playing a specially important and characteristic r61e in the

physiological conceptions of Ayurveda: the canals and the
vulnerable points.

The canals are denoted in the Vedic samhitas by the
names of nadl, dhamdni and hird. The first two have been

preserved without any change in the Ayurvedic texts, the .last'

one having been replaced there by the term, sird.

The sense of nadl (written as nali) in the oldest passage
where it appears (RV.* X, 135-7) is "flute

9 * or "straw*:-
"

. . here is the seat of Yama which is called the residence of
the gods; this flute of his is blown; it is prepared by the
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chants".* The root dham, used here for "blowing*", ,1s the cms
from which is derived dhamdni practically becoming a synonym
of nadl, but which, in the JRgveda (It, 11-8), is a "breath"^

("sent by Indra/* indresitam dhamdnim . . .) and not a tube
which conducts the breath* The term nadi, on the contrary,
was definitely a conduit of air and it has remained the same in

the anatomical exercises of the Yoga. But it has also been a
**tube''% capable of being filled tip with any material. The
Atharvaveda (VI, 138-4), regards as nadi, the two conduits of
the human body, which are the spermatic ducts or the cordons

{cf, p. 124). Moreover, the word na$i is to be met with as a
derivative of nacta, "reed".8 Similarly, in the Ayurvedic texts,

na$l does not exclusively denote "channel- for air'*, but is

commonly used to denote **channel" in general. This is how
na$i has come to denote the nourishment-providing vessel of
the umbilical cord: **

the umbilical vessel of the embryo is

connected with the maternal vessel carrying the organic sap**-
4

It also denotes the tubulure of an inhalatory apparatus, an

apparatus causing "vaporisation by tube", nadisveda* There-

fore, the general notion of nadi in the classical medical texts is

the same as it had been in the Vedic epoch.
In the epoch of the Atharvaveda, the mystical speculations

on the similarity of the nddi of the human body with the

cosmic regions had already commenced. But in this respect

*Ayurvedic medicine has not preserved the heritage, which has

been passed on, in its entirety, first to the later Vedic texts and
then to the texts of Yoga and Tantra. The hymn X, 7 on

skambha, the "support" of the world poses, among other

idam yamasya sadanam devamanam yad ycyatef
iyam asya dhamyate na\lr ayam girbhih pari^kfatafiJI
This sense of "flute" or <4reecT* is found elsewhere, for example,
XXIII, 4, beside other names of musical instruments.

Sayana writes that it is the "voice" put forth by Indra. Actually it refers

to the effect of thunder, voice, (and in consequence, breath) of the
cloud.

dhamdni is, on its side, derived from dhamana given as a synonym of
nada, **reed*\ in the Amarakosa, but dhamana is found quite late.

Actually speaking it denotes *'one who breathes in"
1 *

(on tne formation
of the word, see Renou, Grammaire Sanskrits, p. 168).
matus 1 1 khaiu rasavahayam na$yam garbhanabhinajfl pratibaddh3f

(Susr., Ssr. 9 111-27).

Susn, Utt., XXl-3, cf.^
tfna$i in the form of the elephant's trunk4 *

(hasti-$u$dakara n.). Cik., XXKI1, 2; Car*, Siitr.9 XIV-43; cf. JX-
Doreau, Les bains dans I

9 Inde antique, p. 84*
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enigmas, the following: "The one, in whom, in the Man are

closely reunited immortality and death, the one whose ocean

and the canals are closely re-united in the Man, that support,
titter its name, which one is it? The one of whom the four

quarters are the main canals, the one on whom the sacrifice

has advanced, that support, utter its name, which one is

that?"1 The Man referred to here is the Cosmic Man as also

the man, both of whom have their basis in the same entity.

From the macrocosmic view-point, the expression "canals" can
be said to refer firstly to rivers and specially to celestial rivers

and from the microcosmic point of view "ocean** can be said

to refer to the totality of the organic liquids. The second

mention of the "canals" implies that the canals of the body are

understood as the currents of energy radiating from all sides

in the world, such as the solar rays emitted in all directions,

mentioned in the Chandogya-upanisad, IIM, etc.

Dhamdni is met with in the Atharvaveda and has the

precise meaning of "blood vessel**, where the hymn, 1,17 is an
exorcism against haemorrhages. There it is an antonym of
hira, which, at first, seems to denote also blood vessels though
of smaller calibre: "... if the smallest stops, let her stop, the

big dham&ni. The middle ones of hundred dhamdnis, of
thousand hirds have stopped . . ."2 The biggest vessels ar

the least numerous and Saya^a commenting upon AV, II, 33-6
considers the dhamdnis as the relatively voluminous vessels.*

However, another passage of the same Veda directly contradicts

the one translated above: VII, 35-2 mentions a thousand
dhamdnis and of a hundred hirds. But Sayana agrees with the
'later Vedic literature which .replaces hird by Mta and recognises

72,000 vessels of this type,* defining them as ndtfis, "like a hair

split thousandfold".4 The dhamdnis are, therefore, to be
understood as the big vessels. Moreover, in another passage*

* yatrSmrtam ca mrtvuSca puruyfrdhi samahitel
samudro y&sya nadvafa, puru$edki samShital
skambham tarn bruhi katam6b -*vf7 ev# sabll\ 5//

yafva catavrah vradteo na^ya^ ti$(anti prathamafyl
yajfo yatfa pa^kranta skambham . . .//I6// Ay', X, 7-15-16.

;
*,' . . . kani&kika cariffhari tigthad id dhamanir wa/rf/2/

Satfaya dhamamnam sah&srasya hiranaml
asthurin madhyama . . . (AV. f I, 17, 2-3).

? Brhad-up, II, 1, 19.
*

ibid, IV, 2-3 & 3, 20 (yathS ke&ab sahasradh& bhmnafr).
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the Atharvaveda refers once again to the hundred dhamdnis (VI,

90-2). It is, therefore, the relatively smaller number which is

preferably attributed to dhamdnis.

Macdonell and Keith have thought that, in the Atfiarva-

veda> dhamdni probably denoted "artery" or "vein5

*, or more
generally "intestinal canal".1 Not one of these three transla-

tions can be accepted. There is nothing to prove that in Vedic
times distinctions were observed between arteries and veins and,
on the contrary, there is every reason to believe that these

distinctions were not known because they are found missing in

the Ayuryedic medicine itself, which is, however, much more
advanced. Moreover, while employing the word "artery

5

*, an

ambiguous term, it should be clearly explained whether it is to

be understood in the old sense of "aerial canal** or in the

modern sense of blood canal coming from the heart. As
regards its translation as "intestinal canal", it contradicts both
the contexts and the commentator2 and agrees only imperfectly
with the general sense of the word in Sanskrit.

The Susruta^samhitd challenges an opinion current in its

time, which took the siras, the dhamdnis (sic} and the srotas

(conduits) to denote the one and the same thing. It, however,
admits that their functions, even though distinct, are

analogous.
3 The main dhamdnis are 24 in number and are

born at the navel from where they spread, ten upwards, tea
downwards and four horizontally;*

* Vedic Index* Vol. I, p. 390.
a QnAV9 1, 17-3 Sayai?a explains that the dhamanis are the main ndgis

which go to the heart (hrdayagatdndm pradhana-nadlnam} and that the
birds are the siras (classical form), the nagis of the branches (dkhd~
ndgindtri)* that is to say of the limbs; this implies that they* themselves,
are the vascular ramifications. On II, 33-6, he explains dha, as
denoting the thick siras (sthuldfi). [The passage, II, 33-6 is found as a
variant of XX, 96-22. Shankar Pandurang, Vol. IV, p. 794, dhamani
is found here after snava which is rendered by Sayana as fine (sukjtmafy)
siras]. On VI, 90-2, (Ed. Shankar, Hymn, 26^-2), he simply replaces
dhamani by nddydfr. On VIL 35-2, an incantation for making a
woman sterile, he interprets hirds as being the small vessels found
inside for supporting the embryo %arbha-dhdrandrtham anraravasihftdfi
sukpmaft) and the dh. as the bie vessels which 'are the external support
for the womb (avagtambhikd bdhyab sthuldh); it is however, in this

passage that the hirds are 1 00 in number and the dh* 1000.

3 vibhaktakarmapdm apy avibhdgaiva karmasu bhivati* "even for those
whose functions ate distinct, there is something like an analogy as

regards functions**, Susr., ar. 9 IX- 1 .

A tdsdm 'tu ndbhiprabhavdndm dhamanindm urdhvagd da&a cddhogdminyqs
catasras tiryag&dfiSusr.', dr.M IX-2; also Sutra., XJX, Susr., Sar.* IX-2;

XIV-1.
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'Those which go upwards maintain the organism by

carryiog particular things: sound, touch, form, taste, smell,

inhalation,, exhalation, yawning, hunger, laughter, talking,

crying, etc. They reach the heart and become three-fold, they

are (then) thirty in number. Among them, ten carry two by
two, the wind, the bile, the phlegm, the blood and the organic

juice. By eight are seized the sounds, forms, tastes and smells,

By two one talks, by two is uttered the loud cry, two are

employed for sleep and two for awakening. And two carry

tears, two which are located in the bosom carry the mother's

milk. It is these two which carry the sperm coming from its

two "udders"v1

The following portion of the text similarly details the

functions of the inferior and horizontal dhamdnis, which carry

in the body the entire matter of flow and circulation. The
intestines, therefore, figure in the list of dhamdnis, but the

dhamdnis are not, in general, the intestines; they are simply
the canals of the organism. In the Atharvaveda, they are

more particularly the vessels but the word must have had, from
the beginning, the general sense of "canal" which it has in

Ayurveda*
As regards siras or siras, they are sometimes, in classical

medicine, understood as veins. A chapter of the Susruta-

samTntd ($ar.> VIII), devoted to blood-letting, is entitled

siravyddhavidhi, "the technique of the cutting of the siras". It

follows, therefore, that those vessels, which we call "veins"

ate the siras, but not that the latter always represent the veins.

In fact, the word is, most of the time, a synonym of dham&ni
and of nd$. Like the dhamdnis, the siras "have the navel for

their root and they spread from there upwards, downwards and
horizontally".

2 Like them, they carry the circulating organic

1 urdhvagah sabdaparsaruparusagandhapra$vasocchvasa-jrmb^
sitakathitaniditadin visefan abhivahantyafy Sariram dharayanti / tas tu

hrdayam abhlprapannas tridha jayante, tas trimSat / tasam tu

vatapittakaphasonitarasdn dve dve vahatafi, ta daa sabdaruparasa-
gandhan a$tabhir grhifite / dvdbhydm bha$ate ca dvdbhydm gho$am
karoti dvabhyam svapiti dva&hyam pratibudhyate / dve caSruvahinyau
dve stonyam striyd vahatafi stanasarhSrite / te eva sukram narasya
xtanabhyam abhivahatafi (SuSr., $ar., IX-3).

l tasam ndbhir mulam tata ca prasaranty urdhvam adhas tiryak ca-~-

^ar., VIM.
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fluids, specially the wind, the bile, the phlegm and the blood,1

Like them, they can carry everything: "There is no sira, which
carries only the wind, the bile or the phlegm. It is, therefore,

said that they carry alL Sinde they are the fixed derivatives of

the corrupted elements of trouble which develop and overflow

and that is why it is said that they carry everything**.
2

This,

however, does not assimilate them completely to the dhamonis

as it is only on the occasion of the corruption of the elements

of trouble that they can transport something else than the four

principal liquids.

According to medical texts, therefore, the siras are,
in principle, more specialised than the dhamdnis. These
latter are a type of quite big vessels whereas the former
are more numerous, 7003 instead of 24,

4 are finer and in them

habitually circulate only extremely thin liquids. They have
ramifications throughout the body. **By them, the body is like

a garden or like a field with water-channels
5
**
5

From all these facts it follows that the anatomy of the

classical texts of medicine is, in so far as the notions on the

various canals and vessels of the body are concerned, a direct

descendant of the Veda. It is equally from a Vedic conception
in preserving the corresponding Vedic name that classical

medicine has elaborated one of its most characteristic notions

of anatomy, that of the vulnerable points or marman.
We do not have a special term for denoting the points of

Susr., ar.
?

VII-4. Here the text does not add the word rasa, the

organic juice, but Mahldhara, who is also a very late author, while

commenting on the word him in the VSt XXV-8, says that they are the
nadls which carry nourishment (annavahinyo nadyab). Now nourishment
circulates in the body in the form of the rasa, a form which it assumes
by digestion . . . cf., infra, p. 165.
na hi vatam sirah kascin na pittam kevalam tathaj

sle$manam va vahanty eta atah sarvavahati smritahfl4[
praduftanam hi doanam, uccfirtanam pradhdvatam/
dhruvam unmdrgagamanam atah sarvavahafr smrtaftflSl Slisr., *$ar+9 VII,
14-15.
Susr. f ar. 9 VTI-1; Sapta siraSatdni bhavanti.

As we have seen, the Atharvaveda gives respectively the figures of 1000
and 100 except in a 'passage where the figures are reversed.

ibid./ then follows: yabhlr idam fariram aroma iva jalaharimbhih
kedara iva ca . . , This justifies the explanation, given by Mabldhara,
of hira, as "conduits carrying nourishment" (cf., note above)- Even
this is possible that Mahldhara had this passage in mind because he

gives an etvmology of hira by the root har, used here in the word
**channel" harinl: haranty annarasam iti hira, "the hiras carry away the

juice of the nourishment".
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the body, whose wounding can either be fatal or particularly

serious because it causes paralysis. The Veda calls these points

marman which the Rgveda employs mostly in the references to

the killing of Vrtra by god Indra, The form is derived from
the root mrs "to die", and it means above all a "mortal

point'
5
.
1

The Ayurvedic texts have an extremely detailed catalogue
of the marmans and they are, in general, quite easily

identifiable, thanks to the precisions that are furnished. They
are most often the big vasculo-nervous packets or the tendons

and the important nervous trunks. Because of haemorrhages
which they determine or the paralyses or functional impotences

they bring in, the wounds thereof are extremely serious. From
its point of view, the Susruta-samhita sets out the reasons of
this gravity: "The vessels of four types

2 which are in the body
are ordinarily found to be contained in the marmans. Refresh-

ing the tendons, the bones and the flesh as also the articula-

tions, they protect the body. Also, when a marman is injured,

the wind which is spread, diffuses itself all around. Now, the

wind, spreading itself, propagates extremely serious ailments

in the body'* (ar. 9 VI).
3 There is nothing to prove

that right from the epoch of the Jjlgveda, the danger of the

wounding of the marmans was thus conceived, nor even that

they had been catalogued. But the notion of marman9 like

that of the siras, had already been individualised. Medicine
has not created this element of its anatomical representation; it

has received the same from the Vedic tradition in a ready-made
form and has only developed it.

The constituents of the body recognised by the Veda are

those which Ayurveda has also recognised. The majority comes
within the same sense and the notions concerning them are,

properly speaking, not anatomical but commonplace. Such are
the blood (lohita), the flesh (mSmsa) 9 the bone (asthi), the
narrow of the bone (majjan), the fat (medas) and the sperm

* cf. L. Renou in B. Benveniste et L. Renou, Vrtra et Vrthragna, p, 137.
2 The sirds carry the wind, the bile, the phlegm and the blood.
3 caturvidha yds tu sirdb &arire pr&yena td marmasu sannivistdfyl

sndyvasthimdmsdnitathaivz sandhin santarpya deham pratipalayanti/23f
tatah kate marmani tab pravrddkdh samantato vdyttr
vivardkamanas sa ca matari&vd rujaft sutivrdfy prat
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(sukra). But others correspond less to the observations of the

anatomists and are nearer the theoretical conceptions and the

fact that they are found simultaneously in the Veda and in

Ayurveda is quite characteristic of the role played by the old

ideas of the former in the formation of the latter.

In classical medicine, rasa denotes, among other things,
an organic juice of primordial necessity. "That which is called

rasa is the essence produced by the extremely subtle fire of the

rightly digested nourishment***1 It is, therefore, chyle but ia

the organism it has a role which largely fjoes beyond that of

chyle. It is found in the heart and from there it spreads

through the 24 dham&nis in the entire organism. **It is

aqueous, but on reaching the liver and the spleen, it becomes

red,
2 and forms the blood. In this connection Susruta quotes

two verses: "the waters, reddened by the fire which has its seat

in the human bodies, without being altered by the one which
shines (in the external world), it is called 'blood*. Therefore,
the blood of the woman called 'menses* comes from the

organic juice (rasa) and (shows itself) from 12 years and

disappears at fifty years**,
3 In a long passage where he

explains the conditions necessary for the formation of the

embryo, Caraka insists on the importance of the rasa furnished

by the mother: "This embryo is born from the mother; in fact,

in the absence of rasa, the course of life of the mother is

impossible".
4

Now the Rgveda has a passage showing that the notion

of rasa (rasa) as the maternal contribution in the process of

fecundation had already been established: "The wife clasps the

1 ... aharyasya samyakpari%atasya yas tejobhutafi sarafa pajamasuksmafa
sa rasa jty uc\ate . . . Susr , Sutr., XlV-1. Dalhana explains tejobhutaj^
as vahnisambhiitafy; ft is actually under the action of the internal fire

that the nourishment is digested- Thereafter Dalhana gives other

interpretations, which render tejas as ghrta, "heated thing" (specialised
in the sense of clarified butter, ghee) and fejobhuta.

*

'equivalent to
saying become comparable to ghee".

2 sa khalva apyo raso yakj-taplihanau prdpya ragam upaitl Susr., Sutr* 9

XIV-l,end.
3 bhavatas cdtra / rafijitas tejasa tu apafy Sarlrasthena dehinamf

apyapawiafy prasannena raktatn ity abhidhiyateUrasad evastriyQ
raktam rajafisamfnam pravartate/tad var$ad dvadaMd urddhvam
yatl pancaiatah k$ayamll~ Susr., Siitr., XIV-2. Dalhana explains
prasannena &$ prakrtisthena.

* rasajas cayam garbhaftf na hi rasad fte matuJi pra$ayatrapi sy&t ... . . Car.,
\\\ 9 18.
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husband In her arms, they spread the virile milk, in delivering

herself she milks for herself the rasa . . .".* This passage
should be read in conjunction with those where a "semen**

(retas) is attributed to the mother-Earth as also to the father-

Sky (RV. 9 1-159; 2, et VI, 70, I).
2 Hence the idea that the

Indian medical men have formed of the r61e of the female rasa

in generation has antecedents in the Veda* Moreover, in the

hymns of the figveda^ rasa is frequently associated with soma,
whether it is a question of the rasa of the soma or that rasa be
called "somic** (somia)* and the precise souvenir of this Vedic

correlation has remained alive in medicine- The Susruta-

samhitd after having posed the problem of knowing whether the

rasa is saumya or taijasa (igneous), affirms that it is saumya
but is modified by the fire.4 Of course, this epithet merely
signifies that it is "somic'% whether it refers to Soma as a

mythical liquid or as a sacrificial liquor. All that it says is

that its nature is humid; the echo of the Vedic tradition is

equally clear here*

Another echo of the same type, and quite near, is to be
found with reference to the organic element, which in the

classical texts of the medicine is called ojas. The same word
>ojas signifies "force" in the Veda and designates, for example,
sometimes the force of Indra; sometimes that of Virtra,5 The
word goes back to Indo-Iranian because it is found in the

1
. . . a jay& yukte patim / tun/ate vr$nyam payah paridaya rasam dithe - . ..

JRK, I, 105, 2. The group of words vrsnyampayah duhe is parallel to
the formulae Sukrampayafy duh ... (I, 160, 3; IX, 54, 1).

a
Bprgaigne, ReL vid. 9 I, 239, sees there!a the effect of the mechanical
vocal application of the same attribute to the two partners of a pair
designated in the dual number, whereas this attribute fits only one of
them. In fact he could not conceive that one could have believed that
the woman delivered a '*semen**. But this was a banal belief of
antiquity, not only in India but also in the Hellenic world (cf.,
Censorinus, De die nataii, VI, who attributes it to Alcmeon,
Epicurus, Anaxagoras, Empedocles and Parmenides). The secretion
of the vulvo-vaginal glands during coitus could mislead in this
respect. One could easily take for genitals a secretion, which was only
sexual, cf., infra, p. 190.

8 Grassmann, Worterbuch* see rasa, cf. also the passages such as the
Taitt. s, If, 2, 10, 4, where it is said . . . "somarp . . . raso . . .

gachaty . . /% t4the rasa goes to soma*\ this rasa being of one who has
been ill for a long time.

* SusY., Sutr., XlV-1. Passage ending in what is quoted io p. 165, f.n. 2.
Besides the fire Agni is normally associated with Soma in the Veda and
there Soma is sometimes considered as liquid fire, cf., above p. 60.

*
cf., Benveniste Renou, Vrtra et Vrthragna, pp, 13J. 158*
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Avesta as aojah, associated with vara/Ara, and in the sense of
"force that is naturally infused in the limbs**.1 In medical
texts it is "vital juice", a substance whose presence in the body
is necessary for active life: "ojas is of the nature of Soma,
unctuous, white, fresh, substantial, fluid, pure and sweet; it i&

the principal seat of life".2 This substance appears only
during the eighth month of the life of the embryo and it is its

absence which renders the young premature babies
unviable.3 It is essentially that which contributes vigour to
the organism, whose nourishing substance is the rasa. It is

near rasa because it has the nature of soma and because, at
the same time, it is tejas*- a calorific radiation of activity,
whereas the rasa is also, though belonging to the category of
liquids such as the soma, impregnated with activity by an inter-

nal fire. "The tejas accompanying the bodily elements from the
rasa up to the sperm4, is certainly the ojas. This is what is

called "force**, according to tlie decision of our own text.

Because of the force inherent in it the flesh becomes firm and
develops, there is easiness in all the movements, clearness of
voice and of the skin, the internal and external organs fulfil

their respective functions**.5 It can be seen that it is not only
because of the name that the ojas of the medical texts is

identified with that whose possession was attributed by the

Veda to the warrior Indra.

There have, however, been claims to identify the ojas as

it is described by Susruta with albumin. Kunja Lai

Bhishagratna has defended this theory
6 on the ground that

albumin is precisely an essential element of the constitution of

ibid, p. 7.

ojah somatmakam snlgdham suklam sitam sthiram rasaml
viviktam mrdu mrtsnam ca pranQyatanamuttamam. Sur., Sutr.> XV, 14,

(23 in the Jadavji Trikamji ed. quoted in the KumQratantra* p. 29+
f.n. 2). Dalha^a explains somatmakam by saumyam on which see-

supra; cf. also supra, p. 27 >

cf. Kumaratantra, p* 29.

cf. supra, p. 27.

. * . rasadmam sukrantanam dhatunam yat param tgjas tat khalv ojas, tad
eva balam ity ucyate sva-astra-<;iddhantdt f tatra balena sthiropacita-
mamsata $arvace$tasu apratighatah svaravarnaprasado bahya'naft}

abhyanataranam ca karananam atmakaryapratipattir bhavati Su&r.

Sutr., XV, 13.

An English Translation of SuSrutasamhita, Calcutta, Vol. 1,1907

pp; LlII ff and pp. 130 ff.
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tissues and that Caraka-samhitd shows the presence of ojas in

the urine in case of the disease of madhumeha. But it is clear

that madhumeha is the disease where urine has sugar, the

-diabetes. The loss of vigour in this disease, where an unusual

element appears in the urine and where diuresis is extremely

increased, could easily lead to the supposition that ojas escaped
in the form of this element. But it does not follow that the

doctors had discovered albumin or glycogen; what is true is

only that they have recognised the presence of an element

which they supposed to be ojas and which we study in chemistry
under the name of glucose. But Kunja Lai confuses glucose
with glycogdn and supposes a correlation of the latter with

albumin and thereby links albumin and ojds. He thus brings
to Ayurveda the honour of the discovery of albumin without

noticing that it implies the attribution of an absurd theory,

wltereby albumin enters the composition of the tissues of the

foetus only in the eighth month of gestation.

It is better to say simply that the Ayurvedic notion of

ojas is the theoretical concretisation of the Vedic concept of

Bodily vigour.

One last liquid of the body still remains. The bile has
the same name, pitta., in both the Veda and Ayurveda. In the

theory of the latter, it has an intimate connection with fire,

representing in liquid form the fiery element of the organism.
This concept could not have resulted from an observation of

pathological facts. Undoubtedly the morbid manifestations, in

which bile appears to play a r61e, can themselves be febrile,

but they are hot necessarily so. The bilious vomitings,
accidents wherein the participation of bile is particularly

evident, can be produced outside all hyperthermia. A
theoretical speculation is necessary to make bile into a form of

fire, and the existence of some similar speculation in the Vedic

period is guaranteed by the Atharvaveda and the Yajurveda.
The same passage in these two texts says to the Fire, **O. Agni,
thou art the bile of the waters".1

The mythology of the fire hidden in the waters or of the
fire in aquatic form is Indo-Iranian, as already seen by us

ague plttam aparn asi, AV^ XVIII, 3, 5: Vaj\~"s., XVII 6;

XVII, 17.
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(pp. 58 ff). What is new and characteristic here is the

identification of the fire with bile. We do not understand how
this identification is made, how the fire hidden in the waters,

the fire whose prototype is the thunder about to burst, has

been assimilated to the fire but the fact that the assimilation is

made in the Vedic texts is valuable for its date. The medical

concept of the fiery quality of bile goes back to antiquity.

The wind which could be considered as pertaining to

anatomy in Indian thought, must be, first of all, studied with

regard to its physiological action. The phlegm, the watery

element of the organism, is not named in the Vedic Samhitas.

One of the terms designating it in the classical text is baldsa

and figures in the Veda but only as the name of a disease and

in that capacity we have studied it (pp. 117 ff). It appears,

therefore, that to the Vedic Sariihitas only a part, though an

important one, of the anatomical elements having an essential

role in medicine, is known. The study of the data of

Physiology will lead us to an analogous conclusion.



CHAPTER V

THE DATA OF THE VEDIC SAMHITAS
ON PHYSIOLOGY

THE INFORMATION that we can obtain from the hymns and /torn
sacrificial formulae relating to the ideas the Vedic authors could

have had concerning the play of organic functions, is obviously

scanty. Numerous allusions have yielded us the names of

diseases, of organs, of parts and elements of the body, but they

cannot replace the enunciations of theories. However, people
have tried to find in the Veda proofs to show that the funda-

mental theory of Ayurvedic physiology, that of the three active

elements wind, bile and phlegm was already known at the

time of the composition of hymns.
A hymn addressed to the ASvins, after saying that they give

thrice the remedies of the Sky, of the Earth and of the Waters,
calls on them to carry (vahatam] to the son of the reciter the

tridhdtu sdrma (RV. 9 1-34-6). Barman denotes "protection** or

"well-being", but the latter sense has cooae in only classical

Sanskrit. The commentator Sayaria has understood it to refer

to the well-being of the three bodily elements of classical medi-*

cine. However, tridhatu means literally "consisting of three

objects", therefore "triple", and it refers to the triple protection
of three sorts of remedies which are mentioned here. Moreover,
the following verse also contains the word tridhatu, and there

the sense of triple is unchallenged. The translators have, at a
very early date, recognised that the interpretation of Saya^a had
been abusive. Langlois who published in 1848 the first complete
translation of the Pigveda, although, generally speaking, he has
not been a faithful translator, has rightly recognised and pointed
out in a note that tridhatu sdrma vahatam simply signified "tri-

plex auxilium ferte", although, in translation, he has followed
the sense of the commentary. The majority of other translators

have not even taken note of the interpretation of Sayaria, except
Wilson1 who has accepted it without reserve because he had

1 Rgveda SaihhitQ* Vol. 1, p. 95, and the French adaptation of this trans-
lation by Pauthier and Brunet in the Lhres sacres de touts lesptuples . , .'

Migae ed., VoL II, p. 39, CoL 2.
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made it a rule to follow the commentary, and has thus led the

historians of medicine to believe that the fundamental theory of
Indian pathology was to be found in the Rgveda. Reinhold
Miiller has done well to refute this view once again.

1

The question has been raised again a propos the Atharva-
veda by Dasgupta.

3 In an article in the Hastings Encyclopae-
dia* Boiling had quite rightly said that the theory of the tri-

dosas or tri-dhatus did not appear in the early Vedic texts and
was found for the first time only in the Atharvaveda-parisista (68),
a later appendix of the Veda itself. He had also maintained
that the expression vdtikrtanasani (AV, VI, 44-3) does not prove
that the wind was already conceived as a bodily element and a
cause of diseases; this expression signified "which destroys what
is transformed into wind" and not "which destroys that which is

made by the wind**. Moreover this compound qualifies a

remedy which in the preceding verse is called "remedy of the

flux (diarrhical, probably)** asravahhesajam, and the wind in

question is undoubtedly that of the intestines.4 But Dasgupta
thinks that another passage shows clearly that diseases were
divided into three categories caused by the wind, the water
and the fire. In the AV.+ 1, 12, 3 the words, y6 abhraja vataja

yds ca susmo ... seem to signify "(the disease) which is born
of the cloud (of the humid), one that is born of the wind and
the one which is dry , * .

" At least this is the type of translation

which results from the explanations of Dasgupta who derives.

susma from the root sus, "to dry". But Reinhold Miiller5 has

justly remarked that the words abhraja and vatajd merely qualify

susma. One must understand these words to mean, as transla-

tors have done so far: **. - . the susma which is born of the

Die Medizin in Rgveda, in Asia Major, Vol. VI, p. 335. Cordier, although
he quotes only'the translations of Langlois and Grassmann, had, like

Wilson, admitted on the basis of Sayana that the theory of the tridh&tu

was already found in the Rgveda (in his first work on Indian Medicine:
Etude sur la medicine htndoue, Paris, 1894, p. 27),

A History of Indian Philosophy* Vol. II, Cambridge, 1932, p. 299.

Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics, 1911, Diseases and Medicine
(Vedic;.
Moreover Vatikara (A K, IX, 8,20, of-, above, p. 101, n. 1) which appears
to be another form of Vankrta can denote only "that which is produ-
ced by the wind". On the interpretation of Sayana, see Dasgupta,.
loc* c/t.

Uberpitta oder gallennter Bezug zur Tridoga Lehere der Altindischen

Medizin in Janus, 1934, pp. 77 IT.
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<cloud and the one that is born of the wind . . . .
"

Besides the

sense of susma In this passage is uncertain. The root sus in

Vedic can also denote "to whistle"; in the AV. this word has

-even the sense of "vigour". In any case Bloomfield translates

it here1 by "lightning" and Whitney as "blast" (with doubt).
One should, therefore, renounce all attempts at finding the for-

mal proof of the existence of the theory of the tridhatu or

tridosa in the Atharvaveda* Dasgupta also gives another argu-

ment; he observes that in AV. 9 VI, 109, pippali, the long pepper,
is at the same time called "the remedy of the vdlikfta" and "the

remedy of the ksipta". He interprets vatikfta as denoting "that

whieh is produced by the wind** and k?ipta as madness. The
classical literature does consider madness as being due to the

wind of the organism. But we have just now seen that vdtikj-ta

denotes "that which is transformed into wind** (grammatically
no other interpretation is possible), and kipta cannot denote

madness. The root ksip denotes "to throw". In classical Sans-

krit it also frequently signifies "to destroy, to wound"* In the

passage referred to above, ksipta denotes, as in the classical,

"wounded** or, what comes to mean the same thing by a
roundabout interpretation, "that which is produced by an arrow
that is shot" (Roth : Schuss-oder Wurfwunde). In kiptacitta>

ksipta applies to the spirit to signify that the spirit is troubled
or distracted and it is least probable that one has to suppose
here, in place of the most natural one, some other sense.

But, If the fundamental pathological theory of classical

medicine ha<i not assumed shape at the time of the redaction of
the Esgvedic hymns and even of those of the Atharvaveda or, if

at least nothing can prove to us that it had assumed shape, it

does not seem to be doubtful that right from the time of the

Atharvaveda, elements had, in part, been prepared for its elabo-
ration. We have seen (p. 117) that balasa designated swellings,
the aqueous infiltration of tissues and that it has become a name
of the aqueous element of the organism, the slesman, "phlegm"
or "mucus'*. The fire which has a manifest role in affections

like fever, was accepted as an important element in physiology,
because of the equivalence *

postulated since the Veda between

cf., also BloomfieJd, On the Meanings of the Word Susma, in
418, pp. 565 ff. Last of all L- Renou, Anthologie sanskrite, Paris, 1947,
p- 55: "violence"".
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the macrocosm and the microcosm and already the bile had
been assimilated with the fire as it is in medical theory*

As regards the wind, the Veda shows that it was already
conceived simultaneously as an organic and cosmic force and
the multiplicity of the organic winds, already distinguished one
from the other, shows that pneumatology which dominates the

physiology of Ayurveda was already in the course of
formation.

We have already examined in the Vedic texts the most
characteristic ideas of ancient India concerning the wind, the
cosmic and universal force and the prototype of all motor-force
in the microcosm and the macrocosm (pp. 61 ff.). Comparison
with the Avestic data has shown us that these ideas were largely

Indo-Iranian. Here we still have to show the extent to which
the Vedic texts already contain, either in germ or in full form,
the special concepts of Ayurvedic medicine on the r61e of the

wind in the economy ofthe organism. For this purpose we have
to study those principal passages of the Veda which contain the

names of the vital winds, the pranas.
Arthur EL Ewing has patiently collected the references to

these breaths in the entire Vedic literature, adding in an appen-
dix some of their definitions found in classical literature.1 He
has frequently compared and reproduced various translations

proposed by philologists. All this work of analysis and classifi-

cation is and will remain extremely useful* The conclusions

reached by him are given briefly here:

1. The point of departure for the series ofprdna is the word

prana, "breath in general";
2. The division of the respiratory activity into inspiration

and expiration is primitive and appears at an early date

in the dual compound, pranapanau;
3. With his habit of careful observation, the Hindu could

have, and in all probability, has observed from an early

date the interval between respkations, wherefrom the

supposition of a breath remaining even in the absence of

The Hindu Conception of the Functions of Breath A Study in Early
Hindu Psycho-physics, \n JAOS, Vol. XXXII, Pt- 2., 1901, pp. 249-308.

But he reflects the data of Yajurveda (cf. p. 280) in giving (p. 257) a
statistical table of the use of the names of breaths in the White Yajur~
veda. On the concept of the breath in the Upaniadsi G. W. Brown* the
Human Body in the Upanigads, Jubbulpore, 1921.
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prana and of apana, i.e., vyana, "separate respiration**;

4. With a desire to create a more varied play of symbols,
terms analgous to prana, apana and vyana have been

multiplied by grafting the root an on to the pre-verbs
sam- and ud-9 which gives; us samana and udana;

5. Apana in the sense of expiration has been superceded by
udana ; secondarily udana appears, etymologically more
convenient, to denote expiration;

6. Wishing to establish similarities between the different

members of the series ofpranas and the bricks of the

altar of Agni, one has been led to give to apana a sense

other than the original one;
7. In the Upanisads efforts have been made to explain

secondarily the localisations adopted to meet the ends of
sacrificial symbolism for diverse pranas. For example*
the fact that apana had been placed in the tail of the

bird-shaped altar has led to its localisation in the intes-

tines and in the urinary canals; samana, having been placed
in the middle, could become an agent of digestion ;

8. Deductions of this type on localisations and functions of

pranas are more of less the contributions to Indian ideas

of anatomy and physiology but have no value in them-

selves, as they do not account for the formation of the

series ofpranas on an empirical basis. Each attempt at

explanation is to be taken, as the expression of an indivi-

dual opinion insofar as it is not merely traditional;

9. As regards the translation, the results are mostly

negative. Where the entire series appears, it is always

symbolic and one can do no more than transliterate.

10. However, a positive result of some value is there: prdna
signifies either the double process of respiration or

"inspiration" in opposition to "expiration**.

The majority of these conclusions are not at all valid as

they are implicitly based on the double postulation that the

Indians, speculating on breath in the organism, could only have

originally, in view the respiratory breath and that they had,
later on, given it no thought except those relative to ritual sym-
bolism. The idea that for the mere requirements of this symbol-
ism and because of the mechanical play of the grammatical rules

of the formation of nouns, the Indians found themselves in
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possession of a nomenclature of breaths and that they have been

obliged to invent physiologic il reasons for justifying this nomen-

clature, is presented as a result. This, however, is only a strange

hypothesis.

Ewing has been led here by the method adopted rightly by
him but which he has blindly applied. He has studied the men-
tio of the breaths successively in the diverse strata of the Vedic
literature and this was necessary. But, when in an earlier

stratum, the context would not yield a definite sense, he has

seldom tried to enlighten himself about the definite meaning
found in a more recent stratum. He do#s not seem to have

envisaged that the sense given in the more recent texts could

have been anything but a novelty in these texts; he had believed

that it was the result of an attempt at interpreting a more
ancient text. In fact, lightly inserting a value guaranteed only

by a Brahmana or an Upanisad into a Vedic Samhita could lead

to anachronism. But the lack of seriousness is reflected in the

belief, without proofs, that a value clearly expressed only from a

certain date did not exist earlier. If an obscure or apparently
absurd ancient text gets clarified when such a value is brought in

there, one may believe that it was in its place there although it

had been found there in so explicit a manner only in a text of

later date, from where it had been drawn*

Moreover, although having collected in ail appendix (p* 307)
the definitions of the pranas given by Susruta, Ewing has not

thought of seeking light from the works of Indian physiologists

regarding the physiological concepts of the breaths. Not only
has he limited himself to the data of his texts without clarifying

the ones by the others, unless they were of the same epoch, but

he has also neglected the tradition of the specialists of the ques-
tion studied by him. It is true that in this respect he was merely

following a usage then current among the translators of Vedic

texts. Those could have rejected the evidence of Ayurveda as

being very late, but they did frequently accept the still more
recent interpretations of commentators like Samkara, who were

not physiologists. Evidently the question must be taken up
again. It must be taken up here specially as regards the most
ancient references to the -diverse organic breaths.

In the Rgveda appear only two names which are given to

them later on, firstly the one that is used as the generic designa-
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tion of all of them: prana, followed, only once, by vyana. But

the root an, "to breathe", is also found accompanied by the

pre-verbs apa- and sam-. Prdna has the general sense of breath,

of life. The most important passage wherein it occurs is the one

already noted by us (p. 63) where the atmospheric wind i&

regarded as produced by the breath cf the Cosmic Man. The
cosmic wind is already clearly conceived as having for its motor
this breath or wind, even when it does not show itself in the

form of wind itself because in a hymn to the Sun it is said*

"Inside it circulates the brilliant, breathing by its own breath."1

The passage is obscure, inasmuch as the female being designated

by the "brilliant" cannot be surely identified2 and hence it is

mot possible to affirm whether apa denotes here the "downward"
direction or more generally "outside", "keeping itself away",
which is imparted to the breath. With the pre-verb sam~9 an is

once used in "today he is dead, Yesterday he has gathered his

breath".3 As regards vyana, it is assimilated in the spring of
the chariot of Surya in verse 12 of the epithalamiurn of Surya
and Soma (X, 85) a large part of which is found again in the

Atharvaveda (XIV, I).
4

These passages are hot very significant and it should be
noted that all the uses ofprdna, that of vyana and those of the

root an with the prefixes apa- and sam- are found, except one, in

the 1st and the Xth Books of the Rgveda which are the latest.

The only exception is in the Illrd Book. Evidently, it does not

follow that breath was not still well-known at the time of the

composition of the most ancient hymns. The subjects of these

gave no opportunity to its mention. But the references become
6re numerous in the Xth Book and in the Atharvaveda where

relations between the Cosmos and the human or animal body
are referred to more often, which leads to a mention of breath

and the breaths; at the same time the limbs of the body are

antaScaratirocandsyapranQdapanati RV., X, 189, 2. . . **SoundM is in
the masculine; it can, therefore, stand for the breaih of the Sun, because
of whom the brilliant one (the Dawn) progresses while breathing,

cf., Oldenberg, Rgveda, ad. Io~. (p. 366). It is difficult to understand why
Ewing says here, "It is clear thatprana is here viewed simply as physical
breath" (p. 251), whereas prarta belongs precisely to a luminous celestial

being.

adya mamara sa hyab $&m ana RV** X, 55, 5.

cf., infra, p. 180.
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referred to more frequently and there is speculation on the

whole subject.

Prdna, alone, has the same meanings as in the fLgveda,

meanings which have become fixed elsewhere. It denotes the

vital breath, hence life, and hence the cosmic soul. But in the

Atharvaveda^ prdna is sometimes used in the plural number;
upto seven prdnas are counted1 and the names of seven of them
are given. These figures suffice to establish that the breaths in

question are not, all of them, respiratory. Thereafter one must
ask oneself if they do not correspond to the breaths which are

mentioned in classical medicine under the same names, explicitly

defining them the while.2 Even when profound differences in

nature could be discerned between the known breaths of the

Veda and those whose existence is taught by medicine, it will be

evident, solely because of the plurality of the breaths and the

identity of their names, that medicine, for its pneumatology,
depends on the ancient ideas of the Veda.

Two breaths are most frequently named, prd$a and apdna,
mentioned separately or in a dual compound. Making a pair in

this manner, they seem, at first view, to represent inspiration

and expiration and the contexts generally go well with this

natural interpretation. The texts of classical medicine sometimes

use the compound prdndpdnau in the same sense, when they
refer to vital breaths in general and do not limit themselves to

mention only prdna. As these texts interest themselves in the

apdna chiefly insofar as it circulates downwards in the body,

they can group under this name the totality of organic breaths

opposed to prdna. That is why prdndpdnau, even though nomi-

nally denoting only two breaths, can represent the complete
series of five recognised by medical theory. One may be led to

believe that here lies a later extension of the sense of optima, at

first limited to that of inspiration,
4

but, if in the Atharvaveda

There are seven pranas, seven apanas and seven vydnas (AV, XV., 15, 1),

The three hymns XV, XVI and XVII of Book XV are devoted to an
enumeration of these breaths identified with the astronomical elements
of the Universe and some other connected entities.

Regarding the medical definition of the prdnas, cf., supra, p. 28.

cf., for example Caraka, Sar. 9 I, 98- Cakradatta explains here by
ucchvasaniMvasa, "inspiration and expiration**, III, 16.

For a long time the translators have indifferently given the sense of

"inspiration and expiration** topr&ya and apana. Caland has maintained
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the interpretation of apana as inspiration fits in generally well

with the contexts, it is not always so. Some of them are explio

able only If the words prdna and apana have already meanings

approaching those attributed to them by the doctor and also by
the Upanisads which frequently understand prana in the sense of

thoracic breath and apana or the abdominal breath as has been

very well demonstrated by G. W. Brown,1

The hymn XI, 4 applies to the cosmic breath, it exalts the

functions of the breath in the universe and mentions twice to-

gether, but otherwise separately, prana and apana or the corres*-

ponding -functions, '**The. prfipfl and the apana are rice and barley:

The (Cosmic) Bull is called prdna. Prana consists of barley

and apana is called rice**,
2

The identification ofprdna with barley and of apana with

rice has not been explained. Henry3 and Deussen* have con-

tented themselves by noting that rice and barley were the chief

bases of nourishment, but this does not show in the least ho.w

the idea of identifying barley with expiration and rice with

inspiration could arise ifprdna and apana had denoted nothing
but these two phases of breath. Now in hymn XIII, 3, there is

the question of an all-powerful god "who, with prana, fills up
the Sky and the Earth, who with apana fills up the stomach of
the Ocean". 5 This shows the idea of a connection between

prdna and nourishment and also of a connection between apana
and the waters. These connections will be purely absurd if

prdna here denotes inspiration and apana expiration. But in the

classical tradition of physiology, prdna sits in the mouth and is

the agent of digestion of the aliments; apana sits in the lower

part of the body where it pushes the liquids to excretion. If it is

(Zur exegese und Kritik der rituellen Sutras XXXIV^ Prana und apana m
ZDMG, Vol. LV, 1901, pp. 261 fF. and vol. LVI, 1902, p. 556) that origim-
ally pranarwas expiration and apana inspiration,

i Prdna and Apana, JAOS, XXXIX, p. 104.
- a pra^apanau vrihi-yavail anagvan prana ucyate.

yave ha prana ahito' pand vrlhir ucyatellteljAV., XI, 4? 13.
The assimilation of prana and of the Cosmic Bull is apparently explicable
by the fact that both of them are in turns the centre of the pantheistic
speculations, fami!ar in the figveda.

* LesLivres, X, XI, XII ... p/148.
* Allgememe Einleitung und Philosophic des Veda, 4th ed., Leipzig,

p. 302.
5 yah pranena dyava-prthivi tarpayaty apanena samudrasyajatharam

prpati AV.> XIII, 3, 4.
"
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admitted that their roles could have been already envisaged in

this manner at the time of the Atharvaveda, one can understand

the relation established between prana and nourishment and

apana and the waters. Morever, as barley is a cereal of high
terrain and rice is a plant of flooded terrain, in a theoretical

repartition of the two aliments between two types of breaths,

barley naturally had to be assigned to prana and rice to apana.
Besides it is not only in the physiological traditions of Susruta

and Caraka that prana and apana are conceived under forms
other than those of breath. The Chandogya-upanisad says of the

prana, "of the mouth** (rnukhya), which is the principal one at

the same time1
: "Because therewith one eats, one drinks, one

supports the other breaths".2 In the Atharvaveda the epithet of

bhuridhayas* is given to prana* The localisation of apana
in the lower part of the body is current in later Vedi
literature.

The verse of the Atharvaveda which follows the one identify-

ing prana and apana with barley and rice, contains yet another

inexplicable proposition if prana and apana are understood as

respiratory breaths: "He puts to play apana, he puts to play

praiia, the Man, inside the matrix. When thou, prana, thou,

pushest, then he is born again**.
4 This refers to the Cosmic

Man compared in his development with the embryo and pro-

bably to that of the Sun which can concretely represent the

Cosmic Man and which is reborn every morning. In any case

we understand that the embryo was conceived as having, inside

the matrix, pneumatic activity and as being born under the sush

of the breath. Now, of all the conceivable organic breaths,

the only ones which can have no r61e in the embryo are inspira-

tion and expiration- The others, the animal spirits, which circulate

in all parts of the body in formation are according to the classical

physiological doctrine the agents of its growth and it is the

breaths which determine the delivery. If, following this, we

translate, "He put in play his inferior breath, he puts in play his

superior breath the Man, inside the matrix . . . *% we can avoid

Also inBrh.-up. I, 3, 7 flf.

tena yad anati yat pibati tena itaran pra$8n avati Chand.-up. 1 , 2, 9.

A K, VI, 41, 2: cf. infra p. 181, n, 1.

dpanati pratfallpuruo garbhe antara\

yada tvam pra^tajinvasi atha sajayatep&nah/l AV.> XI, 4, 14.
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the necessity of making the embryo breathe in a full space.
1

Moreover, one would except that prdna and apdna would

not, in the Atharvaveda, always designate exhaled air and the

inhaled air. As the prdna. or the breath in general of the Cosmic
Man is the wind, it is an internal wind because the wind circula-

tes inside the Universe, the body of the Cosmic Giant.

The examination of the data on breaths other than prdna
and apana in the Atharvaveda confirms the existence of specula-
tions concerning organic breaths during the period of its compo-
sition. These speculations were already quite close to Ayurvedic
theories.

Translators have often recognised vydna as a wind diffused

all over the body. Ewing has, in this case2, taken recourse to

the reference in the Chdndogya-upanisad (I, 3, 3) which says that

vydna is the *yoint" (sandhi) ofprdna and apana. He saw thereim

respiratory air retained between two movements and then circu-

lating inside the body. Elsewhere, the passage of the Rgveda,
where vydna figures as the spring of the symbolic car, had

already indicated that this vydna was conceived as the element

ofjunction. But if prdna is the breath of the upper part and

apdna that of the lower one or of the back part, then vydna

circulating in the middle of the body is exactly the one that

unites them.

It is their permanent intermediary in somatic spaces rather

than being the occasional interval between expiration and inspi-

ration. The simultaneous mention of the three is more complete
as the enumeration of organic breaths than that of prdna and

apdna and less equivocal, as the latter two answer also to the two

phases of respiration.

This is how, undoubtedly, should be interpreted the passa-

ges where the three breaths are mentioned in the Atharvaveda^

It may be objected that if the assertion is absurd, it can in any case be
thought to have been made by the author of the hymn. An example-
may be found in the Chinese Taoist, Ko-hung (Pao-pou-tseu), referring
precisely to an intra-uterine respiration (t'at-si) . This is pointed out
by P. Wieger and he expresses his surprise about it in European medi-
cine (Histoiredes croyances . .... , 3rd ed., Hien-Hien, 1927, p. 391). But
with Ko-hong it does definitely refer to ideas borrowed from India, as.

underlined by Wieger himself and the respiration in question is, in reali-

ty, a garbha-prana* a play of animal spirits in the matrix and in tha
foetus.

lac. .ciV.j pp. 277 and 280.
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For example, XI, 5, 24, where the pair prdndpdnau and vydna
are declared to have been engendered by the Brahmanic student,

mythically transposed into a sort of Cosmic Man. For example,
once again and chiefly,,VI, 41, which is an ordinary charm for

health "for the spirit, the thoughts , . . the apdna., the vyana, the

prdna giving much of nourishment1 . . . where evidently prama
so qualified is not at all the expiration but, as we have seen, the

nourishing breath localised by the Chandogya-upanisad in the

mouth and which will be known to classical physiology,
Samdna is mentioned once in a verse of the Atharvaveda

where the other three are also named. This is in the hymn X, 2,

which asks as to who has made all the things in the cosmic

body: "who has woven therein prdncfl Who has woven apdna
and vydna? Which god has founded the samdna in the Man?"2

This is one of the hymns which enumerate most carefully all that

is found in the man; it is natural that its list of organic breaths

is more complete than in any other passage of the same collec-

tion. The expression avayat, "has woven", recalls by pun, as

noted by Henry, avayat, "has breathed", but it also evokes the

idea of the network of the dhamanis and of the sirds stretched

all over the body. One may-ask oneself if the author has cons-

ciously desired to evoke it as being the one where the prdnas
circulate in the body. In any case nothing allows us to specify

the special value of samdna in this passage.

Uddnq, the fifth breath of the classical list, is mentioned
twice (XI, 8, 4 and 26) in a hymn which like the preceding one

gives us an "inventory of the man". With him are named prdna
and apdna in a pair in dual number and it is itself associated in

the pair vydnoddnau with vydna. Samdna does not figure in this

series. The context does not help us understand the correct

sense of uddna but its mention does at least show that the

Atharvaveda already knows all the breaths * of the classical

series.

Before leaving the data of the Atharvaveda, it should be

observed that the hymn to the breath (XI, 4), wherein are found

very clear passages preventing us from translating prdna and

apdna as "expiration" and ^inspiration", occupies a separate

manase cetasea...pdnaya vyan&yapra^&yabhuridhayase} AV* VI, 41, 1-2.

ko asmin prdpam avayat fcp apanam vyanam uj
samanam asmin ko devo dhi tfrayapura$ef AV. t X, 2, 13.
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place in the rituals prescribed in the Atharvanic Sutras.1 This

eould induce us to suppose that it is a case of aberration or has

been introduced specially in the Veda and that it reflected opini-

ons alien to the rest of the collection. But nothing of the kind

oan be supposed as the interpretations which are valid there, are

also valid in the hymns beyond suspicion. The absence of use

kt the ritual, which, moreover, is not total, does not bear the

least significance and, even if it were proved that the doctrine of

this hymn was an aberration from the rest at the time of its

appearance, it will no less remain a proof of the Vedic sources

of classical physiology,

The data of the Sarfihita of the Yajurveda on the prarias lend

itself, like that of the Atharvaveda, to an interpretation of the

series of breaths made in the light of the physiological theories,

expounded later on. Wherever more than two breaths are men-
tioned, it is not possible to identify these breaths with inspiration

and expiration. Even where only two breaths appear, this Iden-

tification is not always satisfactory-

The formulae wherein prdnas are referred to are mostly
limited to a call for prosperity. AH the five pranas are mentioned

together a number of times. In the Vajasaneyl-samhita > XXII,
33, it is said "That, thanks to the sacrifice, life may succeed,
svdhdl That, thanks to the sacrifice, the prdna . . . apdna , . .

vjdna . . . uddna . . . samdna , . . the eye . . the ear . . . the

speech . . the spirit, . . . the dtman . . . Brahman . . . light . . .

the sky . . . . the celestial vault (literally : the back) . . . the

sacrifice, thanks to the sacrifice, may succeed, sy&hal"* The
Kdfhaka contains ;a series of homages to different breaths

enumerated in an order a little different, prdnay vydna, ctpdna,
zamdna and uddna.3 Thus the following formula is twice

repeated : "Protect my prdna and apdna\ protect my samdna
and vydna, protect the two forms ofmy uddna"* The Maitrd-

cf., V. Henry, Livfes-X, XI et, XII . . . p. 147.

ayur yqfnena kalpaiam svaha pranb yajnena . . . apdno vydno .

. . . sam&nd . . cfikfur . .. . Srotram ... . . vag ... mano . . . &tma
brahma , . .jyfcir . . . svar . . .pjrstham ... yajHo ". . . yajnena
svahaUVS., XXII, 33.

* . *pran&yanamo * . . vySnaya \ . . namo in the midst of similar other
formulae of homages addressed to numerous entities and diverse divini-
ties ASvamedha, II, 1-5.

prayapanau me pahi sam&na-vyanau me pahi udanarupe me pahL
V, 5;V1H, 1?.
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yafusamhfta also makes an Invocation of each of the five

pranas which recalls the one of the Vdjasaneyi-samhitd: "For life

svdha I For praya .... apdna . . . vydna, samdna, uddna . , . the

ye . . . the ear . . /the spirit . . . the speech . * . svdha I**
1

These litanies do not furnish any indications on the precise
sense attached to each name. They present the series of five

breaths with changes in the order of enumeration proving that

the enumeration does not have an essential importance. The one
of Kdthaka asking for protection for the breaths has for its

pendent a similar formula but therein figure only prdna, apana
and vydna and this formula is common to the Vdjasaneyi-
samhitd and the Maitrdyani-samhltd 2

Similarly the formula of
this latter Samhita beginning with "For life . . .

**
is also found in

a shorter form in the Vdjasaneyi-samhitd : "Forprdna, svdha I For

apdna . . . vydna . . . the eye . . the ear . . . the speech . . . the

spirit, svdhd !
M3 This proves that the enumerations of three or

five breaths are absolutely equivalent and that there is no

ground for seeking to identify the three breaths with the phases
of respiration, which one should not be tempted to establish

when there are five of them. Besides prdna which itself alone

designate the totality of organic breaths, the series also desig-

. nate the same ensemble irrespective of the particular forms that

are given and the five particular forms are quite clearly the

same as the ones whose notion is preserved in classical medicine

while developing the theory thereof.

We should also take note of the nature of entities arranged
besides the breaths in the preceding litanies ; these are the organs
or the psychic faculties or they refer to psychic activity. Now
according to the physiology of the Ayurveda, the breaths are the

agents or the motors of these faculties and of these organs in the

body. It is not by accident that they are put side by side in the
litanies of the Yajurveda. Moreover the speculation of the

ayu$e svaha prayaya . cak$u$e . . . frotraya . . . manase . . . vdcS $v8h& 9

Maitr. s., Ill, 12, 9.

prQvam me pahijapanam me puhi vydnam mi pahi . . . Vdj. S. XIV, S;

Maitr.-s., II, 8, 2.

praq&ya svdhdpfinaya vyandya svaha cak$ue svaha . . . , etc. Vdj. ^.,

XXIf, 23. It can be seen ttoat the suppression is preferably of the
udana and the sam&na. When there are four breaths, it is samana which
is omitted, cf,; Kath., XXXIX, 3: XL, 5, where it is omitted. But others
are also omitted, for example in Y&j. s 9 1. 20 are mentioned
uddna aod vyana.
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authors of the Brahmanas and the Upanisads has given rise to

numerous texts which give us an insight into relations conceived

in ancient times between organic breaths and psychic pheno-

mena, particularly sensorial ones. The "pra^ic", "pneumatic'*
nature of the dtmari^ of the soul is a major principle of Vedic

philosophy. It is not, therefore, surprising that from the epoch
of the Yajurveda^ the organic breaths have been placed beside

the elements of psychic activity. The medicine ofSu&uta and

Garaka, in explaining the psychic activity in terms of th

interplay of the prdnas, was once again following the organic
tradition of Vedic antiquity.

One should therefore not be surpised in having to suppose,
at an ancient date, a pneumatic concept of life, carrying the

notion that breaths are found in the entire body and command
the actions of the same. This is not attributing extremely
advanced ideas to the Vedic times. The air coming out of the

lungs during expiration is not the only breath of the body, it

appertains to the upper part ofthe front part of the body, which
contains others in the abdomen. The pains and the involuntary
movements of the entrails are felt as being in evident relation-

ship with the flatuosities which are independent of respiration.

Many centuries were not needed, nor as Ewing believed, mystic

speculations as intermediaries were necessary so that, know-
ing and naming inspiration and expiration, .one should have
noticed the existence of other breaths in the body. And from the

time the breath in general had been, since an early date, assimi-

lated with the wind, which latter had from the time of Indo-
Iranian pre-history been conceived as the principle of activity,
it was easy to conceive a system of pneumatic cosmo-physiology
or to feel its existence. If the Vedic Samhitas do not themselves
offer us a systematic explanation, which they need not have
offered, they at least give us, in an already constituted form, the
technical vocabulary which was, later on, to accompany the

pneumatic theory in its period of full development. Under these

conditions, when the intelligibility of Vedic formulae postulates
the existence of at least a start of this pneumatic theory during
the period of their composition, it is perfectly normal to accept
the same.

One can, then, come back to the desperate conclusions of
the exegetes who, envisaging only the speculations regarding in-
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spiration and expiration, have declared that the interpretation of
the lists of multiple pranas in ancient Vedic texts is impossible.

1

These exegetes had the tendency to see, in the use of the names
of breaths which could not be brought back to those of Respira-

tion, a purely verbal and mechanical amplification,

primitively only the names of the air coming out of the

during expiration had figured as a matter of right. It will be
more correct to see therein the first traces of physiological con-

ceptions, veiy simple besides, but which have later dominated
Indian medicine and also the mystical technique of the Yoga,
based in part on the control of breaths.

2

Ewing already quoted and Deussen on whom Macdonell and Keith

(Vedic Index, see/>r%#) base themselves for saying: **The exact sense of
each of these breaths when all are mentioned cannot be determine,d".

Keith, in particular, is sure that the Brahmins understood nothing of
what they themselves said of the five pra$asi

* fcThe termprana is subdivi-
ded into five elements among other divisions, and these five are obvious-

ly incapable of presenting any intelligble picture to the mind of the

priests." (The Religion and Philosophy of the Veda and Upanisads, Cam-
bridge, Mass., 1925, p. 484). Oldenberg has justly recognised the corre-

lation existing between the nomenclature of the breaths in the
Brahmanas and in Medicine (Die Weltanschauung der Brahmana-text
Gottingen, 1919, p. 66), but he has, on that occasion, gone back to the
data of the Saiiihitas and has not directed his reflections to that subject,
not having recognised the importance of. the physiological concepts in

the *'pre-scienu*n*c science** (Vorwissenschaftliche Wissemchaft) which he
was studying (cf.* p. 67).

cf., Les origines <Tune technique mvstique indJenne, in Revue Philosopluque ,

April-June* 1946.
'



CHAPTER VI

VEDA AND AYURVEDA

We have, at first, summarised the data of classical

Ayurveda as it is found in the form of already constituted

classical doctrines in the schools of Caraka and SuSruta, We
have thereafter analysed the medical notions found in the

Vedic samhitas. We should now try to have a short estimate of

these Vedic notions. We can, at the same time, seek to deter-

mine the exact position of the Ayurveda in relation to the Veda.

The comparison of the data of ancient Iran with that of

the Veda has enabled us to recognise the antiquity of the

speculations which were prevalent on both the sides and which

were, later, to find a place at the base of the theories of classi-

cal Indian physiology. In fact cosmological speculations go,
back to the period of Indo-Iranian pre-history as they are-

found in the ancient texts of both India and Iran. They relate to

the role of elements such as fire and water and to that of

wind considered as one of the chief forces of nature. But the

details of medical knowledge had, still, not been fixed in this

period. The nosological nomenclatures of the Veda and of the

Avesta &TQ independent and do not share a common heritage.

During the perio'd of the most ancient Vedic texts, between
1500 and 1000 B.C., appear numerous allusions to diseases, to

remedies and to limbs of thej>ody or to its constitutive elements.

There is already a number of terms which will be found later

in the medical texts, and the sense they have therein most of
the time helps us to understand the ancient passages where

they occur. But the names of explicable diseases refer to affec-

tions with evident manifestations and not to doctrinally indivi-

dualised syndromes. This .shows that during the Vedic period

pathology, although possessing a rich nomenclature, was not

yet scientifically developed. The therapeutics is magical or

rudimentary and does not yet prescribe treatments conceived

and applied following scientific theories, as will be the case

with classical medical texts. These later texts have preserved,.
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only in an extremely reduced measure, the heritage of this

Vedic therapeutics.

Anatomy possesses an extremely ample vocabulaiy m the

Veda, but quite a large number of terms in use are oiily

phorical designations and all of them have not survived:

of the internal organs are named, notably in the texts refemng
to the sacrifice of the horse. But the principal lists of anatomy
are found in the hymns which establish similarities between the
human or the animal body and the various parts of the

universe, considered as the immense body of man or animal. A
certain number of notions concerning the constitutive elements,

of the organism, which have been preserved in classical

medicine, come from the Vedic tradition: that of organic sap,,

the rasa; that of the vital sap, seat of vigour, the ojas; that

df bile conceived as liquid fire.

Vedic physiology is essentially based -on the belief that

multiple breaths circulate inside the organism. The concept of
this circulation is associated with the existence of a system of
internal canals. Both this concept and this notion will become
fundamental in classical medicine. Already in the Veda the
breaths have names which they will constantly have later on.

When only two of them are named, they correspond either ta

inspiration and expiration or to the breath of the antiro-

superior part of the body and to that of the posters-inferior

part. When three, four or five breaths and sometimes more
are named, they correspond to specialised diverse animal

spirits whose functions have been specified by classical medicine.

Therefore Ayurveda has chiefly inherited from the physio-

logical speculations and from the anatomical notions ofttur

Veda. It has preserved a part of the nosological nomenclature
but has almost entirely abandoned ancient therapeutics. It has
thus drawn chiefly for doctrinal elements on Vedic speculations
to establish its physiological theories, the one concerning the*

primordial role in the body of the wind of nature, and also the

one concerning the role of water and fire, the latter being

represented by bile. But the theory of three active elements of
the organism which, on their equilibrium being disturbed or

because of functional anomalies, become its three elements of
trouble (tridosd), the wind, the phlegm and the bile, had not

been constituted at the times of the Vedas themselves. In fact
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the notion of phlegm hardly prefigures in the Atharvaveda

which limits itself to mentioning an oedomatous affection whose
name will be, later on, used to designate occasionally the

phlegm itself. It is only in a Brahmanic text, really ancient and

going as far back as the first centuries after 1000 B.C., the

tatapatha-rahmana9 that the phlegm is named under one of

its principal names, the slesman. But even here phlegm is not

presented as an essential element of the organism.
Indian medicine has, therefore, drawn on the Veda even

for the principal elements of its general doctrines. Thereby
Ayurveda is the legitimate heir to the Veda, but it has deve-

loped to a large extent the patrimony thus received. It has

coordinated and sjistematised ancient ideas and it has constituted

an immense treasure of observations and experience, both

concerning the diseases and the means of curing them. When
we come across it for the first time in classical texts, it seems
to us as if there is a chasm between the knowledge accumulated

by it and the scanty medical notions which can be found in the

ancient Vedic texts. The intermediary works, those where we
could have seen the gradual constitution of the vast edifice

which, all of a sudden, appears before us in an already
achieved form, have not reached us. It is, therefore, all the

more precious to measure the considerable depth of the Vedic
soil to which go the basic roots of Ayurveda. It is also because
of the necessity of a continuity between Vedic speculations and
the classical doctrines of Ayurveda that we can affirm with

certainty the existence of an intermediary tradition.

The legends of the origins of Ayurveda could not have, in

this respect, fixed ourjudgement* They may take back its origins
to the farthest antiquity and attribute the transmission of its

teaching to Vedic personalities with known names, but we can-

not follow them therein. They do not, as we have seen, inspire
confidence. They cannot be taken to be based on authentic

facts. Above all, they invoke arbitrary and tendentious geneolo-
ies whereby obscure families claim descent from illustrious

stocks. They form a part of a system of similar legends con-

cerning the origin of other sciences; therein they resemble more
the products of a competition iira sort of nobiliary pride than
the souvenirs of schools concerning their real history. At
present we see, however, that these legends have not deceived
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us, at least concerning the essential fact emerging therefrom,
namely, the existence of a continuous intermediary tradition

between the speculations of Vedic times and the teachings of
medicine in the specialised manuals.

It is true that one may ask oneself, whether their data,

artificially combined, do not prove that a solution of conti-

nuity has been produced in this tradition. In fact, one may
suppose that if medical ideas had been regularly transmitted

since the Veda, the memory of the actual transmission could
have been as well preserved as that of the teachings and could

not have been replaced by legends. One may put forward the*

hypothesis that at first the medical ideas of Veda got fixed

without giving rise to evolutionary developments and that the

authors of medical systems that arose later, for example, under
the Greek medicine, desiring to refer their new science to its

antique traditions, have covered this science with Vedic remini-

scences and have cooked up the history of a tradition fictive in

reality. But such an hypothesis cannot be maintained and we
will see that it is essential to look for other explanations,

because legends have replaced the real history of tradition.

It should be observed first of all that it is not only in the

domain of medicine and of other sciences that India has;

legends in place of history. The desire for perpetuating lists of
masters and disciples is attested frequently and in quite ancient

times in Indian literatures. Sometimes even the circumstances*

of the transmission are indicated with a wealth of detail but

not in a systematic manner. Evidently more constant attention

has been paid to basic things than to the manner in which the

ancestors had learnt them and every time it has been desired

to establish the continuity of tradition it has been found'

necessary to reconstitute, with the aid of probability, the*

chain, all of whose links had not been preserved. This can be

undoubtedly explained by the facts that the notions concerning
the instruction received, being considered as accessory, were

not put to heart with as much of care as the tenor of this

instruction. Orally transmitted without the rigour observed in

the study of fundamental texts which were, however, exactly

learnt by rote, the traditions concerning instruction have got

altered and sometimes got lost so as to be later restored by
conjectures or by imitation of the parallel traditions claimed
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by other schools.

In any case, it is impossible that the legendary character

of the teaching concerning the origins and the transmissions of

instruction implies the non-existence of real transmissions or of

long breaks in the traditions, because we see everywhere a

legendary character and we cannot suppose everywhere the

irreality of or the break in traditions; that means supposing a

chasm between the entire culture of ancient India and the entir

one of classical India.

In fact, whether we study the Brahmanic, Buddhist or

Jaina texts or the scientific treatises, the DharmaSastras or the

technical manuals, we always find legends replacing history we
have been looking for. In the most favourable cases the legends

are at least mixed with historical data. One should also note

that it is in Brahminism, where the continuity of tradition is

most certain, that the obscurity regarding the transmission of

teachings is at its worst, whether because of the absence of

information or because of the effect of legends. However, the

old texts are available to us in their authentic form and in their

archaic language. They could not have come to us without a

continuous and uninterrupted tradition although this itself may
have been forgotten. In the presence of this important fact, w
must recognise that the legendary character of the data con-

cerning the origins and the transmission of medicine is in

conformity with Indian practice and in no way implies that the

antiquity claimed for the origins is false and that the existence

of a continuous- transmission of teaching since antiquity is

fictitious.

We have, besides, positive indices concerning the real

existence of this continuous transmission and the progressive

development of doctrines. A number of allusions and impor-
tant pieces of evidence, in fact, cover the considerable spaee
;>f time which separates the Vedic samhitas from the manuals of
:lassical medicine.

First of all, there is at least one theory whose permanence
zan be observed by us and it is an essential theory, namely
hat of breaths. It appears constantly across the entire litera-

;ure of Upanisads which goes in its origins to the Brahmanas
ind comes right into the classical period. We have already seen
eferences to breaths in the principal and the oldest Upanisads*
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notably in the Brhaddranyaka which forms a part of the

Satapathdbrahmana. In the more recent upanisads these
references become more and more clear, and come nearer the
final data of classical medicine.

In the Brhaddranyaksi^nd in the Chdndogya-thv distinc-

tion of five breaths is clear (Brh., Ill, 9, 26; Chand^ III, 13,

1-5; V, 19-23) but it is not found alone, chiefly in the

Brhaddranyaka^ Sometimes three breaths are considered (Bfh. y

III, 1, 10; V, 14, 3; Chand., I, 3, 3), or four (Brh., IV, 4, 1), or
six (Brh., I, 5, 4) or seven (Brh., II, 2, 3); indeed ten (Brh., Ill,

9, 4). Moreover, the precise doctrine of the localisation of five

breaths is not formally enunciated therein. Several passages can
be understood better on admitting that these localisations were

already conceived as indicated in the classical doctrine but they
are not described. On the contrary, later Upanisads clearly
formulate the theory of five essential breaths with indications

of their physiological r61e.

The Maitrl-, (II, 6) defines prdna as the breath which goes

up (ya urdhvam utkrdmati) , &pdna as the one which goes down
(yo'yam avdn samkrdmati) , vydnp as the one which favours other

breaths (yena vd eta anugfhitd), sarndna as the one which sends

the thickest element of nourishment into the apdna
1 and

brings the minutest in each member (yo
9yam sthavisfho dhdtur

annasydpdne prdpayati anistho vdnge*nge samanayati) and uddna
as the one which disgorges and swallows the drunk and the

eaten (yo^yam pitdsitam udgirati nigarati). These definitions

denote a theory which differs in certain details from the classical

theory, vydna being simply given as the adjutant of the totality

of other breaths and not as a principle of the movement of the

body and the function of swallowing being attributed to uddna^
whereas in the classical doctrine it has become prdna. This last

difference, moreover, does not in the least indicate that classical

theory had not been cqnceived at the time of the Maitri because

the Chdndogya, (I, 2, 9) had already taught that one ate and
drank thanks to the prdna of the mouth (mukhya). Therefore,
it shows simply the existence of a view different from one that

has become classical.

1 Apana, therefore, is not, in this text, the inhaled breath but the internal
wind of the body, that of the excretion of the refuse of digestion, diges-
tion rendered effective by sarnana.
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The Prasna (III, 5 ff ) situates apdna in the anus and in the

organs of generation, praria in the eyes, ears, motith and the

nostrils, samdna having a digestive function, in the centre (of
the body), vyana in the canals and in one of them, udana which
loses here its physiological role to assume that of conducting
the Self of man to its destinies after death.

In later Upanisads, particularly in those of the Yoga,
references to the doctrine of five breaths are very frequent but
are often later than in the texts of classical medicine; they do
not have, therefore, as opposed to the earlier ones, much of
interest Jfco show this doctrine in an already constituted form
between the period of the Veda and that of Ayurveda.

A chance reference in a grammatical text, which was

pointed out to me by my guru, Jules Bloch, gives us another
decisive proof for the history of the Ayurvedic doctrines in this

very period. A varttika of Katyayana on Panini (V, 1, 38) men-
tions, in fact, in a number of examples concerning suffixes

indicative of cause, the appeasement (samana) and the excite-

ment (kopana) of wind, bile, and phlegm (vata-pitta-slesman)
and their morbific coming together.

1

This simple reference fully assures us that the pathological
doctrine of the tridosa, whose elements, as we have seen, had
not been gathered together in the period of the Vedic samhitas>
as the mention of the phlegm does not appear before the

Satapatha-bramana, had been fully constituted in Katyayana's.
time. Katyayana is traditionally said to have lived under the

Nandas, overthrown in 313 B.C. by Candragupta, and was
therefore an author of the time of Alexander; this is in accord
with the chronologies of other well-known grammarians, his

predecessor, Pariini and his successor, Patanjali
2
, although some-

what lower dates could also have been proposed.
3

Under these conditions and although we do not possess the
real medical texts of the period which elapsed between the

Satapatha-brahmana and Katyayana, we have to place in this

period the definitive formation of the general doctrine of the

1 Thus\vatika designates that which appeases or excites the wind,
sannipatika that which is caused by the reunion of the wind, bile and1

phlegm.
2

cf., Max Mtiller, A History of Ancient Literature, repub. Allahabad,.
1962, pp. 126-27.

3
cf., L. Renou, La Durghatavrtti, Vol. I, pt. 1, Paris, 1940, p, 23.
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pathology of Ayurveda which we have later found to be
common to all the great manuals of classical period.

A detailed study of the later Upanisads and the Vedic
Sutras will yield still more indirect proofs of the existence of

great activity in the field of physiological speculations anterior

to these great manuals and on which they have clearly drawn.
We have, already, had the occasion to show elsewhere as to

how the theories of Susruta and Caraka on sleep and dreams
and on the relation of the spirit with the heart could be related

in part to concepts taught in this respect by older Upanisads
like the'Brhadaranyaka and comparable for most of the time to

those of the Greeks.1

Lastly, another type of evidence comes from without to

assure us the continuity and the activity of the Indian medical
researches before their literary blossoming. The Greeks who
were the contemporaries of Alexander have left this evidence

for us-

It is true that their opinions are divided. Nearchos says that

medicine has very little use in India, except against snake-

bites, the sobriety of the inhabitants ensuring them freedom
from disease and that the Sophists cure the diseases that are

eventually caused by some divine help (Nearchos in Strabo,

XV, 1, 45; Arrian, Ind., XV, 12). Others say that the Smmanas
call themselves doctors but are only magicians (Strabo, XV, 1,

70, where the Sramanas are 'Pramnai'). On the other hand

Megasthenes talking of these very iSramanas indicates that the

second rung in esteem after that of the ascetics who have

retired to the forest is given to doctors by the population. Of
these doctors he says that they make use more of diet-control

than of medicines and that among the latter liniments and

cataplasms are made use of more often; the rest appears to them
to be more or less suspect of bad effects (Strabo, XV, 1, 60,

where they are called *Garmanes') The same Megasthenes also

talks in the same passage of the existence of the speculations
on man and elsewhere of the existence of ideas analogous to

those of Greeks relating to cosmology, to elements and attenu-

ates the reproach made of Indians, of mixing too much of

1 Le sommeil et les Breves selon les medlcins indiens et les physiologues
grecs in Journ. de "psychologie, July-Sept. 1947, pp. 326 ff., specially

pp. 329, 332, 337 and 342.
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fiction with philosophy, by saying that Plato had done the same

thing. On his side Onesicritos says that the Gymnosophists

undertake much research* concerning natural phenomena, the

presages, the diseases (Strabo, XV, I, 65) and among the

Musicanos, where he observes that the sciences are not culti-

vated, he notes that in this respect medicine is an exception.
We have certainly to reject opinions similar to thase of

Nearchos, the belief in the perpetual health of Indians being a

proof of the insufficience of information. The evidence of Megas-
thenes who had lived for along time in India as ambassador

and not for a short period as a conqueror is necessarily more

competent and is to be accepted as it is in full accord with aU
the Indian data.

In other points of information furnished by Megasthenes
we have got an indirect proof of the activity of medical

research in India from the end of the 4th century B.C.,

because Megasthenes tells us how the diseases of elephants
were treated, and we see thereby that a secondary branch of

medicine, that of the veterinary art of elephants had already
assumed a physiognomy which we find it to possess in later

texts of elephantology, particularly in the Ayurveda of Ele-

phants, the Hastydyurveda \ attributed to Muni Palakapya. In
fact we have already had an occasion to show that the prescrip-
tions indicated by Megasthenes were in conformity with those

of this Ayurveda.
1

We are, therefore, very well assured by the data of the
Indian texts corroborated by foreign sources, that Indian

medicine, during the seven or eight centuries preceding the

Christian era, had never ceased to be actively cultivated and
directed towards the definitive constitution of its doctrines; this

is when the great classical texts have appeared. The loss of
earlier works should be attributed to the exclusive authority
acquired by these latter and possibly as we have seen, due to

the contempt felt by certain Vedic circles concerning the

doctors, in spite of the general opinion which had been favour-
able to them.

We thus reach the conclusion that classical Indian medicine
which is found in a fully constituted form in the didactic

Les gajasastra etles autoeurs grecs, JA, 1953, pp. 163 ff.
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manuals belonging to the environs of the Christian era, has its

essential bases (doctrines of wind and of the breaths, of the

fiery nature of bile, eta) in the ancient Vedic texts, anterior to

the formation of the Greek science, but that it has been

elaborated and constituted as a system during the period of the

efflorescence of Greek science and parallel to it. We have now
to examine tfie analogies and the eventual relationship the two

could have had.



CHAPTER SEVEN

THE AYURVEDIC THEORY OF THE WIND
AND GREEK PNEUMATISM

THE texts whereby the three oldest Indian manuals of medicine

teach that all motor activity inside the organism comes from an

internal organic breath identical to the atmospherical wind are

in close accord amongst themselves. On this point the doctrine

of Ayurveda is particularly clear and definite. A similar

physiological concept of the wind also exists in Greek medicine,

although it is not equally clearly admitted there. A. Gotze has

observed that the Hippocratic text Peri Phuson (The Winds),
makes one think of the great role played by the concept of

breath in Indian thought of the period of the Brahmaijas and

he had no doubt thai the Greek work had been under oriental

influence.
1 The question of this influence can be definitely

decided by a simple rapprochement but the analogy noted by
Gotze is evident1 and the Peri Phuson concords even with those

of the texts of classical medicine, particularly with those which

are said to belong to the school of Atreya Punarvasu.

Of the two texts which claim to report the very words of

Atreya concerning the wind, the more important is of the

Caraka-samhita. The one of the Bhela-samhita which has reach-

ed us in a single manuscript is, at places, considerably altered.

This comparison, nevertheless, suffices to show that the ideas

presented on either side go back to a common source older than
both the texts. The Susruta-samhita usefully completes in details

the enunciations of Caraka and Bhela.

CARAKA, SUTRASTHANA, XIP

[1] "We are now going to explain the chapter relating to

1 Persische Weisheit in gnechlschem Gewande, in Zeif. fur. Ind. und Ir,

11,1903, pp. 84-5. Similarly, although more doubtfully, A.B. Keith'
The Religion and Philosophy of the Veda and Upanisads. In Harvard Or
Ser., Vol. XXXII, Cambridge (Mass.) 1925, p 602*

The editions referred to are abbreviated as follows:
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functions and disorders1 of the Wind**. [2], says the blessed

Atreya. [3] Conference of Rsis: Desirous of knowing the

opinions of one another regarding the knowledge of the func-
tions and disorders of the wind, the great rsis sat together and
asked one another,

* Which property has the wind? What excites

N*=Narendranath Sastrin, Lahore* 1929, with Vyakhya (Ayurveda-
dipika) of Cakrapanidatta (Cakr.);
J.==Jivananda Vidyasagara, Calcutta, 1896;
.=!amkara Sastrin, Bombay, no date;

K.=Khemraj Srikr#adasa, Bombay, 1898, with Hindi translation by
Pandit Mihtracandra;
H-=Harinath Sarkar, Calcutta, no &ate(towards 1880),with the Vyakhya
of CakrapaQtdatta almost rigourously identical with that of N of
which it can be the model;
Gl.=Gangadhara with the Vyakhya (Jalpa-kalpataru) of the same,
Calcutta, 1868-1871, or G2; re-edited by Narendranath Sengupta and
Balaicandra Sengupta, Calcutta, 1928; the text of Gangadhara and that
of more or less similar editions is without any authority with regard to
the text commented by Cakrapanidatta, in view*of arbitrary corrections
and modifications, cf., Hoernle, Osteology, p. 21 (which wrongly indicates
the edition of 1879 as the first edn. of Gangadhara, but the one of 1868-
71, indicated above does not seem to have been complete; in my copy it

has 1,200 pages and ends in course of the XVlIlth Adbyaya of the
Sutrasthana). Hoerale is mistaken in affirming that S. is a mere repro-
duction of G., but it follows G. quite closely.

Manuscript: M* BibL Nat. Sanskrit9 1304, copy of a manuscript in
Sarada script kept in the Deccan College written by Cordier on a cap?
of J. The indications in italics are added by us. Cakr. stands for Cakra-
paiiidatta's commentary,

1 According to Cakr., Kala-guria* ''property, chiefly favourable, quality",
or amsa "portion**. The second sense cannot be accepted; it cannot
refer to "portions and non-portions of the wind", although Gaiiga-
dhara has understood it in this manner (vatasyam$amyorjn&nam) unless
it be said to refer to the minute details concerning the wind or the
diverse points of the doctrine of the wind. The former sense is found
elsewhere in Caraka and is derived from that of portion, utr., X. 3;

catuspadam sotfagakalam bhe$ajamiti bhi$ajo bhaantelyaduktam purva^
dhyaye $oda$agunamiti ra^Ae^/am, *'Medicine has ifour feet and sixteen

parts", say the doctors; that which has been said in the preceding
Chapter (XI, 9): "possessing sixteen qualities, that is medicine**. Where-
from kala-guria (Cakr.), in the sense that the parts referred to here are

qualities; four of medicine (instruction, etc.), four of drugs (efficacivy,

etc,) four of the compounder (ability of preparing the drugs, etc.) and
four of the patient (memory, obedience for prescriptions, etc.) One
can, therefore, translate "qualities and defects of the wind**, or **that
which the wind has or does not have as qualities". But kola also
denotes the arts and techniques (ordinarily said to number 64, which is

43 when 16 is 42 ; kala is habitually in relation with the number 16, the
kala or the divisions of the lunar disc are 16 in number, the year
has 16 parts, Brh.-up., I, 5, 14; similarly the man, Ckand.-up.
VI, 7,1; PraSnopa., VI,, 1, 6)* It can also refer to that which is done
by the wind or that which is not done by the wind, or does the wrong

, way, of its normal and abnormal functions, therefore the translation

given above, which fits better than the other ones is possible in the real

context of the chapter.
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it? or which are the objects that calm it? And how, without

having got it, that which lacks both consistency and

stability, is it excited by the exciters or calmed by the

sedatives? And which are its own actions that it, excited or not,
circulates or does not circulate in the body, at the moment
when it circulates in the body or outside the body?*' [4] Charac-

teristics of the Wind: Thereupon Kua, of the family of

Sankrtya, said: light, cold, violent, sharp, inconsistent to touch,
these are the six properties of the wind.1 [5] Exciters of the

Wind: As soon as he heard these words, Kumara^iras Bharad-

vaja said: "It is just as the gentleman has obseived. These are

the properties of the wind; now, the wind is made excited by
actions having similar properties and exercised by the drugs
of the same type and the virtues of the same kind, because the

means of reinforcing the elements are the putting into play of

corresponding properties." [6] Sedatives of Wind: As soon
as he heard these words, the dcctor from Bactria, Kankayana2

said: "It is just as has been observed by the gentleman* These
are the things that excite the wind. Thereafter, the contrary
ones are the sedatives of the wind, because the antagonist of

the exciter is the means of calming the elements". [7] Mode
of Action of the Exciters and the Sedatives: As soon as he
heard these words, Badisa Dhamargava said: "It is exactly as

has been described by the gentleman. These are the sedatives

of the excitation of the wind. Also, we are going to explain the

way, in which attaining the wind3
, which lacks both consistency

and stability, the exciters and the sedatives, excite it or calm it.

The exciters of the wind are, in truth, things which produce for

the organism the bitter, the light, the cold, the violent, the sharp,
the inconsistent and the hollow. The wind, haying taken up
residence in such and such an organism, growing, gets excited.

cf,, below, (7) where another r$i enumerates seven of them. cf. Susr.,

Nict., 1, fi, infra.

That is to say, "of the line of the Sogdians^, cl, supra, p, 38.

Gangadhara and others who have followed him, have changed "m
reaching it** into "without reaching it" to reproduce the expression
used in [3]. The correction is useless as one feels that at the beginning
of the conference [3] one might have supposed that the wind could not
be reached, because of its inconsistent character, but once the action on
similar or opposite properties having been admitted [6] it might have
been thought that it could be reached, wherefrom the change of

expression.
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The sedatives of the wind are things which produce for the or-

ganisms the unctuous, the heavy, the hot, the smooth, the slimy
and the sticky. The wind installing itself, circulating in such and
such an organism, he is made calm**. [8a] Functions of the Winds
As soon as he had heard the right statement of Badisa, approv-
ed by all the r$!$9 the royal sage Varyovida1 said: "Without
any doubt it is exactly as has been stated by the gentleman
and, in truth, after having adored the wind, we will explain, to

the best of our ability, proving by means of observation, in-

ference and comparison2
, the functions of the wind, excited or

not, which circulates or does not circulate in the body, at the

moment when it circulates in the body or outside the same.
Nature of the Wind: The wind is the support of that which
retains the chain3, it consists of the breath of the front, of the

upward breath, of concentrated breath, of diffused breath, and
of low breath. Physiological Functions? It promotes movements
of all types, it puts brakes on the wind and also guides it4,

this puts in action all the faculties, it is the conveyor of

objects of all the faculties, the distributor of all the elements

of the organism, which brings about the coherence of the body,
it is the promoter of speech, is the matter5 of contact and of

sound, the basis of the power of hearing and of touch, the

source of joy and of liveliness, the kindler of fire, the drier

of the elements of trouble6, the expulser of impurities, the

* Or Vayorvida, "One knowing the wind", lectio facilior which differs

from the preceding one by the displacement of only the repha written
over the syllable yo to the syllable vx. The aberrant reading of M
denotes "knower of that which has reference to the three properties'*
(of Nature according to the Samkhya philosophy).

2 The three measures-criteria (pramarias) enumerated are those which are

habitually recognised in the Nyaya philosophy, minus the revealed word
(abda) 9 not considered here, except in S, which adds its equivalent,
the teaching (upade&a) . The reading ofM and that of the variant indi-

cated by H, which comprise observation, inference and teaching corres-

pond to the theory of Sarhkhya. The text has, therefore, been modified

respectively by the advocates of Nyaya and Samkhya.
The chain (of weaving) is the body (Cakr.: tantram sianrcim}, that which
supports the chain corresponds to the joints (Cakr.: sandhi}. One may,
thus, understand tantrayantra as the "machine of the body".

4 Cakr. explains: "the one which puts brakes on the mind, which
puts itself movement when the object is not desired and is the guide of
the mind when the object is desired/'

s Cakr.: prakrti fcrartam, "prakrti instrumental cause/*
* Cakr.: dosasam$osa$ab~$arirakleda-samsosainah, "drier of the do$as

drier of the huzno'urs of the body**.
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border of the thick and fine canals, the maker of embryos. 3

It becomes the determining cause of the prolongation of life

when it is not excited. [8b] Pathological Functions: But when,
in truth, it is excited in the body, it inflicts on the body all

sorts of derangements to the detriment of the forces of colour,
of well-being and longevity. It puts in tumult2 the mind,
attacks all the faculties, throws down the embryos, provokes

malformation, makes it go on for too long a time, engenders

fright, chagrin, bewilderment, sadness, loquacity and blocks

the breaths. [8c] Normal Cosmic Functions: Of the one which

is in its natural state, the functions, when it circulates in the

world, are, in truth, the following, i.e., the support of the

earth3, the flaming up of the fire4, the regulation of the conti-

nuous course of the sun, of the moon and of the totality of

the stars and the planets, the formation of clouds5
, the emission

of waters, the putting into movement of the course of water,,

the production of flowers and fruits, the piercing of that which

pierces, the division of the seasons, of the elements, the deter-

mination of the quantity and the aspect of elements6
, the elabo-

ration of grain
7
, the growth of cereals, the dryness and the

secondary drying up8 and the tranformation of that which
is not transformed. [8d] Perturbing Cosmic Functions: Of the

one that is excited, the functions, when it circulates in the

1 'Cakr.: bhettd karttaitacca Sarlrotpatti-kale,
**
borer, maker and that at

the moment of body-formation"*
2 Or variant, vyavarttayati^ "it tbrows upside down'*.

*
///., "of the one that supports". The use of expressions of this type is.

the mark of a certain finesse*
*

///., "of the flaming one**.

5 K.: *'of the intelligences", bad reading due to the easy confusion
between gha arid dha in Nagari.

* Cakr.: manam parimanam samsthanajn akftis tayor vyaktir abhivyaktifa
karartamiti yavat9 "manam is the quantity; samsthSnam, the aspect; of
these two it is the vyakti, the manifestation, i.e., the instrumental
cause."

7 Cakr.: abhisathskaro*nkura'janana$akti%, "abhisamska'ra, the germinative
power".

* S. K:, the drying of humidity; M.G.: the drying of the dry one (com-
mentary of O.: drying of things which are a little humid, vikledahinanam
upao$a#am). Cakr.: aviktedafi pakakaladarvag aviklinnatvam upaa$anain
ca pakena yavadinam* ardrandm eva vikledopa&o$ariamf "avikleda,
absence of humidity before the movement of maturity and upao$ay&m,
secondary drying up because of the maturity of the humidity of unripe
barley, etc/* One should tbus understand that it is the cause of the
general drying up and of the drying up of the ripening cereals.
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worlds, are, in sooth, the following, i.e., the levelling up of the
summits of the mountains, the uprooting of trees, the over*

flowing of the oceans, the rising of the lakes, the pushing
back of the courses of water, the trembling of the earth, the

swelling of the clouds, the production of the mist, of thunder,,
of dust, of sand, of fish, of frogs, of serpents, of caustics, of

blood, of stones, and of lightning
1
, the destruction of six

seasons, the clearing
2 of cereals, the calamities 3 for beings,

the complete destruction of existences, the production of

clouds, of the sun, of fire and of the wind which bring to an
end the four yugas of the world. [8e] Divine Nature of the

Wind: It is the blessed and the imperishable source of beings
4
,

the author of the existence and non-existence, the ordinator

of well-being and of troubles, the death, Yama5
, the tamer,,

the Lord of creatures, Aditi6, the one which does everything,
the one th^t has all the forms, the one that goes everywhere,,
the director of all the concatenation, the atom between exis-

tences, penetrating Visnu, who trsaverses the worlds; yes, the

wind is the Blessed one'
5
* [9] Objection: Having heard Varyo-

vida, Marlci said: "Even though it is so, what is the relation-

ship of this notion, either for the expression or for the doctrine,,

with the science of the medical man or whether this doctrine,

which has just now been stated, does really concern the science

of the medical-mam".7
[10] The Medical and General Interest

ofthe Doctrine; Varyovida replied, "The medical-man, does

not consider that the wind possesses an extreme force, has

an extreme violence, that it acts very promptly and brooks no

delay when it is forcefully excited, what precautions he will

1 Cakr. does not comment upon the expressions between "thunder" and
*

'lightning", probably because he did not think them to be subject to*

confusion but, since they constitute an hetroclite enumeration inserted

accidentally between "thunder" and "lightning" they appear to have-
been interpolated after the editing of the commentary of Cakr . M.
adds "thunder".

2 Cakr.: asanghdto 'nutpado *nupacayo va, "assamghata, non-production*
and non-abundance* 3

. Samghdta is, properly speaking, density.
3 Cakr.: upasargo marakadipradurbhava^ "upasarga, appearance of pests,,

etc".

'*. Or, "of the' elements"; cf. ? Gayadasa on Susr., Nfd., 1, 6, infra.

5 The god of death.
6 The Vedic goddess

*'without links".

7 M., !., G.: "Is it made in consideration of the science of the medical
man?"
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take, having prepared himself thoroughly, to protect from the

very beginning, to forestall, fearing loss of time. The praise

of the wind made in this sense is, besides, worthwhile for health,

for increasing the forces and for good mien, for the

.acme of extreme longevity. [11] Physiological Rdle of
the Fire: Manci said: "It is fire which, inside the organism,

incorporated into bile1, excited or not, renders things good
or bad, i.e., digestion, absence of digestion, vision, absence

-of vision, measure of and its lack as regards warmth, and
colour of the normal state and that of the abnormal one,

heroism and pusillanimity, anger, joy, aberration, serenity and
-other pairs (of the opposite) beginning with these ones." [12]

PhysiologicalRole of the Aqueous Element: Having heard the

words of Manci, Kapya said, "It is Soma which, in the

organism, incorporated into phlegm, excited or not, renders

things good or bad, i.e., firmness, laxity, plethora, thinness,

softness, virility, powerlessness, knowledge, ignorance, conscious-

ness, aberration and other pairs (of the opposites) beginning with

these ones/* [13] Synthetical Conclusion of Atreya: Having
heard the remarks of Kapya, the blessed Punarvasu Atreya
said, "All of you, gentlemen, have said the right thing except
that your remarks have been exclusive. All, in sooth, the

"wind, the bile and phlegm, in normal state, make man, with

Ibis faculties intact, full of vigour, good mien and in

Cakr.: pittantaragata iti vacanena $&rlre jvdladl yuktavahnmigedhena
pitto$marupasya vahnefy sadbhavam dar$ayati na tu pittadabhedarii
pittenagnimandyasya grahany&dhyaye vakyamariatv&t tatha pitta-
harasya sarpi$o*gni-vardhanatvenoktavat.

<kBy the expression, 'incorpo-
rated in the bile*, is specified the real nature of fire in the body in the
form of bile and heat, as it is impossible that fire in the body may have
flames, etc., but it is distinguished from bile by the fact that in the
chapter on chronic diarrhoea mention is made of a reduction of fire by
bile and .also foliowing what is said about [medicine with the base of]
ghee which destroys bile by increasing the fire**. The firsf passage
which thus puts fire and bile in antagonism is Cik., XV, 63 (in .: XIX,
63): pittam..Mgnim aplavayat hanti jalam taptam fvdnalam, "the bile..,

inundating the (digestive) fire destroys it as hot water destroys fire**.

But this implies that if bile is not fire, it is like hot water and therefore
it contains an igneous element. The second passage is Cik. 9 XV* 196:
parikfyama/rt sarirasya dipanarh snehasarhyutofhldipanam bahupittasya
tiktammadhura-samyutamt "Having observed the crudeness (absence of
digestion by cooking) of the body, an enfiaming (medicine) containing
(some) fat (is beneficial), j[f the body has much of bile, the (beneficial)
enframing (medicine) is one having the pungent along with the sweet
one/* The two passages belong to the latter part of Caraka-samhita,
added by Dr4habala.
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good health; thus he manages to live a long life* just as

morals, interests and pleasures, rightly practised make man
attain the utmost happiness in this world. But rendered

abnormal, they take him into the abyss of adversity, just as

three seasons, rendered abnormal, lead the world to calamity

during their respective periods." [14] Conclusion: All the fsis

approved this- discourse of the blessed Atreya, and were glad
thereof*1 [15] And there is (a verse) on this subject: "Hear-

ing this discourse of Atreya, all approved (it), and the r?i$

were glad like gods hearing the words of- Indra", [16] Verse

on the above: Resume: The six properties, the cause of two

types
2
, the multiple function, that which also appertains to the

wind, the quadruple
3 function respectively that of phlegm, and

of bile, [17] the opinion which is of the great
'

r$is and that

of Punarvasu all this, a propos of the functions and disorders

of the wind, has been presented.
COLOPHON: In the manual of Agnivesa, re-edited by

Caraka, in the section of verses4, the twelfth chapter, entitled,

"Functions and Disorders of the Wind'*, is finished.

The discussion of the r^is gathered together shows clearly

the various tendencies which have dominated the ancient

physio-cosmological speculations of Indians and whose classical

theory is the synthesis summarised by Atreya. He attributed

the main role in the organism to an unique element, wind, fire

or water, the last one of these, water, is represented here by
soma, the cosmic liquid par excellence. This inevitably recalls

the attitude of the Ionian Physiologists seeking the primordial
element and finding the same, Thales in water, Anaximenes in

air or Heraclitus in fire. In all the cases, the effort aims at

supplying a purely physical explanation of the universe and of

1 This final formula reminds us of the one which regularly ends the
Buddhist Sutras, "Thus spake the Blessed one; satisfied the... (M&teneis)
were glad of the Blessed one":

idam avocad bhagavan dttamanah te

...bhagavato bhagitam abhinandanniti;
in'Pali; idam avoca bhagava> attamana te

...bhagavato bhasitaih abhinandun ti.

2 Cakr.: dyividho heturiti vatqprakop ahetitr vatapraamahetufa, "Cause of
two types, cause of the excitation of the wind, cause of the calming
down of the wind**.

3 Quadruple, because it differs according as it is in the body or in the
world and whether it is excited or not,

* Or Sutrasthana, "section of the sutras*' (///., place of the Sutras).
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the organism, both conceived as having the same nature, Irk

the opinion of Varyovida, where wind is assimilated to an

entire series of gods, indeed to the Blessed One, to the supreme

God, the point of view cannot be held to be mystic, in spite

of the protests of Marici who feels that the assimilation of the

wind to the gods comes out of the framework of speculations,

that are really medical. The Indian gods in question are not

really supernatural beings, powers which freely govern Nature:

by placing themselves above it. They are included in it; they
are eminent therein, but only as participants. Besides, the:

wind, as it is described by Varyovida, is nothing but the

material element known as such, and when Varyovida identi-

fies it with the gods, he does not substitute the natural notion

of the wind with a mystic representation but, on the contrary .

he furnishes a materialistic interpretation of the being of the*

gods and aims to be fully rational, but not entirely concrete.,

Our text does not describe in detail the physical action of the^

breath inside the organism. The rsis who discuss the wind or

breath judge that it is, in each movement or change, the acti-

vating force, but do not see in each case the mode of action

of this force. Their conceptions were too vague to be able to*

concretise themselves as physical representations and a deepen*
ed observation would have destroyed them immediately instead

of making them more precise. In any case, the consideration,

of the properties enabled them to materially render the

account of the action of wind in the organism without any
necessity of having to make it physically precise. From the^

fact that breath entered the organism, it followed that it intro-

duced therein its properties. When calm it put them to work
in normal manner: excited, it disurbed the organism by means,
of their excesses as also by its own mechanical action. One
could, therefore, without having to specify the concrete process*
of the latter, understand its normal or disturbing functions by
referring them to the play of its properties in an abstract

manner.

The corresponding text of Susruta will give us more details.

on the pneumatic pathology of Ayurveda. But beforehand,
the comparison of the text of Bhela, thought to have integrally

reproduced the teaching of Atreya, like that of Caraka, will

enable us to go back to the doctrine in the state which consti-
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tuted the common fund of the teachings of Bhela and Caraka*

BHELA, SUTRASTHANA, XVI1

[1] "We will now explain all that relates to the functions

and the disorders of the wind," says the blessed Atreya.
2
[2]

"Which is the chief element of trouble, and the least important
one?3

", one asks. Having saluted Atreya the black, the great
fsis gave a discourse. [3] Physiological Functions of the Wind:
Someone has said concerning the same, the main effect: As
long as the wind subsists which decomposes* nourishment, man
lives. [4] It is the wind which, in sooth, causes the semen to

fall in the woman. The wind decomposes the menstrual blood
of the woman. Because of the wind woman becomes sterile.

[5] Neither men nor women are sterile (by nature) : either, in

the receptacle, the wind is cold and has dried the sperm, [6] or

the wind has diminished the sperm and the sperm is suppressed

by the wind. All that is seen, blinked and moved, [7] and the

diseases of the black (?), in women, it is assuredly thus that

they occur. It is because of the wind that the hunchbacked,
the crippled, the lame and persons suffering from lumbago, [8]

as also those having atrophied limbs or having limbs in excess

exist, along with others of the same type. Cosmic Functions of
the Wind: The inertia of animated beings and the silences of

the rivers3, [9] the quaking of the earth 4Uo is due to the

This text is known through an unique manuscript (Tanjore, No. 10773
of Burnfcll, become No. 1 1085 of the catalogue of P.P.L. Sastri, Sriran-

gam, 1933, p. 7410). The transcription of this manuscript has been
edited by Asutosh Mukerjee, University of Calcutta, Journal of the

Department of Letters, Vol. VI, Calcutta, 1921, pp. 26-8 (for this

passage). This edition is called E, it gives within brackets the conjec-
tural readings to restore the text, proposed by Ananta Krishna Shastri,

They are reproduced here with the sign, con), or E, conj. A certain

.number among them accords with the readings of N, (below) but are
less suitable. Three other transcriptions of the same are found in the
Cordier collection of the Bibliotheque Nationale: Sanskrit 1183, copy in

Nagari of Pt. C. Krishnayya, p. 19., 1. 1. to 20, 1. 1, 6 (N.) Sanskrit 1183,

copy Tfelinga; p. 43, 1. 5 to 46, L 8 (T); Sanskrit, 1184, Latin transcription
in the hand of Cordier not used hete because copied from the preceding
two.

Reproduces 1 and 2 of Caraka.

E: this is an elemenfof trouble which [in its] least [state] surpasses a
hundred.

Literally, "destroyed", that is to say, decomposed, which is a way of
representing digestion.

E.: "The inertia of animated beings, sudden and fixed'% The conjunc-
ture causing to disappear the mention of rivers is not necessary, because
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wind. Steam is produced under the influence of the wind, from

steam is born the cloud, [10] from the cloud escapes water fron*

where are born the germs; or the thunder issues therefrom(?)

One must know that the force of the group of stars and that

of lightning comes from the wind. Thanks to wind, the fire,

the husband of the holy oblations, burns. [12] Because of the

wind the rivers flow and reach the earth. Divine Nature of the

Wind: The semen spread in the matrix is affected by the wind

of properties. It can destroy bile1 and phlegm. With2 one of

them, the wind, excited, disperses itself in the body. Varieties of
Organic Breath: Thus are distinguished the diffused breath, the

breath on high, the concentrated breath, [15] the breath below
and the breath of the front, according to its multiple specialisa-

tions in corporeal beings. The diffused breath, which ensures

its own horizontal extension, regularises the breath on high,

[16] the breath of the front ensures the placement of the breath

below but starts, among corporeal beings
3
, the raising of the

concentrated breath. It holds also under its dependence,

[17] the faculties, the spirit and the soul of the beings,
of the corporeal beings. Coi^sidered as special, another wind
is called "breath below".4 [18] Drying and marching, and
also thought to be without feet, the wind is said to be the

principal element among the five elements. [19] These four are

linked with the wind; the wind is everywhere, -always. From
the wind results the emission of the wind, of the sperm and of

the excrements, [20] and it is from the cooking of that which

the action of the wind on the rivers is mentioned a little farther (12) and
in Caraka;8d The silent rivers are a sort of pendant to inert . beings.
The wind, the force producing noise and movement, stops them when
it suspends its action.

1 E.: empoisoned bile.
2 adaya of the following verse, replaced in E. according to an unlikely

conjecture, by ahara, "nourishment'*, which will oblige us to understand
that the wind is excited by nourishment. This interpretation is possible
but it will oblige us to mike anyatararn as a complement of hanyad and
to supply "or** after "bile and phlegm**. The case envisaged by the
text as it is presented here is the one where the wind is associated with
bile or phlegm, a frequent case according to the

1

classical doctrine.
.- 3. According to the reading in E-; "puts the corporeal being into action".
4 Following another theory one should, undoubtedly, understand thai

apana (moreover often opposed alone to praiy,t in Vedic texts) is consi-
dered as a type of wind distinct from prarta and possessing an autonomy
equal to that ofprana.
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is eaten that results the function of the breath below1
; this i&

what is taught. The breath of the front comforts the elements;
it is considered that the breath of the front is life* [21] The
diffused breath is, in the body

2
, the movement and the closing

and opening of eyelids. That which, besides, in a creature, goes,
on high is that which is moved by the breath on high [22]

[which produces
3
] sneezing, hiccough, cough, sigh and speech,^

That which swells the rectum and the body in all the ways, [23]
the wind which is held therein is called "breath below*** For
such reasons and for others which make us see the reality, we
will characterize in the corporeal being the wind to be the mam
element." Thus spake the blessed Aterya.

COLOPHON:? In Bhela, sixteenth chapter.

This passage of Bhela differs externally, in so far as length
and presentation are concerned, from the corresponding chapter
ofCaraka as the latter is in the form of a dialogue in prose and
the former a much briefer enunciationin verse. These differences,,

however, cannot suffice to weaken the tradition which says that

both Bhela and AgniveSa have preserved in their texts the-

teachings received from Atreya. These differences could be due
to the intervention of Caraka who revised ths book of

Agnivesa. Moreover two versions of the same course b^
different listeners can considerably differ from each other. The
fact that the names of the traditional masters of ^yiirveda, such

as Atreya, Agnivesa and Caraka are suspected of being more

legendary than historical, do^s not prevent the two texts from

agreeing as regards the basic part of the pneumatic doctrine

presented by them as having been taught or approved by
Atreya. If it is not at all sure but only possible that the inven-

1 According to the graphically plausible correction of E. conj.: "it is the

cooking of that which is eaten, that is the function of the breath below".
This sense, in any case, will not be in accord with the ordinary doctrine

according to which it is samana which kindles the digestive fire cooking
the alknents, whereas apana ensures the expulsion ot the excreta as has
exactly been said here. It will, therefore, be better to translate the text

without correcting it and to understand that it is the cooking of the

aliments which gives rise to excretary function of the apdna^ because it is-

the cooking which produces the excreta, thus furnishing the matter on
which *apana exerts itself.

2 E.: the movement of the body.
3 A verb is supposed by the accusatives, , or they should be corrected as;

nominatives.
4 E. conj.: the syncope*
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tor of this doctrine should have been really called Atreya, is it

not at least doubtful that it had existed at a time before the

composition of the Samhitas of Bhela and Caraka? The con-

siderable differences in editing which appear when the two texts

are compared prove . precisely that neither of them can be

considered as an imitation of the other and that the general

concordance between their teachings must be due to a common
source of inspiration. We find definitely in both Bhela and

Caraka, the notion of the identity of the atmospheric wind as

also of the organic breath which, whether in nature or in the

body, is the cause of all the activities, the divine cause, but

whose divinity consists in its material power of being the

element of nature.

The text of Susruta which follows, again develops and with

more details, the same theory although according to tradition, it

does not belong to the same school. This pertains to the

origin, according to the common appearance, of the two great

schools of Ayurveda and guarantees thereby the antiquity of the

theory which necessarily pre-existed in its diverse but concordant

expressions,

SUSRUTA, NIDANASTHANA, I1

[1] We will now explain the etiology of the diseases of the

wind.2
[2] Susruta questioned Dhanvantari, the best of those

1 This text has been established following the texts mentioned hereunder:
Madhusudangupta, Calcutta, 1835 (M.)-
Jivananda Vidyasagara, 3rd. edn. Calcutta, 1889 (J.).

Kallprasanna Kavisekhara, Calcutta, 1898, in Bengali script (K.) with
the commentary of Dalhana (DKL.) and Bengali translation; YadavaSar-
man (Jadavji Trikamji), 2nd. edn. Bombay, 1931 (Y.) with the commen-
tary of Dalhana (DY.)-
The commentary of Dalhana (D.), the Nibandhasamgraha, is quoted
following the preceding editions as also the separate edition of
Jivananda Vidyasagara. 3rd. edn., Calcutta, 1891 (DJ,).
The Nyayacandrika of Gayadasa has been preferred and for the same the
MSS. of the Cordier Collection, copied from the MSS. of Bikaner
Library '(No. 1762) by Umeshcandra Gupta, BibL Nat. Sanskrit, 1177,
p. 1-37,(G )

G. gives variations noted here as G. var. A number of the explanations
of Dalhana are taken from Gayadasa; that is why the latter, an early
commentator, has been followed before Dalhana. The verses are
numbered only in J. and Y., Y. adding a second phrase after the first
one of introduction, his numbering thus differs by one from that of J. In
K. the numbering is by group of the verses of the beginning,

2 Y. adds: thus says the blessed Dhanvantari.
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who supported the Order, bora with ambrosia1, after having
saluted his feet. [3] "O, the best among those who talk, tell me
the localisation, the function and the ills of the wind in a
natural state and disturbed by excitants". [4] Having heard hisr

discourse, the best of the doctors replied: General Theory of
the Wind: "The Being existing by himself, that Blessed one is,

it is said, the wind. [5] Since it depends only on itself, existed

perpetually and also because it goes everywhere, it is for all the

objects the universal soul to whom the entire world renders

homage.2
[6] It is he^ the efficient cause of the beings

3
, in their

conservation, their birth and their destruction. Not manifest
but with its action manifest4, it is sharp, cold, bitter.5 [7] It

goes horizontally, has two properties
6
, and lots of passion*

7

Its power is inconceivable, it is the conductor of the elements
of trouble8, it shines among the multitude of ills. [8] It acts

promptly, circulates constantly. It has its seat in the intestines

and in the rectum. Teach me its characteristics when it circu-

1 Reference to the legend which places the birth of Dhanvantari incar-
nated here in the king Divodasa, in the churning of the ocean which
also produced ambrosia.

2
J., Van of Cordier . . . the ancients have rendered homage.

a Or **of the elements'", G. justifiably makes a rapprochement between
Car., Surr., XII, 8e (above) and leaves the choice between the two inter-

pretations of bhuta, ^beings" or "elements" (p. 89 I.13C bhutanam
prarfinam mahabhutanaih va caturitam)*

* IX avyakto* dfyamurtih / vyaktakarma prakatakriyafa **avycikta9 of
invisible form, vyaktakarma, of manifest action",

5 cf. Car-, Sutr. 9 XII, 4 and 7, which is reproduced by G., by reading;
riikfah Slto laghufy sukma calo visadah karaiti, **bitter, cold, light,

subtle, mobile, inconsistent, sharp**.
* GL, p. 10, 1.4, DY*: dvlgu^a iti gabdasparfagupaft, "has two proper-

ties"=has as properties sound and touch (that is to say, those of being
heard and felt). DJ. and DK-: &ltasparat "the cold and the touch" (bad
reading) .

7 This refers to the property "passion** (rajoguya) which the Saihkbya
recognises in Nature as a specially active property. The expression
amounts to saying, "it has lots of activity

j

% cf., Satapatha-brah^ VIII,
7,2,10: dvigurw bahulatarafy (in an entirely different context).

8 Of the impurities of the body or of the three elements of trouble, but in
this last case it should be admitted with those who stand for this inter-

pretation, that it is its own conductor because it is one of those three

(G. and D.).
9 One could simply translate: "it is the king of the multitude of ills** in

accordance with the Bengali version (yyadhigaiiera raja) but G. and
D. do not accept that rat be taken here as a synomym of rajan* (G.
p. 11, 1. 1: nayam rat&abdo raja [Corr. *ja] paryayah\ DY-: na tu

[I>J. & and DK. have by mistake nanu} rafsabdo rajaparyayah;G.
explains: rogasamuhe rajati, D.: rajate sobhate.
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lates in the body. [9] Normal Functions of the Wind in the

Body- When it is not excited, the wind ensures the equilibrium

of impurities, of the organic elements and of fire, the entering

into contact (the sensation) in the domains (of the faculties)
1

and the normal occurrence of various activities. [10] Just as fire

is divided into five as regards names, as regards seats and its

own functions, similarly is the wind divided, which has only one

denomination, one localisation and one activity.
8

[11] The
breath of the front and the breath on high, the concentrated

breath, the diffused breath and the breath below are the five

winds which, when they keep their places, keep the corporeal

being going. [12] The wind which circulates in the body i&

called the breath of the front, prancfi, it sustains the body,
makes nourishment enter inside and supports the breaths.8

1 G.: "the entering into contact with the objects of faculties, the disorga-
nisation of faculties, of the organic elements and of fire", that is to say,
on one side it closes the circuit on sensation, makes the feeling subject
attain the objects falling under the control of seasonal faculties and on
the other that it is the antagonist or" the regulator of the disturbing
elements of the organism.

* G. and D. specify that it refers to five forms of the fire in the body and
enumerate them. They add that it does not refer, as desire some, to
five ritual fires.

* The suffix maya here possesses an abstractive value, cf., vanmaya^
"oratorial art", exactly "that which consists of words (L. Renou,
Grammaire Sanskrite, Sect. 201), However G. and D. understand: kriya
amayaift kriyay&nnapacanadikay& amayenamiapakadina^ **as regards
function, i.e., the cooking of nourishment, etc.; as regards disease, that
is to say, the acidity, the maturing (excessive combustion), etc." The
Bengali translation, seems justifiably, not to follow them (seiprakara eka
vayul nama sthana o kriyft, "similarly the wind, one, as regards names,
seats and actions"). The English translation of K.L. Bnishagratna,
Calcutta, 1911, Vol. n, p. 3, is too free to judge the interpretation on
which it is based. The Latin translator, Fr. Hessler, Erlangen, 1844^
Vol. I, p. 169, has understood it as O. and D.

* G. p. 13, 1. 11, .notes that "in another book, the breath of the front is

said to be seated in the heart; the breath of the front is in the heart, the
breath below in the rectum, the concentrated breath goes in the centre
of the umbilic; the breath on high is situated in the region of the
throat, the diffused breath goes in all the limbs and the articulations,
cf., in fact, Yogacu4amavyuapaniadf 23-24, with some difference.

5 Others than him or simply "Life" which is a usual sense of prdyafi.
G.v.l3.l.l4:jprartavalambana-vacanena tu hrday&valatnkanamuktarh /

prariQnam vUe$eria hrdayamarmasthititvat, **by the expression, support
*

of the heart, because the breaths have their seat principally in the
vulnerable point of the heart**. G. developes thereafter this interpreta-
tion, D. takes up a part of this development. Both of them add a quota-
tion yatha saindhavo'fvaft sankumutpdtya dhavati tadvat prano (G. adds
anilo). "Just as a horse of Sind runs off having uprooted its peg, simi-
larly the breath (G. the breath of the front) arrested, escapes at the time
of death tearing off all the winds*'. In D. this quotation is introduced
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[13] Troubled, it produced principally affections such as hiccough
and panting. The one called the breath on high, superior wind,
goes upwards. [14] By means thereof opens out that which
has the characteristic of being* said, sung, etc...1 It produces
specially the ills which come above the clavicles. [15] The one
that circulates in the receptacles of the uncooked and of the
cooked2

, the concentrated breath (samana), in concert with the
firea, cooks the nourishment and separates the particular sub-
stances which are found to be produced thereby. [16] It pro-
duces ills such as the tumours, the weakening of the (digestive)
fire4, diarrhoeas, etc. The one which circulates in the entire

body, the diffused breath (vydna) acts to bring in its wake the

organic, sap, [17] and makes perspiration and blood flow and
causes the occurring of the gestures of five types

5 and excited,
it provokes chiefly the ills which traverse the entire body.
[18] The one that has for seat the receptacle of the cooked (the

intestines), the breath below (apana), it is this wind which, at

a convenient moment, brings in its wake the excreta, the urines,
the sperm, the embryos and the menses downwards.

[19] Excited, it provokes the terrible ills which stay in the blad-

der and the rectum; but the troubles of the sperm and the

urinary ills are produced by the excitation of the diffused

breath and of the breath below (associated). [20-21] And, all

together, excited, they (the five winds) tear the body undoub-

tedly.

I am going to explain below the disturbances provoked
by the wind when strongly excited, seated in different places.

The wind excited in the receptacles of the uncooked (the

stomach) provokes ills such as vomitings, etc.

by yaduktam srutau, "it is said in the Veda**; in G. by yaduktam
susrute, "it is said in Susruta'** Cordier in a note in his hand on the
MSS. of G. supposes it to refer to an older edition of Susruta because it

is not the practice of the commentator to thus denote the text com-
mented upon by him. But the good reading must be rutau as the quota*
tion is an approximative reproduction of the Brh.-up.9 VI, 1,13.

1 G. D. variant: the domain of that which is said, sung, etc-

2 The stomach and the intestines.

* Var.: with the help of the fire.

4 Var.: the tumours, the diarrhoeas where there is association with fire.

5 G. and D,: extension, contraction, flexion, recovery, lateropulsion or
according to others reported by D.: march, extension, recovery, opening
of the eyes and closing of the eyes.
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[22] Bewilderment, swoonings, thirst, the gripping of the

heart, the point of the side. TJie one that has its seat in the

receptacle of the cooked (the intestines) provokes the noise of

the entrails and the sharp pain (colic) in the nombriL1

[23] Dysuria and constipation, the intestinal occlusion, the

suffering at the trifurcation (of the trunk and of the hips).

Excited, the wind can produce the death of faculties (sensorial

and active) in the ear, etc. [24] That which is found in the

skin can provoke bad tint, the quivering, abruptness, sleep

(tegumentary insensibility), cooking, pricking, chapping,,

desquamation. [25] That which has arrived in the blood can

provoke ulcers, that which has its seat in the flesh can provoke

gainful nodosities, similarly the one that has its seat in the

fat can provoke new ulcerous indolent nodosities. [26] That
which has attained the vessels can produce lancinating pain
contraction and the plenitude of vessels. That which has

attained the tendons can provoke paralysis and shaking, lanci-

nating pain as also convulsion. [27] That which has reached

the joints renders them painful and swollen and can provoke
the drying of the bones and their fissuration as also lancinating

pain, the one that has its seat in them. [28] And when it Has

attained the marrow, the illness never gets calm; when the wind
has attained the sperm, there is an absence of production or
there is troubled production. [29] The wind which goes every*

where, covers successively the constitutive elements of the

hands, the feet, the head and can attack the entire body of
men. [30] The one that goes everywhere provokes paralysis,

convulsions, sleepa (anaesthesia), swelling and lancinating pains,

and mixed (with other elements causing trouble) in the seats:

that are said to be those of complex ills. [31] The wind that
has reached the limbs can provoke innumerable ills. There can
be inflammation, heating and swooning when the wind is.

associated with bile. [32] Cold, swelling and heaviness, when
it is enveloped in phlegm.

Pricking as by needles, horror of touch (hyperaesthesia>

[33] and other disturbances of the bile can occur when the-

wind is associated with blood. When the breath of the front

is enveloped in bile, vomiting takes place and inflammation*

1 Var.: the sharp pain and the intestinal occlusion.
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appears. [34] When it is enveloped in phlegm, there appear
weakness, depression, lassitude and bad mien. When the wind
of high is associated with bile: swooning, inflammation, dizzi-

ness, lassitude* [35] Absence of transpiration and horripila-

tion, diminished (internal) fire, cold and impotence, when it is

enveloped in phlegm.

[36] When the concentrated breath is associated

with bile, sudation, inflation, burning and swooning* And
when it is enveloped in phlegm, excess of phlegm, excreta

and urines, horripilation. When the breath of below is asso-

ciated with bile, there can occur inflammation and burning aad

(in women) flux of the blood*

[37] When it Is enveloped in phlegm, heaviness

in the lower part of the body. When the diffused

blood is enveloped in bile, convulsions, lassitude. [38]

All the limbs are heavy and there is the stiffness of the

points of bones, (such is) the symptomatology (Hnga) when the

diffused breath is enveloped in phlegm and there is also the

paralysis of movements. [39]
1
Generally, 7in delicate persons,

in those who take undue amounts of nourishment and live

beyond measure, because of excessive fatigue dpe to ^pmen,
due to spirituous drinks and exercises which are the p2tths of

ills
a
, [40] following a deviation in fee regimen of the seasons

and irregular use of fatty bodies* etc., the lyindy blood gets

excited in those who are chaste as also in the corpulent ones.

[41] The one who goes with elephants, horses, camels and

others, has his wind excited because of the habitual causes (of

excitation), because of nourishment of vegetables, etc. pungent,

hot, acid and caustic edibles as also because of heatings, etc.

(becoming) too habitual. [42] Rapidly the blood gets cor-

rupted and blocks the path of the wind. This wind, immedia-

tely rendered violently excited by the blocking of its route, can

immediately trouble the blood a great deal. [43] The latter,

mixed with the wind, disturbed by its predominance, is called

"Windy Blood". Similarly bile mixed with disturbed blood,

disturbed phlegm mixed with disturbed blood, [44] Fearing

the touch, suffering from pricking pain and drying up, from

39 and 40 probably interpolated.

Var.: following the affliction.
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sleep (anaesthesia), are the feet because of the windy blood.

Because of bile and blood they have a violent inflammation,
are extremely hot, have red swelling and are smooth. [45] They
are pruriginous, white and cold, swollen, inflated and impotent
when the blood is disturbed by phlegm. And the ailments, when
the blood is disturbed by all, make manifest in the feet, their

individual aspects. [46] As premonitary symptoms, they are

soft, perspiring, cold (or) possess opposite characteristics, have

a bad colour, a pricking pain, sleep (anaesthesia), heaviness,
heat. [47] When it (the blood) has reached the sole of the* feet,

sometimes also the palm of the hands, like rat-poison
1
, it infil-

trates the body. [48] When it has spread up to the knees, and
when it is an effusion, being fragmented (that is to say, in

the form of spread-out spots, petechiae) and when it is accom-

panied by complications like those of the weakening of the

breath and of the flesh, [49] blood can become incurable (or)

curable after several years. But when excited wind invades all

the vessels, [50] then by a sudden attack it causes lively convul-

sions all over the body occurring at all moments, and as this

convulsion is caused at all times, it is traditionally called

"convulsor*
9

(aksepaka)> [51] is called "tension-producer"

(apatanaka)
2
, the one which makes descend (patayati), by

intervals, if the wind associated with phlegm violently occupies
the (vessels). [52] The one which makes it hard like a stick is

serious, that is the "tension-producer like a stick'* (dangapata-
naka, upright tetanus) . When it seizes the jaws very strongly

1 IX: poison of Ficus glomeraia which is in reality the name of a skin*
disease (audumbara, Sus"r., Nid, 9 V, 3), but the rat-poison, thought to be
contained in its sperm, is well-known to SuSruta as giving rise to
extended accidents, Kalp., VI, 5-7, which describes exactly the swellings,
eruptions, fevers, panting, weakness, etc. caused by the corruption of
blood.

2 This word depends on tan, "to extend'% and not on pat, "to fall";
hence the etymology proposed here is fallacious. The diseases in ques-
tion are the different forms of tetanus whose "convulsion-causing**
wind provokes spasms. The names of akgepaka, apatanaka are the
epithets of the wind as tetanus-causing functions but easily become
names with morbid forms provoked by the latter; in that case these
words are used for ake$paka-rogat apatanaka-roga, etc. It has been
believed that apatanaka denoted epilepsy (Sus"r. trnsln. of K.L*
Bhishagratna) undoubtedly because of the indication that there is a fall

but epilepsy is well-known and is described elsewhere as apasmara and
the mention of falls, which are not the characteristics of tetanus (whose
access, in any case, is incompatible with the standing position), seem
to be due to the care shown for etymology; the rest of the piece refers

clearly to tetanus and to the diverse forms of tetanic accidents.
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(trismus) use of nourishment becomes difficult. [53] The one
that makes the body bend like a bow draws its name from the
hardness of the bow (dhanuhstambha) . It has its seat in the

fingers, in ankles, abdomen, heart, chest and throat. [54] When
ihe wind, impetuous, causes the convulsive expansion of the
tendons, (the patient) has his eyes fixed, the jaw rigid, the side
twisted (pleurothotonos), and (he) vomits phlegm. [55] When
the man is bent like a bow inwards, then the wind, powerful,
provokes its "contraction inwards" (emprosthotonos), [56] and
if the tendons of outside1 are found in the expansions
it provokes the "outward contraction*' (opisthotonbs).
The experts call incurable the one that causes the chest,
the hips and the thighs to incurvate.

[57] The wind associated with phlegm and bile

and even the wind alone can prdduce the "convulsion-

producer" (akgepaka) and another, the fourth is born
of the traumatisms.2 [58] The "tension-producer

5 * which
has abortion for its cause, or which occurs because of

haemorrhage, or which has the traumatisms as cause, isnot
cured. [59] When the wind, excessively excited, attains the

vessels going downwards along with those going horizontally
and those which go high in the body, [60] then, releasing the

links of articulations on one side, it injures the side and the

best of practitioners call him "affected on the side** (henaiple-

gia). [61] The one who is tormented by the wind and whose
entire half-body is paralysed and insensible, (he) falls8 and even

loses life. [62] It is known that the side injured by pure
wind4 is the most difficult to cure, the curable is that which
is in relation with another (element of trouble), and the incur-

able is that which brings atrophy in its wake. [63] The wind

1 D.: **the tendons of outside are those which have their seat in the soles

of the feet, in fleshy mass (calf of leg, etc.), in the posterior parts of
hips, of the back and of the neck'** These are the muscles whose con-
traction causes opisthotonos.

2 There are three types of ''convulsion-producers" due respectively to

wind, to wind associated with phlegm and with wind associated with
bile, a fourth type is of traumatic origin. This last form, where the

coming in of the disease is apparently due to traumatism, is distingui-
shed from tetanus seeming to be spontaneous, which were considered
as pertaining to medical pathology, even in modern times before it was
known that D. lists various classifications of tetanus in four types,

3 Var.: following the same.
4 Alone, without the intervention of the phlegm and of bile.
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excited can climb from its seat to the heart and the head, it

torments the temples and can cause convulsions in limbs and
can also bend them* [64] With eyes closed, without any move-

ment, or with eyes fixed, one whimpers, without breath, or

one can breathe with difficulty, with consciousness abolished,

[65] One can be in one's normal state when the heart is freed

and one swoons when it is enveloped (in the wind) by the wind

accompanied by phlegm, one should know it to be apaiantraka*

[66] As against sleeping during daytime, in one posture
2
, in

one position, of one look in an abnormal sense3 the one that

is enveloped in phlegm provokes torticolis (manyastambha).

[67] In pregnant women, in parturition, in" children, old men
and the weak4

, in the case of the diminution of blood, the one

who cries aloud and masticates hard objects too much,

[68] laughs, yawns, and due to weight, due even to an unequal
level5, going to the head, the -

nose, the lips, the chin, the

forehead, the junctions of the eyes
6
, [69] the wind torments

the visage and engenders thereafter facial paralysis (ardita).

Half of the face becomes twisted and even the neck gets

twisted, [70] the head deviates, there is Mining of speech

(Aphasia) derangement of the eyes, etc. and suffering on
the same side of." the neck in the chin and in the teeth.

[71] The one who has horripilation in the beginning, trembling,

eye-trouble, wind going up, sleep (anaesthesia) and pain in the

skin, seizing of the muscular mass of the neck and of the jaws,
the experts in diseases call his (trouble) the disease **arditcf*J

[72] The one who is weakened, whose eyes do not blink, whose

1 According to Y. (note): "hysteria". The design suits well enough the
convulsions and the "hysterical" coma, but also the manifestations with
an organic substratum such as can provoke a number of neurological
affections, meningeal haemorrhages, etc.

2 Specially of a posture in sitting position. Var.: of an irregular position,
3 Var.: of an upward glance.
4 The first half of the verse is rejected by Jejjhata and others.
5 Van: of unequal respiration,
6 Lines of junction between the brows and the lids, the eye-lids and the

white, etc. (Susr., Utt. 9 I, 14). In fact, in facial paralysis there is a
complete displacement of the eye-lids in relation to the eye.

7 Here it does not refer merely to facial paralysis, but rather to facial
neuralgia with trophic troubles (troubles of the eye), or to serious facial
paralysis with lagophthalmia (absence of 'blinking indicated inverse
72), secondary contractions and neurological troubles associated
together (paralysis with hemiplegia and aphasia).
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speech is continually limy
1
, his ardita is not cured assuredly as

also if he is three years old and of the one who trembles.

[73] The tendon of the heel and that of the tde whMi is

tormented by the wind can retain the ext^sloii ^
this is what is called ^sciatica" (grdhrasi). [74J T&e t^rifeli &f
the palm and of the fingers, in the back in the region of the

arm, diminishes the fanction of the arms; this is what is J^oWia
#s **brachial paralysis^ (vfsvaci)* [75] lite swelling in the

centre of knee, due to the wind and to the blood, very painful
Is the ^jackal's heac!**

2
, massive like the shout of the jackal,

[7<>] When the wind happens to sit in the hips and ciauses the

tendon of the thigh to convulse3, then the man can become
lame and, following the death of the two thighs, become
paraplegical (pangu). [77] The one whose legs shake while

walking and who walks like a lame person, one should know
him as the "lame because of sinewy fasciculia" (kalaya-

khanja), whose ligaments of articulations are loose*

78] When the foot is placed in an irregular manner, the wind
can produce pains; it should be known that it is the "thorn of
the wind** (vatakanjaka) which has its seat in the ankle.

[79] The wind associated with bile and blood provokes
inflammation in the feet and specially following a walk: it is

called "inflammation of the feet" (pddadaha, acrodyny^. [80]
The one whose feet have horripilation and are as if asleep*,
it should be known that he has the horripilation of the feet

(pddaharsa) born of the excitation of the phlegm and of the

wind. [81] The wind which, having its seat in the region of
the shoulder, after having dried up the articulation5 and bent

the tendons, stays there, engenders the "arm below**

(avabdhuka). [82] Where the wind stays filling the vectorial

canal of speech
6
, whether pure or associated with phlegm,

deafness (badhirya), is produced because of it* [83] The one

1 Van: whose speech is limy and indistinct.
2

Literally: "head" but preceded by jackal, that is to say that its name
is formed of ^/r##f "head", preceded by kro$thuka, "jackal**, therefore,
krotfhukasirab* "head of the jackal".

s According to G.: "convulses a little". Here it refers in fact not to-

violent contractions but to paraplegia or spasmodic monoplegia.
* Var.: and can be put to sleep.
'*. Literally:

'*that which has a link". Var.: the link of the shoulder,

Literally: "of the words".
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in whom the wind provokes a shooting pain in the ears as if

cutting the jaws, temples, head and the neck, he is said to have

the "shooting pain of the ears" (karnasula). [84] The wind

with phlegm having filled the vectorial canals of speech,

renders men inactive, dumb, speaking through the nose, or

makes them stammerers. [85] The suffering that goes down-

wards, arriving in the receptacles of the faeces and of the urines,

as if cutting the rectum and the genital organs, is known as the

"quiver"
1

(turn). [86] The suffering which, arrived in the

rectum and in the genital organs, winding the wrong way,
occurs with paroxysms in the receptacle of the cooked (in the

intestines) is called "contrary quiver" (pratitunT). [87] The

abdomen with rumbling, the seat of extremely violent pains,

strongly swollen: one should know that to be "distension"

. (adhmana), terrible due to the stoppage of the wind. [88] When
th$ side and the heart are untrammeled and when it reaches

the receptacle of the undigested (stomach) it should be known
gs the "contrary distension", where the wind is filled with

phlegm.

[89] One should know that a nodule, firm like seed-

stone, enlarged upwards, elevated, is a "seed-stone of the

wind" (vatasfhila), blocking the external outlets. [90] One
should say that the one accompanied by pains, blocking the

winds, the faeces and the urines, developed horizontally in the

abdomen is the "seed-stone in the contrary direction
1 *

(pratyasthila).

THE HIPPOCRATIC MANUAL "ON BREATHS"
The three great Indian texts of medicine are thus unanimous
in making the wind as the soul of the world ^nd ofthe body, in

the concrete sense of the word "soul". The various winds,

organic breaths or "animal spirits" are the principles of the

entire manifestation of life in the body. The differences bet-

ween SuSruta and the texts of the tradition of Atreya do not go
to the basis of the doctrine; they are, above all, a result of the

fact that SuSruta does not insist on the cosmic role of the wind

and, on the contrary, gives details of its action in the body.
SuSruta makes a concordant enunciation, though technically

1 Pain as if due to a quiver full of arrows. Similarly the "shooting
pain*% Sula, is the pain caused by a blow of the lance.
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much more medical, referring to a later development of medi-
cine. The Hippocratic manual On Br&aths teaches the same
general doctrine as taught by the three Indian texts, b$ing:

nearer the first two texts, because of the inuch less technical!

nature of its enunciation and, in any case, offering concor-

dances in detail with those of Suruta.
For a long time the Hellenists have been struck by (foe*

literary character of the manual, On Breaths, composed, it is

said, like a discourse meant for a large audience.1 E. Maass has^

thought that his author had imitated Gorgias
2 and the most

trustworthy opinion today seems to desire it to be the discourse-

of a sophist. This will explain its much less technical character

which, in any case, is a fact and will imply that its attribu-

tion to Hippocrates is false.

On this last point, it is difficult to reach a definite judge-
ment. The critics have never been unanimous on the manuals

that are to be accepted as authentic3, the proposed criteria or

authenticity being hypothetical and a thousand hypotheses being;

possible according to the manner in which are conceived the

spirit of the Master and his preoccupations. But it is probably
certain that the manual On Breaths is, in its form and doctrine,,

different from the majority of the most important pieces of the:

collection. Yet, the peripatetician Menon thought this text to*

be a work of Hippocrates and this implies, as has been shown-

by Diels, that Aristotle had considered it as such.4 Diels and

Wilamowitz have thus come to the conclusion that Aristotle^

had seriously deceived himself and this opinion of theirs has

generally been accepted.
5 One must, however, observe that it is

not only the form of the text which militates, in the eyes of

modern critics, against its authenticity but also the mediocre

esteem they have for it and which makes them think it to be

* cf. 5 Axel Nelson, Die Hippocratische Schrift, PERI PHUSON; Text und
Studien, Uppsala, 1909. p. 98.

2 Hermes, XXII, 1887, pp. 566 ff., Nelson, p. 99.
3

cf., A. Di6s, Autour de Platan, Paris, 1927, pp. U flf., and review of the

Congr6s de rAssociation Guillaume Bud, (Nice, 1935), in A Rey,
La maturiti de lapensee scientifique in Grece, Paris, 1939, p. 433*

* Hermes, XXVIII, 1893, p, 432.
*

cf., Nelson, loc. cit., pp. 106-7. Nelson ends with a quotation of".

Wilamovitz whose conclusion he accepts. "Aristoteles hat imihm
(Hippocrate) den Sophisten von. P- Ph. gesehem das fst schiimm fu
die Medicin, die er in Stagiros gelernt hatte".
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unworthy of Hippocrates.
1

Yet, the manual On Breaths

(14) describes a natural pathogeny of the sacred disease closely

resembling the one described in the special manual On the

Sacred Disease \vhich is generally thought to be one of the

*chief claims to glory of the "Father of Medicine". However it

maybe, the manual On Breaths did not appear to be quite
denuded of value to Aristotle and we will see, after having sum-
marised it, and in part reproduced in the translation of Littr62,

that it had been in accord with the generally trustworthy
-doctrines of Greek medicine at least since the epoch of Hippo-
Aerates. It belongs definitely to th^ Hippocratic tradition as it

had been constituted before the epoch of Aristotle and
Alexander

SUMMARY AND EXTRACTS OF THE MANUAL **ON BREATHS"/*

<1) Greatness and Difficulties of Medicine. Necessity of

recognising the general cause of diseases. (2) The Cause of
Diseases is one: All the diseases have one single mode of being;

they differ only in their location* Firstly, they have among
themselves no similarity, because of the diversity and the dis-

similarity of places they affect* However, for all of them thfre
is only one form and one cause, always the same. Tiiat which
it is, I will try to explain it in the following part of my
-discourse.

(3) Of Air considered as an agent in the world*: The

body of men is nourished by three types of aliments; they are

-called food, drink and breaths. The breath5
, is known as wind

(anemos) in the body, air (air) outside the body. The air is the

most powerful agent of all and in all ; it is worthwhile to con-

sider its force. The wind (anemos) is a flux and a current of

-air; when, therefore, accumulated air becomes a violent current,

1
Blass, Hermes, XXXVI, p. 405, has supposed that the manual On Breaths
attributed to Hippocrates by Aristotle and MSnon was not the one that
has reached us but a text of greater value on which the existing one was
composed. This hypothesis has been approved by Th. Gomperz, Les
Penseurs de la Grece, French trnsln., Paris* 1928, Vol. I, p. 321, note: it

remains, nonetheless, a simple hypothesis,
2 The summarised portions are in italics.
a E. Littr*,. Oeuvres completes d'Jffippacrate, Paris, Vol. VI, 1849, pp. 90. ff.

4
cf., Car., above, 8 c-d; Bhela, 8-12.; Susr., 4-8.

"*' Littr& pneumata. Nelson: pneuma.> cf., Car., 8e; Bhela, 12; Sujr,r 5.
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the trees fall, being uprooted by the impetuosity of breath, the
sea raises itself\ and the ships of large dimensions are thrown
dn high. Such is the power it possesses. Invisible, in truth, to*

the eye, it is visible to thought; because which effect would I^e

produced without it ?* From where is it absent or where is it

not present ? The entire interval between the earth and tike sky
is filled by breath. This breath is the cause of winter and of
summer8

: dense and cold in winter, in summer soft and tran-

quil. Even the march of the sun, of the moon and of stars

takes place by breath4; because for the fire the breath is

nourishment, and the fire deprived of breath could not live5,

so much so that the eternal course of the sun is maintained bjr

air, which itself is light and eternal. Evidently the sea also has
a part of the breath*; because the swimming animals cannot
live when deprived of this breath, and how can they live except
by drawing the air through water and from water ? The eaith

is the base where the air rests7, the air is the vehicle of the-

earth, and there is nothing that be devoid thereof. (4) OfAir
considered in the body of the animals: Such is, therefore, the-

reason of its force in every other thing; as regards mortal*

beings, it is the cause of life in them and of the diseases *m

patients
8
, and so great is the need of breath for all the bodies,

that man, who deprived of all solid and liquid nourishment can
Kve two or three days and even longer, would perish if the*

outlets of the breath in the body were to be intercepted, even

for a brief part of the day. So very predominant is the need
of breath ! Moreover, in man, all the actions are subject to

intermissions, as life is full of mutations, this action alone is.

never interrupted in mortal animals, all busy in inhaling and

exhaling air. (5) The Air is the cause of diseases: Therefore it

is said that all the animals participate largely in the air; now

*
cf., Car., 8d.

2
cf., Car., 8e; Bhela, 12; Susr., 6.

3
cf,, Car., 8c.

4
cf., Car., 8c; Bhela, 10.

5
cf., Bhjeia, 11. -

6 To pelagos metekhei pneumatosr. Littre translates less clearly, "the sea^

is in communication with the breath,"
7 Other reading: "and, for the moos, its base is on it'* (khai ti minf

epi touteou to bathriori).
8

cf., Car., 8a and b; Susr., 6.
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one should explain immediately, that according to all probabi-

lity, the source of diseases should not be placed elsewhere, so

that when it enters the body, whether in excess or in lesser

quantities, or too much at a time, or dirty with morbific

miasma. These remarks do not suffice for the thing in general;

now coming to the facts themselves in the following part of

this discourse, I am going to show, that all the diseases are

produced thereof and proceed therefrom. (6) Air is the cause

<of fevers and first of all of epidemic fevers and of epizooty.

When air is infected with miasma which are the enemies of
human nature, men fall ill; when it becomes improper to another

animal species, vt is the latter which is struck. (7) Air is the first

cause of sporadic fevers determined by aerophagy: When the

body is filled with aliments, it is also filled with air, abundantly
if the aliments rest; ^now, if they rest, their quantity preventing
them from going on; the lower part of the abdomen thus

obstructed, the winds spread themselves in the entire body, and,

falling on the most sanguine parts, they cool them off; follow-

ing this cooling off of these parts which are the sources and
the roots of blood, shivering runs in the entire body, and the

blood being entirely cooled, the entire body shivers. (8) Air is

the cause of the principal phenomena which accompany the

fevers, shivering, trembling , yawningt resolution of articulations,

transpirations; cephalalgy: This is why shiverings precede fevers.

Depending on the quantity and on the coldness of the winds
which irrupt, shivering is as much stronger as they are more
abundant and colder, as much weaker as they are reduced and
less cold. In shiverings the tremblings of the body are pro-
duced in this manner: the blood, flowing back before the cold
which pursues it, agitates across the whole body to run to the

hottest parts of the body. Such is its vagabond course. The
blood having thrown itself far from the extremities, the viscera

and the fleshes tremble; because certain parts of the body
become hyperemic and others anaemic, now the anaemic parts,
under the influence of the cold, far from keeping their immo-
bility, are seized by spasmodic movements as heat has left

them; and the hyperemic parts, due to the accumlation of the

blood, tremble and cause inflammations, as there can be no
immobility where there is superabundance of this liquid. Yawns
precede fevers, when lots of accumulated air, coming out of
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the upper side at the same time, opens forcibly the mouth as
is done by a lever; there is, in fact, the easiest exit * . . when the

largest part of the blood has thus been gathered, the air that

,had cooled it, gets heated in turn, being dominated by the heat:

lhaving thus become an incandescent mass, it communicates its

Iheating to the entire body. And the blood cooperates with it;

^because put on this brasero, it evaporates; and it shuts itself

from the breath; this breath arriving at the pores of the body,
perspiration is produced because the condensed breath falls

into water, and, traversing the pores, shows itself outside * . . The

cephalalgy accompanying the fever is explained as follows: the

Ipaths of the blood get narrow in the head; because the veins

^are filled with air; thus filled and burnt, they cause cephalalgy;
an fact, the blood, forcibly pushed in one path, being hot, can-

not flow rapidly, as it encounters lots of obstacles. Therefrom
rthe throbbings which are produced in the temples. (9) Air is the

cause of Ileus and of colic pain: The breath when it falls on
.soft parts, unhabituated and intact, it pushes itself in like an

arrow, and penetrates the flesh, throwing itself sometimes into

Jiypochondrium, sometimes into sides, sometimes into both.1

(10) Air is the cause offluxions andofHemoptyses:. . , when
"the veins of the head are filled with air, firstly the head
.becomes heavy because of winds that oppress it; then the blood

whirls, which the winds cannot make flow because of the nar-

rowness of the paths; but the thinnest part is shown across the

veins; this liquid, when it has been accumulated, flows out by
other exits, and the point of the body where it flows becomes

the seat of disease . . . Because phlegm mixed with acrid hum-
-ours, wherever it goes, causes ulcers in parts of the body not

.used to its presence . . . The inhaled air arrives by the throat in

;the chest, and goes out by the same path; so when the breath

which comes from below, encounters the flux going downwards,
, cough occurs and phlegm (phlegma) is thrown upwards. Things

.being so, ulcer is caused in the throat , . . because necessarily a

painful part retains the breath ... (11) Air causes the ruptures,

Rigmata: The ruptures (Coan Prognoses, 418) have the following

, cause: when different parts of the flesh, by some violence, get

detached from one another, and the breath insinuates itself ia

cf., Susr., 20-22.
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the 'interstice, this excites suffering (On Diseases, I, 20J
1

.

(12)\ Air is a cause of Hydropsy: If the winds spread them-

selves in the fleshes, dilating the pores of the body, these

winds are followed by humidity for which the path has been

made by air; the body having thus become imbibed, on the

one hand the fleshes melt, and, on the other, the legs get tume-

fied . . . (proofs drawn from what occurs when the ascites is

punctured). (13) Air is the cause of Apoplexies: When the

winds, abundant and cold, penetrate the fleshes, the penetrated

parts become insensible2 : abundant winds run across the

entire body? The entire body is struck with apoplexy; do

they get fixed in a certain part? it is this part; do they get dis-

sipated? the disease gets dissipated; do they persist, the disease

persists. The continual yawnings of these patients prove that

it is so. (14) Air is the cause of Epilepsy: I attribute the same
cause again to the disease called sacred. (// is the blood) which

in the body, unites most with intelligence (phronins). When it

is in its normal state the intelligence remains intact, otherwise it

gets altered* This is the case in sleep where the blood gets

cooled and in drunkenness where it gets suddenly increased in

quantity. Much of the breath being mixed in the entire body
with* all the blood, it creates several obstacles in several places
in the veins (phleps). When much air charges the thick veins

full of blood and charging them, stays there, the blood is pre-
vented from flowing; here it stops, there it goes slowly,
elsewhere more quickly. la such a way that the flow of the

blood across the body becomes irregular, and all sorts of

irregularities are the result; the whole body is drawn on all

sides; the parts get contracted under the action of the trouble

and the derangement of the blood; perversions of all types
manifest themselves in every way; during this time the

patients are struck with anaesthesia, (they are) deaf to

what is said, blind to what is done (and) insensible to

suffering: so much has the air by its trouble troubled
the blood and dirtied it! It is also not without reason
that froth comes to the mouth, air, penetrating by jugular veins

(sphagitidanphleban) passes, it is true, but while passing, draws

1
Susr., 20, 26, 27.

2
SuSr., 24, 30, 32.
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along the thinnest part of the blood, the liquid thus mixed with
air gets white, because the air appears in its purity across the
subtle membranes; this is why all the froths are white. So., whoa
do persons who are victims of this disease get free from the
access and the tempest which assails them? ITris is what I am
going to say. The body, because of the exercise it receives from
suffering, gets heated, and the blood with it; the blood, heated
communicates its heat to the winds; under this influence, the
latter get dissolved and dissolve the coagulation of the blood;

they come out in part with exhalation, in part with the phlegnqu
The ebullition of the froth ceases, the blood comes back to

normal, the tempest roused in the body gets pacified and the

attack is over* (15) Conclusion: In definitive, the winds pre,
in all the diseases, the principal agents, all the rest are only
concomitant and accessory causes; this alone is the effective

cause; I have shown it. I had promised to show the origin of

diseases, and I have established that the breath, sovereign of
the rest, is the same in the body of the animals. I have applied
the reasoning on known diseases, where the hypothesis is seen

to be veritable. If I were to enter into details of all the affec-

tions, my discourse on the same would become too long, but

it would be neither more exact nor more convincing.

The general concordance of the doctrine of this text with

that of Indian pneumatism is, evident. The similarities in detail

of the pathogenic representations are equally so. But there are

also differences. The manual On Breaths (5, 6) talks of spots
introduced in the body by the inhaled air and explains the

epidemics. Our Indian texts contain nothing similar. The
Greek discourse explains a pathogeny by the association of

blood and wind which recalls the totality of the theories of

SuSruta (42). But in his theories corrupted blood blocks tbe

wind, from where the excitation of the wind, which in its torn

troubles the blood. In the former, it is the wind which cools

the blood and then gets heated by contact and pushes it vio-

lently, even though its heat obstructs its circulation. The final

result is the same: there is an obstacle in the normal course of

the breath and of the blood, but somewhat different on both

sides, there had been speculations on the mechanism of this

accident. It should, therefore, be recognised that there is a

profound analogy between the doctrine of the manual On
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Breaths and Indian pneumatism but not a close correlation* It

seems excluded that there was textual borrowing. On the Indian

side the doctrine propounded is too ancient, because of its Vedic

attachments and because of its Indo-Iranian pre-history, to

have been born under Greek influence; at the most it could

have been influenced in certain details. On the Greek side, only
a free imitation of an Indian model could be admitted as there

is no literal concordance. It is true that the eventual Indian

model could have been a text other than the ones that have
reached us. But, besides the fact that it will be a gratuitous

hypothesis to put forward and defend, the Greek puts forward
a doctrine which appears, on enquiry, to have been very well

attested in the Hellenic world. If there has been a borrowing
from India, it has been in the shape of general ideas and it has

been of an entire part of the Greek medical text rather than

that of the author of the manual On Breaths acting alone. The

problem posed by the concordances between this manual and
the Sanskrit works is not one of borrowing a text but that of

cultural relations.

Nelson has already justly noted (p. 101) that the rdle of

the essential element of the cosmos attributed to the air goes
back at least to Anaximenes, that Diogenes of Appollonia and
others have exalted the all powerfulness of the air, considering

it as the principle of life and of thought, and lastly that in the

Hippocratic manuals On the Sacred Disease and On the Nature

of Man, also appears a doctrine of pneumatic physiology.
It is easy to find in the Pre-Socratics1 and in the Hippo-

cratic Collection many other concordances with the manual On
Breaths which show the extent to which the latter is linked with

several theories current among the Greeks and at the same time

quite analogous to those of India. Just then, in the Pre-

Socratics, are found teachings on the r61e of the air or of the

breath in the world, and in the Hippocratic Collection are found
the data concerning its action in the body. Nevertheless the

pre-occupations of anatomy and of physiology are frequent in

the pre-Socratics.

H. Diels, Doxogmphi graeci, Berlin, 1879. (quoted hereafter as Dox and
by number), trrisin. in P. Tannery, Pour I'histoire de la science Hellene*
second edn. by A DiSs, Paris 1930, (quoted as T. and by page-number)

*

J.Voilqmn9 Lespenseurs grec$ avant Socrate> Paris, 1941 (quoted asV and by page-number) .
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Diogenes of Appollonia, who died towards 428 B.C. recog-
nised numerous vessels in the body; he believed that the soul
entered the child after birth with the cold air attracted by the

heat of the body and that death came when the air quitted the
veins. The blood during sleep pushed the air towards the chest
and towards the abdomen (Dox., 426, 436; T., 334,; V., 149-

159). But a little earlier undoubtedly, Empedocles (who died
towards 430 B.C.) had defended the existence of canals travers-

ing the fleshes and ending in the nostrils where alternatively, by
the flux and the reflux of the blood, air entered and went out.

According to him, sleep would correspond to a moderate cool-

ing of. the blood (Dox., 435; T., 336; V., 126) and this last

jioctrine is found in our manual (14) with the one saying that

intelligence depends on the blood; an opinion which also

belongs to Empedocles (T., 345, V., 116; frag. 105). Empedocles
did not admit breathing in the embryo before birth (Dox.,
425; T., 335).

On this last point, Empedocles and Diogenes of Appol-
lonia have been contradicted by the Hippocratic manuals which^
like the Indian books, taught the existence in the embryo of the

circulation of the breath coming from the mother: On the

Embryo of eight months (12) On the Nature of the Child*

(12) [wherein are recognised, as in India, a feminine and a
masculine semen1, with which the breath gets united, this

breath organises all the parts of the embryo (17)] and On
Flesh (6). As opposed to /this, the school of Sicily, which
had very strong links with Empedocles, has given a great deal

ofimportance to the theory of pneurna2 which was to become
much later, after Celsus, the characteristic doctrine of the

"pneumatic
9 * school3 and which was to play, in Hellenic

and Hellenistic philosophy and mysticism, a role comparable
and parallel to that of prdna in India.

The circulation of air in the vessels is admitted again in

the Hippocratic manual On the Alimentation (31). The
retention of air intercepted in the vessels is considered as the

1
cf., supra, p. 165-6. ___^^^^^ jair.-in

2 cf.> M. Welmana, Fragmente des sikelischen

W. Jaeger, Diokles von Karystos, Berlin, 1958.
; ~\r \ * * rJ*V A

3 cf., M. Wellmann, Diepneumatische Schule bis auf Archfgknes,
1895.
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cause of the sudden loss of speech, with dizziness, convulsions,

etc. In the manual On Diet in Acute Diseases (App., 4 & 5).

According to this text the breath and the blood united produce

Quincy (App., 6). The manual On Ancient Medicine (22) refers

on its side, to the action of the internal winds, the pains and
even to the abcesses in the region of the liver and of the dia-

phragm, its exposition reminding us of On Breaths (9).

The manual On Breaths thus belongs to an entire Greek
literature of pneumatic

1
physiology which serves as a pendant

to Sanskrit literature concerning the physio-pathological r61e of
the wind inside the organism- It is the eventuality of the rela-

tions between these two literatures rather than that of the

relations between the texts themselves compared by us that we
should envisage.

1 On the role of the pneuma in stoicism and its dependence on medical
theories, cf. G. Verbeke, Uevolution de la doctrine du pneuma du stoi*
cisme a saint Augustin, Paris-Louvain, 1945, pp. -6, 12 et passim.



CHAPTER EIGHT

THE TIMAEUS OF PLATO AND INDIAN MEDICINE

ANALOGIES of the same type as those that have been noted
between Indian medical texts and the Hippocratic manual On
Breaths, being expressions of ancient Greek pneumatic concep-
tions, have already been pointed out between a theory taught in

t&e Timaeus and the Indian doctrine of pathology. Armand
Delpeueh

1 has been struck on finding in the Timaeus in the

form of explanation, quite aberrent in comparison with

Hippocratic medicine, the classical teaching of Ayurveda, where*

by diseases are provoked by the wind, bile and phlegm. But he

believed that he could refer this teaching back to the Veda and

thought that Plato had received it from the Pythagorean tradi-

tion, Pythagoras being reported to have searched for a medical

philosophy in India.

It is impossible to accept the idea that the doctpne in

question goes back, in its complete form, up to Hie Vedia, Imt

it is certain that its analogy with the thesis of the Timaeus is

remarkable.

Plato recognises three classes of diseases. The first are due

to the alterations of the four constitutive elements of the body
similar to that of the universe earth, fire, water and air (82 a-

83 e). Others are related to humours produced by the

elements and are susceptible to corruption* (83 e-84 c). The

third class (84 d) comprises diseases due to pneuma, to phlegm

(phlegma) and bile (khole). This is the thesis which is in

accord with the classical Indian doctrine. The exposition of

Plato is, unfortunately, extremely rudimentary and very

confused. 2 %

Summary and Extracts (84 d-86 a):

"When the lung, distributor of air in the body, is obstruct*

A. Delpeueh, La goutte etlerhumatisme, Paris, 1900, pp. 26 ff.

The quotations which follow are borrowed from the translation of
M.A. Rivaud, Coll. Guillaume Bude, Platan, Vol. X, Paris, 1925,

po. 217-219, with very minor changes*
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ed by discharges of (reuma), the circulation of air in the body
is -troubled, on the one hand the parts that do not receive their

freshening (supplies) get corrupted and, on the other, air does

violence to certain vessels {phleps), causes them to be distended,

twisted and dislocates them. And it shuts itself in that part of

the body where the diaphragm is found.1 Thus are born

frequently a number of painful diseases accompanied by
abundant perspiration. Often in this way, the flesh gets dis-

jointed inside the body, air gets therein, unable to get out there-

from and (becomes) the cause of suffering identical to that

provoked by air come from without*2 Such suffering is, above

all, very great when the air applies itself to the tendons

(neurarif and to the vessels which are there and causes them to

swell. Then it causes the extensor muscles to distend as also

the muscles adhering thereto and causes them to contract in the

contrary direction. The diseases resulting from this tension

have, for this reason, received the name of tetanus and

episthosnos. It is difficult to bring any remedy to them and,
most often, it is the fevers which, coining in then, resolve

them.994

The white phlegm (defined in 83 d as mixed with bubbles

of air) is dangerous if the air of the bubbles contained by it is

retained in the body; it is less dangerous, if the air goes out,

but then the skin gets spots of white (85 a). If the phlegm
gets mixed up with black bile and troubles the "extremely
divine revolutions9 ' which occur in the head, there can be pro-
duced the disease called the sacred one because it appertains to

1 Rivaud thinks that it refers here to the pathogeny of pulmonary con-
gestions and to bronchitis, but the air which shuts itself in the diaphrag-
matic region could not determine similar affections. It refers to the
air retained in the centre of the body and which provokes the diseases
that follow, the latter not being of the respiratory type.

2 cf./Cte Breaths, 11; Su&r., 20, 26, 27.
* The nerves and the tendons, all the 'cords' are confused in Greek
anatomy, the same being the case in Indian anatomy, the 'nerves' in
the modern sense of the word are confused with the sn&yu$ or tendons.

4 The-Hippocratic manual On diseases, III, 14 and 15, describes the
tetanus quite well and also admits its curability in certain cases. It
omits among the symptoms fever, which is, nevertheless, extreme and
which is noted by Plato, who, in accord with other Hippocratic
manuals (Aphor^ IV, 57; Coan Prognoses, 348; On Diseases, 1,7; On
Crises, 61) makes of it afavourable symptom. On tetanus and on
opisthotonus; Susr., 51-57, who relates them similarly to the wind,
but in association with the phlegm.
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the sacred substance in us.1 The sour and salty phlegm produces
extremely diverse catarrhal diseases.

"For the ailments called ptdegmonous, because they pro-
voke burning and swelling, they are, all of them, caused by
bile** (85 b). When the bile goes out, it provokes tumours; re-

tained, it provokes inflammatory diseases, mostly when it gets
mixed with the blood. The blood contains fibres which prevent
it from being too liquid (it is the observation of the coaguhim
separating itself from the serum which, apparently, has given
rise to this theory of fibres). The bile which belongs to the
blood become old, which is "hot and liquid", causes by its

heat, if it flows in the blood in abundance, disorder in the

fibres* It can penetrate up to the marrow and burn it, provok-
ing death. But if it Is in small quantities it can be pushed back

by the vessels in the thorax or in the abdomen and from there

can be evacuated (85 e).

The passage terminates with an enumeration of fevers. The
continuous ones are due to fire; the daily ones are due to air;

those occurring every third day to water, slower than fire and

air; those occurring every fourth day are due to earth, which is

slower still. The sources of this pathology have not been fully

elucidated.2 Mr. Rivaud asks himself if Plato had not accepted
from all sides different hypotheses which he had not sought to

reconcile. It is certain that one could find, scattered in various

texts, the elements of the doctrine of the Tlmaeus and that

uptil now no Greek medical text, grouping these elements in the

manner in which he has grouped them, has been pointed out.

The Hippocratic manuals present different pathological theories

but they recognise most 6ften the action of the four elements

(which is also done by Plato in his description of the first class

of the diseases), or of four properties, the cold and the hot, the

dry and the humid (cf., On Ancient Medicine* 1, which combats

this theory); or of four humours, blood, phlegm, yellow bile

and black bile (On the Nature of Man, 4) or blood, bile,

This explanation of the name is not, as is known, in accord with the

Hippocratic manual On the Sacred Disease which says that It should be
so called as it is considered to be coming from the gods, but who
contests the opinion that it can be provoked by divinity,

cf., A. Rivaud, loe.. tit., pp. 114-5. *A.E. Taylor, A Commentary on
Plato's Timaeus, Oxford, 1928, p. 599, is embarrassed; he believes that

Plato must have made use of a source which he does not find in wBat is

known of the Greek medical tradition.
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water and phlegm (On Generation, 3 and On Diseases, IV, 32);

or of bile and of phlegm (On Diseases,, II, 2), etc. Only in Indian

medicine is found in the form of a received ddctrine a pathogeny
similar to that of Plato, some details being in concordance on
the two sides, some being different.

The pathogeny of troubles due to the wind differs in the

Sanskrit texts and in the Timaeus, because of the fact that, in

the latter, Plato brings in the lung as the distributor of the air

in the body whereas the Sanskrit texts do not even mention it

on that occasion. Plato has also a theory of breathing which

says that something like a trap of fire and of air was introduc-

ed by God in the body, where it would go out alternatively.
1

This theory does not appear to be found in India, But the

idea that the wind retained in the body provokes therein pains
and convulsions, is a part of classical Indian teaching. The
text of Su^ruta, studied above, links specially tetanus to the

wind under its various forms, stressing the predominance of

contractions on such and such a group of muscles, extensor or

ff&Eor. The concordance with the Ttmaeus in this respect is

complete.
The theory of phlegm in Plato is quite similar to that of

the slesman of Indian doctors. Plato has described the phlegm
before indicating its role in diseases. "Serosity (ikKor) when it

comes from the blood is sweet, the oiie that comes from black

and acid bile is malignant, above all, when because of the

action of heat, it gets mixed with the salted quality. Another

type of serosity is formed from new and tender flesh, dissolved

in the air ... we call it white phlegm (leukhorif* (83c-d).

Susruta, on his side, teaches: "The phlegm is white, heavy,
unctuous, viscous and cold. But, sweet when it is not burnt;
When burnt, it can be salty".

2 Although the formation ofthe

phlegm is taught differently in the Greek and Indian texts, and
although only the Greek text brings in the black bile, both

agree on a theory which is quite strange and to which the

observation of real facts does not naturally lead, namely the

1 78. Galen had rightly judged this concept to >e difficult to follow. He
has, nevertheless, explained it in detail, cf., Ch. Daremberg, fragments
du commentaire du Galien surmle Time& de Platon, Paris-Leipzig, 1848,
pp. 18 ff.

2
Su3r., Sutr., XXI, 12: &lema veto gurufr smgdhab picchilafi ffia evaca,
madhuras tv avidagdhah sydd vidagdho lavariah
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passage of the phlegm from sweet to salt under the action of
heat,1

Concerning the 'hot and liquid* nature of the,, bile, Plato

.agrees fully with the old Vedic idea of the igneous nature of

bile, an idea^ inherited by Ayurvedic medicine. He brings in
the bile from a liquefaction of extremely old fieshds, getting
black under the action of prolonged heating and becoming
bitter or acid. The bitter parts plunge themselves in the blood
,and this results in a green tint. Finally the younger parts of
the flesh give the yellow colour along with bitterness (83 a-b).
rSusruta cites a verse summarising the Indian ideas concerning
the bile: "The bile is bitter, liquid, fetid, black and also yeEow,
hot and of acrid taste, and when it is burnt, it is acid.**2

Some of the notions which agree on both sides, are of little

significance. The amertume of the bile is a commonplace and
universal fact but the same is not true of the theory saying that
the bile, under the influence of heat, becomes acid.

The explanation of certain diseases by the irruption of

bile in blood is common to Plato and to Indian doctors who
-call this accident rakta-pitta, "blood-bile" (SuSruta, Uttara-

Jantra, XIV) and attribute to it the origin of the spontaneous

Tiaemmorrhages which occur principally in the course qf acute

^diseases. It is probably because the idea has been conceived in

.the presence of the forms of grave Icterus, relatively frequent
in a tropical country and characterised both by jaundice and

'multiple haemmorrhages. But the Platonic theory of the fibres

of the blood does not appear to be found in Indian medicine.
The fevers enumerated by Plato, while finishing his

-exposition concerning the diseases of the body, are well known
:in India, not only to doctors, but even to the authors of the

magical conjurations of the Aiharvaveda? In any case their

knowledge is necessary in all those countries where they oopnr
^within the eastern basin of the Mediterranean as also in India.

The experience of heating the phlegm and of subsequently testing it

after having tasted it before could have been carried out. The manual
On Flesh* 4, prescribes to cook the tissues to appraise the properties.
But the phlegmatic secretions (mucosity for example) are salty before

being cooked. It should, therefore, be a theoretical opinion and not an
experimental statement.

pittam tikwam dravamputi mlam pitam tathalva cay

u$#am kafurasaft caiva vidaghan camlameva ca.~ SurV, Sutr. r XXI, 8.

o. 9 supra, pp. 115-116.
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The explanation of their varieties, given by Plato, according to

. the elements in question, does not agree with the usual?

pathogenic^theories of Indians.

Leaving aside the passages dealing with the pathogeny by
air, with phlegm and with bile, and those that coiicera the very
nature ofphlegm and bile, other concordances with Indian ideas*

are also found in the Timaws.
One and the same comparison is proposed in the Timaeusr

and in SuSruta. Plato says that the gods have "dug canals in*

our body, similar to those established in the gardens, so that

it may be watered, as by the course of a stream** (77c-d).

Su&ruta does not bring in the demiurge but says that by the?

presence of vessels "the body is like a garden or like a field

with water-drains**.1 But it is evident that such a comparisom
is so natural that it could have come to the minds of both

Plato and Su&ruta quite independently.

Among the vessels Plato distinguishes two conduits placed
on both sides of the vertebral column, and of the generating
Medulla and which, near the head, branch out in interconnect-

ed form (77d-e). Mr. Rivaud rightly ^hesitates regarding their

identification2, but it seems to refer in Plato to a theoretical

concept, based merely on a vague knowledge of the existence of
thick vessels near the vertebral column, because he says: They
(the gods) dug two dorsal vessels, as the body was in double,,

having a right and a left" (77 d). These vessels do not really

correspond to any anatomic reality but are, on the other hand*
a datum of theoretical anatomy of India which is, this time,,

not furnished by the Sanskrit medical texts themselves but by
the mystical literature o f the Tantras. In fact it is a thesis

current in this literature as also in the later Upaniads which
refer to the same ideas. It amounts to saying that two canals;

called Ida and pingala are found on the two sides of the
vertebral column and of a central canal called the susumna?,.

1
Susr., Sdr., VII, 1, cf. Supra , p. 163. This comparison is also found it*

Aristotle (De part, anim, 668 a, 10) as has been pointed out by Rivaud,
Timaeiis, p. 207, note.

2 Page 207, note, he identifies them with the Aorta and the veins of the
superior and the inferior cave, but, at p. 98, he shows the difficulties in
this identification.

cf., Ahirbudhnya-samhita,yXXXl 9 27 and 29; K$urikopani$ad, 16.
Numerous references are to be found in the index of Mahadeva Sastri*
The Yoga Upanishads, Adyar, 1920.
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the three cross one another in the body. Moreover, the tantrie

texts vary as regards the question of their crossing one:

another.1

In Timaeus is to T>e found yet another concordance with
the doctrines of Tantric mysticism. Plato, while establishing
a relationship between the elements of nature and geometrical
forms (55e-56b), gives the figure of the cube to earth, that oT
the triangular pyramid to fire, that of the octahedral to air and
that of the icosahedral to water. Now the tantras also

represent the elements symbolically in various diagrams
(mandates) by means of analogous geometrical figures, although*

plane ones; earth by the square, fire by the triangle, air by a

figure of six points (two equilateral triangles superposed one:

on the other), water by a figure resembling the crescent Moon
and ether by the circle.2 This is a case of the encounters of
symbolism whose history is quite complex; because in Egypt on
the Zodiac of Denderah, a monument later than Plato (of the

epoch of Ptolemy) is found a representation of the solar light:

by several chains of triangles.
3 The Tantric texts containing:

these several points of agreement with the ideas of Timaeus are.

also much later than this last work.

One should also count the belief of Plato in metempsychp$i&,
and his theory of the vision amoftg the concordances of his

ideas with that of India. This is i^ot the place to examine tile

former but the latter conforms to the medical concepts of India

in so far as Plato admits the existence of a fire inside the eye,,

the fire which, on meeting the external light, links up, by the

union of the similar with the similar, the object with the per-

ceiving soul (45 b-d). Similarly SuSruta describes a fire wiich

is a form of bile called alocaka and which, localised in the eye,,

is the agent of vision.4 The Platonic theory of the visual fire

1 The idea of a similar crossing of thick vessels in the body is found in

the Hippocratic collection (On the Nature of Man* II* wkere several

"veins'* forming the third pair of the system described, go from the

temples to the lungs, the one from the right side coming to the left side

and vice versa) .

2
cf., Avalon, Tantric Texts, VoL III, Calcutta, London, 1944, p.7*

(Introduction to the edition of the PrapaHca-sara-tantra by Taranatha

Vidyaratna).
8 c, Aatonmdi,L,'astronomie egyptienne, Paris, 1934, fig. 25 and p. 88.

XXI, 7.
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is, moreover, far from being isolated in the Hellenic world1

and Biihler had, long ago, drawn the attention of Th. Gomperz
on the analogy presented by the theory of the vision of

.Alcmaeon of Croton (Vlth century B.C.) and that of the Nyaya*
Vaisesika philosophy of India.2 In Alcmaeon the theory seems

to be different from that of Plato but the existence of an intra-

ocular fire is put forward in principle.
8 On this point the

.accord is complete between India on the one hand and
Alcmaedn and Plato on the other.

The interpretation of all these concordances between the

doctrines of Timaeus and those of the physiologists, indeed the

mystics, of India is delicate. It seems difficult to relate all of

them, at the same time, to the coincidences of hazard. The

similarity of subjects studied and the rudimentary means then

available, both in India as in Greece, to the human mind for

.solving the problems of Physiology and of Pathology can

explain all of them only with difficulty. Noted at a time when
it was readily believed that Plato had reproduced the ideas of

the so-called Pythagorean Timaeus and that Pythagoras had
known the ideas of India, these concordances could have been

easily considered as the witnesses of the dependence of

Pythagorism and Plato on India. But today, and although the

-question of the eventual relationship of Pythagoras with India
has never been seriously settled, this question cannot be settled

with equal ease. The romance of the Pythagorean Timaeus is

considered as based, for a large part, on the dialogue of Plato4

himself and the value of the ancient tradition which says that

Plato had probably borrowed the clearer part of his Physics
^and Biology from the Pythagoreans, is contested.5 From
another side, the possible influence of the Orient on Plato has
been postulated by several authors6

, without anybody having

1
cf, Rivaud, Timaeus, p. 105.

2
cf., Th. Gomperz, Les penseurs de la Grece, French trans., p. 185, f.n* 1.

3
cf., Tfaeophrastes, Des Sensations, 21*

4 Rivaud, Timaeus , p. 18.
s

ibid., p. 24,
e6

cf., W. Jaeger, Arisioteles, Berlin, 1923, pp. 123 ff; H.S. Nyberg,
Questions de Cosmogonie et de cosmologie mazdeennes in JA, July-Sept 4

1931, pp. 104 ff. Last of all J. Bidez, Eos on Platon et ^Orient,
Brussels, 1945, and A.J. Festugiere, "Platon et FOrient." in Revue de
Philologie3 XXI, fasc. 1, pp. 5 fit. (the latter is more reserved).
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been able to point out any precise data as our sources of

information, concerning the Iranian or 'Chaldean' doctrines,

which have been almost exclusively considered, are quite

precarious, Ail that we can say today is this: that the con-

cordances of Timzeus with Indian doctrines appear to us to be

more striking because these Indian doctrines are much more
accessible to us.

We have briefly pointed out the resemblances between the

Timaeus and the Indian ideas found at quite a late date. We
have chiefly stopped to look at patent similarities between the

medical doctrine of the Timaeus and the Ayurvedic pathology
whose essential elements, as we know, date from the Vedic

epoch and which became a system between the epoch of the

Satapatha-brahmana and that of the grammarian KStyayana,

Lev approximately between the Vllth century and the end of

the IVth century B.C. Plato lived from 428 or 417 to 347 B.C.

and the Timaeus belongs to the end of the life of Plato, to the

second quarter of the IVth century. On his side, the Hippo-
cratic manual On Breaths, whose pneumatism has been found by
us to be comparable to that of India, although not dated,,

belongs to a period quite near that of Plato and, in any case,

to a period before that of Aristotle and of Alexander,

Thus the two groups of precise concordances noted by u&

between Greek and Indian medicine refer to the same period,

anterior to the expedition of Alexander in India, an expedition .

about which it is generally said that it marked the first contact

between India and Greece. In order to interpret correctly the

concordances noted above, we will, therefore, have to see ifthe

two worlds presenting them were, at that time, in reality, totally

strangers to each other.



CHAPTER NINE

COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN GREECE AND INDIA
BEFORE ALEXANDER

IT is CURRENTLY admitted that it is because of the expedition

of Alexander to India that India has been put in communica-

tion with the Hellenic world. It is quite natural to state that

only when the Greek armies entered India and for the first

time occupied the basin, of the Indus did the Greeks and the

Indians start really knowing each other. It suffices to compare
the data on India possessed by the Greeks before Alexander, for

example at the time of Herodotus, in the middle of the Vth

Century B.C. with the data acquired by them during this

expedition (an idea of the same can be had by the numerous

fragments of Nearchos, of Aristobulos, of Onesicritos or of

Megasthenes) to appreciate the immense progress that the

direct contact had realised in the knowledge of India in the Wesfe.

It is also clear that this progress has had no immediate

consequences because the direct contact was very soon broken

by the expulsion, after the death of Alexander, of the Prefects

he had left in India and by the reconquest of the Indus basin

by Candragupta.
1 To convince oneself about the same, one

has only to note that during the centuries that followed, the

majority of Greek and Latin authors who have written on
India have borrowed their information from the contemporaries
of Alexander and Seleucos. And, in this matter, one should not

limit oneself only to noting the facts gathered from what we

possess of Greek and Latin writings because the evidence of

Strabo gives us the guarantee that even in those writings
that have not reached us, but which were available to him
when he wrote his Geography, about the beginning of the

Christian era, little had been added to the data of the epoch of

Alexander. Strabo, in fact, strongly deplores that this state of

affairs does not enable him to draw a satisfactory picture of

Justin, Epitoma Historianm Philippicarum, XV, 4, 12, ff.
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India (XV, 1, 23).

Strabo is even severe on those companions of Alexander
who have written on India and on their rare successors*

According to him, these men had mshed through India as

soldiers, had seen only some parts, had learnt a great deal only

l>y hearsay and did not agree, even among themselves on what

they had seen with their own eyes. If, therefore, even those

who, in a large number of cases, had been able to learn

directly about the Indian world, have such a precarious and
such an uncertain knowledge of India, it is difficult not to

believe that, for better reasons, during the preceding period, the

two worlds of Greece and India have been cpmpletely unknown
to each other.

If one were to hold to these considerations one could be

tempted not to pursue the enquiry and to conclude right now
that no intellectual communication could have taken place
between India and the Hellenic world before Alexander and
that the analogies observed between the medical doctrines of

India and Greece of that epoch are purely fortuitous, no matter

how numerous and precise they may be. However, it must be
observed that intellectual exchanges do not necessarily suppose
complete and reciprocal knowledge, not even direct contacts.

It will, therefore, not be correct on our part to say that

because India and Greece had not known each ojther very well

in antiquity, nothing could have passed from one to the other.

To pursue the examination of the question of their relationship,

it will suffice to find out if any intermediary had existed between
them. We know tliat the Persian Empire had been this

intermediary.
The conquest ofapart of India by the Achaemenian Persians

or rather the conquest of India in the narrow and original

sense of the word, that is to say of the Indus valley, is

attributed to Darius I, but it should go back partly to Cyrus,
as has been shown by Foucher.1 In fact Darius, in his

inscription of Behistan, declares that he has re-established his

authority on the entire domain of Cyrus and mentions amongst

1 Les satrapies orientates de l*empire achemenide, in Comptes rendus de
I'AcaJ. des Inscr. et Belles Lettres, 1938, pp. 340-341; La Nicee
d*Aghanistan,ibid., 1939, p. 438. La vieille route de I'lndede Bactres
a Taxila, with the collaboration of Mrs. E. Bazin Foucher, in Mem.
Deleg. archeoL franc, e/i Afghanistan, Vols. I & II, 1947, pp. 190 ft.
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the satrapies forming this domain of Gadara, that is to say
Gaadhara which, at that time, extended from the Hmdukush
tip to the Hydraotes at least, descending towards the south up to

Multan, thus comprising the entire far North-West and the

greater part of the Punjab. Moreover, Pliny has reproduced an
older piece of information which said that Cyrus had destroyed

Cappissa, that Is to say, KapiSf, to the South of the Hindukush,,
therefore at the beginning of his conquest of Gandhara.

These facts, in their totality, are corroborated by Arrian

(Ind. 9 I, 3) who writes that the people living between the

Kophen (Kubha, river of Kabul) and the Indus, had been the

subjects of the Assyrians, then of the Medians and then of thie

Persians and that they had paid tribute to Cyrus. These facte

are nowhere contradicted by tradition, which, though contested,

said that the same Cyrus had met with a disaster while trying
to attack the Indians, because it manifestly relates to an attack

on the people of the lower Indus, of Sindh. It seems that this

attack was directed through Gedrosia as, according to Strabo

who refers to this tradition without giving it much credence, it

was for the glory of marching his entire army through a

region, where Cyrus had lost his, that Alexandar withdrew from
India through Gedrosia (XV, 1, 5).

It was left to Darius to bring Sindh into the Achaemeniap
Empire but, as Gandhara was a land of Indian culture, a
narrow and direct contact of this culture with the AchaemeniaB
civilisation should undoubtedly start before 528 B.C., the date
of the death of Cyrus.

1

Herodotus has recounted how Darius had (apparently in

519 B.C.) deputed the Greek Skylax of Karyanda in Caria, to

explore the lower course of the Indus and how Skylax, starting

1 According to Ktesias (Persica 6) Cyrus died of a wound inflicted on hint*

by an Indian soldier belonging to a corps allied against him with the
Derbices, people living to the east of the Caspian sea, and who had
brought to them the elephants of wan But Ktesias is contradicted by
Xenophon (Cyrop., VIII, 7, 3-38) who makes Darius, die in his
place, by Herodotos (I, 214) who says that he was killed in a battle
against the Nfassagstes and by Berose (Fr. 9 29, 6-7) who makes him die
in a war against the Dahai of Parthia. The incertitude, therefore, is very
great, although some pirts of this information are irreconcilable. The
fact reported by Ktesias can lead only to the inference that the presence
of a corps of Indian soldiers with elephants in a region to the east of the
Caspian was not considered impossible. It is true that Ktesias has often
left the domain of probability in his writings but we will see that at least
commerce did regularly bring Indian goods to such regions.
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from Kaspapyros or KLaspatyros (now Multan) reached the
Indus, took to the sea and arrived, thirty months after his

departure, at the Egyptian port, from where, in earlier times the
Phoenicians had left for the periplus of Africa. The conquest
followed a little later. The inscription of Darius at Pefsepolis,
between 518 and 515, mentions the Hidu, that is to say the
Sindh among the satrapies^

The Persian occupation continued up to the conquest of the
Achaemenian Empire by Alexander in 331. It was, therefore,

kept up, probably with variations in the extent of subject

territories, during approximately 185 years. Over this long
period, the India of the North-West had been subjected to the

deep influences of Persia, and which has, often been noted. One
of the most notable ones was the local adoption of the Aramaic
alphabet used in the Achaemenian administration confined in the
whole empire to the functionaries of Babylonian culture. This

alphabet had been completed with new forms and diacritical

signs and adapted to the phonetic transcription of the Indian

languages, just as had been the case, at a later date, with regard
to these languages of the Arabic and European alphabets. It

constituted the script called KLharothi which should, for the
sake of clarity and exactitude, be called Arantec^-Iadiain^ Unfor-
tunately, no document in this script and datiiig Irotfn the

period of the Achaemanian domination has reached uts. The
oldest specimens known are the inscriptions of A&oka which date
from the middle of the Illrd cent. B.C. and are, in consequence,
about eighty years later after the end of the Persian administra-

tion. We can, consequently, know nothing of the relations

between the learned of India and the functionaries of Irano-

Babylon. At least we have the proof, in the existence of

the Arameo-Indian script itself, that these relations were

effective, because the adaptation of the Armaic alphabet $6

Indian languages is the result of a savant effort and supposes the

intervention of competent grammarians.

This fact is pregnant with consequences. In 525, a few

years before the conquest of Sindh by Darius, Cambyses
had conquered Egypt and there also had been installed the

cf., Ecrittires arar

Strangers, anciens

ur les caracteres
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same administration of the Aramaic language as had been
the case in India. By means of this step, the Achaemenians had
thrown a bridge of Mesopotamia!* culture between Egypt
and India. The big unit formed by the Persian empire had been

sufficiently coherent to enable numerous exchanges between its

farthest parts. Historians have not always justly appreciated
the organisation of this empire. As has been very well pointed
out by Sylvain L6vi, "We have taken up the cause of Greece,

espoused, exaggerated its just grudges; the Persians are the

vanquished and the Barbarians**.1 It is true that they have not

imposed, not even powerfully spread in theic territories a civilisa-

tion which was specifically and exclusively Iranian. But they
have created political unity transcending races and religions. It

is to the glory of Cyrus and Darius that they tolerated the

beliefs of their subjects and this toleration has favoured the

flowering and the exchange of thought. On the side of

syncretisms (all of them have not been happy though) this has

given rise to a large interchange of ideas where all the tributary

people could bring in theirs and obtain those of others.

The Greeks had put in many products of their genius and
had been easily able to draw therefrom many new suggestions

or precious knowledge. The King of Lydia, Cresus, had conquer-
ed the Greek establishments of Asia Minor2 towards 560
and Lydia fell to Cyrus in 546. Ionia did not remain a peaceful

subject of the Persians for long. It revolted from 499 to 494.

The Persians sacked the Ionian towns and the bloody battles

were not conducive to activating intellectual exchanges. Those
which could take plfice with the Greece of Europe were also

upidoubtedly compromised by wars. But a large number
of Greeks did, at that time, espouse the cause of the Persians
and the conflicts between peoples did not hinder the activity of
scientific and philosophical speculation. Moreover, the war was
not continual* Miletus having taken the oath to Cyrus,
stayed for some time, in perfect peace with the Achaemenians
(Herodotus, 1,169) and some of the most notable of its children,
like Hekateus were the partisans of an entente with the Persians.

Moreover, the war itself was sometimes the occasion of deport-

i Vlnde civilisatrice, Paris, 1938, p. 40.
* Herodotus, I, 26-27.
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ing captives who, humanely treated in exile, could take the ideas

of their country far. After the occupation of revolted Miletus
in 496, a contingent of Milesian prisoners was first led to Susa,
and then settled on the Erythrean sea at the mouth of the Tigris
(Herodotos, VI, 20). The epoch of these wars is precisely that
of the philosophers of Ionia. Thales and Anaximander flouri-

shed at the time when Cresus subjected Ionia. Anaximenes
died in 525; Heraclitus wrote a little after 478; Anaxagoras,
born in Asia Minor, at Clazomenes, lived chiefly at Athens but
came back to end his days in Asia Minor, at Lampascus,
towards 428. At the boundary of the Persian empire or incor-

porated thereto, Ionia in its essential period of intellectual

activity, has remained a part both of the Asian world and the

Hellenic world. Its radiance reached both of them. It is difficult

for us to believe that the Ionian thinkers have had, no influence

from the side of orient and that they remained blind and deaf to

all that came from that side. India was not unknown to

Miletus. One of its illustrious citizens, Hekateus, towards
500 B.C., possessed information concerning the geography
and the peoples of India; the little fragments of his work that

have been preserved for us show it to us directly. Unceasing
relations, chiefly maritime, had put Ionia in contact with all the

insular and the riverain people of the Mediterranean, especially
with Egypt. Thales whose ancestors, according to Herodotos,
were of Phoenician origin

1 and Heraclitus are often considered

as having acquired important knowledge in Egypt.
a As regards

Thales, Tannery even thought that he had acquired the means of

forecasting eclipses in Egypt and that, as this means was rather

Chaldean, possibly the Egyptians had borrowed it from the

Chaldeans, before the time of Thales. 3 But Tannery forgot that

Lydia, to which the motherland of Thales was then subject, was
of Mesopotamian culture. This fact renders useless the

hypothesis of an intervention of the Egyptians, at least for

1
I, 170. Modern authors have seldom noticed this fact* Many have
sought to combat it. However Th. Gomperz has remarked that their

objections only prove that probably Herodotos may have been mistaken,
but it is unlikely that the Greeks had, without any motive, given a
foreign origin to one of their great men. (Les penseurs de la Grecet

French trans., p. 76, f.n. 2).
2 P. Tannery, Pour Vhistoire de la science Hellene, Paris, 193; On Thales,

pp. 57 ff.; On Heraclitus, pp. 179 fF.

8
ibid., p. 62.

^
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a loan of the Chaldean astronomy. The exchanges take place

not only in particularly suitable countries; the political state of

the Mediterranean Orient made them possible everywhere and in

all directions.

They took place equally with the Greek colonies of Italy, of

Sicily and of Cyrenaica. We know the precise circumstances of

the historical relations about which we do not know positively
whether they ended in intellectual exchanges but which, at least,

offered the requisite conditions for the establishment of such ex-

changes. This is how at the beginning of the reign of Darius,
in the same epoch when the Great King was having the lower

course of the Indus reconnoitred by the Greek Skylax, a part
of the inhabitants of Barka in Cyrenaica

1 was abducted
and transported to Bactiiana where lands were allotted to thein

for founding a new Barka (Herodotos, IV, 204). The presence,
at the end of the Vlth Cent B.C., of Greeks or of men of Greek
culture in India or at the gates of India is thus well attested*

The deportees of Barka, of course, never came back to the West
but they could have brought western ideas to India. Skylax,
for his part, came back from his voyage and wrote a report

thereof, which has unfortunately not reached us. Herodotos

(III, 125-127) has also recounted the story of the doctor of

Crotona, Demokedes.2 This doctor who accompanied
Polycrates, the tyrant of Samos, when the latter was drawn
towards an ambush at Magnesia by the Persian Oretes, was
made a prisoner and sent to Susa in 522 B.C. A little later,

Darius, suffering from an ankle-sprain and not finding himself

any better after eight days of treatment by the Egyptian doctors,
was informed of the presence and of the qualities as doctor of

Demokedes; the latter was then forced to treat Darius. The
doctor was successful and remained, although against his will*

1 At Cyrene flourished an important medical school but chiefly a little

later, in the Vta century, cf., M. Wellmann, *Alkmaion von Kroton%
Archeion, XI, 1929, p. 156. Herodotos says that at one time the:

Crotonians were considered as first among doctors and those of Gyrene
as second (I, 131).

2 Sutdas, under the word dimokhydis, says that his father had been the
priest of Asklepios at Cnida and Jamblique makes a Pythagorean of him
(Vie dePytha., 357), cf. A. Gotze, "Persische Weisheit in Griechischem
Gewande", in Zeit. fur 2nd. und. Ir.

9 p. 97, who rightly notes the

importance of the presence of three doctors in Tndia\ for the history of
medical communications between Iran and the Hellenic world.
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attached to Darius. Having, later on, cured the queen Atossa
of a suppurated ailment in the chest, he succeeded in making her
to persuade Darius to send him under escort to reconnoitre

Greece in view of an invasion* There he succeeded in escaping
from the Persians and re-entered Crotona where he married the

^daughter of the famous athlete Milon. He sent word of
this marriage to Darius because, says Herodotos, the name
of Milon was, at that time, very well-known in the Persian

court. Suidas says that he wrote a book on medicine.

Demokedes was certainly an eminent doctor although his

cures at the court of Persia have probably been more fortunate

than difficult. The sprain of Darius, painful as it naturally is

during the first days, was not very serious, otherwise it could
not have been rapidly cured as is said to have been the case by
Herodotos. Undoubtedly Demokedes was lucky to have
been called in a little before the normal attenuation of painful

phenomena, but it is certain that the medical school of Crotona,
the town of athletes, had specialised in the treatment of trauma-
tisms and that Demokedes had personally acquired a great
renown in the Hellenic world before he got attached to Polycra-
tes. He was, therefore, capable of spreading in Iran Greek
medical knowledge of great value as also of learning foreign
theories and methods.1 As he was able to come back to

Crotona and was probably able to write there, he could have

made known the Oriental data and techniques. The Achae-

menian Court was certainly a meeting place for intellectual

exchanges as reports from all the satrapies converged there and

as the story of Demokedes himself tells us about Egyptian

doctors and a Greek one assembled there. Moreover, relations

between Susa and Crotona existed independently of the chance

captivity of Demokedes at Susa as, according to Herodotos,

Milon was well known in the Iranian Court,

Two other Greek doctors have been employed by the

Achaemenians. It is known that according to a legend and

certain texts, which are very probably apocryphal
2
, Hippocrates

had refused the parents of Artaxerxes, who had ordered him to

1 On the probable Oriental influences on Demokedes and his own
influence on the Greek schools of Italy, cf., P.M. Schuhl, Essai sur la

formation de lapensee grecque,pp. 307 ff.

2 Hippocrates, Vol. IX, pp. 308 ff.
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eome for fighting against an epidemic, but Appollonides of Cos

practised in the Court of Artaxerxes from the beginning of the

reign of this prince, even if he had not been there before him.

In fact, he cured Megabyze, wounded during the troubles which
followed the failure of the conspiracy of Artaban against

Artaxerxes1 in 464, seven months after the assassination of

Xerxes which took place during the summer of 465. He had
more time than Demokedes to propagate Greek medicine

in Iran, but did not return to his country. He was shamefully
executed in 440 for having seduced Amytis, the widow of

Megabyze, under the pretence of curing her of an hysterical

disease.2

Lastly Ktesias of Cnidus, who has narrated these facts,

was for a long time the doctor of Artaxerxes II and is said

to have ended his days in his own* country. He has remained

famous by the fragments of his writings preserved by Photius

and one* of which was specially devoted to India. This work is

of little value, in so far as it has reached us, because it is full

of fables, but its existence positively guarantees that which
was rendered, a priori, probable by the state itself of the

Achaemenian empire, that is to say, that information concerning
India could reach the Greeks by the intermediary of Iran. If

the information of Ktesias is fantastic, it does not follow

that nothing serious could have been then brought from India.

Ktesias is not a critical author the fragments of his work
on Persia prove this point he is certainly responsible for having
listened to fables. Besides, Photius has been able to choose in

his work the most extraordinary allegations and leave aside data
which were truer but less striking. It is nqt doubtful, however,
that the functionaries of the satrapies of Gandhara and of Sindh
could bring nothing but the marvellous to the Achaemenian
Court.

It may be stated that the facilities offered by the great unity
of the Achaemenian empire to the cultural exchanges between
India and the West have proved to be of little effect. A serious

error of Herodotos incidentally proves it. The Father of history
was a Greek of Asia, he hailed from Halicarnassus, in Caria

1
Ktesias, Persica, 30.

2
ibid., 42.
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which was under the Persians. He lived from approximately
480 to 425. A great traveller and a ma <>fgreat learning, be
knew things Iranian and Egyptian particularly we!. He was
therefore seemingly well-placed for having exact

concerning the Mesopotamian sciences then in use

einpire administered by the functionaries of Babylonian culture.

He says, nevertheless, that the Babylonians have no doctors,
that among them the sick aye exhibited in the pubEc place
and that the passers-by give them advice according to their

experience (I, 197). His information presents on this point an
enormous lacuna; we possess a large number of the fragments of
the medical literature of Babylonia

1 and the code of Hammurabi
had already* towards 2000 B.C., fixed the fees of the doctors and
the punishments they incurred in case of default,2

Badly informed of the social life and of the state of science

at Babylon, Herodotos* knowledge of farther India is, generally

speaking, still worse. This leads to the consequence that,

in the Greek world of Asia, one was not generally and regularly
well-informed on all that touched the peoples of the Persian

empire. It does not follow in the least that it was impossible to

have occasionally precise information concerning the ideas of

their peoples.
Herodotos himself fortuitously gives us the proof that under

the Achaemenians Greeks and Indians could meet and know the

ideas of each other. He describes (III, 38) how Darius, one day,
asked the Greeks, his subjects, if they could force themselves to

nourish themselves on the dead bodies of their relations. The

reply was, as was to be expected, that they would never do
it. Thereupon Darius confronted the Indians called Kalatiai3,

* Description and bibliography in G. Contenau, La m&dicine en Assyne
eten Babylonia, Paris, 1938.

2 ibid., pp. 30-45.
a Hekateus of Miletus also mentions the Kalatiai. The word can refer

to some people of the North-West because Megasthenes has, later on
reported that the inhabitants of the Indian Caucasus ate the dad
bodies of their relations (Strabo, XV, 1, 56). Herodotos himself
attributes an analogous custom to the Padaioi (III, 99) , After having
summarily described the customs of another category of Indians, he
adds that those of whom he has talked are black in colour, farther from
the Persians towards'the centre and who have never been the subjects

of Darius. If these latter details relate to the Padaioi as also to the

Indians mentioned after them, these Padaioi have nothing in common
with the Kalatiai, except for a similarity of customs. From then

onwards it is difficult to recognise, as Lassen has claimed to do after
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who had the custom of eating their relations. They showed as

much indignation as the Greeks when Darius asked them about
the amount of money which could persuade them to burn the

dead bodies of their relations. An interpreter, Herodotos

specifies, was explaining to the Greeks all that was being said on
both sides. Such conferences and conversations with the help
of interpreters evidently facilitated the exchange of ideas.

Therefore it is not only the voyagers like Skylax who could have

learnt something about India and could have carried Hellenic

notions of the same. The Greek doctors of Susa could have

found themselves in a position to communicate with the Indians,

of whom many, at that time, were more cultured than the

Kalatiai cannibals. And, in a more general way, to enable the

intellectual contacts among the peoples of'the Persian empire to

be more efficacious, it was sufficient to have suggestions and

points of general information to pass from one country to

another. It was not in the least necessary that the corpus
of entire doctrines had to be carried and taught with a popular

repercussion so that the memory of the same could not have
failed to reach us.

On the other hand, and above all, it should be observed
that precise enquiries which help us to obtain deep knowledge
are often those which take place without much noise and we
have the proof that such enquiries have been made on India

inside the Persian administration. Strabo tells us that one of the

rare authors for whom he has great regard among those who
have written on India following the expedition of Alexander,

namely, Patrocles1 had said that the companions of

Alexander had only an extremely superficial knowledge of India,
whereas Alexander himself could have been better informed, as

he had got detailed descriptions from people knowing the

country well. Patrocles was able to see these reports as an act

of special favour by the treasurer Xenocles (II, 1, 6). These exact

reports were therefore secret or at least were not written for

being circulated and largely known. Their authors being men

Bohlan by basing himself on Herodotos (2nd. Alt, I, pp. 465-466; II,

p. 639) the word kala "black" in the name of the Kalatiai. One may
ask oneself if this name does not cover a form khalati*

' 4bald" attested
since the Yajurveda, not, of course, as the name of any people.

1 Named also by Pliny (VI, 21) as the admiral of Seleukos and of
Antiochos Soter.
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who knew the country were not the Greeks brought by
Alexander. They were, in all probability, the functionaries of
Achaemenians who had passed under the authority of the

conqueror, come to take possession of the satrapies administered

by them. Their reports must have been devoted more to the

geographical economic and political conditions than to Indian

thought but they could not have ignored the latter and they
were in a position to give information regarding the same to the

Greeks. It is through men of this type that scientific ideas have
been easily able to pass through the Achaemenian Empire and
reach the Greeks of the Orient. Moreover, it is quite possible
that some of these men were Greeks and had been in the

service of the Persians in India for a long time, because, before

conquering Sindh, Darius had sent Skylax there.

It is certainly through them rather than through the

soldiers, or even the philosophers who accompanied them in

their march, that theoretical data on science could have been

transported. Even a philosopher cannot always collect useful

information only by chance encounters during his passage.
Onesikritos gives us an example of the same. Sent by Alexander
to talk with the gymnosophists, he was able to have a sufficiently

important conversation with them, but it became necessary for

him to abandon the idea of knowing their thoughts fully

because it was necessary to have recourse to three successive

interpreters.
1 Men conversant with the country could have

informed him more effectively about the ideas of these

gymnosophists than the latter themselves encountered in

passing.

Besides, it is not excluded that Indians themselves may
have sometimes established themselves in Greek lands for a

sufficiently long time for having been able to disseminate among
the learned some of their ideas. We have, on this subject, a text

whose authenticity is not ordinarily admitted but which does

deserve to be examined.

1
Strabo, XV, 1, 64. Onesikritos has nevertheless drawn from this

conversation certain data which are interesting even for us today. This
is how he has understood a legend according to which the earth was at

first covered with food but this food disappeared as a punishment for
the insolence of human beings. A similar legend is found much later

in texts like the Mahavastu, ed. Senart, I, pp. 338 ff. The report of
Onesikritos teaches us usefully that this legend existed in the IVth
century B.C.
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Mr, Brehier, Mr. Bidez and Father Festugi4re have drawn
attention to an extract of Aristoxenes of Tarentum, quoted
after Aristocles by Eusebes in his Preparation dvang&ique

(XI, 3, 8)
1
, Aristoxenes, who Hved towards 320*300 had

narrated how an Indian who used to see Socrates at Athens,
made fun of him one day when he learnt that Socrates did

research on human life, saying that it was impossible to

understand things human as long as things divine were ignored.
If Socrates had thus been able to communicate with an Indian

philosopher in Athens, it would have been quite natural for

Plato to have knowledge of the medical doctrines of India

which are evoked in his Timaeus by so many characteristic

resemblances. But this piece is considered as presenting a

purely imaginary anecdote. The possibility of the presence at

Athens of an Indian before 399, the date of the death of

Socrates, that is to say, more than seventy years before Alexan*

der, had opened the Indian world to the knowledge of the

Hellenes, does not seem to have been found worthy of exami-

nation. The only effort made has been to find out the reasons

as to why such encounters between Greek and Oriental sages
have been evoked.

In fact, the dialogues between Greek and Oriental sages
were numerous and appear during certain periods in Greek

literature; they should be considered together as has been done

by the Father FestugI6re and there is every reason to think that

the majority of them, far from having been composed on the

basis of original documents giving an account of real dialogues
have been forged, in imitation of one another, during those

periods when the vogue of the Orient called for placing the

Greek and Oriental sagacity side by side. Similarly the hypo-
thesis of the Father Festugi6re (p. 36) that in the Orientalist

circles to which he belonged, Aristoxenes thought of India, then
better known thanks to the expedition of Alexander, is quite

likely. In fact it is quite certain that during the time of

Aristoxenes, India was quite in the news, this was approximately
the time when Seleukos had sent Megasthenes to the court of

Gandragupta. But Father Festugtere adds that the anecdote of

1 E. Br6hier, La philosophic de Plotin, 1928, p. 132; Eos ou Platan et

FOrient, Brussels, 1945, pp. 122 ff; A.J. Festugi&re, Grecs et sages
Orientaux, in Rev. Hist, des ReL, VoL CXXX, July-Dec., 1945, pp. 34 ff.
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Socrates and the Indian, the result of the presence of the &age.
of India and of the sage of Greece **is already iti favour of the
Oriental wisdom, fallowing a fashion which wilt prevail toeir

during the Greeko-Roman epoch**, and he refers torn this subject
to his book, La Revelation tTHermds Trismggi&e*, wMdKia
he has studied the vogue of Oriental wisdom Educing tie first:

centuries of the Christian era foHowmg the decline of ''aw3eit
rationalism; On this point, howeveir, oite should hesitate to
follow Mm. A fashion cannot be active several centuries before^

its existence; in order to link up the invention made by*
Aristoxenes of a dialogue between Socrates and an Indian with
the Orientalist infatuation seen during the Greeko-Roman
period, it should be supposed that in reality the fashion reputedl
to be that of this period had commenced much earlier. But in

the attention paid by the Greeks to the Oriental doctrines must
one explain everything by simple fashions. There is, in any
case, another point of view where the Orientalist finds himself

quite naturally placed and we should stop a moment to see what
can be discovered through this point of view.

When a Greek text refers to the Orient, the first job of the

Orientalist is to find out whether what is alleged is exact. If it:

is found to be false, it follows automatically that we are dealing
with a text of fantasy and the reasons that prompted the author
to write it, should be looked for only in the preoccupations oJT

the author himself or those of his circle* Things become

altogether different if the indications regarding the Orient found
in the text are found to be correct. Then the reasons of the

author should not be sought only in his ideas or in those of

his nation as the real influence of foreign thought on him is

evident. Now on examining the facts regarding the wisdom of
Indians found in various works or in the dialogues claiming to

present Indians, it is perceived that they are generally exact;;

therefore, it can be said that the vogue of the Orient among the

Greeks has not been solely due, in so far as India is concerned,

to a purely internal evolution of ideas but it is due to a real

contribution made by true facts. We have already had the

occasion to show the same elsewhere a propos of the texts of the

VoL I, Paris, 1944.
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first centuries of the Christian era,1 We can today give a
new example of the samet concerning the anecdote of
Aristoxenes studied here*

In his article quoted above, Gr&ce et sages orientaux,
Father Festugi4re has made a rapprochement between the

opinion credited to the Indian in the anecdote of Aristoxenes,
that things human cannot be understood without knowing things

*divine, the theory of the 1st Alcibiades that knowing one's soul

is to discover God and the assertion put in the mouth of the

Brahmin larchas, in the Life of Appllionos of Tyana, that all

knowledge depends on the knowledge of oneself and that to

know oneself is to know God (p.38). These concordant opinions
have appeared to him to be inseparable and he asks himself if

the remarks ascribed to larchas did not derive from the idea

^expressed in the 1st Alcibiadest which could have been well

known to Philostratos, the author of the life of Appllonios.
"This would be quite probable if India had been an imaginary
country; in that case, the Greek authors could not but have

rsought inspiration from one another for talking of India. But

the idea reported to have been expressed by the Indian of

.Aristoxenes and that of Philostratos is in conformity with the

chief doctrine of the Upani?ads according to which supreme
iknowledge consists in the identity of the atman^ the self with

Brahman, God, The passages of Aristoxenes and Philostratos

agree between themselves because they refer to the same truth

*and if Philostratos lends to a conventional Brahmin a veritable

Indian doctrine, it is in no way because he was inspired by the

1st Alcibiades. From then on there is no problem of filiation

between the three texts put near one another, Two of them
-echo the true information that came from India. Only the third,

the passage of the Platonist dialogue, because of its concordance
with others poses a problem, namely, that of finding out how
"this dialogue contains an idea which is found to be a classical

idea of the Brahmanical philosophy elsewhere.

We will not let ourself be led into examining this last

^problem here, but this example shows that Greek assertions

^concerning India, even on the most fictitious stage like that of

1 JA, 1943-45, pp. 349 fF (Book-review of Festugi<Sre, op. cit.)\
La doctrine des Brahmanas d'apres saint Hippolyte^ in Rev. Hist, des
July-Dec., 1945, pp. 59, ff.
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the Life of Apollonws are not necessarily pure fantasy and the

opinion ascribed to the Indian interlocutor of Socrates in the
anecdote of Aristoxenes is an authentic Indian opinion* One
cannot therefore a priori reject this anecdote of the Indian an<f

Socrates, as one would have had to do if Aristoxenes haft

credited his Indian with impossible views. It is, besides, qtiite

natural that Aristoxenes, writing towards the epoch of the

expedition of Alexander, was able to have a correct notion of
the words that could be ascribed to an Indian philosopher. But
the fact remains that he wrote precisely at a time when atten-

tion had been drawn towards India and when the conditions,
under which knowledge about it was obtained, were well-

known. He could not have, at such a time, evoked the presence
of an Indian philosopher at Athens a century earlier, if it had
been thought that such a presence was impossible before the

great events of the conquest which then too^c place. It is,

therefore, not very important whether the anecdote of Socrates

and the Indian sage is true or false; even if false, it guarantees
that towards the end of the IVth century B.C., it was known in

the Hellenic world that Indians knowing the doctrines of their

country had been able to visit Greece for a long time, just as

the Greeks had been going to India. It is, therefore, in no way
impossible that Plato had knowledge of the Indian medical

theory before he explained the one which is near it and which

he does not seem to have borrowed from the known schools of

Greek medicine.

Indices furnished by chance positively tell us on the other

hand that Indian data on medicine had been received in the

Greek medical circles where an Hippocratic manual namely
On Woman's Diseases had been elaborated; this manual being

quite generally considered as Cnidian.

In this manual (I, 8 1, Littr6| Vol. VIII, p. 203) is prescribed
an ingredient used in the composition of a pessary, the

"Indian medicine (variant-Median), which is for the eyes and

which is called pepper (peperi)
99

. The same prescription is

found with slight variations in the manual On the Nature of
Woman (32, Littre, Vol. VII, p. 365). In this latter passage,

Littre has adopted mfdikhoi in his text and indicates the variant

endikhoi; in the other he has adopted indikhoi and gives as

variants midikhoi and mildikhoi. It is not doubtful that in the two
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cases, the correct readings be indlkhoi, ^Indian", because peperi is

a derived form of the name of the pepper from Sanskrit pippali (or

pippali) and tibiat pepper is an Indian product and not a Median
one. One can even specify that it does not reffer to pepper itj

.general but to "long pepper** which is denoted by pipped},

excluding the "round pepper
9

*, because the two Greeks just now
quoted by us immediately add the mention of the "round" one

(strongulu). Moreover, the indication that the medicine in

Question is meant for the eyes agrees very well with the teaching
Of the classical Indian medicine

v
which frequently includes

pippali in its formulae of collyriae.
1 Last of all, two other

passages of the book, On Woman's diseases, confirm that

one should read "Indian" and not "Median** and one of them
enables us to explain the wrong reading while giving a precious
indication.

First of all a pessary similar to the preceding ones is

prescribed where the "Indian medicine** is included as one of

the elements, without being named this time, and for this

indication there is no variation (II, 358, Littr6, VIII, p. 337).

The second passage (ibid., 205, p. 395) again gives a similar

formula where the Indian substance re-appears; about this

substance, here it is said that "the Persians call it peperf" and
there is inside it something round called murtidanon* The
variant Median for "Indian'* can come in only after an unhappy
effort at correction is made, under the impression that the drug

belonged to the Persians from whom its name had been recei-

ved, but the passage says specifically, without giving any
variant, that the drug is Indian, although the name given to it

may have been Persian. In fact the name is also Indian but it

is true that in the form of peperi, it is Persian, as was earlier

noted by Lassen, r in Iranian standing for / in Indian.2 It

follows therefore that this product along with indications

concerning its medical usage passed through the Persian empire
to reach the Greeks.

The same manual On Woman's Diseases also mentions
another Indian formula for dentifrice (II, 185, Littr<, Vol, VIII

r., Uttaratantra, XI, 11; XV, 29, XVII, 4. 6, 14, 18, 21, 22, etc. la
these passages in verse the name ofpippali is often replaced metri causa

by various .synonyms.
fndtsche Alterthum&kunde, Vol. I, p, 278, Ilnd edn., p. 326, f.n. 3.
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p. 367), which has the characteristic of having been offered along
with a precept of general alimentary hygiene; to eat little and
to partake of only substantial things, This characteristic is part
of the tradition of Indian medicine, which has always been
careful to regulate the use of food as much as the use of drugs.

The presence of Indian data in the Hippocratic Collecti*m9

consciously received as such proves that at least indirect

communication of Greek and Indian medical sciences had been
realised during the elaboration of certain elements of this

Collection. These communications must have commenced before

the time of Alexander, to which the basis of the large part of
these texts is anterior. However, in view of the state of extreme

uncertainty of Hippocratic chronology, it will be imprudent to

peremptorily affirm that the passages noted by us as referring to

Indian remedies have not been written much later. It remains

true, nevertheless, that the certainty of Indian influence on the

texts On Woman's Diseases and On the Nature of Woman
brings in the possibility of a similar influence on the other

texts such as the one On Breaths and that what is said of the

, Indian medicine peperi leads one to think that it has been
known to the Greeks through the Persians and therefore this

knowledge did not have the need to wait for the expedition of
Alexander.

Moreover, we need not limit ourselves to a vague indica-

tion when we invoke the passage of an Indian product across

the Persian empire, because an old and regular commercial route

between India and the West is described for us by Strabo and

Pliny and probably, in general, enough attention has not bfcen

paid to the consequences arising out of the existence of this

path of communication.

In fact, Strabo (II, 1, 15) indicates that Indian goods used

to arrive easily after being transported by the Qxus up to

Hyrcania, that is to say, in the region of the Caspian, ttie

region where they spread by means of the rivers right up to

the Bridge. Pliny gives the details of transit on this route. The

goods of the Oxus are routed by the Icare into the Caspian

(Now the Oxus flows into the sea of Aral, but its ancient bed

has been found), from where they are taken to the Cyrus.

Thereafter they are transported by land up to the Phase, a

tributary of the Euxine, in, at the most, five days. It is true that
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Pliny, while describing this itinerary (VI, 19, 2) says that

Varron, from whom he has borrowed this information declares

that it has been gathered under Pompei, during the war of
Mithridates. The information of Pliny thus goes only upto 66
B.C., but Strabo, whom Pliny has not quoted and who drew
from other sources, has specifically indicated these sources in

a second reference made to the same route (XI, 7, 3); they are

Aristobulos, who participated in the expedition of Alexander
and Patrocles, the informant who had access to secret docu-
ments established for Alexander and about whom Pliny tells

us that, as the admiral of Seleukos and of Antiochos Soter, he
made a periplus of the Caspian Sea (VI, 21). As nothing
enables us to suppose that the iroute from India to the Euxine
was opened to commerce precisely by the expedition of

Alexander, it is clear that it has been established earlier and it

became known to the Western people only on this occasion.

One could, therefore, under the Achaemenians, pass from
India to Greece not only by reaching Ionia through the south

or the centre of Asia J&inor, but also by the Euxine and
Thrace and it will be convenient to remind oneself of this fact

while studying the possible connections between the doctrines

of India and those of Orphism, connections held not as

improbable by some critics but which they envisage as only
across Iran.1

However it may be, other ways were also open for the

passage from India to the Hellenic world. We know, from the

time of Herodotos, that Cinnamon was brought up to there

(III, 111), and as it refers, in all probability to cinnamon-bark,
it should have been brought from Indian seas. The same text

On Woman9s Diseases which, several times, mentions the"

Indian pepper also knows the cinnamon (II, 187) and similarly

the text On the Nature of Women (34, Littr6, VII, p. 373). But
Herodotos also indicates that it was brought by the Arabs and
he did not know from where they drew it. On this point he

merely repeats the tales about which Pliny has said that they
were fabricated without any basis in order to make the most
of the rarity of the commodity. It is therefore improbable that

1 Boulanger, Orphee, p. 45; taken up again by P.M. Sctmhl, Essai sur la

formation de la pensee grecque, p. 239; M.J. Lagrange, Les Myst&res:

Uorphisme, Paris, 1937, p. 81.
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information regarding Indian ideas could have reached Greece

by the route of the cinnamon, as this route became really
known to the Westerners only towards the beginning of the

Christian era.1 Elsewhere again the voyage from India to

Egypt which was accomplished by Skylax, starting from the
mouth of the Indus, as a prelude to the Achaemenian conquest
of Sindh, has been accomplished again, but on this subject we
do not possess precise and sure evidence.

In any case, we see that sure paths and intermediaries, Le.

Greeks in the service of the Persians, being the functionaries

of the Achaemenians who dominated both the Greek and the
Indian lands, and may be Indians also, were there for assuring
scientific communication between India and Greece before
Alexander. Undoubtedly they did not suffice for making India

largely known to the Greek public, nor did they suffice for

making Greece known to the Indian public, but they were

easily able to carry across the notions on which minds on
both sides, whether by conscientious emulation or not, marked.
This is the explanation of why there are, between Indian and
Greek medicines, so very particular and precise similarities

which are not easy to ascribe to chance. This is again why we
come across, both in Greece and India, so many similar

speculations during the same moments. If the two worlds,
while knowing each other only in a v^gue manner, have

brought the level of their science to the same level, it is because

they communicated with each other on the under-side.a

1
cf.yJLes eckanges de Vlnde et de I'Empire romain aux premiers stieciies de
I*ere chretieme, in Rev. Hist., January-March 1949, pp. 6 If.

2 While terminating this work* I have to express my thanks to all those
who have been kind enough to take interest in it and to favour it with
their criticism and advice, especially Messrs E. Benveniste, J Bloch, A
Foucher and L. Renou who know all that I owe them on this occasion
as on many others. I also have to thank the Centre national de la

recherche scientifique and the Imprimerie Rationale who ha^vbeen
kind enough to undertake the printing and publication of this book,

(in French)



APPENDIX

ACCADIAN, GREEK AND INDIAN
MEDICAL PROGNOSTICS1

A RECENT publication of Mr, Ren< Labat, Traiie akkadien de

diangostics etpronostics mgdicaux^ has considerably enriched our

knowledge of Mesopotamia*! medicine. It has a particular sig-

nificance for the general history of science because of the light

it throws on one of the oldest medical traditions and due to the

point of comparison furnished by it, as regards other ancient

medical traditions, which can be linked with it or which have at

least been developed only a little later.

The collection edited and translated by Mr. Labat had a

large circulation in Mesopotamia; this is proved by the variety

of the sources of fragments constituting the same. This fact

alone shows that the wor^ represents a tradition which was

recognised everywhere and which was, consequently, quite old.

The analogy with other technical collections has enabled Mr.

Labat to accept as probable the fact that the composition of the

work could possibly go bade to the Hamurabbian period and

more probably to the end of the Kassite era. But the majority

of the tablets, which acquaint us with the manual, were written

on the orders of Assurbanipal (668-627 BXX), an older one going

back to the reign of Mardukapaliddin of Babylonia (721-710

B.C.) and a more recent one being dated in the eleventh year of

Artaxerxes, that is, in 453 (pages xiv, 212-213, tablet 35).

Regardless, therefore, of the original antiquity of the manual,

we have to deal with teachings which were in vigour in Meso-

potamia from the VHIth to Vth centuries B.C. This is the period

of the beginning of Greek medicine and it is contemporary with

that of the Vedic and Brahmanic elaboration of Indian doctrinal

medicine. One could, therefore, ask oneself if there is any ana-

logy between such Mesopotamian teaching and the two great

JA, Vol. CCXL, 1952, pp. 299-321.

Acad&nie Internationale des sciences* Paris; E. J. Brill, Leiden, 1951,
pp xlix and 247.
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medical traditions of antiquity, of which one was born in the
East in India and the other in the West, in the basin of Eastern

Mediterranean. Mr. Labat has himself looked for the analogies
of the manual in Greek medicine and we are here going to look
for the same in Indian medicine.

But before presenting us with analogies with these two
medical systems, the Mesopotamian shows up a striking differ-

ence. Whereas the former are characterised by an effort at con-

structing rational theories aiming at an explanation of physiolo-
gical and pathological states, the Mesopotamian does not show
itself under a theoretical form.. It does not, however, follow that

it had never known any theory. The absence of theories in docu-
ments that have reached us could have been due to the extreme

rarity of doctrinal works. Everywhere and in all the periods, the

practical medical literature, the collections of usual data for

diagnosis, prognostics and treatment are much more numerous
and more widespread than dogmatic works; it is, therefore, the

former that have more chances of being found when the tradi-

tion is dead and is revealed only by the chance-discovery in

excavations. Whatever it be, in the particular case of Mesopo-
tamian medicine, we know it only by the collections meant
for the use of the practitioner and not for that of the

theoretician.

However, the practical teachings of Accad are methodically

arranged; they show a great effort of regular observation and of

rational classification and are well-suited for being compared
with more elaborate teachings which have reached us more com-

pletely, i.e., those of Greece and India.

The Accadian manual published by Mr. Labat consists of

five parts. The first gives a series of prognostics drawn from

signs observed by the exorcist when he goes to the house of the

patient. It refers, therefore, as has been noted by Mr. Labat,

more to divination concerning the patient than to medicine, 1&e

type of indications is as follows: "If, in the street, he (the expr-

cist) sees a potsherd planted (in the earth), anxiety wffit not

approach that patient"* Or "If he sees a table for offerings (?),

the patient in question has been seized by some charm, he will

remain ill and then die" (Table 1,2-3), In the latter case a

diagnosis concerning the medical origin of the disease precedes

the prognostics. This first part, designated according to its com-
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mencing words*, When the exorcist goes to the house of tfa

patient^ also carries the enigmatic designation of Sick Muscles.

The second part. When thou approaches a patient, aftei

reminding the doctor of the necessity, for his personal safety, 61

performing a prophylactic charm prealably, enumerates the signs

presented by the patient at the time of the doctor's approach
and which reveal the origin of the disease, most often due td

the <chand'* of such and such a divinity, which has put itsell

over the sick person. For example: "If he is 'struck' in the

cranium: the *hand* of Papsukkal , . . If, being 'struck? in the

c^nium, his ears do not hear: the 'hand of Istar'
**

(Table IIIj

9-10). The prognostic often follows or is given alone, without

a prealable diagnosis*

This part, written according to a prototype of Babylonia^

is, properly speaking, an aide-memoire of semiolpgy, enumerat-

ing the symptoms, organwise, going from the head to the feel

and indicating their significance. Most of the time, it is a case

of isolated symptoms and its medical value is nil. It will be

even difficult to believe that the Mesopotamian doctors could

have preserved, for a long time, in their traditional lists oi

significative symptoms indications such as these: "If his nose is

cold: he will die" (Table VI, 3) or: "If the tip of his nose is

yellow, he will die" (ibid., 25). One should suppose that pro*

bably some complementary oral instruction existed or that the

indications furnished by parallel manuals specified the condi-

tions in which similar symptoms could become significant.

Besides, these conditions are indicated in certain cases: they
are constituted by the presence of other symptoms associated

with the one referring to the part of the body in question, that

is to say, in the existence of clinical entities or syndromes of

recognised individuality. Here the manual does assume a really

medical character distinguishing it from the collections of divi-

nation. For example, certain crises of convulsion are described

in these terms: "If the neck of the patient continuously turns

towards right, if his hands and his feet are clenched (?), if his

eyes are closed and upturned, if slaver flows out of his mouth,
if he snores: that is a crisis of high disease (antasubbu)"
(Table X, 1). There are even indications of differential diag-

nosis, because the text immediately adds: "If, when seized by
the crisis, he remains conscious: it is sure; if (on the contrary),
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at the time of the seizure by the crisis, he becomes unconscious:
that is not sure**. This distinction, as has been ably noted by
Mr, Labat, appears to refer to the differential diagnosis of

epilepsy and other crises of convulsion, the loss of conscious-
ness being characteristic in epilepsy. In any case, the stiH more
characteristic symptom* regarding the absence of the tnooabry f
the epileptic accident, is not indicated and the given description
nohow constitutes a complete and general tableau ofthe disease.

Descriptions of this type prove that certain diseases were tbe

object of efforts for nosologkal individualisation and not that

these efforts had been in an advanced stage among the Meso-
potamians as they had been a little later, among the Greeks
and the Indians.

In the third part, prognostics are drawn from the observa-

tions of symptoms during the first day of sickness and the

moments when changes take place in the disease. Moreover, in

this part the first efforts at drawing clinical pictures reputedly
characteristic of the action of various gods or demons reappear.
Diverse prognostics are added thereto in accordance with the

psychical state of the subject and, eventually eti^logical indica-

tions also (fdr example, the fever due to dryness, Table XXDI,
29).

The fourth part, extremely mutilated, depicts the multiple
forms of the "malignant attack'* (misittu), diseases provoked
by various demons, the malignant transformation of certain

diseases under a determined influence and the magical therapeu-

tics meant to combat them. Lastly it indicates the prognostics

resulting from the nature of the various hallucinations of the

patient.
The fifth part, which has reached us in an extremely incom-

plete state, deals with women and young children, specially with

the prognostics concerning the sex of a child to be bom and his

chances of life. It also discusses the conditions of delivery and
the sentiments to be shown in future by the child to his mother;
this rather belongs to divination than medicine,

Mr. Labat has then compared the Accadian and Greek

prognostics, noting in the Hippocratic Collection as also in the

Accadian literature, the existence ofworks specially dealing with

prognostics, diagnosis being less mixed up with prognostics

among the Greeks. Certain similarities of detail appear, but
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there are also big differences. Mr. Labat thinks that the personal
action of Hippocrates has eliminated from Greek medicine,

many teachings which could- have borne the traces of Baby-
lonian heritage (p. xlii). [This marked a great step forward*] One
may also think that Greek medicine developed entirely out of

the important influence of Babylonia. However, in the domain
of the veterinary art, not turned upside down by the interven-

tion of a Hippocrates, Mr. Labat notices closer concordances
with the Accadian manual, specially in the listing of the enun-

ciation of prognostics, although these latter were not gathered

together in special manuals.

It is certain that the chapters on prognostics in the Hippo-
erotic Collection show certain gifts of clinicians which are

entirely different from those seen in the Accadian manual . The
impression that one is in the presence of the results of a per-
sonal medical experience and not that of a repertory of tradi-

tional data, is confirmed by the eventual reference to the cases

of patients who are designated by name and are, in consequ-
ence, personally examined or whose observation has, at least,

been personally known (Prorrhetique, I, 27, 32, 34,* 72, 99, 104,
1 19). In any case, the personal twist thus given to the teaching
of prognostics, does not efface the analogy of the general struc-

ture of certain Greek manuals with the Accadian text. This is

how, as has been remarked by Mr, Labat (p. xxxviii), the

Pr&nctions de Cos catalogue organwise the symptoms, having the

value of prognostics, in a manner sufficiently similar to the

second part of the Accadian manual.
It could be claimed that this analogy does not have much

interest, as any doctor desirous of enumerating symptoms could
be tempted to do so organwise, beginning from the head. But

precisely it is already remarkable that on both sides, in the

Accadian medical literature and also in the Greek medical

literature, similar enumerations have been constituted. The

study of medical data put in such a form, does not form part
of a method necessary for medical teaching wherever it be given
and the instinct of the clinician not influenced by a mode of

explanation which had been traditional before him, would make
him understand his observations in a more natural manner, just
as he may have gathered them; that is to say that he would
describe the entire disease either in each particular patient or in
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a type summing up the common traits of similar morbid deve-

lopments observed by him. The pre-determined way of listing
the signs establishes a good relationship between the Accadian
manual and the Prenotions de Cos.

The examination of the Prenotions de Cos and of other
Greek texts seems to be able to enlighten us even regarding this

relationship as also concerning certain other peculiarities of the
Accadian manual.

After a list of symptoms, largely fatal and of signs show-

ing themselves chiefly in fevers1, the Coan Prognoses (beginning
from 156), concern themselves with local physical signs approxi-

mately classified from the head downwards and in association

with various other signs. Now certain groups of symptoms
are found identically described, almost word by word, in the

Prorrhdtique 1, with additions in this latter text of a reference

to a given patient.
2 One may a priori suppose either that the

author of Prorrhetique 1, has borrowed elements from Preno-

tions de Cos, adding thereto the names of the patients where he

remembered having seen these symptoms, or that the Coan Pro-

gnoses or some of them, have been gleaned from the collections

of clinical notes like the Prorrhetique t, with clinical references

being suppressed, or that the two manuals have drawn from a

common source. It is the second hypothesis which is confirmed.

It is confirmed by the fact that one of the Coan Prognoses (543),

coinciding with the propositions of Prorrhetique 1 includes the

reference to the patient, discussed by the corresponding propo-
sition of Prorrhetique I (119)

3
, whereas others do not include

the same. It appears, therefore, that the editor of Prenotions

de Cos, as we have them, has had recourse to Prorrhetique 1,

but habitually leaving aside, except once, personal indications*

and this helps us observe the compilatory process of the com-

position of the semiological collection of the Coan Prognoses. By
a similar process particular or exceptional clinical observations

1 LittrS (Vol. V, p. 588), has abusively entitled the series: **Des fievres

consider6es comme maladies generates.**
2 Pror. 27-Coa. 2 and 69; Pror. 32-Coa. 194; Pror. 34-Coa. 76; Pror.

99~Coa. 606; Pror*lQ4~Coa. 257; Pror. 119- Coa, 343 and 543.

3 Save some orthographic variants the text, on both sides, is identical

(cf.,Littr6, V, pp. 550 and 708) and denotes, following Littr6*s trans-

lation: "In hysterical women, spasms without fever are easy, as among
Boreas".
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could have easily found themselves arranged in pair with

regular and frequent morbid facts, and one can understand

that detached symptoms, and since then without significative

values, be on the contrary presented as important signs, beside

other really characteristic signs. A recapitulatory registration

of clinical data had taken place with a view to a mode of

traditional transmission which appears to be quite analogous to

the Mesopotamian mode and which, while not naturally impos-

ing itself, could very well have been inspired by the example of

the former, extended up to the Persians and which the Oriental

Greeks could not have ignored.

The analogy of conditions in which certain propositions of

the Accadiah manual and certain Coan Prognoses are presented

serves, in reality, to simultaneously help us seize a similitude of
the compilation of this text and of Pr&notions de Cos and explains
to us the apparent futility of analogous propositions found on
both the sides.

We have taken note, a little earlier, of the Accadian pre-

position, -"If his nose is cold, he will die", and supposed that

such indications of prognostic could be held valid only after

they had been completed by the knowledge of the conditions of
their validity. Now we read in Prenotlons de Cos: "Ears cold,

transparent and contracted, fatal sign*
9

(188) and exactly like

the Accadian manual, here also nothing indicates in the context

the clinical table under which this sign can have a value, which

evidently it does not have it itself. But Littr< in his translation

refers to a passage of Prognostics (2, t. II, p. 115), which yields
us the key to the enigma posed by the presence, among the

Coan Prognoses of a proposition, which in itself is so insignificant
and so false. This proposition detaches, simply for classifying it

among the symptoms furnished by the ears, a sign, which in the

Prognostics* is part of an entire clinical table whose significance
is finely discussed over there. It refers to the examination of
the face of the patient in serious diseases and not to that of
the ears of nomatter which subject, as one would have believed

on reading only the Coan Prognoses. The comparison of the

physiognomy of the patient is to be made with that of normal
persons and chiefly with the *

physiognomy habitual to the

patient himself. It is also specified that the patient will have to

be asked if he had felt various types of fatigue or debilitating
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causes (prolonged awakening, strong diarrhoea, hunger). It is

only when the possibility of .these conditions, '.-in themselves

capable of producing alarming symptoms, is eliminated that
one will relate the symptoms in question to the violence of the
trouble and will hold them as really significant of a fatal

prognostic. It is only then and when it is associated with the

totality of other described signs, that the coldness and the

contraction (?) of the ears can take on the value of a fatal sign.
It can thus be seen that studied in isolation and not

completed by data as that of Prognostics^ Prenotions de Cos will

lead to such gross errors in prognostics, under which no
medical practice could survive. They suppose, therefore, and
the persistent reputation of the Accadian tradition across entire

Mesopotamia equally supposes the existence of a complement
of teaching such as that of the Prognostics, preserved for us by
the Hippocratic Collection ,

whereas the chance discovery of

cuneiform tablets has not yielded us so far, for Mesopotamia,
anything equivalent.

It is also to be observed that the collections of the lists of

symptoms which could not have, in themselves, sufficed as

medical manuals, do not constitute a very natural mode for the

fixation of the medical tradition and this can lead one to think

that this mode having been habitual in Mesopotamia, it is by
means of the Mesopotamian example that it got established

among the Greeks, leading among them to compilations like

Prenotions de Cos.
We will see that closer analogies of the Accadian text with

the aberrant parts of the Indian medical tradition equally lead

us to think that the Mesopotamian mode of divinatory prog-

nostication and of the presentation of signs could have been the

example on the Eastern side.

The art of diagnosis and of prognostic presents itself in"

India as a branch of the medical art, much less detached from

others than in Mesopotamia. The medical diagnosis and

prognostics constitute a part as is normal in scientific medi-

cine, of nosology and establish themselves in respect of each

trouble described in its totality. It is only at a late date that

special manuals of prognostic such as the Narapatijayacarya,

A.D, 1232, are met with.1 But the big classical medical texts

cf., E.G. Kashikar, Indian Medicine by Dr. J. Jolly, translated from
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devote full chapters
1 to special collections of symptoms having

the value of prognostics which remind us of the Accadian
manual. As in the latter., which mentions twice more often the

signs of the coming death than the favourable symptoms,
Indian medicine is chiefly attached to the traits of incurability,,

the doctor being under the obligation of not taking up the

useless treatment of the incurable2* although according to

Caraka* he must also refrain, on humanitarian grounds, from

revealing too promptly the gravity of his prognostics (Indr.

XII3 61 ,64).
The external analogies in the methods of the explanation

of this matter, common to Sanskrit texts and to the Accadian

manual, are not rare. The headings are put at the end of

chapters, the colophons resemble those of the Accadian manual.

This first analogy, however, deserves to be noted only for the

sake of memory, because this is the general usage in the entire

Sanskrit literature. Another analogy is somewhat more
remarkable as it refers to a usage, which is not equally wide-

spread in India, though found in the Upaniad$ (Kena^ lsd) y and
which is nowise to be found in any Accadian text. This relates

to the use of the first words of the text as its title,

In the Caraka-samhitd, eight out of twelve chapters which
constitute the section, Indriyasthdna, specially devoted to prog-
nostic, have for titles words which begin them or a part of these

words: CHAP. I, varnasvariyam indriyam* beginning: iha khalu

vartyaS ca svaras ca . . . II, puspitakam indr.y beginning: ptispam
. . . IV, indriydnikam indr. f beginning: indriyani * , , V, purvaru*
piyam indr., beginning: purvarupani . . VI, kaiamani-Sanriyam
indr.j beginning: katamdni sanrdni . . . VIII, avdkiirsiyam indr. 9

beginning: avdkiird . . .IX, yasya-$ydvanimittiyam indr. 9 begin-
ning: yasya Jydve . . . XI, anujyotiyam indr^ beginning: anujyotir
. . . XII, gomayacurmyam mdr. 9 beginning: yasya gomayacurnd-
bhydm*

The other chapters, without reproducing the initial words in

German and supplemented with Notes, Pooaa, 1951, p. 207.

,* Caraka-samhita, Indriyasthana, Xfl Chapters; Bhela^amMta, Indriya-
sthana, XII Chapters; Su$ruta~samhita, Sutrasthana, XXIX-XXXIII; Vag-
bhata, Atfanga-sarhgraha, $ar. 9 1X-XIL; Affangahrdaya, Sar. V-VT;
Katyapa-samhita, Sutr., XXVIIf and IndrtyastMna; Htinta-samhita, 2, II,V and VI1I-IX-

cfVJ. Filliozat, Le Kumaratantra de Ravana, Paris, 1937, p. 56, n.
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their headings, draw them from the words of commencement.
But the method is often employed., even in chapters belonging
to other parts of the text, having no similarity with the Accadian
collection.

The accounts in Sanskrit frequently resemble the Accadian
accounts in the formulae. For example, Caraka, Indriyasthdna,
Illy enumerates the symptoms of troublesome prognostic in

phrases of the following type, which remind us of the Accadian
method of presentation:

"If the respiration is too long or brief**, one should know that **hi&

vital breath will go away".
"When palpated, if the two (lateral) cervical regions do not have the

throbbing", one should know that, "his vital breath will go
away".

"If his teeth are charged white, with gravel on them"; one should
know, "that his vital breath will go away." 1

But these are merely external analogies which, even when

grouped, do not have any significance in themselves. Much more

important are the concordances in the tenor of teaching,

although they appear along with considerable differences. The
most detailed explanation of special Indian prognostics is the one

which covers the totality of the twelve chapters of the Indriya-

sthana of Caraka-samhita. Their brief analysis and that of similar

principal texts will enable us to take up the comparison of their

teaching with that of the Accadian text.

The first chapter enumerates the signs to be considered in a

patient or with reference to him to know the time left to him for

living. The anomaly (yikrti) of which he is the victim, is of three

types: (1) laksana-nimitta, "assigned by the types", that is to say,

signified and caused simultaneously
2 by the congenital struc-

tural types of the body; (2) laksya-nimitta, "assigned by the typi-

fiable, that is to say, by the morbid manifestations, capable of

Indr., Ill, 8-10:

tasya ced ucchvaso 'tidirgho hrasvo va syatf

parasuriti vidyatl/S//

tasya cen manye parimf&yamane na spandeyatamj
parasuriti vidyatl19 11

tasya ced dantah parikirnab Sveta jataSarkarafy syufy]

parasuriti vidyatl1 1011

Nimitta is both cause and sign. The chief sense is *sign% 'presage', but

in view of a reasoning current in medicine, both outside and in India,

according to which post hoc ergo propter hoc9 the preceding sign is easily

taken as the determining cause; this gives the value of *'cause" taken by
the word*
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being referred to nosological types, to individualised syndromes;

(3) nimittarupa, "conforming with the assigned ones'% that is to

say, with presages which occur and are thought to determine the

consecutive trouble,1 These are, then, more advanced theoreti-

cal views than those found in the manuals of the jHippocrattc

Collection concerning the prognostics as also in the Accadiam

manual. The chapter, thereafter, gives the unfavourable signs

observable when the colour (of the skin, varna) and the voice

(svara) of the patient are examined. That is the beginning of an

explanation of objective symptoms which covers the two follow-

ing "Chapters, while the fourth is devoted to a description of

subjective symptoms.
The second chapter describes the ariffas, symptoms which

appear to announce the death as flowers announce the fruit.

These ari${as are the odours spread by the patient and tastes of

his secretions, these secretions not being tasted directly by the

doctor, but he infers the savour thereof according to the beha-

viour of flies, leeches, etc., which suck it or which turn away
from it.

The third chapter concerns the information of prognostics
furnished by palpating various parts of the body enumerated
from the feet to the head (III, 5), the observable symptoms (III,

4) being: inertia (siambha) of the parts of the body^ normally
*ever vibrant (spandamana), the coldness of those which are nor-

mally hot, the stiffness (daruna) of the supple, the rugosity of

the smooth, the absence of the normally existing parts, such as

the testicles, the relaxation, the rupture and the dislocation of

the articulations, the diminution of flesh and blood, the (gene-

ral?) stiffness (daruna), the non-interruption of perspiration or

its stoppage and all other abnormal symptoms. Thus are descri-

bed the signs to be recognised by various sensorial faculties

(indriyas, wherefrom the name of the section) of the doctor, those

of sight, hearing, smell, taste and touch.

The fourth chapter commences the examination of the

The commentary of Cakrapani explains that it "reproduces the signi-
ficance of assigning (presage), which shows itself as engendering the
effect or as taking note of the effect** (nimittasya yo 'rthcth karyajana-
narupakkaryabodhakarupova tarn anukaroti). Cakrapanl, therefore, does
not entirely accept the sophism post hoc ergo proper hoc and admits
that the sign is not necessarily the cause, but can simply be an announce-
ment
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manifestation of signs perceived by the sensorial faculties of the
patient: vision, hearing, various sensorial errors regarding
odours, tastes, hot and cold, etc. and various hallucinations-

The fifth chapter studies the premonitory symptoms of
death in diseases of various types, the objective ones observed
by the doctor and

%
the subjective ones reported by the patient.

These latter consist chiefly of dreams, only a part thereof being
considered as premonitory ones and a rational theory having
been elaborated to explain, by means of the influence of the

organic elements of trouble on the perceptions, the troubles of

premonitory value of some of them.1

The sixth chapter describes the groups of the symptoms of

incurability during diverse morbid conditions.

The seventh chapter enumerates the forebodings of death,
furnished by the anomalies of the shadow or the reflection of
the body, as regards their state (samsthana) , their dimension

(pramana), their colour (varna) and their luminosity (prabha).
It adds diverse groups of the symptoms of the coming death.

The "eighth chapter continues the study of similar groups of

symptoms to be specially noticed on the eyelashes, in the hair,

on the tongue, in respiration and adds short clinical tables, such

as the following, which remind one of exactly the tables of the

Accadian manual,
*'Rubbing the knee against the knee, letting fall the feet after having
raised them, the patient who often twists Ms face, does not live. Cut-

ting the tips of his nails with teeth, cutting his hair with his nails*

scratching the earth with a baton, he does not get rid of his

disease.'* 2

The ninth chapter takes up once again the signs of incurabi-

lity in various sorts of diseases and other groups of symptoms,

particularly in relation with the action of the bile (internal

fire).

The tenth chapter discusses the signs of imminent death

cf , J. Filliozat, *Le sommeil et les raves selon les m^dicins indiens et

les physiologues grecs*, Journal de psychologic, 1947, pp. 326 ff., specially

pp. 332-34.

Indr. 9 VIH, 17-88:

ghattayan jdnund jdnu pdddv udyamya patayan/

yo 'pa&yati muhur vaktram dturo na sajavatif]

dantais cchindan nakhdgrdni nakhais cchindan cchtroruhanj

kdsthen bhumim vilikhan na rogat parimucyatefl.
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particularly those where the action of internal wind intervenes.

The eleventh classifies the signs according to the time, at the

end of which death will occur: a year, a month* a shorter

period.

Finally, the twelfth chapter, after certain indications of the

same type as in the preceding one, studies the forebodings
obtained by the doctor by observing the messenger come to fetch

him for the patient or of the presages encountered by the doctor

on the way to the patient's house and on entering that house. It

terminates in a recapitulation of the entire indriyasthOna and im

new indications concerning the necessity of hiding the fatal prog-
nostic as also the favourable signs.

The Bhela-samhita which concurrently with the Caraka-sarh-*

hitd presents teachings going back to the same master, Atreya
1
,

enables us to go, in comparison with this Camka-mmhita^ to an

older tradition, from which both of them are descended. What
is common to both of them has every chance of belonging to an

ancient source. Unfortunately the Bhela-samhitS has reached us

only in a single mutilated manuscript*
2 But the IndriyastMna,

which corresponds to the section of the same name of the

Camka-samhita y is sufficiently well-preserved. It has, like its

pair, twelve chapters.
The first chapter, whose title has been lost along with the

beginning, relates to the signs of the time left for living, one,

two or four months and the signs announcing a short life or one
mofe or less long, up to a hundred years. Only the first part
has its analogous one in Caraka (C), in Chapter XL

The second chapter, Svastyayana, ^favourable course*',

describes the symptoms of the coming return to health, as are

found at the end of Chapter XII, but differently. The end is

lost.

The third chapter, the title and the beginning lost, indicates

a series of symptoms of troublesome prognostics certain

sensorial hallucinations of the patient, certain fetid emanations,
the considerable alterations of urine, etc. These symptoms, in

cf. supra., pp. 2, 196 and 207.

Other known manuscripts are mere copies of the former, whose edition
has been given by Asutosh Mookerjee, CaL Univ+ Journ* of the Dep* of
Letters, Vol. VI, Calcutta, 1921. In this edn., the Imdriyosthana runs
from pp. 97 to 115. The editor (p* 97, n. 1) underlines that in this part
there is closer conformity between the Bhela- and Caraka-sarfihitd.
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Affect, in most eases, in the actual state of therapeutics leave
little hope (here are to be recognised notably the symptoms of
grave diabetes).

The fourth chapter, Sadyomaramya, "concerning imminent
death*

5

, with its title identical with that of Chapter X, has the
same contents in generalin atn editing greatly differing in details.

It does not begin as Chapter X, with sadyas.
The fifth chapter, Yasyasaviya (correct Yasyasyaviya) , has

an almost identical title with Chapter IX, and similarly starts

with Yasya syave. It gives a teaching similar in its totality but

altogether different in detail.

The sixth chapter, Purvarupiyam, "concerning the signs'%
a title similar to that of Chapter V, is altogether different

though devoted to the descriptions of the symptoms occurring
in various diseases.

The seventh chapter, Indriyamka, named after its first

word, is identical word for word, except for numerous variants,

with Chapter IV, similarly named and which contains only two
additional slokas (14 and 20).

Chapter VIII, Dutddhydya, "chapter of the messenger'%

corresponds to the part of Chapter XII, devoted to signs furni-

shed by the observation of the messenger but completely differs

in explanation.
The ninth chapter, Gomayaciirna, has an almost identical

title with Chapter XII, Gomayacurniya, although it starts with

curnam girasi yasyaiva suskagomayasannibham . . . and not like

Chapter XII with yasyagomayacurnabham curnam murdhanijdyate.

Its only raison d'etre consists in taking up the first words of the

text as is done in Chapter XII; it follows that the editing of

Caraka carrying gomayacurna immediately after yasya is surely

more faithful, at least here, to the original account, whose

beginning is altered by the Bhela-samhitd while guarding the

sense and keeping intact the old title which retains the traces of

the first form of this account. After a common verse, with some

variants, the two texts become divergent, that of:Bhelar merely

describes various clinical tables of bad prognostic.

The tenth chapter, Chdyddhyaya "chapter of the shadow'%

is named after its first word anuchaya . . .but only the first two

verses refer to the shadow. The remainder describes the symp-

toms of incurability in the course of the diseases provoking
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haemorrhage (raktapitta), those of cough (k&sa) and those of

dyspnoea (svasa) and other hopeless morbid tables*

The eleventh chapter, entitled Puspiya corresponds in part

with the second chapter of Caraka, called Puspitaka because it

commences with puspam. But in Bhela, this chapter, which of

course describes first of all the pu$pitay that is to say, the patient

in whom appear the symptoms announcing some result as the

flower announces the fruit, does not begin with pu$pa+ It

appears, therefore, that the ancient tradition referred to Atreya

agrees, in both Bhela and Caraka, in ascribing to Atreya an
account commencing with pu$pa* but that the text of Bhela has

not preserved here as that of Caraka, the old beginning. After

five verses devoted to pu$pita Bhela continues with an explana-
tion of premonitory signs drawn from the dreams of the patient,

identical with those found in the fifth chapter of Caraka but of

a different tenor,

Finally, the last chapter, Avak$ir$3ya> is named after its

beginning, similar to the eighth chapter, Avak$irsiya of Caraka
and also discusses the same subject, particularly related to fatal

symptoms seen in eyelashes, in hair, etc.

The two Indriyasthdnas relating the teaching of Atreya, i.e.,

those of Bhela and Caraka, have, therefore, a common stock,
with many similar details, but with different classifications and
with internal changes in the contents of parts, which at first

sight look similar. The spirit and the matter are the same but
the latter has been kept similar only to enable one to admit that

at the point of departure the tradition already had a definite

formulation. This is not surprising, We do not know how the

teaching received by Bhela has been transmitted, but we know
that in relation to Atreya, Caraka has come in only later. It is

AgniveSa who might have received the teaching of Atreya*
Caraka intervened for revising the work of AgniveSa. Many of
the divergences can be ascribed to him. However all should not
be put to his account. We have seen that at least once he has
been more faithful than Bhela in preserving the text which gave
the title to a chapter. Moreover, he deals with subjects, which

though missing in Bhela, must not be considered as new addi-
tions due to him. The investigation of the messenger is neglected
by Bhela but is found in other words, in Su^ruta1, whose tradi-

* It is summarily recommended, Sutr.
9 X, 4, without its name being given,
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tion parallel to that of Atreya, is very close and In Hanta1
/

reputed to be a co-disciple of Bhela under Atreya.
In the Susruta-samhita, the third among the chief texts

of Indian medicine, the teaching corresponding to the

Indriyasthanas of Bhela and Caraka is incorporated in the

Sutrasthana and is much better systematised. The five chapters
XXIX-XXXIII, devoted to the same, respectively deal with
the presages, subjective fatal symptoms, the "shadow1 * of the

patient, other objective signs and particularly incurable

diseases.

The presages (Chap. XXIX) are drawn from the messenger,
from encounters had while rendering oneself to the patient's

house, while entering that house or they are drawn from the

dreams of the patient or of those of his entourage. The subjec-
tive fatal symptoms (Chap."

9

XXX) are the arises, consisting of

sensorial errors and of the hallucinations of the patient. The

chdyd corresponds in general with what we call the good or bad
"looks" (Chap. XXXI), but the chapter deals with it only at

its beginning and discusses thereafter the signs drawn from the

state of the tongue, of the nose, of the eyes, of hair, of eye-

brows, of attitudes, of respiration, of various groups of symp-
toms shown in the course of certain affections, of the state of

the mouth, etc. These are, then, mainly objective signs and
their study continues in chapter XXXII. The next chapter

enumerates the circumstances wherein appear the hopeless cases

of patients who are victims of eight diseases particularly dange-

rous by their nature itself.

As a whole, the doctrine is the same as that of Caraka and

of Bhela. The account of Bhela looks less orderly and that of

Susruta as the best-arranged. It is also Suruta who most often,

mixes up the enumerations of prognostic with general conside-

rations regarding morbid causes, ft seems that with him, tradi-

tional learning, in part divinatory and in part resulting from

real medical experience, and which Bhela and Caraka have only

half adapted in the theoretical medicine of scientific import, has

tended to be integrated more closely into this medicine.

In relation to these Indian documents, the Accadian

but described in XL ,

IL 8, Harita-samhita actually known is, in any case, largely apocryphal,

cf., IA, 1934, pp. 127 ff.
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manuai appears as similar but typologically more archaic, less

developed as regards the progress of empirical knowledge and
of the collection of the facts of experience, for scientific know-

ledge and the comprehension of acquired experience. The
theoretical Indian classifications of morbid manifestations and
Indian attempts at a rational explanation of certain signs, viz.,

the production of dreams of bad augury by organic perturba-
tions in the canals of the organ of thought, do not have any

equivalent in the Accadiara manual. But the rest of the teaching

has, with this manual, both a general concordance and parti-

cular similarities*

The general concordance is due to the principle itself of the

grouping of symptoms having the value of prognostic in these

lists., wherein they are detached from the concomitant signs,

from the morbid atmosphere and from general conditions, which

alone could give them fully significant value. The analogy bet-

ween the Accadian manual and the special portions devoted

to the same subject in the Indian manuals here is the same as is

the case with this Accadian book and the Hippocratic manuals

specialising like the former in the enunciation of prognostics,

particularly the Pr&notions de Cos.

The incorporation among medical symptoms of purely

divinatory signs, as those which consist of observations made
by the doctor or the exorcist during his passage towards the

patient's house, is the first particular analogy between the

Accadian manual and our Indian teaching. It is striking for

anyone who studies Indian medicine in its totality. Divination

in India, at least in the scientific circles, about which we are

informed by the principal Sanskrit texts, is in no way a domi-
nant part of its preoccupations. In the Caraka-samhita itself,

a full chapter (Sutrasthana, XXIXj
1
, which is devoted to the

description of the qualities of a good doctor and which gives
details of the activity of a quack, enumerates in great detail

the knowledge which a doctor worthy of that name must have
and it makes no reference to an interpretation of divinatory

signs. The texts devoted in various manuals to nidanas, that is

to say, to the conditions in which diseases appear and develop

French translation by J. Filliozat in L, Renou, Anth&logie sanskrite*

Paris, 1947, pp. 394-97.
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and which enumerate the symptoms of these diseases and discuss

their prognostics, are essentially based on direct chnical obser-

vations and on the interpretations of these observations as a
function of admitted pathological theories and not, or as a rare

exception, on divinatory data. Such data, though present in

special sections like the Indriyasthdnas of Bhela and Caraka or
in particular groups of chapters as in Sunita, and there mixed,
as in the Accadian manual, with the enumerations of clinical

signs detached from general clinical tables and which are, most
of the time, the signs of serious or fatal prognostics, such divi-

natory data generally remain in the margin of the chief teach-

ings of Indian medicine, which is complete without the same.
In short, Sanskrit accounts similar to that of the Accadian
manual are admitted in all the principal medical texts of India,

but they have therein a place entirely to themselves. They are

added to these texts and are not intimately incorporated therein.

Yet another trait which brings the accounts of Sanskrit

medical texts near those of the Accadian manual, also separates

them, though less completely, from the rest of the teachings of

Indian medicine.

The Indian medical texts are well acquainted with the

phenomenon of demoniac possession, which gives rise to

diseases. In these texts it is called gratia* "seizure"; A belief in

such "seizure** belongs to universal folklore. It will therefore be

in vain to observe that it is found several times in the Accadian

manual, which frequently indicates that if the patient presents

such and such a symptom or if such and such a foreboding takes

place, then the "hand* 5 of such and such a god "is on him*% or

that such and such a god or demon c'has seized him or her".

On the other hand, the data of Sanskrit texts, summarised by

us, do not relate to the diagnosis of possession, but other parts

of the main texts in Sanskrit give such diagnoses based on

symptoms similar to those which establish 'demoniac"possession

in the eyes of the Accadian doctors, and these parts, as those

which describe forebodings, also have a separate place in the

teaching of classical Indian medicine. In fact they do not belong

to the fundamental doctrines of the latter, which invoke only

those causes of diseases that are purely natural, except in the

sase of infantile and psychic troubles. They derive their inspira-

tion from another current of ideas, attested since the Veda, and
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which has imposed itself on Indian doctors, even though the$

had mainly sought to constitute a rational system of explaining.''

the diseases. Their effort to bring the case of possession back

to their ordinary natural explanations, while supposing that the

demons are only one cause among others for disturbing the

organic elements, appears only later.1 Exactly like diagnosis by
observing presages^ the diagnosis of "seizure" by the demons
or gods is not an integral and primitive part of the Indian

medical system. They are admitted here and more largely thaa

the divinatory prognoses, but they are not incorporated therein

more intimately.

Moreover, there are certain analogies of detail betweea

Accadian and Indian diagnoses of demoniac "seizure" of

children. These analogies are sufficiently close between the

40th tablet of the Accadian manual and texts like the Kwnara*
tantra* On both sides, a certain number of described symptoms*
are the same; this can be sufficiently explained by the fact that

it is a case of morbid phenomena actually observed among sick

infants* but at the same time on both sides diagnosis often

depends on the age,, in days or in months, of the infant at the

time of the attack and a "seizing female spirit" is denounced
as being responsible for this trouble* On the Indian side, the

mention of the '^seizing female spirit** (grShi) goes much higher
than the medical texts which describe the symptoms of its

presence; it is already found in the $gveda (X, 161, I).
3*

Whatever be the resemblance of the Accadian manual with

Indian medical data concerning possession as a cause of diseases,

the idea of different types of possession shown by specific

symptoms goes up much higher in India than the scientific

medical texts. In the Hippocratic Collection the existence of

similar ideas is shown by the very fact that the text On the

Sacred Diseases gives its examples while rejecting them.3 But
here the concordance between the Greek way of posing the

diagnosis of possession with the Accadian and Indian ones

remains very general. It is only the 40th tablet of the AccadiaH
text which shows special similarities, with the post-Vedic texts

;

regarding the diagnosis of possession of infants, which has been

1 J. Filliozat, Le Kumaratantra de Ravarta, op. cit,, p. 63.

.* ibid., p 79,
* :

ed,9 Littr6 Vol. VI, pp. 360-63; Le Kumaratwttra, op- cit., p 122,
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.pointed out by us. These similarities, the only ones having the

possibility of not being simply explained in terms of universal
belief in demoniac seizures, are given on the Indian side by
texts of the same stratum as provide the similarities in the
domain of presages obtained on the path to the patient's house
or which details the mode of enumerating morbid phenomena
having fatal prognostics, deliberately separated from complete
clinical tables of which, in reality, they necessarily constitute a
part.

One may, therefore, ask oneself if the teaching of the

Accadian manual could not have been known in India and have
exercised some influence on the elaboration of Indian accounts
on one side regarding certain diagnoses of possession and on
the other and specially regarding a special tradition of prognos-
tication in accord with divinatory and clinical signs racapite-
lated apart from other morbid symptoms, as having a special

prognostic value.

In its origins the Accadian manual is very ancient, its even-

tual passage into India could* therefore, go back very high and
one could be tempted to advance the hypothesis that it could be
dated in the epoch in which there used to be communication
between India and Mesopotamia, from the period of the Indus

civilisation. However, the concordances with the Accadian

manual are seen not only in the Vedic literature, not specially

Vedic, it is true, but in much later Sanskrit texts, in most of

the cases later than the Christian era in the form in which they
have reached us; anterior only by a few centuries to the Chris-

tian era, if one is to go back to the common stock supposed by
the accounts of Bhela, Caraka anjd Susruta.

Thus, on the Indian side, these concordances show them-

selves first of all in a period quite near that during which on

their side the Hippocratic texts have concordances with Accadian

prognostics and chiefly during that later period when the Greek

manuals on the veterinary art in their turn present some. If the

influence of the Mesopotamian tradition, and not chance, is

the cause of all these concordances, then this influence must

have been exercised in the East and West during the last period

of its existence.

Everything agrees in showing us precisely that it could

have been most easily exercised during this epoch.
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First of all, we are sure that this system was current during
the Achaemenid period and in their empire itself, as one of

the tablets of the manual is dated in the eleventh year of

Artaxerxes. It is also certain that parts of Greek and Indian

lands, both under the Achaemenids, intercommunicated across

this empire for the despatch of medicines and medical notions

of India to Greek lands. This is all the more reason why the

communications of both with Mesopotamia , situated in the

middle of the distance separating the two, was easy*

The passing of pepper, a product of South India, particu-

larly of Malabar, in the hands of Greek doctors as an Indian

medicine, is to be found in Hippocratic manuals. On
Woman's Diseases and On the Nature of Woman.* The simul-

taneous passing of Indian medical teaching, on its side, Is to be
seen in the enunciation in the manual, On Womarfs

Diseases, of an Indian prescription on dentifrice alongwith a

precept of alimentary hygiene.^ These pieces of evidence,
studied in relation with the facilities offered by the presence of

Greek doctors In the Achaemenid court can explain, by means
of the communication of doctrines creating at least some emula-

tion, the concordances between Greek and Indian medicine

during the Achaemenid period, i.e., before that of Alexander.3

In any case, the relations between Mesopotamian and
Indian savants can be presumed to have existed by the mere
fact that Persian administration employed in its satrapies and
therefore in its satrapies of Gandhara and Sindh, scribes of

Babylonian culture writing in aramaic. Their reality Is fully

confirmed by the creation, in North-West India, of an aramaic

transcription of the Indian language, a transcription made not
in accordance with a summary notation of words following
'heir consonantic frame-work, this being the principle of the

Semitic alphabet, but in accordance with the learned phonolo-
gical principles of Indian grammarians.4 We can even speci-

fically state that probably these grammarians belonged to the

school of Panini. In fact this author whose date, unfortunately

uncertain, seems to be in the fifth century B.C., belonged to

1
supra.,, p.252ff.'

2
ib!d., p. 253.

ibid., pp. 160 ff.

4 Uinde classique9 Vol. II, appendix cm Palaeography.
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Salatura1 in Gandhara. He must have been, then, a subject of
the Achaemenids, if he did live in the fifth century B.C., because
the latter ruled over Gandhara approximately from the middle
of the sixth century, during the reign of Cyrus2

, up to the end
of the fourth century B.C., at the time of the conquest of
Alexander.

Under these conditions it was, therefore, very easy for the
Indians to have knowledge of the Mesopotamia*! teachings m
medicine^, like that of the manual published by Mr. Labat and
which was in circulation, during the reign of Artaxerxes in 453
B.C. In this case, the hypothesis that the teachings regarding
presages and medical prognostics having a place of its own in

Sanskrit texts, and resembling that of the Accadian texts, owe
this resemblance like this situation in Sanskrit medical tradition,
to an influence of the Accadian manual exerted in those very
centuries when this medical tradition developed into a classical

system and that it is not due to a chance encounter, may be
admitted as very likely. The hypothesis of chance encounter is

the least likely when it is seen that an Accadian manual current

among the Persians, has its counter-parts during their epoch or

during the following epoch in. the countries which were part of

the Persian empire, i.e., Hellenic in the West and Indian in the

East.'
,

:

'

'

'

-

''

This is what is corroborated independently in the seventh century by
BDLuen-Tsang (S. Julien, M&moires Sur les eontrees occidentale$9 VQl.l 9

pp. 127 ff.) and by a copper inscription (M. Winternitz, Geschichte der
indischen Utterature^ Vol. HI, 1920, p. 384, no. 1) without counting
Hemacandra who came later.

Gandhara is mentioned in the first inscription of Darius (Behistan) as

one of the provinces under, or brought under, his authority after the

rebellions that followed in the wake of Gyms' death. Moreover, it is

known that Cyrus had taken Kapisi specifically on the route to

Gandhara, cf., A Foucher, Lavieille route de rinde, Vol. JI t Paris, 1947?

pp. -192-93.
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Abhidanappadipikd, 147.

Abhidruh, 50.

AbhiSocana, 128.

Abhyatafic, 120.

Achaememans, 239 ff, 278.

Adeaopathies, HO.

Adhmana, 218.

Aditi, 92.

Aditya, 92.

Agadd, 51.

Agastya, 10, 17.

Agattiyar, 10,

Agonya, 55*

Agni, 16, 57ff, 129, 166, 174.

Agnivesa, Sya, 2ff, 16ff, 207, 272.

Agnive&atantra, 15, 21.

Ahura Mazda, 41ff, 70fff 75ff.

Aikahika, 117.

Aipicara, 71.

Air9 220.

Airyaman, 75.

Airyema isyo, 40ff.

Ajaka, Ajakavd, 53.

Ajfiatayaksma, 99flF, 105ff-

AkaSa, 26, 63;

Akpayadrub, 50.

Ak^ata, Akita, 106.

Akata bhai^ajya, 106.

Akepaka, 215.

Al^ji, Alajl, 122flf.

Akmeon, 166, 236.

Akxander, 192ff, 257ff, 27S,

Alocaka, 28, 235.

Ambi, 54.

Ameretat, 41.

Amssa sp^nta, 41.

Ainlva, 96.

Amrapali (Sutra on the Avadana), 10.

Amrita, 5, 42jff, 54.

An, 176.

Anaxagoras, 166, 243*

Anaximander, 243.

Anaximenes, 203, 226.

Anemos, 220.

Angas, 119.

Angabheda, 108.

AAgajvara, 108.

Anra Mainyu, 40ff, 70flf, 75ff.

Antarika, 26.

Antasubbu, 260.

Anyedyuska, 116.

Aojah, 167.

Ap,26v
Apaci, Apacit, 109.

Apam Napat, Apam Ndpat, 59,

Apana, 28, 71, 174flu i

Apasmara, 214.

Apatanaka, 214.

Apatantraka, 216.

Appollonides of Cos, 246.

Appollionos ofTyana, 252ff,

Apva, 128.

Araoyaka, 82, 157,

Ardita,216.

Ardvl Sura AnaMta, 75.

Aristobulos, 238.

Aristotle, 74, 220, 234.

Aristoxenes of Tarentum, 250.

Arka, 87.

Arta, 91.

Artaxerxes, 246, 258, 279,

Artha&ntra, 15, 21

Arundhati, 13M.

Arus, 133.

Aryaman, 41.

Asas, 50, 68, 91;

*The anatomical terms are indexed on Pp. 144-157; those terms arp

included here only where they appear elsewhere in this book.
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Asankar, 14.

Asavan, 68, 70.

ASarlka, 128.

Asimida, 128.

Asipada, 128.

Asoka, 83.

AsrSva, 122.

Asrava bhe$aja, 171.

Assurbanipal, 258.

Ast&ngahrdaya Sarhhitfi, 14ff-

A^Qngarsarhgrdha^ 14ff.

Astankar, 14.

Asthi, 27, 164.

Asthisramsa, 118*

Asthma, 98.

Asura, 24, 71.

Asurya, 71.

Agvins, 2ff, 1*, 19ff, 86ff, cf., Nasatya.

Atancana, atatika, 120.

Atar, 56.

Atharvaveda (dating), 85.

Athwya, 43ff.

Atman, 62, 64ff, 182, 184, 252,

Atreya (Bhiku), 10, 272.

Atreya, the Black, 205.

Atreya Punarvasu, 2ff, 16, 197ff.

Atreyl, 21.

Atri, 7.

Attrin, 96.

Audumbara, 213.

Aupadhenava, 2.

Aurabhra, 2.

Avabahuka, 217.

Ayurveda (doctrines), Iff;

Relationship with the Veda, I87ff.

AyurvedadipikS, 22.

Ayurvedadi-5, 5.

Azavaka, Azivaka, 53.

Azi, 55.

Azi Dahaka, 43.

Badi^a Dhamagava, 198.

Baesaja, 41 .

Bahispavamana, 19, 20.

Bahlikas, 119fif, cf., KaAkSyana.
Bahu^ruta, 7,

, 109, 117ff, 169, 172.

Balasaka, 117,

Barzoe, 37.

Benares, 11, cf,, Kajll.

Berazisavah, 58.

al-Bemni, 13, 19, 23.

Bh8gavatapur8$&, 83,

Bharadvaja, 2ff, 16ff? 27.

Bharadvja, 9, 25.

Bhava, 119.

Bhela, Bhelasarhhitti, l,2ir, 196, 205C
266, 270.

Bhe$aja, 42,

Bhiaj,*42, 86ff ,

Bhrajaka, 28.

Bhuridhayas,1179,

Bile, cf., Pitta.

Blmbisara, 9.

Bisa, Bisavartma* 109.

al-Borj, 61.

Bower (Manuscript), 38.

Brahman, Iff, 252.

Brahman, 40.

26, 81fF, 86; dating, 157,

9 83.

184ff.

Buddha, 9ff, 82.

Cakradatta, Cakrapani, Cakrapani-
datta, 22, 38, 197.

Cal 71.

Candragupta, 83ff, 192, 238, 250.

Car, car, 71.

Cara, 17, 20fT.

Caraka, Carakascarihim, Iff, 16ff,

266fff 270.

Caraka (Vedic School), 16, 19.

Carakasautramani, 21 .

Caturthaka, 116.

Cetana, 27.

Chronos, 74.

Cikitsya, 114.

Cinnamon, 256.

Citya, 143.

Coon Prognoses^ 263ff.

Consumption, cf., Yak^ma.
Cresus, 242.

Cyavana, Cyav^na* 88.
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Cyrus, 240, 278*

Dadru, Dadruka, 53.

Dakshmas, 49.

Dalhana, I?, 13ff.

Damaskios, 73.

Damdat Nask, 77.

Dandapatanaka, 215.

Daraguda Yanh, 55.

Darila, 128.

IDarius, 24Gff, 279.

DasI, 119.

Demokedes, 244ff.

JDenkart, 37, 39, 78.

Devabhisaj, 87.

>ha, 133.

JDham, 159.

Dhaman, 94.

Dhamanaj 159.

Dhamanij Dhamani, 159.

Dhanurveda, 16.

Dhanuhstambha, 215.

Dhanvantara, 5.

Dhanvantari, 2ff, 12, 16fF, 208ff.

Dharma, 94.

DharmaSagtra, 190.

Dharman, 63, 94.

Dhatu, 27, cf , Tridhatu.

Diogenes of Appollonia, 226 ff .

Divinities (Equivocal character of),

45ff,50,67, 90, 129.

Divodasa, 2ff, 16ff.

Doa, 28ff, cf., tridosa.

Drjjhabala,
11, 202.

Drigu, 56.

Drona, 16.

Drug, Druh, Druj, 47ff, 50.

Druka, 53.

Dusika, 126.

Dvitiyaka, 117.

Eropedocles, 166, 227,

Epicurus, 166.

Epilepsy, 221, 224, cf., Apasmara.
Erysipelas, 109.

Eudemos of Rhodes, 73, 74.

Fevers, 185ft, 261, cf., Jvara.

Fire, 56ff, cf., AgnL
Fou-fa tsang Yin Yuan tchouan, 17.

Fracara, 71.

Gada51.
Gajasastra, 194.

Galen, 232.

GalunU, 128.

Gandharis, 119.

Ganesa, 45,

Gaokarona, 42.

Gatha Ahunavaiti, 77.

Gayadasa, 208.

Gayo-marotan, 77.

Glan, 128.

Gopuraraksita, 2.

Graha, 97, 104.

Grahi, 43ff, 96, 276.

Granthi, 110.

Grdhrasi, 217.

Gfhyasutra, 86.

Grfva, 142.

Guggulu, or Gulgulu, 132.

Gutlfca, 38.

Gyanpa, 52.

Gymnosophists, 249*

Haoma, 42ff, 56.

Harimdn, 107.

Harini,163.

Harita2, 15.

Harita-samhita, 15,95,266.
Hastyayurveda, 194.

Hauravatat, 42.

Hekaleus of Milon, 243.

Heraclitus, 203, 243.

Himavant, 11,

Hippocratic Collection, 18, 218rT, 261.

Hira, 158ff.

Hittites, 90.

Hiuan-tsang, 12, 19.

Hrdayamaya, 108.

Hrdroga, 108.

Hrdyota, 108.

Hrudu, 116ff.

Husparam nask> 36.

iro-therapy, 33:
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Itfa, 234.

Ijya bhaj, 5.

Ikhor, 232.

Indara, 90.

iBdra, 2ff, 21, 25, 90, 164.

Jabb, 128.

Jabi, 46.

Jaini, 46.

Jalabhe^aja, 132.

Jalasa, 132.

JaJpakalpataru* 197.

Jambba, jhambha, 128-

Jatra, 143.

Jatukarna, 2.

Jaundice, 108.

JSya, 106.

JayS-nya, JSyenya, 47.

Jivaka, 10-

Jva ,
. ,

Jyoti$avedanga9 82.

Kacchaputa. 12.

Kacchu, 52.

Kail5sa> 11.

Kakatika, 143,

Kala/197.

Kalatiai, 247.

Kalilagh and Damoagh, 37.

Kalayakbafija, 217.

Kampilya, 11.

Kanaka, 12, 17ff.

Rang, Kang-kiu, 38.

j, 38,

Kapha, 28, 55, 109, 117ff.

Kapi$tkala Katha Samhita* 20.

Karavirya, 2.

Karna^ula, 109, 122, 218.

Kasi,2, 5, 11.

KMika, 114.

Kasvi (s), 52.

Kaswo, 52.

Kathenotheism, 62.

a,25, 237.

Q* 38fF. \

Kavaca, 138.

, 119.

Kharju, 53.

Kt"arotM, 241.

Khyi r^o, 52.

KikasS, KIkasa, 106.

KilSsa, 123if.

Kltdb al Fihrtst, 14.

Klu'i Sgrub, 23.

Ko-bong, 13.

Kopana, 192,

Koutcha, 14.

Kravylld, 129,

Krkasika, 143.

Krodba, 90,

iras, 217.

, 205.

Krttdh, 90.

Ksathrya, Vairya, 41.

K^aya* 100.

K$etriya, 112.

Kipta, Kiptacitta, 172.

Ktesias, 246.

Kuroaraliras Bbaradv^ija, 198IT*

Kusa, Slnkrty^yana, 198.

, 52, 114, 124.

Lak, JakhS, Lakk, 133.

Lakhkhos, 133.

, 132ff.

a, 267.

a, 143.

Leprosy, 99, 114, 124.

Lifcga, 213.

Lohita, 164.

, 133.

p 132.

Luslholdt 119.

Lymphangitis, 108.

Madana, 138.

Madbumeba, 1 68,

Madhupa, 20.

Magadba,84 119*

MahabM$ya, 22, 23.

Mahavras, 120.

Mahavyutpatti, 52.

, 24.
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Mahldhara, 3.

Majja, 27.

Majjan, 154.

Maihsa, 27, 164.

Maua, 40.

Mastfala, 255.

Manthra, Mantra, 40.

Manthra Spsnta, 39, 75ff.

Manu, 3.

Manusmfti, 20.

Manyastambha, 216.

Marlci, 202ff, 204.

Marman, 146, 163.

Matar, 55.

Matari^vaa, 65.

Matrka97.

Matsya-pur&na, 83.

Maurya, 83.

Medas, 27, 164.

Megasthenes, 84, 193J6T, 238fF.

Meha, 168.

M6noo, 220.

Misittu,261.

Mitanni,90.

Mitra,41,'3i..

Modaka,38.
Mohan-jo-Daro, 32ff-

MA 164.

Nestorians, (School of Gunde*

Mujavaot, Muftjavant, 119. 120.

Mukfaya (praija), 179> 191.

Musicanos, 194.

Na<Ja, 159.

Na<JI, 158, 159.

Na<lisveda, 159.

Naga, 24.

Nagarjuna, 12ff, 15ff, 23fif.

Nakatra, 101.

Nail, 158.

Namuci, 3.

Nanda, 84.

Napat, 60,61.

Nasatya, 86, 89. cf., Asvins.

Nasu, 46flf.

Navajvara^ 116.

Nearchos, 193, 238.

Neryosengh, 55.

Neuron, 230,

Nibandhasamgraha> 12, 208.

Nidana, 29, 274.

Ni^vasa, 177.

Nimitta,267.

Nirala, 128.

Nirrti. 97ff, 113.

Nityaoatha, 13.

Nyaya, 199.

Nyayacandrika* 208ff.

Nyayavaise^ika, 236.

Oedema of the Throat, 117.

Ojas, 27, 166, 187.

Onesicritos, 238.

O$adhistuti, 42.

Pacaka,28.
Padadaha, 217.

Fadahara, 217.

Padaioi, 247.

Pairika, 46, 75.

Palakapya, 194.

Palita, 123ff.

Pama,52.
Paman, Slff, 117.

Paficabhautika, 63,

Paficala, 11.

Pancatantra, 37*

Pangu,217.

Paiiim,2f 23, 25, 85,278.

Pao-p^ou-tseu, 13

Paraksetra, *triya, 113.

Para:ara,2.

Parsvaka, 142.

Pankit, 84ff.

Parmenides, 166.

ParvaijI, 123.

Pa/, 130.

Patsfijala/22.

Patanjali, 22if,- caritra, 23.

Patay, 130.

Patrocles, 248.

Pauij4arlka, 53.

Paukalavata, 2.

Pperi/253.
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Pepper, 253ff. cf., Pippali.

Peri, 47.

Phartibhagya, 23.

Philostratos, 252.

Phlegma, 223, 229.

Pi<laka, 122.

Pin-kia-lo, 10.

Pingala, 10.

Pifjgala, 234.

Pippali, Pippali, 172, 254.

Pitkute cf., sle$ma and kapha.

Pitta, 28, 168.

Pneuma, 277, 229.

Prabba,269.
Prajapati, 2, lOlff.

Pralayana, 124.

Prd-li, 123.

Pramarjia, 199,269.

Pramefca, 122.

Prana, 28, 64ff, 71, 78, 173ff,

Pranapanau, 173, 177.

Pratisarhskartr, 12.

Pratiliir>i, 218,

Pratyatbila, 118.

Prenotions de Cos, 2631f.

JProrrhetique, 263ff

Prtyamayd, 122.

Punarvasu, 7, 23.

Purana, 83ff, 104.

Parua, purui, 63, 64, 160.

Pu$yamitra, 22.

Pythagoras, 236.

Rajani, 123
4

Rajayak^md, 100.

RakAs, 46, 97, 129ff.

Rakasa,46.
Rakta,27.
Rakta pitta, 29, 233.

Ram Yat, 70, 75fif,

Ramabhadra DIkita, 22.

Raman, 67.

Ramayani, 111.

Ranjaka, 28.

Rasa, 27flf, 162, I65ff, 187.

Masaratnakara* 13,

Rasayana, 12,

a, 45, 50,

Rgveda (dating), 81ff.

Rohfel, 101.

^ta, 50, 63, 68, 91fL

^ta, 94.

Rudra, 90ff,

Sabar, 34-

Sabda, 199.

Sadhaka, 28.

Sadyoroara^Iya, 271 .

Jakas9 22.

Sakuna, Sakuni, 97,

Samtna,28, 174.

Samana, 192.

Samaveda9 85.

Sambar, 34.

Sambara, 34,

Saonhita, 1, 24, 80, 157ff,

Saiiikhya, 26, 199. 209.

Samskandha, 128.

Samyuktaratnapjtaka-sutra, 17*

Sannipata, 29.

Sara, 134.

Sarasvatl, 3, 21.

Sarga, 65.

Sarman, 170,

atapatha-brShmaay 11, 20, 85, 188,

199, 237.

Satavahana, 12.

Saumya, 166.

Sautramani, 3, 21, 88

Seleukos, 83, 248, 250.

Silajatu, 34.

Simida, 128.

Sin and disease, 91.

Sira, 161.

Sira, 162.

SirSakti, 122.

lrsamay4 122.

iva, 2, 119,

Sivadasasena, 23.

Sivarama, 22.

Skambba, 160.

Skandha, Skandhas, 142if.

Skylax, 244, 257.

leinan, 28fF, 117ff, 172, 188.

lipada, 128,



INDEX

Snana, 33.

Soma, 42ff, 56, 60, 77, 166, 176.

Somaraja, 101.

Somia, 166.

Soranos of Ephesus, 18.

!o$a, 100.

Spoflista, 58.

fr, 128.

Sramanas, 193.

Sraosa, 50.

Srastanga, tva, 119*

Srotas, 161.

Srutavid, 7,

Stana, 142.

Subbiluliuma, 90 .

Suidas, 244.

Sukra, 27, 165.

3ula, 122, 127.

Surya, 2, 65, 108.

Siiryasiddhanta, 63.

u,Susma, 71.

Susruta, 8.

Susruta-sathhita* Iff, 15fF, 121ff.

Susumna, 234.

Sutras, 82, dating, 86.

Buddhist, 20? .

Sutrasthana, 203ff, 274.

Svayambhu, 2.

Svedas, 33.

Svitra, 125.

Taijasa, 166.

Tak, 120.

Takmdn, 116.

Tak^asila, 10.

Tank, 100.

Tantra, 2, 159, 234flf.

Taxila, 10. 11,

Tche-le, Tche*lo-kia, 17.

Tejas, 26, 27, 167.

Tejobhuta, 165.

Teraiyar, 10.

Tetanus, 214, 230.

Thales, 203, 243.

Tbraetona, 43.

Thrita, 41ff.

Tbwasa, 68ff, 74ff.

Topos, 74 .

Traitana, 43.

Tridhatu, 28, 170 .

Tridoa, 28, 171 ff, 187.

Trita Apya, 43flF.

Trta, cf., Trita.

Trtiyaka, 117.

Tsa-paotsang- king, 18.

Tunl, 218.

Ucchvasa, 177.

Udana, 28,174ff.

Udyug4, 128.

Upade^a, 199.

Upamanyu, 89.

Upa6ga, 1.

Upani$ad, 26, 80, 178, 184, 234, 266.

UpAstha, 101.

Upaveda, 1.

Uruwana, 90.

Urvazista, 58.

Uttaratantra, 14if.

Vac, 40, 64.

157, VQdhulasutra, 155.

Vagbhata, 14ff.

Vaisvanara, 57ff.

Vaitarana, 2.

Vajasaneyisamhita, 19ff,

Vak, 132.

Vararuci, 13, 25.

Van?a,269.
Varttika, 192.

Varuna, 41, 50, 63flT, 90, 9 Iff, 113

116.

Varyovida, 17, 204ff.

Vasavadatta, 22.

Vasu, 8.

Vasu Bharadvaja, 9

Vasu devamsd, 5.

Vasusruta, 8.

Vasiiyu, 7.

Vata,28,61ff.

Vatabalasaka, 118.

Vataka^faka, 217.

Vatapittasleman, 19Z

Vatathil, 218.

Vatika, 192.
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Vatlkara, Vatikrta, 171, 1729F.

Vayism, 73 ff.

Vayorvida, 199.

Vayu, 61, 70.

Vayu, 26, 2*. 61ff, 69fF.

Wind, cfl, Vata, Vayu, Vayu, and

especially Chaps, VII and VUL
Vazista,58.

Veda, 24ff, dating, 81fL

Vedaftga, 82.

Vendidad, cf., Videvddt.

Verethra, 167.

Vorothrajao, 69.

Vesicle, 123.

Vicrt, If 3.

Vid&vdat^ 39.

Vidradha, 109.

Vijaman, 110,

Vijfialna, 27.

Viklindu, 128.

Vilobita, 128.

Visalpaka, 108.

VlsAlyaka, 108ff.

Vi^arA, VMarlka, 128.

Vikandha, 128.

Vi^palt, 87.

5, 24, 45.

Vi^vamitra, (Ooctor), 125.

Vitrtly4, 1 17.

Vohufray&na, 58.

Voumkasa, 41.

Vjtra, 16(5,

Vrtrahan, 69.

Vyana, 28, I74ff.

Waters, 54ff.

Yadu, 46-

Ytu, 46.

YStudfaaoa, 46, 97.

Yima, 6$.

Yi-tsinga 13ff, 17,

Yoga^ataka^ 13, 25.

Yoga, 159, 185-

YogasBtra* 22, 23,

Zravan akaraoa, 68, 74,

ERRATA

5,

21,

25,

43,

61,

91,

96,

128,

147,

215.

Read
35 Dbanvantara

. 24 Bharadvaja
5 After Droi?a, read1 .

.25AtreyI
Q Bharadvaja
12 Pabaka
17 Vayu
20 arta

30 attrin

. 25 Slipada
13 Neisser
25 dangfipatanaka

For
Dhanvantara
Bharadvaja
This foot-note is printed oo p* 17*

Atreya
Bhardvaja
DahSha
Vfiyu
tta
astrin

Sipada
Neisser

dandapatanaka




